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                                         Abstract 
Private equity has been developing as an industry in the UK and the U.S. for decades and at 

present it is the focal point of regulation for said to be partly responsible causing the 2007 to 

2008 financial crisis. However, the situation of private equity in China differs tremendously 

to that in the UK and the U.S. in terms of every aspect such as investment routes, system of 

regulation and divestment considering that private equity has only been growing fast in China 

for merely a decade. The laws and regulations governing each of the aspects in the three 

countries are on different levels in terms of maturity not to mention the fact that foreign 

private equity under Chinese law is only a relatively new area. 

Foreign private equity laws and regulations are gaining attention and need attention as 

foreign private equity has been developing fast with an enormous amount of capital involved 

and there is not a well-established system of laws and regulations governing important issues 

such as its investment and divestment in China. The thesis will look into the legal and 

regulatory problems encountered in the course of development of foreign private equity in 

China and it will try to solve such problems by studying the private equity industry in the UK 

and the U.S.. Each chapter of the thesis will land on one problem and all the chapters together 

will try to solve one question: how to improve the legal and regulatory system of foreign 

private equity in China? Based on the legal and regulatory advice given in each chapter, the 

thesis will argue that the most important aspect missing in the current system, compared to its 

counterpart in the UK and the U.S., is the absolute authority of basic legal principles such as 

rule of law and freedom of contract.  
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                                                          Introduction  
  



Before proceeding to the theme of the thesis, private equity, more specifically, foreign private 

equity in China, it is suggested that introducing China as a country on its economic, political 

and legal backgrounds is necessary to provide a big picture and foundation for the discussions 

of the whole thesis. However, the general introduction here will be a relatively short one as 

more details, especially details related to private equity and foreign private equity, will be 

provided in section 1.1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 2.1.  

China implemented the policy of opening up in the 1980s and since then China has been 

gradually gaining the status as a market economy country. Although the discussion of 

whether China is, in fact, a market economy, is still being debated1, it could not be denied 

that China is already one of the main economies in the world, which could be shown in the 

World Bank’s report on China, overtaking Japan, becoming the second largest economy in 

the world in early 20142. The 2007-2008 financial crisis and the 2011 Euro sovereign debt 

crisis did not influence China’s economy in a substantial way and China still maintained a 

high level of annual growth rate compared to that of the UK and the U.S.3. However, on the 

dark side, due to its large population of almost 1.4 billion, China still has a great number of 

people living under poverty and fighting poverty remains one of the missions of the Chinese 

government4.  

On the political side, surprisingly, compared to the fast development of its economy, China 

still maintained the status as a country ruled by one party and one party only after the 

1 The answer of the thesis to this question is provided in section 4.4.2.3 of the thesis.  
2 China’s rapid annual growth averaging 10% for the past years contributed to the result. See The World Bank, 
'China Overview' (The World Bank 2014) <http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/china/overview> accessed 
18/03/2015. 
3 For China’s growth rate, see The World Bank, 'Country and Region Specific Forecasts and Data' (The World 
Bank 2014) <http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects/data?region=EAP> accessed 
18/03/2015. For the growth rates of the UK and the U.S., see the report on the same website page. It could be 
seen that after the sovereign debt crisis, China still maintained a growth rate averaging almost 8% while the UK 
and the U.S. only maintained a rate averaging merely 2%. 
4 See The World Bank, 'China Overview' (The World Bank 2014) 
<http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/china/overview> accessed 18/03/2015. 
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establishment of the People’s Republic of China and although according to the Communist 

Party, more parties should come to play on the playground of politics as “consultants”, no 

new parties were ever seen to be a “consultant” with real political powers5. However, it could 

also be argued that it was due to this efficient system of ruling a country by one party only, 

China had 30 years of rapid development and came to power as the second largest economy, 

arguably a super power in the world as well. More importantly, aside from the one-party 

system, one fact should be mentioned which paves the foundation for many discussions in the 

thesis is that the Communist Party has the power to decide anything they would like to and in 

any way they would like to in China when it comes to making decisions, including making 

laws and regulations, to run the country. Inside the Communist Party, an organisation called 

the Politburo currently consists of 7 men is the decision-making body of the Communist 

Party and it is up to the politburo how to make day-to-day political decisions. Such a polity, 

certainly, would come with both merits and defects and more discussions upon its two sides 

will be given in the fourth and the last chapter. 

On the legal side, which will be elaborated on in chapters 4 and 5, it could be argued that due 

to the one party ruling feature of the polity, both rule of law and freedom of contract do not 

exist in the current legal system and this will influence self-regulation of foreign private 

equity6 in a substantial way. China’s law-making bodies are the People’s Congress and its 

Standing Committee. The people constituting the two bodies are mostly retired Communist 

Party members on a high level and they would still retain their Party membership when they 

are working in the two law-making bodies7. Hence, it is justified to say that law-making, not 

to mention regulation-making, in China is fully at the service of the will of the Communist 

Party and the need of the development of the country. Such a feature could both facilitate and 

5 Communist Party’s policy of discussing politics is that other parties could join the discussion of how to rule 
the country while only the Communist Party possesses the power of final decision. 
6 More details will be provided in chapters 4 and 5. 
7 The situation is the same in local People’s Congress. 
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hinder the development of foreign private equity in China and further details will be provided 

in chapters 4 to 7. It should also be borne in mind as a foundation for later discussions that 

one of the main consequences of the absence of rule of law and freedom of contract in 

China’s legal system is the lack of protections for private properties whose examples in 

Chinese law could be found in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 of the thesis. Lack of protections for 

private properties is of significant influence on the applicability of self-regulation of foreign 

private equity in China and it could be seen in chapters 4 and 5 that such a feature of Chinese 

law, surprisingly, contributes to the applicability of self-regulation. 

After the introduction of China on its economic, political and legal backgrounds, it is argued 

that introduction of private equity as a relatively new industry in China and an already highly 

developed industry in the UK and the U.S. should now be given so as to facilitate the 

introduction of the structure of the thesis. 

Private equity generally refers to the behaviour of private equity firms investing into their 

target companies in exchange for the equity thereof. It only became internationally well-

known to the public after the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008. It was 

rendered under heavy regulation in the UK and the U.S. compared to their largely 

unregulated status before the crisis. Private equity has been developing tremendously fast in 

China for the last ten years even through the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008 and the Euro 

sovereign debt crisis in 2011, which severely affected the private equity industry in the UK 

and the U.S. in terms of deal volume and numbers. More importantly, the development of 

private equity also triggers the thriving of foreign private equity in China due to the fact that 

relevant laws and regulations regarding foreign private equity are improving.   

Nevertheless, although the development of foreign private equity in China was surprisingly 

fast, a plethora of problems have been seen and need to be dealt with, such as the round-trip 
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investment model and the variable interest entities model widely used in the past and at  

present. On the other hand, in the UK and the U.S., private equity has been thriving since 

1980s and 1950s respectively and the gap in the time of development surely has made a 

difference to private equity in China and private equity in the UK and the U.S., such as its 

existing form, management style, divestment routes, regulation and so on.    

The private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. is far more developed than its counterpart 

in China in many aspects and some of the differences could be exploited to tackle the 

problems existing in China’s foreign private equity industry. The purpose of the thesis is to 

dig into the legal side of the private equity industry of the UK and the U.S. and try to 

summarise the meaningful legal principles underpinning the relevant provisions and bring 

them to the related Chinese scenario to judge whether the foreign private equity industry in 

China could benefit from such provisions and principles. If such remedies could be achieved 

under the Chinese scenario, the thesis will then move to consider how such remedies could be 

made to fit the foreign private equity industry in China according to its special situation. In 

order to conduct such an approach, the relevant situation in China, the UK and the U.S. 

should be introduced and analysed so as to pave the road for later discussions. Also, analysis 

on relevant measures adopted by the UK and the U.S. should follow the introduction in each 

chapter and the principles drawn from these measures will be considered for its rationality to 

be applied to the Chinese scenario. Last but not the least, conclusions regarding applicability 

of the relevant measures and principles will be drawn and suggestions will be given to the 

Chinese scenario.  

Meanwhile, it should be noted that although the UK is a much smaller country in size 

compared to China and the U.S., it has been the centre for private equity in Europe and the 
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second largest private equity community in the world after the U.S. for over 30 years8.  Its 

abundant experience in developing the private equity industry in the legal aspect could 

effectively benefit the establishment of foreign private equity’s legal system in China. 

Furthermore, most of the regulations of the UK which will be involved in the discussions in 

the thesis are from the EC directives instead of directly enacted by the UK, such as the 

Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive as one important part of the chapter 4. 

Hence, notwithstanding its smaller size, the UK should be equally justified with the U.S. as 

one model of the research.   

It is also suggested that the reason the comparative research between private equity in the UK 

and the U.S. and foreign private equity in China are being conducted instead of between 

foreign private equity in the UK and the U.S. and foreign private equity in China is that there 

is no such a strong notion of foreign private equity existing in the UK and the U.S. as they do 

not enforce foreign exchange control policy9, which will be thoroughly scrutinised in the first 

and second chapter and it was one of the reasons leading to the appearance of the current 

foreign private equity in China. Consequently, some problems also exist in the foreign private 

equity industry in China due to this feature whose remedies could not be sought from the UK 

and the U.S. as the two countries do not implement rigid foreign exchange control policy. 

Thanks to this feature, it is worth mentioning that chapter 2 and chapter 3 will not follow the 

comparative research style of analysis mentioned in the third paragraph and they would only 

focus on the special problems created by the foreign exchange control policy and the 

remedies thereof.    

8 See John Gilligan and Mike Wright, ‘Private Equity Demystified: An Explanatory Guide’ (2008), 25 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1367216> accessed 01/05/2013. The authors analysed the 
reasons for the UK to be the centre of private equity of the Europe. They argued that the UK had the right 
economic environment, regulatory environment, taxation environment, legal environment and cultural 
environment to bring the private equity activities thereof to a higher level than other European countries can 
achieve.   
9 China accepted its obligation of not putting restrictions on payments and transfers in Article VIII of IMF 
Articles of Agreement in 1996. However, due to the fear of hot money coming in and rendering the economy 
unstable, it has been exercising tight control over foreign exchange. 
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It is noteworthy that the legal comparison study between foreign private equity in China and 

private equity in the UK and the U.S. is effectively justified in that, on one hand, as 

mentioned in the first and second paragraph of the introduction, foreign private equity has 

been developing very fast in China and it also suffers from a litany of problems. On the other 

hand, the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. has the most developed private 

equity legal systems in the world whose experience surely could be drawn to benefit foreign 

private equity in China. The foreign private equity and private equity in China both can 

benefit from the experience drawn as except for the problems produced by the foreign 

exchange control policy, such legal experience could apply to the development of both 

foreign private equity and private equity. However, if the comparative study was done 

between the private equity industry in China and that in the UK and the U.S., the scope of the 

thesis would be too wide for problems to be effectively analysed due to the fact that the 

private equity industry in China has numerous problems and foreign private equity is only a 

branch of the whole private equity industry whose problems are much more limited. More 

importantly, in terms of the aim of the thesis, the contents and the scope of the thesis will not 

be and could not be only focused on law as in order to achieve the purposes of certain 

chapters, such as chapter 6, in addition to law, market regulations regarding private equity 

and foreign private equity will also be involved so as to better accommodate the discussions 

and aims of the chapters.   

I: Problems to be analysed in the thesis 

The thesis is built on the current problems of the foreign private equity industry in China and 

it will analyse each problem in each chapter and try to seek applicable remedies from the 

private equity industry in the UK and the U.S.. In order to better facilitate the discussion to be 

carried out in the thesis, the first chapter of the thesis will be built around necessary 

definitions regarding private equity and foreign private equity and relevant background 
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information thereof will also be provided. Most of the definitions and background 

information will be used in later discussions and it is necessary to explain them in the first 

place so as to pave the road for later discussions and set a general background in the 

beginning for the thesis.  

The second chapter and the third chapter will focus on the legal problems of the round trip 

investment (RTI) routes and post-round trip investment (post-RTI) routes and a new remedy 

to the problems, Qualified Foreign Limited Partner (QFLP), will be put forward. The RTI 

routes and post-RTI routes have long been used by foreign private equity investors to invest 

in companies in restricted investment areas seeking overseas listing opportunities. However, 

the two kinds of routes are currently under harsh surveillance for claiming to be law and 

regulation breaking, especially violating the foreign exchange control policy. The two 

chapters will analyse their models of operation and try to answer the question of their legality. 

Meanwhile, as an effective way of dealing with the foreign exchange control policy, the 

QFLP will be introduced and advised in the third chapter. Moreover, the problems analysed 

in the second and third chapter regarding the chaotic regulation system of the foreign private 

equity which could be seen in disordered and numerous laws and regulations governing the 

entrance, operation and exit of foreign private equity also bring up the question of the 

regulation style of foreign private equity and the specific establishment of the governing 

authorities thereof.  

Strongly connected to chapter 2 and 3, chapter 4 and chapter 5 will centre on the regulation of 

the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. and will argue that the current rigid 

regulation is not effective and the same experience should be drawn to the regulation of the 

foreign private equity industry in China. However, in order to assess the rationality of the 

regulation of private equity in the UK and the U.S., the possible risks of the industry, such as 

corporate governance issues, should be introduced in the first place and the relevant measures 
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controlling the risks in the UK and the U.S. will also be analysed in terms of its 

appropriateness. The style of regulation of the private equity and foreign private equity 

industry in China is a new topic which no one has ever set foot on and this chapter should try 

to explore the rationality, necessity and possibility of self-regulation in the UK and the U.S. 

and China and also the implementation details thereof in China in the hope of coming up with 

an effective regulation framework for foreign private equity in China. However, before 

embarking upon the route of self-regulation, explanation regarding the process of ascertaining 

self-regulation as a solution will be provided to prove that it is the only viable style of 

regulation when it comes to regulating private equity in China. General legal principles will 

be applied in the process of ascertaining self-regulation as a viable way of regulating private 

equity in China.  

Furthermore, aside from the regulation issues, the exit system of the foreign private equity 

industry is also a problem hindering the development of foreign private equity in China in 

terms of its lack of a multi-tier exit market. The divestment of a private equity investment is 

the most important part of an investment as it is the step where the investment could be 

realised and investors could be rewarded. A better exit system could benefit the growth of 

foreign private equity substantially and effectively control the overseas listings of domestic 

enterprises which will be involved in the first and second chapter of the thesis as a tricky 

problem.  

Chapter 6 will land on the exit system of foreign private equity in China and will try to argue 

that the regulations of stock markets and trade sales markets in the UK, the U.S. could benefit 
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China’s counterparts and their experience should be learned so as to look for room of 

development to build up an efficient10 exit system for foreign private equity in China. 

In conclusion, the whole thesis is structured around the current legal problems of the foreign 

private equity industry in China and it is to solve the problems mainly with experience drawn 

from the UK and the U.S. in order to improve the legal framework and the development of 

foreign private equity in China. As the arguments unfold, it will be shown that each problem 

in each chapter is linked to one another and all the solutions together overall will optimise the 

investment legal framework of foreign private equity. That is to say, none of the chapters is 

alone in the structure of the thesis and the whole thesis will only be answering one question 

from the beginning to the end: how to optimise the legal and regulation framework for 

foreign private equity in China? 

II: Objectives and approaches of the thesis 

The problems listed above are to be solved in each chapter of the thesis and as mentioned, the 

general objectives of each chapter should be similar. However, in the process of problem 

solving, small problems should be dealt with in the first place before each big problem 

handled and these should be the micro objectives of the thesis. Meanwhile, the ways of 

conducting such a research are equally important as the rationality of methodology could 

effectively affect the outcome of the research. Thus, the next part of the introduction will land 

on the objectives and methodology and structure of the thesis.     

10 This thesis will discuss the optimization of the legal and regulatory system for foreign private equity in China, 
partly, under the notion of “efficiency”. Hence, it is important to define efficiency in the first place. Efficiency 
could be discussed in several environments, such as social and economic, and there is a vast amount of 
literatures related to it. For instance, the most famous definition of efficiency in economic term is from Richard 
A. Posner in Economic Analysis of Law, “Efficiency means exploiting economic resources in such a way that 
value-human satisfaction as measured by aggregate willingness to pay for goods and services-is maximized”. 
See Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law (2nd, Little, Brown, 1977) 10. For the purpose of the thesis, 
which is to enhance the investment system for foreign private equity in China, only the economic concept of 
efficiency will be involved so as to maximise the efficiency of discussion in the thesis. Efficiency in this thesis 
should refer to the maximization of legal and regulatory outcome by the least costs incurred, whether such costs 
are incurred from government side or private equity industry side. 
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As mentioned above, one of the most important objectives of the thesis is to come up with 

effective solutions to the outstanding problems with experience drawn from the private equity 

industry in the UK and the U.S. with the hope of pushing foreign private equity industry in 

China forward to a whole new level with a well-established legal and regulation system. In 

order to achieve this goal, a comparative research between the legal and regulation system of 

the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. and that in China should be conducted. 

Nonetheless, one of the problems of conducting a comparative research is that the concepts 

used in the comparison might indicate different meanings in different countries, which is also 

one of the reasons the first chapter is composed.  

It should be noted that in order to draw experience from the UK and the U.S. for the good of 

the foreign private equity industry in China, the thesis needs to think critically on the 

measures adopted by China and even the UK and the U.S. so as to thoroughly assess the 

advantages and shortcomings of each measure and hence the applicability thereof. The thesis 

argues that the underlying principles of each measure taken by the governments should be 

exploited to assist judging the applicability of such a measure in China as China has its own 

unique regulatory regimes and such underlying principles can be used to quickly decide 

whether such a measure will fit the specific Chinese situation in question.   

It is also noteworthy that in terms of methodology, not all the chapters of the thesis will be 

written in a comparative way as some of the characteristics of the foreign private equity 

industry in China could not find its counterparts in the private equity industry in the UK and 

the U.S. due to its unique regulatory regimes. For example, the contents in the second and 

third chapter, which involve the widely used investment models of RTI and post RTI, can 

hardly be seen in the UK and the U.S. private equity industry as they were only invented by 

foreign investors to restricted or forbidden investment areas in China to bypass the regulation 
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of Chinese laws and regulations11. Hence, where such contents are involved, comparison 

research in the thesis will only serve as an assistive tool instead of a main methodology and 

the problems in such chapters will be analysed based on the analysis of the problems 

themselves instead of through looking into its counterparts’ situations in the UK and the U.S.. 

Also, in the process of analysing, a certain amount of online sources will be used as private 

equity in China is a fairly new topic not to mention foreign private equity. Few literature of 

law has been written on private equity in China and that of foreign private equity is one of the 

cutting-edge areas if not brand new. Therefore, the thesis has to utilise every source it can 

gather and it is inevitable some of them are presented in the forms of reports, articles and 

books online.  

Moreover, although the thesis is written in the UK, where case law study normally prevails 

for law theses, this thesis will not substantially involve case law in that on one hand, China is 

not a case law country and it would not be appropriate trying to make suggestions to 

legislatures based on individual cases from other countries. On the other hand, the 

legislatures involved in the thesis from the UK and the U.S. cover all the effective laws and 

regulations in the two countries and not many cases are actually available to be studied and 

therefore, will not be specifically analysed. However, in the fourth chapter involving general 

legal principles in the search of an efficient regulation method for foreign private equity, a 

litany of cases in the UK and the U.S. will be thoroughly analysed so as to present the proof 

of existence of rule of law and freedom of contract in the two countries.  

More specifically, the objectives and methodology and structure of the thesis should be as 

follows: 

11 See 2.1.1: The definition of the RTI route and 2.3: The post-RTI routes used to bypass the supervision of the 
ADEFIP. 
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Objectives 

The problem of legality of the RTI route and the VIE model has been a hot topic in the 

private equity industry. However, only limited research has been carried out to try to 

ascertain its nature in law and answer the question regarding the reasons it was banned. The 

thesis will try to prove the nature of the models and hence analyse the necessity of banning 

such investment models.  The thesis will take into account in the first place the necessary 

information of the RTI route and post-RTI routes, including the laws and regulations 

governing the RTI route and the VIE model, especially the way the VIE model operates, in 

order to embark upon the discussion of the legality of such investment models.  

Along with the two investment models in the preceding paragraph, other important 

investment models also exist to support investment of foreign private equity investors. 

However, it is still a question that whether they are efficient enough to pass the barrier of 

foreign exchange control policy. The thesis will also focus on the present situations of the 

investment models along the RTI route and the post RTI routes, including investing through a 

WFOE, direct investment through acquisition and investing through the establishment of an 

FBIE so as to assess the efficiency of such investment models and explore the possibility of 

another more effective system to regulate the investment of the foreign private equity 

investors given that the investment models in the preceding paragraph and the three 

mentioned models fail to achieve the goal of efficiency.   

Considering the chaotic regulation system of the foreign private equity which could be seen 

in disordered and numerous laws and regulations governing the investment models 

mentioned above, the question of the governing style of foreign private equity and the 

specific establishment of the governing authorities thereof should also be answered. The 

thesis will consider the deemed risks of the private equity industry, such as posing systemic 
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risk to the financial system, in order to introduce the regulatory measures against the private 

equity industry in the UK and the U.S. and land on the discussion regarding the drawbacks of 

such regulatory measures and the necessity of enforcing them. Consequently, the thesis will 

try to give advice to the regulation style and establishment of authorities of regulation of 

foreign private equity based on the experience drawn from the UK and the U.S. and special 

Chinese scenario.  

Besides the regulation issues, the exit system of the foreign private equity industry is also a 

problem hindering the development of foreign private equity in China in terms of its lack of a 

multi-layered exit market. As mentioned, the divestment of a private equity investment is the 

most important part of an investment as it is the step where the investment could be realised 

and investors could be rewarded. The thesis should endeavour to explore the establishment of 

a sound exit system in the UK and the U.S. to benefit the establishment of the private equity 

and foreign private equity exit system in China.  

Methodology and structure  

As could be seen above in the beginning of the introduction and the objectives of the thesis, 

comparative research will be the main method employed in the thesis albeit not throughout it. 

The modern comparative law has been developing over three centuries12 and there were ups 

and downs in its history of development13. It is noteworthy that such a form of law has been 

widely criticised in some parts of the world such as the U.S.. For example, in Lawrence v. 

Texas14, Justices Thomson and Scalia disregarded all evidences and contentions constructed 

on foreign experiences with the sentence ‘this Court [...] should not impose foreign moods, 

12 The modern comparative law could be traced back to the middle 18th century and two of its main founding 
figures were Montesquieu and Sir Henry Maine. For Sir Henry Maine’s comparative discussions of the Western 
and Eastern legal traditions, see introduction part of Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Law: Its Connection with the 
Early History of Society, and Its Relation to Modern Ideas (1st, Brunton Press, New York 2008). 
13 For the history, see Walther Hug, 'The History of Comparative Law' [1932] HARV. L. REV. 1027, 1027-
1070. 
14 Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003). 
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fads, or fashions on Americans’. Moreover, in Roper v. Simmons15, it was held by Justices 

Thomson, Scalia and Rehnquist that ‘to invoke alien law when it agrees with one’s own 

thinking, and ignore it otherwise, is not reasoned decision-making’. 

It appears that the above comments do make sense and such arguments have been supported 

by numerous scholars16. However, it is not hard to understand judges of a certain country 

would protect the pride of its own judicial system by not using reasoning of foreign laws and 

regulations especially considering such comments above were merely made against other 

Justices in cases mostly involving controversial topics such as death penalty. The thesis 

argues that the concept of comparative law research should be separated from the reasoning 

of comparative law in Courts as the former would bring much more benefits in that it is often 

used in the procedure of law-making of a country and the latter would normally be 

invalidated due to the fact that the pride of a country’s judicial system often needs to be 

protected.  

Moreover, in the modern world, the trend of comparative law research is almost inevitable 

due to the rise of many important international or regional legal systems such as GATT and 

NAFTA. Most importantly, the formation of EU as a political union demonstrates that 

‘national legal systems are no longer alone in the legal universe. They coexist with regimes 

operating on the supra or international level.’ 17  As stated by Anne Peters and Heiner 

Schwenke18: 

In the era of globalisation, both the discipline and its critique have gained relevance. What 
the transition of post-socialist countries and the unification of Europe have effected 
regionally, globalisation now accomplishes on a global scale: it creates desires for 

15 Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005). 
16 See Ernesto J. Sanchez, 'A Case against Judicial Internationalism' [2005] Con. L. Rev. 185, 185-238. See also 
Roger Paul Alford, 'Misusing International Sources to Interpret the Constitution' [2004] A.J.I.L. 57, 57-69. 
17 Mathias Reimann, 'Beyond National Systems: A Comparative Law for the International Age' [2000-2001] Tul. 
L. Rev. 1103, 1107. 
18 Anne Peters and Heiner Schwenke, 'Comparative Law Beyond Post-Modernism' [2000] I.C.L.Q. 800, 800-
834. 
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harmonisation and, as a pre-requisite, legal comparison. [...] In the process of 
globalisation, different legal systems and different cultures are confronted with each other 
and must interact. This provokes new questions about the options and limits of 
comparative law and legal unification, regarding, for instance, the applicability of specific 
moral and legal standards to other cultures by comparatists and law-makers. These 
questions are all the more pressing as we begin to realise that governing globalisation, in 
particular economic globalisation, with the help of global law perhaps requires a concept 
of a global legal order which is based on a ‘global legal pluralism’. 

The thesis argues that the formation of the EU and other potential political or economic 

unions indicate that globalization is inevitable and more importantly, to the development of 

comparative law and its research, globalization will push it forward until it reaches the 

destination of global legal harmony. Hopefully, the thesis, surfing on the wave of 

comparative research in law, will contribute to it. 

Nonetheless, at the same time, it should be noted that there is a reason comparative law is 

called “comparative”. Every nation’s situation, including but not limited to history, economy, 

customs, differs to one another and the law in question was made under such a special 

situation only to that country. Hence, taking each country’s different situation into 

consideration when doing comparison is the key to the success of comparative research: 

At all stages of comparative research [...] the real problems are not moral or cultural 
blindness, ethnocentricity and legal imperialism, but the lack of full knowledge and 
understanding of foreign legal rules and cultures. Comparatists have—pure and simple—
an incomplete knowledge of many hard facts. They must know something about the 
historical, social, economic, political, cultural and psychological context which has made 
a rule or proposition what it is. [...] In practice, the comparatist almost inevitably knows 
the legal order better in which she was trained. This asymmetry of knowledge alone may 
cause systematic mistakes. For instance, it may often be the case that—due to incomplete 
knowledge of details, of the context—the comparatist over-estimates the possibility of 
transfer.19 

The lack of knowledge of another foreign country’s legal system and peculiar circumstances 

often happens and this is also the main reason this thesis was composed in the UK which 

could offer more access to legal resources and practical guidance. Moreover, overestimating 

the possibility of a transfer is lethal to a comparative research and the thesis will try to make 

19 Anne Peters and Heiner Schwenke, 'Comparative Law Beyond Post-Modernism' [2000] I.C.L.Q. 800, 832. 
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sure that such an omittance would not make an appearance. As an effort could be seen in later 

chapters, such as main parts of chapter 4 and chapter 5 regarding using basic legal principles 

and five-element incentive structure to search for a new style of regulation for foreign private 

equity in China, considerations are made to peculiar circumstances of all the three countries 

before conclusions are given. 

Detailed methodology in each chapter and the structure of the thesis is as follows: 

The thesis is divided into 7 chapters including an introductive chapter which is the first 

chapter outlining the foundation and essential information to be used in the thesis. The 

second chapter and the third chapter will consider the legal problems of the RTI and post-RTI 

routes and a new remedy to the problems, Qualified Foreign Limited Partner, will be put 

forward. Chapter 4 and 5 will be centred on the regulation of the private equity industry in the 

UK and the U.S. and will argue that the current rigid regulation is not effective and the same 

experience should be drawn to the regulation of the foreign private equity industry in China. 

Chapter 6 will land on the exit system of foreign private equity in China and will argue that 

an integral and sound exit system for foreign private equity should be established.  

More specifically, in the second chapter, the reasons that the RTI routes and the post-RTI 

routes were invented will be revealed and thus, paves the road for the later discussion of 

legality and illegality of the two types of routes and the necessity of banning them. It should 

be noted that if the thesis intends to explore and solve the legal dilemmas of the foreign 

private equity’s development in China, the discussion of the two types of investment routes 

will have to be involved as they caused both the expansion period and the depression period 

of the foreign private equity20. The chapter will also land on the discussion of the illegality of 

the VIE model, which is the most famous post-RTI route, based on Chinese laws and 

20 See 1.2.2 The history of development of foreign private equity in China. 
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regulations and a conclusion will be drawn. Moreover, the discussion will further go to the 

necessity of banning the two types of investment as there have been intense objections to the 

banning order from the government. The discussion thereof will be built on the theories of the 

economic analysis of law and an economically practical conclusion will be given.  

Along the mentioned “curved” investment routes in the preceding paragraph, there also has 

been “normal” investment models existed along21. The third chapter will also analyse such 

investment models, angling to assess its efficiency as investment tools for foreign private 

equity investors. The drawbacks of such investment routes will be exposed and a new system 

regulating the foreign private equity investment, the (Qualified Foreign Limited Partner) 

“QFLP” will be introduced and suggestions to its development will be made. It should be 

noted that the QFLP has been put forward and enforced by the Chinese government22 for 

regulating the investment from foreign private equity investors but a plethora of shortcomings 

of this policy came to surface as its implementation. The thesis will thoroughly analyse the 

reasons led to the birth of the QFLP and its current drawbacks and more importantly, it will 

put forward practical suggestions to its further development.  

The fourth chapter and the fifth chapter will dig into the current regulation of the private 

equity industry in the UK and the U.S. in search of a more effective regulatory regime for the 

industry. Deemed risks of the private equity industry will be introduced and analysed in the 

first place. Since the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008, private equity has 

drawn much attention from the governments and the public all around the world in terms of 

the necessity of imposing much stricter regulation against the industry in order to prevent it 

from posing systemic risk to the whole financial system as real estate industry did again and 

the UK and the U.S. enacted or promulgated a litany of laws and regulations to impose 

21 See 3.1 Investment models along the RTI route and the post-RTI routes. 
22 See 3.2.1 Background. 
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various restrictions and obligations on private equity firms and its funds, angling to regulate 

the previous relatively unregulated industry.  

The measures enacted or promulgated mostly concentrate on the regulation of the HF and 

private equity industries. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the intention of regulation 

against the private equity industry from the governments already existed before the 

occurrence of the financial crisis.  Hence, some criticisms occurred as to the rationale of the 

aforesaid regulatory measures as it was the real estate industry caused the crisis instead of HF 

and private equity which were functioning effectively before the crisis and were the main 

victims of it. The opponents of the increasing regulation argued that the reason why the 

private equity industry was regulated was purely political instead of economic.  However, the 

governments maintained that myriads of risks, such as over-leverage and lack of transparency, 

embedded in its operation system will eventually lead to systemic risks to the whole financial 

system again. Thus, chapter 4 will look into the so-called risks and analyse the regulatory 

measures implemented and draw a conclusion whether the private equity industry truly poses 

systemic risk to the financial system and the measures meet the severity of the problem, if 

there is any.  

Furthermore, chapter 5 will also look into self-regulation as an assistive regulatory regime for 

private equity industry in the UK and the U.S.. For the sake of academic rigidity, the process 

of ascertaining self-regulation as the only available option regulating private equity industry 

instead of other options will be presented in chapter 4 before going into details of self-

regulation in chapter 5 and in such a process, general legal principles in the UK, the U.S. and 

China will be employed to carry out the procedure. After ascertaining self-regulation as the 

only available option in regulating private equity industry in China, the disadvantages and 

merits of self-regulation will be brought out in order to pave the road for the discussion of the 

viability thereof. The viability test will be firstly carried out in the UK and the U.S. scenario 
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and then follows the China scenario in that if the UK and the U.S. fail the viability test, it is 

even harder for China to meet the requirements of the test as it is a less developed market 

economy compared to the other two countries.  

The most important tool used in the test in Chapter 5 will be the incentive structure23 consists 

of five elements targeted to judge whether the market conditions are suitable for the 

implementation of self-regulation. Each element will be separately analysed under the UK 

and the U.S. and China scenarios and conclusions will be given under each element. 

Suggestions to the establishment of the self-regulation regime for foreign private equity 

industry will also be made and a conclusion of chapter 5 will be drawn. Chapter 6 is 

dedicated to exploring the possible exit mechanisms for foreign private equity within China 

and experience will be drawn from the UK and the U.S. so as to facilitate the construction of 

the foreign private equity exit system.  

The discussion in chapter 6 will argue that the whole exit system for private equity in the UK 

and the U.S. is more reasonably established and multi-layered than the exit system for foreign 

private equity in China. This leads to the aim of this chapter which is to improve the exit 

system for foreign private equity in China according to the experience from the UK and the 

U.S.. A comparative study will be carried out between the markets for different exit methods 

in China and that in the UK and the U.S.. Necessary information of different markets of the 

three countries will be introduced to pave the road for the comparison and relevant analysis 

will follow regarding to the changes can be made to the regulations of the Chinese markets in 

order to better facilitate the divestment needs of foreign private equity. 

Chapter 7 will wrap up the points raised in the previous 6 chapters and this thesis will reach 

its final destination. It is noteworthy that in this chapter, critical thinking of the root of all the 

23 See 5.2.2 The incentive structure. 
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problems analysed in the previous 6 chapters regarding foreign private equity in China will 

be given and it will try to argue that the lack of support of basic legal principles in the 

Chinese laws and regulations analysed in chapter 4 contributes the most to the occurrence of 

these problems and it will possibly take the change of the political regime to get to the bottom 

of the problems.       

Contents and approaches of the thesis have been given above and to commence with the 

thesis, chapter 1 hereunder will provide essential information for the whole thesis and lay the 

foundation for later discussions. Definitions and background information provided in the first 

chapter regarding private equity and foreign private equity will be frequently used and quoted 

in later chapters and a big picture of the general environment for foreign private equity in 

China will be formed by the end of the chapter. 
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The thesis is structured around private equity and foreign private equity which could be 

defined differently in the UK, U.S. and China. For the good of the comparison study in later 

chapters, especially considering the fact that foreign private equity only exists in China as a 

phenomenon, the definition of the private equity and foreign private equity under various 

scenarios should be discussed and ascertained in the first place in order to clear blurry 

definitions and make effective and accurate comparisons and advice. This chapter is 

channelled into two sections involving essential definitions and background information of 

private equity and foreign private equity. Before going into detail of foreign private equity in 

China, private equity itself as a relatively new concept in China should be introduced so as to 

better understand foreign private equity in China as a branch of private equity.  

1.1 Section 1 Essential definitions regarding private equity and 

background information for the thesis 

This section of the chapter, firstly, will mainly involve essential definitions of private equity 

as before proceeding to define foreign private equity in section 2, essential definitions related 

to private equity should be tackled so as to facilitate the discussion in section 2 regarding the 

complicated definition and categorization of foreign private equity in China. Moreover, 

secondly, the reasons leading to the different forms of private equity in the UK and the U.S. 

and China should also be handled hereunder as the reasons and conclusions thereof will 

effectively affect and lay the foundation for discussions through the thesis, especially in the 

third chapter regarding the necessity of banning the round-trip investment model and the 

fourth chapter regarding the necessity of heavily regulating foreign private equity in China. 

1.1.1 The definition of private equity 

Although private equity has been a hot topic recently, its definition seems has been omitted 

by scholars and practitioners. Not many authoritative definitions have been given to private 



equity through the years of its development and no official definition has ever been given to 

accurately describe its operation style. This is mainly due to the fact that private equity is 

more of a phenomenon in practice instead of a scientific definition. Also, the relative lack of 

academic research into this area also contributed to it. However, for the purpose of the thesis, 

a clear definition of private equity has to be given in the first place to clarify its contents and 

pave the road for later discussions such as the difference of private equity between that in the 

UK and U.S. and that in China.      

The thesis argues that private equity should be defined as a term broadly used to describe the 

process of capital injection by private equity firms, whose investors usually are large 

institutions and wealthy individuals, into private companies, which possess abilities to grow 

fast in the future, in exchange for an equity stake thereof and in the hope of selling it through 

a variety of ways, such as initial public offerings (IPOs) and trade sales, for profits. The 

whole process is controlled and conducted by private equity firms which normally would 

have a plethora of private equity funds under management.  Private equity mainly comprises 

two categories depending on the types of its investees (portfolio companies), its investment 

strategies and the amount of capital it used in the transaction. It is noteworthy that private 

equity may sometimes be categorised differently according to various standards and 

contexts.1 For the purpose of this thesis, private equity will be categorised according to 

whether the investment is a minority one or a majority one. 

The first type of private equity is minority investment, which mainly takes the form of 

venture capital (VC). VC could be defined as ‘investment by specialised organisations…in 

high-growth, high-risk, often high-technology firms that need [capital] to finance product 

development or growth and must, by the nature of their business, obtain this capital largely in 

1 For example, private equity in china mainly refers to venture capital funds in late stages while private equity in 
the UK and the U.S. typically refers to buyout funds.  
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the form of equity rather than debt.’2 This form of private equity is far more often taken by 

private equity firms in China than private equity firms in the UK or the U.S.. Private equity in 

China, in essence, is a synonym to VC as most private equity investments in China adopt the 

form of minority investments in the beginning or expansion stage of its portfolio companies, 

where the investor acquires less than a majority of the voting securities of the company, 

instead of buyouts mostly happening in a later stage of portfolios’ development.  Moreover, it 

is noteworthy that the VC industry in China at present does not always invest in high-

technology firms as defined above in that investments into labour intensive industry are 

substantially contributing to the development of VC industry.3   

In terms of the stages of development of the portfolio companies when investments are made, 

VC 4can be further subcategorised into seed capital5, early stage capital6 and late stage capital. 

Late stage capital, a minority investment in a company used for facilitating its need for 

expansion, is the main form of VC in China as companies looking for late stage investments 

are companies desperate to expand but short of debt support from banks, which has been 

2 B.S. Black and R.J. Gilson, 'Venture Capital and the Structure of Capital Markets: Banks versus Stock 
Markets' [1998] Fin. Econ 243, 245. 
3 The investment by Goldman Sachs and New Margin ventures into Western Mining Co., Ltd, a Chinese labour 
intensive mining company, brought them 181 times of their original investment after an IPO of Western Mining 
Co., Ltd.  
4 Broadly speaking, the definition of VC can include seed capital, early stage capital and growth stage capital. 
On the other hand, some experts in VC industry tend to include only seed capital and early stage capital as the 
definition of VC in that growth stage capital may involve PIPE (Private Investment in Public Equity) transaction 
and traditionally, VC is more involved in early stage and private equity is more involved in late stage. See S.W. 
Naidech, 'Private Equity Fund Formation' (Practical Law Company 2013) <http://www.practicallaw.com/3-509-
1324#> accessed 16/03/2013. Instead, they separate VC and private equity and only use private equity to refer 
to growth stage capital in that private equity in China is more involved in late stage investment. However, VC 
and private equity in China at present are basically used as the same term as their investment strategies and 
portfolio companies are almost overlapping. See W.Y Gu, 'The Difference between Private Equity and VC in 
China' (Chinastartup 2012) <http://www.chinastartup.cn/chuangye/1033.html> accessed 16/03/2014.  More 
importantly, the traditional form of private equity, buyout funds, does not appear to exist in China. Buyout funds 
in China will be further discussed later in the chapter. For the purpose of the thesis, VC will be used as a broad 
term mainly indicating later stage capital with minority investment feature.   
5 Seed capital or start-up capital is an external minority investment financing an entrepreneur’s initial capital 
support needs before the product or company is seen. It normally entails modest amounts of capital below one 
million. 
6 Early stage capital is an external minority investment in a company already possesses business blueprint. 
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common in China since the reform and opening up in 1980s7. Furthermore, it is noteworthy 

that VC funds in China investing in late stage would typically seek divestment through an 

IPO in the hope of maximising its divestment profits as its counterpart does in the UK and the 

U.S. considering the fact that the price would usually rise drastically in a successful IPO for 

the portfolio companies, which can rarely be seen in other divestment routes. Nonetheless, 

the exit market in China, such as securities exchanges, is not well-established and has 

compelled some domestic portfolio companies to seek to be listed on overseas market, which 

was also one of the main reasons leading to the appearance of the round-trip investment 

route8. 

Minority investment and high risk are the two main features of VC. Due to the high 

uncertainty of the potential for development of portfolio companies and the minority 

shareholding feature, VC investors typically will bear more risks than the buyout investors. 

Buyout capital is the second type of private equity, which usually involves debt financing 

from a third party to support the buyout and hence, normally referred to as leveraged buyout 

(LBO).  LBO can be defined as ‘the use of borrowed money to buy a business with the 

business's assets and earnings being used to pay off the debt’.9 In practice, buyout funds 

would finance its transactions by both its own capital and debt financing from a third party, 

which could be a senior debt if the third party is a bank or a junior debt if the third party is a 

mezzanine capital fund10.  

7 This was mainly due to the large amount of private enterprises and limited numbers of banks. After the reform 
and opening-up, small and medium-sized enterprises were springing up and they were desperate for debt support 
from banks. However, due to their relatively small size, they cannot provide enough security to the debts they 
wanted and even if they had managed to provide enough security, there was still a long queue for debts from 
limited numbers of banks, whose financial status was not pleasant due to the loans provided could not be 
recovered. See J.H. Zhai and M.H.Gao, 'The Difficulties for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Obtaining 
Loans and the Development of Community Banks' [2005] Fin.Theo.Prac, 50. 
8 The round-trip investment route will be further analysed in the second chapter.  
9 P.L. Faber, 'Current Leveraged Buyout Techniques' [1989] Tax Executive, 183. 
10 Mezzanine capital is the layer of capital lies between senior debt to a company by banks and the equity of 
shareholders of the company. Hence, if a company gets liquidated, senior debt will be paid in the first place and 
then mezzanine capital and equity. 
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However, since the downturn of the economy due to the financial crisis and European 

sovereign debt crisis, the use of debt financing in buyout has been much more conservative 

than before as the debt is hard to obtain because of decreased market liquidity, higher 

borrowing costs11 and harsh criticisms on the risks of over leveraged buyouts12. Contrary to 

VC, buyout is far more often taken by private equity firms in the UK and the U.S. than 

private equity firms in China.13 When private equity is referred to in the legal context of the 

UK law and the U.S. law, it mainly bears the meaning of buyout funds. 14 It should be noted 

that VC does exist in the UK and the U.S. and it is still playing an important role in boosting 

the innovation and economy in the countries.  

Buyouts typically are all supported by debt financing as most buyout funds would invest in 

businesses already with clear business plans and market foundations, which would cost to 

conduct buyouts, and for some cases, the companies are in adverse financial situations and 

desperately need capital injection. Buyout capital comprises equity financing and debt 

financing, the ratio of which is different from deal to deal and depends on the market 

environment at the time of transaction.15 Equity financing is capital from a fund’s own capital 

subscription by its investors and typically made according to the fund sponsor’s capital 

11 PLC Corporate & Securities and PLC Finance, 'Financial Crisis Series: Impact on Loans and Credit Markets' 
(Practical Law Company 2009) <http://us.practicallaw.com/1-384-0310> accessed 16/03/2014. 
12 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006) 
<http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. This discussion given by 
FSA listed seven risks posed by private equity industry, including the famous “[g]iven current leverage levels 
and recent developments in the economic/credit circle, the default of a large private equity backed companies 
seems inevitable.” 
13 According to Zero2ipo’s private equity report in China in 2011, only one buyout has happened in China in 
2011. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) 
<http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. Zero2IPO is a well-known venture 
capital and private equity survey service provider in China and it has been conducting surveys in the private 
equity industry since 1999 and is currently the largest source for industry information in China. 
14 On July 21, 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank 
Act) was signed into law by President Obama and it requires investment advisors to register with the SEC for 
regulation with the exception of venture capital funds advisor. In the subsequently promulgated Rule 203(I)-1, it 
defined venture capital fund with five elements. 
15 PLC Corporate & Securities, 'Buyouts: Overview' (Practical Law Company 2013) 
<http://us.practicallaw.com/4-381-1368?q=buyout+overview> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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calls.16 Debt financing is debt provided by banks or mezzanine fund as mentioned above. 

Moreover, in order to understand the reason criticisms were made upon private equity funds 

for triggering systemic risks to the financial system and as an argument of the thesis that the 

truth was being misunderstood in later chapters, a typical buyout structure will have to be 

introduced below involving three steps: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step one of a buyout entails setting up a New Holding Company and a New Buyout 

Company (buyout vehicles) used to cut off the link between the target company and the 

buyout fund in case that the fund fails to divest successfully through an IPO or a sale to a 

third party or in case of a lawsuit occurring involving the target company. After the set-up, 

the buyout fund and management investors will contribute money to the New Holding 

Company in exchange for its equity and the New Buyout Company will receive the money by 

the form of intercompany loan afterwards.  

16 A sponsor of a buyout fund would only make a capital call at the time of the transaction with its portfolio 
companies in that requiring all the capital commitment from investors at one time would not make the most use 
of capital and may render the value of the capital under risk because of the exchange rate fluctuations. It is 
similar to the capital rules under English company law. The capital under English company law can be 
categorised into nominal capital, allotted capital and paid-up capital. In terms of allotted capital, a private 
company is not required to allot all its capital at one time and it can be done at several times. See Companies 
Act 2006 s 761. 

            Investors 

    New Holding Company 

     New Buyout Company  

       Portfolio Company 

 Seller of the Portfolio Company 

Senior Debt 

Junior Debt 

Intercompany 
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Payment for 
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Step two of a buyout involves the entering of debt financing. In order to secure the debt 

provided, the debt provider usually ask the debt to be secured by the assets and stock of the 

target company and the buyout vehicles, and vice versa, the target company will typically 

require a commitment letter requiring the debt to be provided accordingly signed by the 

buyout vehicles.  

Step 3 of a buyout normally proceeds at the same time with step 2, entailing the capital 

injection from both the buyout vehicles and the debt providers. The debt used in the structure 

includes both senior debt and junior debt, which normally would be in enormous amount17 

and it has been widely criticised by the public and government as private equity is an industry 

embedded with high risks and the failure of such debts might lead to the unstable status of the 

debt providers, which could include high-profile banks, and eventually bring systemic risk to 

the financial system or even financial crisis18.  

1.1.2 The differences between VC and buyout19 

As mentioned above, besides the definition of private equity, the differences between VC and 

buyout funds and the reasons leading to the different forms of private equity in the UK and 

the U.S. and China will effectively affect and lay the foundation for discussions through the 

thesis. Hence, in order to facilitate later discussions in the thesis, this part and next part of this 

section should dig into the differences and the reasons thereof.    

As mentioned above, buyout typically involves the use of debt financing to a large extent 

while most VC would finance its transactions by its own capital. This substantial difference 

17 Prior to the financial crisis, the debt equity ratio used in buyouts was around 70:30 and the ratio dropped to 
50:50 afterwards. See O Fernández, 'Private Equity Buyouts after the Crisis' (Practical Law Company 2010) 
<http://crossborder.practicallaw.com/8-502-1084?q=Private+equity+buyouts+after+the+crisis> accessed 
16/03/2014. 
18 The risks could be brought by the private equity industry will be further explained and analysed in the 4th 
chapter. 
19 As mentioned above, the VC here in the comparison is referred to as a term with broad coverage. The VC 
here mainly includes investment into portfolio companies in later stages which basically indicates the feature of 
private equity in the form of minority investment. 
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had a significant impact on the development of private equity industry in China and the UK 

and the U.S. during the financial crisis and European sovereign debt crisis. Taking the latter 

for example, in the second half of 2011, the buyout activities in the UK and the U.S. were 

severely affected by the market’s losing confidence at the European sovereign debt crisis and 

both the fundraising and exits dropped sharply 20 even to the post-financial crisis level.  

However, in Asia especially China, the second half of 2011 did not see a sharp downturn in 

the private equity market and the fundraising and exits figures even outperformed the first 

half of 2011 when the market was quite strong after the recovery from the financial crisis.21 

This phenomenon further explains the different operational systems of buyout and VC. The 

buyout was severely affected in that it lives on the availability of debt financing which was 

much harder to obtain as the European sovereign debt crisis decreased the market liquidity 

and increased the market volatility.  

However, in china, where VC is the main form of private equity, the low availability of debt 

financing did not damage the market on the account of the fact that VC merely lives on its 

own capital contribution instead of debt financing. This difference between buyout and VC 

also further indicates that VC is also not likely to pose systemic risk to the financial system 

and hence, it should not be rendered under heavy regulation as the private equity industry is 

in the UK and the U.S.22. 

The second difference comes with the different natures buyout and VC possess. In a buyout, 

the sponsor23 typically borrows a substantial part of the capital for the purchase price and 

20 Bain & Company, 'Bain & Company's Global Private Equity Report 2012' (Bain & Company 2012), 7, 15 
<http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-private-equity-report-2012.aspx> accessed 16/03/2014. 
21 See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) 
<http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
22 Further details and reasons will be given in the 4th chapter. 
23 A sponsor of a private equity fund can be a manager if the fund is a limited liability company or a general 
partner if the fund is a limited liability partnership. 
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funds the remaining amount with equity capital. 24  The result would be that, after the 

transaction, the buyout fund obtains the control over the portfolio company and tend to ignore 

the shareholders’ rights and obligations.25 However, in a VC investment, the investors will 

strive to obtain more rights against the original shareholders 26 , such as veto rights to 

important decisions, in order to steer the portfolio company towards exiting as they designed. 

This is also one of the factors resulting in more risks embedded in VC investment.  

The third difference is related to the second difference in that VC investment bears more risks 

than buyout and more profits are brought by VC investments on a pro rata basis. According 

to Andrew Metrick and Ayako Yasuda (2010), VC funds make more profits than buyout 

funds do on a pro rata basis but buyout fund managers have higher present value for revenue 

per partner and per professional 27  as buyout fund managers can apply their previous 

experience to new funds and thus increase the size of funds under management faster than 

VC managers do which lead to a higher revenue per partner and per professional. 28 When a 

buyout manager successfully managed a £1 billion buyout fund, the market will believe he 

can also manage a £10 billion buyout fund in that they take exactly the same skills. Thus, a 

buyout manager can rapidly increase its assets under management by raising more funds or 

more capital under one fund. However, VC managers’ management skills can only apply to 

small or medium-sized companies instead of extremely large companies. Hence, the result 

turns out to be that buyout fund managers have higher present value for revenue per partner 

and per professional.  

24 PLC Corporate & Securities, 'Buyouts: Overview' (Practical Law Company 2013) 
<http://us.practicallaw.com/4-381-1368?q=buyout+overview> accessed 16/03/2014. 
25 Ibid. 
26 PLC Corporate & Securities, 'Minority Investments: Overview' (Practical Law Company 2013) 
<http://us.practicallaw.com/1-422-1158?q=categories+of+minority+investment> accessed 16/03/2014. 
27 A Metrick and A Yasuda, 'The Economics of Private Equity Funds' [2010] RFS 2303, 2337. 
28 Ibid. 
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This third difference also contributes to the fact that the buyout funds are more systemically 

dangerous in contrast with VC funds as its mega-scale capital usage and myriads of 

companies in pocket. However, if one thing can ease the tension that buyout funds are 

systemically dangerous, that would be the fact that the companies under funds’ management 

are not connected to one another and not cross-collateralised. If one company fails, other 

companies would not be adversely affected. This argument is used by supporters of light 

regulation against private equity after the financial crisis as an argument that private equity 

did not cause the financial crisis and should not be heavily regulated.29 

The three differences between VC and private equity are important for the later discussions in 

the thesis as VC and private equity represent different styles of operation and this would 

effectively shape their styles of regulation. However, the reasons leading to the differences of 

private equity’s different forms in the three countries are more important in that, on one hand, 

no research has ever been carried out on this subject, and, on the other hand, it would 

contribute important necessary background information and foundation to the thesis 

considering such information will be frequently used from chapter 2 to 6. Therefore, the next 

part of the chapter will try to explain the reasons behind the different forms.   

1.1.2.1 The reasons behind different private equity forms in the UK, U.S. 30 and China 

The VC industry started to form in the U.S. in 1940s with the incorporation of a VC 

institution named American Research & Development. 31 Since then a large part of VC 

industry has been developing at a considerably high speed in the U.S. and gradually evolved 

into the form of buyout because of the well-established financial system of the U.S. and its 

29 Chapter 4 will specifically elaborate on this question. 
30 The UK is only limitedly used in the following analysis as the U.S. model is in the best position to address 
this question in that private equity started in the U.S. in the first place and the five elements analysis which is to 
be executed hereunder was originally conducted between the U.S. and Japan. Thus, it would be easier to 
understand with U.S. being the same object.  
31 D. H. Hsu and M Kenney, 'Organising Venture Capital: the Rise and Demise of American Research and 
Development Corporation, 1946-1973' [2005] ICC 579, 579. 
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characteristics of high yield and low risk in contrast to VC. The same story can also apply to 

the development of buyout industry in the UK, which began to develop in the 1980s.32 Hence, 

the question changes from “why private equity takes substantially different forms in China, 

the UK and the U.S.” to the reasons why the main form of private equity developed into a 

higher form in the UK and the U.S. and China has not. 

The first reason could be an obvious one as private equity has been developing fast in the U.S. 

since 1940s and in the UK since 1980s and, meanwhile, private equity in China has only been 

developing since the beginning of this century. However, although the huge difference in 

time could account for part of the reasons, it is only a superficial one which does not get to 

the bottom of this question. Curtis J. Milhaupt (1996) put forward five traits of the active VC 

market in the United States in the comparison between the VC industry of the U.S. and Japan, 

which were the existence of large, independent sources of funding; liquidity; highly 

developed incentive structures; labour mobility; and risk tolerance.33 The thesis argues that 

the five elements effectively summarised the factors affecting the development of an active 

and mature VC and private equity market and it is to use the five-element model to analyse 

the reasons behind the question. It also should be noted that although the original analysis 

was conducted in terms of VC instead of private equity, the thesis argues that the five-

element analysis also can apply to private equity in that as mentioned above, they are not 

much of difference except for the large scale use of debt which will also be covered 

hereunder in the analysis. The discussion in the next part of the section will be conducted 

comparatively between the three countries using each element provided:  

32 Coyne and others 'The Lucrative World of Management Buyouts: UK Buyouts Grow in Complexity' 
(Euromoney 2012) <http://www.euromoney.com/Article/1451718/The-Lucrative-World-of-Management-
Buyouts-UK-buyouts.html> accessed 16/03/2014.  
33 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 880.  
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1.1.2.1.1 Existence of large, independent sources of funding 

‘The amount of funds available for investment is obviously of critical importance to the 

vitality of a venture capital market. Beyond fund size, the independence of sources of funding 

substantively shapes the operation of the venture capital market.’34 Venture capitalists could 

be expected to behave differently with various investment and divestment strategies and 

private equity performance expectations depending on relationship with principal investors.35 

Most of the funds in the U.S. are independent and free to invest in businesses with potential 

growth abilities. However, a substantial part of funds in China are government related funds 

which should serve the investment needs of Chinese government.36 It is noteworthy that there 

is a big difference between the needs of the government and the needs of the market, whose 

relationship is similar to the difference between the planned economy and the market 

economy. Generally speaking, funds investing according to the needs of the market are more 

efficient and lucrative than funds investing according to the needs of the government. When 

government is substantially involved in the private equity industry, it hinders its 

development.37  

It should be noted that there is a reason for the Chinese government to gain strong control of 

the funds and it is suggested that the reason is the fear of national security falls into the hands 

of foreign investors. Chinese government bans or restricts foreign investors from investing 

into certain industries such as telecommunication so as to keep foreign hands off its strategic 

assets and it is capable of easily doing so in an environment where general legal principles 

such as freedom of contract are missing in the current legal system. Freedom of contract will 

34 Ibid. 
35 C. B. Barry, 'New Directions in Research on Venture Capital Finance' [1994] FIN. MGmT 3, 13. 
36 For example, the first industrial investment fund established by the government in China was BoHai Industrial 
Investment Fund, founded in 2006 with committed capital 20 Billion RMB. Its main target was to serve the 
government’s need to invest into the industrial enterprises around BoHai area. 
37 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 881. As suggested by Curtis J. Milhaupt, 
the Japanese VC market was stalled by the scarcity of independent funds. 
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be thoroughly analysed in the fourth chapter of the thesis and it basically entails freedom of 

economy free of unnecessary government control. However, since such a principle is missing 

and real market economy has not yet been achieved, certain sectors of economy are still 

under stranglehold of the Chinese government and the thesis argues that such a stranglehold 

in terms of investment for foreign private equity could not be justified and the reasoning will 

be provided in the second and third chapter.  

Another important factor related to funds’ independence is pension funds. Pension funds is 

the most important factor helping the growth of the U.S. VC market in that it is the largest 

source of capital for VC and such capital was provided to independent venture capitalists. 38  

In the U.S., according to the ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act) of 197439, 

fiduciaries, which could be managers of pension funds or sponsors of private equity funds,40 

of pension plans were required to diversify its investments ‘so as to minimise the risk of large 

losses, unless the circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so’.41 Under this prudent man 

requirement, fiduciaries cannot venture all the eggs in the same basket, they have to invest 

the pension into various categories of investment, which could contain private equity funds 

investment, to minimise the risk. 42 By virtue of this act, a large amount of pension can be 

released into the market without limitations to finance the growth of private equity funds. 

According to NVCA (National Venture Capital Association), by the end of last century, 

38 Ibid, p880. 
39 The pension system of the U.S. can be categorised into three tiers, which are federal social security funds, 
individual pension plan established by companies and pension from individual insurance. The first tier is most 
often used to invest into national debt and the last tier should be categorised into the investment of insurance 
companies. Hence, only the second tier is most often used to invest in private equity funds.  
40 According to the look-through rule of the ERISA, individuals or entities with discretion to manage and 
control the entity’s assets, or who provide investment advice for those assets, such as an investment manager for 
a private equity fund, are considered ERISA fiduciaries to each of the benefit plan investors in the plan. See S. E. 
Downie, 'ERISA Plan Asset Rules' (Practical Law Company 2013) <http://us.practicallaw.com/0-506-
0461?q=erisa+plan+asset+rule> accessed 16/03/2014. 
41 ERISA 1974 s 1104(a)((1)(c)). 
42 For example, GIW Industries v. Trevor, Stewart, Burton & Jacobsen, [1990] 895 F.2d 729 (11th Cir). 
(investment management firm breached its duty of prudence after investing primarily in long-term, low risk 
government bonds and failing to take into account the liquidity needs of the plan). 
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pension funds have already been the largest source of private equity industry in the U.S.43, 

which provided an enormous amount of capital to the development of private equity 

industry.44  

However, in stark contrast to the U.S., the investment of pension45 in China is under heavy 

regulation.46 Under Chinese law, only less than 10% of the national social security fund can 

be used for investment since 2008.47 Moreover, it should be noted that the aforesaid national 

social security fund is hardly one part of the whole pension system in China as the capital 

origin thereof is mainly from the state allocation and the income of decreasing the stock held 

by the state in SOEs (state owned enterprises) instead of from provincial pension funds, 

which are the largest origin of pension in China. The current regulatory regime of Chinese 

pension funds severely restricted the development of private equity industry in China in that 

43 See Robert J. Shapiro and Nam D. Pham, ‘The Role of Private Equity in U.S. Capital Markets’ (SONECON 
2008), 2 < http://www.sonecon.com/studies.php> accessed 11/06/2014. 
44 Big public-employee pensions had approximately $220 billion invested in private equity by the end of 
September, 2011. See M Corkery, 'Public Pensions Increase Private-Equity Investments' (The Wall Street 
Journal 2012) <http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577181272061850732.html> 
accessed 16/03/2014. The situation was different in the UK as pension funds were not active in investing in 
private equity funds in contrast with pension funds in the U.S.. Although there is also no limit for pension funds 
to invest in private equity funds (United Kingdom pension funds are subject to trust law, with trustees required 
to act in the 'best interests' of beneficiaries. As long as trust deeds are appropriately structured funds are not 
constrained by regulation in their portfolio distribution except for limits on self-investment (5%). See E. Philip 
Davis, 'Regulation of Private Pensions - A Case Study of the UK' (Pensions Institute 2000) 
<http://www.pensions-institute.org/papers.html> accessed 11/06/2014.  In 2005, UK pension funds accounted 
for only 5% of funds raised, or just £1.5bn in cash. In contrast overseas pension funds accounted for 26% or 
£7.1bn in cash. UK pension fund allocations may also account for a proportion of the 4% (£1.13bn) invested via 
fund-of-funds. Overall pension fund investment is 31% of the total in the UK, slightly higher than average for 
European private equity funds. The UK’s total pension assets are estimated to be approximately £1,200bn. This 
suggests that the typical UK pension fund’s weighting in private equity is very low. Research from the National 
Association of pension Funds (NAPF) shows that in practice it is typically larger funds that have money 
invested in private equity and many smaller funds have no allocation at all. In its latest annual survey it 
identified only one fund under £100m in assets that had an allocation. The NAPF estimates that amongst those 
schemes that have allocated money to private equity the typical weighting is just over 3%. See Trades Union 
Congress and Pensions Investment Research Consultants, Private Equity: A Guide for Pension Fund Trustees 
(TUC, 2007) 1-37. 
45 Chinese pension system can be categorised into four tiers, which are basic pension insurance for citizens in 
cities, corporate pensions, pension insurance of enterprises and institutions, pension insurance for citizens in 
rural area.  
46 According to Trial Measures for the Administration of Enterprise pension Funds (2004), article 46, corporate 
pension funds in China can only be deposited in banks, invested into national debt or other financial vehicles 
with the characteristic of good liquidity.  
47 Under the approval of the State Council of China in April, 2008, 10% of national social security fund can be 
invested into high risk projects. See Docvit Law Firm, Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China CITIC 
Press, Beijing 2010) 45. 
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it cuts off the main capital supply of private equity funds and caused the ‘scarcity of 

independent venture capital firms’48. This thesis argues that such unnecessary restrictions 

should be removed in order to keep the value of the pension funds against the fluctuation of 

foreign exchange rate and help the private equity industry create value at the same time. 

Moreover, even if investing in private equity funds causes damage to the pension funds 

invested, the losses would be limited as a result of diversified investment strategy. 

1.1.2.1.2 Liquidity 

‘Exit is crucial to the operation of a venture capital market.’49 Both buyout funds and VC 

funds enter into the marker with the hope of exiting successfully in the future. For buyout 

funds, they typically designed the exit route before they conduct a transaction in that once the 

transaction is finished they gain the control over the target company. For VC funds, they 

normally seek the chances of divestment during the development of their portfolio companies 

through their rights thereof.50 Whether or not an exit can be successfully achieved is the only 

standard to judge whether or not an investment by a private equity fund is successful. Hence, 

a well-established exit market is vital for the development and maturity of private equity 

industry in a country. The opportunity for a venture capitalist to exit the investment can be 

provided in a number of different ways. The two most frequently employed divestment 

options in the U.S. are the IPO and the acquisition of the portfolio company by another firm. 

For IPOs, the U.S.51 has the most advanced and well-established IPO market in the world. 

The IPO market of the U.S. consists of various securities exchanges designed for enterprises 

48 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 881. 
49 Ibid, p883. 
50 For example, because VC funds only controls a small part of the stock in their portfolio companies, they 
would typically insert registration rights, tag-along rights and veto rights to important company decisions in the 
Stockholders Agreement or Registration Rights Agreement so as to seek control over their portfolios’ exits.  
51 For the IPO market in the UK, see chapter 6 for more information. 
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with different financial backgrounds.52 This multi-layered IPO market gives enterprises in the 

U.S. a variety of choices for listing and fully meets their needs for raising more capital in 

expansion. However, in China, the IPO market is not multi-layered and the securities 

exchanges typically have rigorous listing requirements for enterprises.53 This phenomenon 

creates thorny problems for enterprises with high potential for growth in China and it 

intimidated private equity funds especially foreign private equity funds to invest in China in 

the fear of failing to meet the high listing standards and exit their investments. This was also 

one of the reasons for foreign private equity funds to take the “round trip investment”54 exit 

strategy before 2006 in China.  

On the other hand, the acquisition of the portfolio company by other buyers (strategic buyers 

or secondary buyout by other private equity firms) is another divestment route for private 

equity firms. The most important factor of exiting through this route is whether or not the 

information pertaining to the transaction can be obtained by the buyer. In the U.S., in order to 

facilitate the information to be spread among the buyers interested in unlisted companies, the 

OTC (over the counter) link was created. The OTC Markets Group Inc. operates an electronic 

quotation system for broker-dealers to trade unlisted equity securities which facilitates the 

trading needs of companies do not want to be listed on a stock market or do not meet the 

listing requirements. On the other side, China also has a quasi-OTC trading system, which is 

52 The U.S. has 15 national securities exchanges registered with the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) 
under Section 6(a) of the Exchange Act. The main ones are the NASDAQ Stock Market LLC (NASDAQ) and 
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Both the NASDAQ and the NYSE have multi-layered stock markets with 
different listing requirements facilitating listing needs of enterprises of various types and scales. Besides, 
NASDAQ also has a PORTAL Alliance trading system for unregistered securities to be traded according to the 
Rule 144A, which is a safe harbour rule for Securities Act of 1933 and Regulation D prohibiting sale of 
unregistered securities. Only qualified institutional buyers (QIBs) are permitted to trade in this system and it 
further facilitates the exit activities of private equity funds in the U.S.. 
53 According to article 5.1.1 of the Listing Requirements of ShangHai Securities Exchange (2012), for a 
company to be listed, it has to possess a share capital of 500 Million RMB and at least three years’ audit reports 
before its application which are difficult for new enterprises with high potential for growth and desperate needs 
for capital to meet. 
54 This concept will be scrutinised in the next chapter of this thesis, it basically means foreign private equity 
funds invest and divest in China through offshore holding entities in order to list their portfolio companies on 
overseas stock markets.  
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normally referred to as equity exchange centres55. These centres were established in different 

cities and they mainly serve the trading needs of SOEs. Since the reform of the non-tradable 

shares 56  of SOEs in 2005 in China, the needs for trading state held shares have been 

increasing drastically.57  

However, there are still a plethora of problems related to equity exchange centres compared 

to the OTC. The first one is that since they mainly serve the trading needs of SOEs, the 

trading needs of non-SOEs are relatively ignored to some extent and the real purpose of 

equity exchange centres which was supposed to facilitate trading needs of most unlisted 

companies has failed. Secondly, the relevant laws and regulations regarding the evaluation of 

trading companies and the supervision thereof were not well enacted and implemented. For 

example, as to the supervision, unlike the OTC which is mainly regulated by the Financial 

Industry Regulatory Authority and the SEC, some equity exchange centres are regulated by 

local departments of finance while some others are regulated by the State-owned Assets 

Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council or other relevant 

authorities in China.58 The lack of a centralised regulation authority has made the supervision 

of the centres counter-productive and in chaos. The thesis argues that establishing a sounder 

exit market should be written into schedule so as to better accommodate the divestment needs 

of foreign private equity.59 

1.1.2.1.3 Highly developed incentive structures 
 

55 Equity exchange centres are categorised into three tiers in China. The first tier is central level equity exchange 
centres in Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Chongqing. The second tier is provincial equity exchange centres. The 
third tier is municipal equity exchange centres. 
56 Shares held by the state in enterprises were historically non-tradable in China. This severely hindered the 
market liquidity and increased volatility. In 2005, the reform of the non-tradable shares was implemented in 
China.  
57 The yearly deal volume of the provincial equity exchange centres is approximately 500 billion RMB, which 
was close to the amounts raised in all the IPOs in A share market in China in 2008. See Docvit Law Firm, 
Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China CITIC Press, Beijing 2010) 271. 
58 Ibid. 
59 The divestment system of the private equity industry in China will be scrutinised and advised in chapter 6 of 
this thesis. 
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Incentive structures are needed on three levels of the venture capital process. Providers of 
capital must have incentives to invest in venture capital funds; venture capitalists need 
incentives to invest the fund's capital in a particular portfolio firm; and entrepreneurs who 
found a start-up firm must have incentives to work toward the success of the venture….60 

For incentives between funds investors and funds sponsors, almost all the private equity 

funds in the UK and the U.S. responded by taking the organizational form of limited liability 

partnership (LLP). LLP consists of at least a general partner (GP) and a limited partner (LP). 

The GP should take the unlimited responsibility for the debt of the LLP and the LP should 

take limited liability according to its capital subscription.61 The reasons for the structure 

being the prominent one in the industry are the legal and tax incentives it can provide for the 

managers and investors.62 In terms of legal incentive, the GP typically should commit 1% of 

the total capital of a private equity fund and it assumes unlimited liability when the fund fails 

and the LP typically should commit 99% of the total capital and bear limited liability.63  

On one hand, this design of liability makes the GP difficult to act carelessly as it also 

committed capital and it should assume unlimited liability to the fund’s debt. On the other 

hand, it also incentivises the LP to invest in the fund as the carried interest cannot be obtained 

by the GP unless the fund has allocated enough profits to the LP. In terms of tax incentive, 

the LLP structure is typically tax transparent, which means the LLP will only be taxed at the 

partner level instead of the entity level and the partner level.64   

60 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 885. 
61 Docvit Law Firm, Limited Partnership in Private Equity of China (1st, China CITIC Press, Beijing 2011) 9. 
62 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 885. 
L Wang, 'The Research on the Financing of Private Equity Industry in China' (CNKI 2009) 
<http://www.cnki.net/kcms/detail/detail.aspx?dbcode=cdfd&dbname=cdfd2009&filename=2009088435.nh&ui
d=&p=> accessed 16/03/2014. 
64 The LLP is tax pass-through in China, the UK and the U.S.. See PLC Corporate & Securities, 'Tax Treatment 
of Private Equity Fund Structures Worldwide' (Practical Law Company 2011) <http://us.practicallaw.com/4-
516-5748?q=tax+treatment+of+private+equity> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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However, despite the LLP is widely used in the UK and the U.S. due to its well-established 

legal regime regarding LLP, 65LLP in China has only been used as a second choice when it 

comes to the establishment of a private equity fund.66 This is mainly due to the fact that the 

legal regime regarding the LLC is more developed and well-established than the legal regime 

regarding the LLP in China. The law governing the LLP in China, the new Partnership 

Enterprise Law, was only promulgated in 2007 and it is even harder for foreign private equity 

to take the form of an LLP in China in that although the law governing the establishment of a 

foreign invested LLP, Administrative Measures for the Establishment of Partnership 

Enterprises in China by Foreign Enterprises or Individuals, was already promulgated in 2010, 

it only provided that the specific measure regarding the establishment of a foreign invested 

LLP engaging in equity investment will be further enacted.67  

For incentives between funds and entrepreneurs, funds in the UK and the U.S. typically seek 

the use of the preferred stock/preference shares68 to solve the problem.  

If the venture does well, the venture capitalist benefits through capital gains on the sale of 
the underlying common stock (transferred from the preferred stock) when the investment 
is harvested. Conversely, the terms of the convertible preferred stock ensure that the 
entrepreneur bears a disproportionate share of the risk of failure.69 

65 For example, most of the LLPs in the U.S. are established in the state of Delaware with the most advanced 
company law regime in the U.S.. 
66 Docvit Law Firm, Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China CITIC Press, Beijing 2010) 93. 
67 The specific measure has not been promulgated to the writing of this thesis. However, some foreign private 
equity in China chose to set up a foreign invested investment company in the first place and then use this 
company to establish an LLP structure to bypass the obstacle that a foreign enterprise cannot be a partner of a 
partnership enterprise in China directly. See Docvit Law Firm, Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China 
CITIC Press, Beijing 2010) 85. 
68 Preferred stock is referred to as preference shares in the UK. In case any confusion might come in the way 
and for the sake of academic rigidity, preferred stock/preference shares will be used together when the concept 
is involved in the thesis. Preferred stock/preference shares is mainly provided in the stock purchase agreement 
and the certificate of incorporation of a company. It offers a variety of rights, such as, dividends preference, 
redemption rights, voting rights, right of first refusal, to a fund in order to protect the rights of the fund as the 
information asymmetry between the company and the fund. See S. G. Feldman, 'Preferred Stock: Overview' 
(Practical Law Company 2013) <http://us.practicallaw.com/2-504-1419?q=preferred+stock> accessed 
16/03/2014. 
69 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 887. 
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The regulatory regime of preferred stock/preference shares is well established in the U.S..70 

However, there are no clear provisions of preferred stock/preference shares can be found in 

Chinese law, albeit some features of it may be achieved under Chinese law71.  

1.1.2.1.4 Labour mobility and risk tolerance 

Labour mobility and risk tolerance are two factors which cannot be separately explained. 

Labour mobility is always entwined with risk tolerance as for venture capitalists and buyout 

funds sponsors to start their own funds would entail the element of risk tolerance. It is 

suggested that more VC capital will be raised with more innovative business.72 Capital from 

investors can travel internationally,73 but the VC team operating and managing the venture 

cannot be substituted. Thus, an active VC market also entails liquid human capital.74 In the 

private equity market of the U.S., it is often to see some venture capitalists and buyout funds 

sponsors start their own funds after successfully exiting their first private equity investments. 

These venture capitalists and buyout funds sponsors then become a new force for the further 

development of private equity industry. This labour mobility cannot be achieved if there was 

no risk tolerance embedded in the ‘corporate governance culture’75 in the U.S..  

The private equity industry saw a different labour mobility and risk tolerance story in China. 

On one hand, according to Curtis J. Milhaupt (1996), the situation in Japan was that Japanese 

corporate governance with ingrained conservative cultural feature severely restricted the 

growth of the liquid market for human capital. This was also the same story in China where 

70 Delaware General Corporation Law stipulates an array of preferred stock rights. 
71 See Wei Shen, 'China's Dilemma: How Can a Weak Company Law Regime Support a Strong Market for 
International Private Equity Investments? A Real ‘Piggybacking’ Case' [2010] Business Law International 195-
226. Professor Wei Shen discussed the possibilities of achieving preferred stock/preference shares system in 
China to help foreign private equity investors divest through some features of preferred stock/preference shares 
system, such as dividends preference, information rights. 
72 H.T. Lu, Y Tan and G.M. Chen, 'Venture Capital and the Law in China' [2007] Hong Kong L.J. 229, 267. 
73 Ibid. 
74 C. J. Milhaupt, 'The Market for Innovation in the United States and Japan: Venture Capital and the 
Comparative Corporate Governance Debate' [1996] Nw. U. L. Rev., 891. 
75 Ibid p893. 
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traditionally once people are employed they tend not to move in the fear of losing present 

jobs and failing to be successful in new jobs 76 . However, surprising to see, the labour 

mobility of Chinese people is not proportionate to their level of risk tolerance. Although 

similar to Japanese people, Chinese people are not renowned for their pursuit of a better but 

risky job, their level of risk tolerance is much higher than that of the Japanese people and 

even American people according to research. Weber and Hsee 77 stated that people with 

different cultural backgrounds possess various degrees of risk tolerance and they further 

argued that Chinese people tend to be less risk averse when it comes to personal finance but 

would be more risk averse in non-personal finance compared to Americans78. The reason 

provided is that China is a collectivistic country which could offer cushion effect to people 

failing in personal finance by their families and friends. However, the U.S. is relatively 

individualistic and their individuals could not enjoy the same treatment from their families 

and friends. Such a statement is also supported by many similar studies79. The thesis argues 

that the two results are not contradictory and instead, they are coherent, if the question is 

looked at in the angle of time. Chinese people were more risk adverse when it comes to 

changing their jobs because the old habits and conception die hard80. However, with the fast 

development of the economy, more and more people would like to think out of the box and 

try new jobs and investments. Also, with the help and support of their social relations, it 

76 See Sarosh Kuruvilla, Ching Kwan Lee and Mary Elizabeth Gallagher, From Iron Rice Bowl to 
Informalization: Markets, Workers, and the State in a Changing China (1st, Cornell University Press, U.S. 
2011).  
77 See E.U. Webber and Christopher Hsee, 'Cross-cultural Differences in Risk Perception, but Cross-cultural 
Similarities in Attitudes towards Perceived Risk' [1998] Management Science 1205, 1217. 
78 Christopher Hsee and E. U. Webber, 'Cross-national Differences in Risk Preference and Lay Predictions' 
[1999] J Behav Decis Mak. 165, 179. 
79 For example, see J. X. Fan and J. J. Xiao, 'Cross-Cultural Differences in Risk Tolerance: A Comparison 
between Chinese and Americans' [2005] Journal of Personal Finance 54, 59. 
80 In Sarosh Kuruvilla, Ching Kwan Lee and Mary Elizabeth Gallagher, From Iron Rice Bowl to Informalization: 
Markets, Workers, and the State in a Changing China (1st, Cornell University Press, U.S. 2011), it is also 
suggested that labour mobility of the Chinese society has been increasing drastically since the opening up in the 
1980s. 
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would not be surprising to see that Chinese people are less risk averse than Americans when 

it comes to investment81. 

Aside from the above mentioned, laws and regulations could also act as impediments to 

discouraging venture capitalists establishing new ventures. Such laws and regulations are 

mainly over-complicated procedures in establishment and sky-high costs so incurred. 82 In 

China, establishing and managing a new private equity fund is far more complicated than that 

is in the U.S. as it takes more time and risks in filing applications to the authorities to set up a 

fund and exiting through an IPO, etc.83  

As analysed above, the existence of large, independent sources of funding, liquidity, highly 

developed incentive structures, labour mobility, and risk tolerance contributed to a better 

private equity environment in the U.S.. Meanwhile, there are also other factors leading to a 

VC-dominant environment in China: 

Buyout activities by private equity firms typically live on the support of large scale debt 

financing provided by banks, mezzanine capital funds or second lien loans. However, in 

China, on one hand, banks have been inundated with needs from enterprises to finance their 

own growth and expansion84 and suffering the problem of loans hard to be recovered85. This 

left no room for financing large-scale buyouts in China by banks. On the other hand, 

according to laws and regulations in China 86, intercompany loan contract is invalid and 

81 This might also be one of the reasons why private equity in China is developing so fast within such a short 
time compared to that of the UK and the U.S.. 
82 H.T. Lu, Y Tan and G.M. Chen, 'Venture Capital and the Law in China' [2007] Hong Kong L.J. 229, 269. 
83 The procedure of application and exit will be further explained in the second chapter of the thesis. 
84 L. Z. Zhang, 'The Legal Environment for Foreign Private Equity Firms in China' [2011] Fordham J. Corp. & 
Fin. L. 839, 883. 
85 See J. H. Zhai and M. H. Gao, 'The Difficulties for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Obtaining Loans 
and the Development of Community Banks' [2005] Fin.Theo.Prac, 50. 
86 See Supreme People’s Court of the People Republic of China, 'Supreme Court of China’s Reply to 
Intercompany Loan Question ' (Supreme People Court of the People Republic of China 2011) 
<http://www.court.gov.cn/gzhd/mygtxx/myfkzl/wpgz/201112/t20111220_168511.htm> accessed 23/03/2014, 
where intercompany loan contract was ruled as null and void. Moreover, according to article 2 of the General 
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strictly prohibited and this imposes heavy restrictions on the function of mezzanine capital 

funds or second lien loans. However, this restriction at present seems to be becoming loose as 

some mezzanine capital funds were already raised in China.87 

For a foreign private equity fund in China to conduct a buyout against a Chinese enterprise, 

the onerous regulatory requirements are imposed. 88 Under the onerous requirements and 

other adverse factors89, it is extremely hard for foreign private equity funds to obtain an 

approval from the Ministry of Commerce. To the writing of this thesis, no foreign private 

equity funds have ever tried to conduct a buyout against a Chinese company through the 

Ministry of Commerce.  

To sum up, all the factors analysed above led to a VC –dominant market in China instead of a 

buyout-dominant one like in the UK and the U.S.. However, it is suggested that buyout 

activity is gradually shaping in China given some buyouts have happened in the last few 

years90 and the buyouts’ lifeline, debt financing institutions, has already been developing 

since 2005 as mentioned above regarding mezzanine capital funds. 

Rules for Loans, only banking financial institutions can provide loans to enterprises. Hence, intercompany loan 
is strictly prohibited and illegal in China. See General Rules for Loans 1996 s 1(2)(1). 
87 Development Principles Group Limited established the first mezzanine capital fund in China in 2005, see J 
Chen, 'Development Principles Group China Limited Received Capital Injection' (PE Daily 2008) 
<http://pe.pedaily.cn/200807/2008071518363.shtml> accessed 17/03/2014. More recently, there were 7 
investments made with the support of mezzanine funds in mainland China in 2013. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s 
Private Equity Report of China in 2013' (Zero2ipo 2013) < 
http://www.zero2ipo.com.cn/Research/ReportDetails.aspx?ReportID=6bc8155b-f6a8-46f2-a4d1-9f1deaed3504> 
accessed 16/03/2014. 
88 See Acquisition of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors Provisions (2006), article 51: 
If an acquisition of a domestic enterprise by a foreign investor falls within any of the following circumstances, 
the investor should give a report on the circumstances concerned to the Ministry of Commerce and the State 
Administration for Industry and Commerce:  
1. the business turnover of a party to the acquisition in the Chinese market in the current year exceeds RMB 1.5 
billion; 
2. the aggregate number of enterprises acquired in the relevant industry in China within one year exceeds 10; 
3. the market share of a party to the acquisition in China has reached 20%; or 
4. the acquisition will result in a party to the acquisition having a market share of 25% in China. 
89 According to article 6 of the ADEFIP, establishment of foreign-invested enterprises by foreign investors by 
way of acquisition of domestic enterprises should be subject to approval of the examination and approval 
authority pursuant to these Provisions and require amendment registration or establishment registration with the 
registration administration authority. 
90 S.F. Leung, 'A Long Way to Go for Chinese Buyouts' [2006] 25 Int'l Fin. L. Rev. 14, 14. 
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1.1.3 The differences between private equity and its similar term, hedge 

fund (HF) 

Similar to the reasons leading to the different forms between buyout funds and VC funds 

analysed above, HF is also an important term in the thesis as it is rendered under heavy 

regulation with private equity at the same time and has a similar style of operation. It is 

important to distinguish the two concepts as arguments have been that it is HF should be 

regulated instead of private equity in that it truly poses systemic risks to the financial system. 

The analysis to the differences between private equity and HF is an integral part of the thesis 

as it paves the road for the discussion of the necessity of regulating the private equity and 

foreign private equity industry. The thesis will try to argue that although HF and private 

equity bear some resemblances in their operation and management styles, private equity does 

not truly pose systemic risk to the financial system.91 However, before entering into details of 

discussion, it is essential to scrutinise HF’s definition and its differences and similarities with 

private equity. 

The SEC Staff Report defined HF as ‘an entity that holds a pool of securities and perhaps 

other assets, whose interests are not sold in a registered public offering and which is not 

registered as an investment company under the Investment Company Act.’92 HF typically 

employs numerous different trading strategies93 to invest in liquid securities which can be 

marked to market easily94. The differences between them can be summarised as follows:  

91 See chapter 4 for more details.  
92 United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 'Implications of the Growth of Hedge Funds: Staff 
Report to the United States Securities and Exchange Commission' (SEC 2003), 3 
<http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/hedgefunds0903.pdf> accessed 17/03/2014. 
93A. R. Roche, 'The Regulator Strikes Back: A Look at the SEC’s Most Recent Attempt to Regulate Hedge 
Funds and What It Missed' [2007-2008] 33 U. Dayton L. Rev. 145 145, 148. 
94 J. A. McCahery and E. P. M. Vermeulen, 'Private Equity Regulation: A Comparative Analysis' [2012] Manag 
Gov 197, 209. 
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Firstly, the most obvious difference is that HF typically invests in liquid securities which can 

be bought and sold easily and a quick profit is the main purpose of HF. Meanwhile, private 

equity’s investment into portfolio companies would normally take 3-7 years involving the 

participation of private equity into the management of portfolio companies. This difference 

also invited strong objection to the increased regulation against private equity in the UK and 

the U.S..95 

Secondly, HF typically compensates its managers on an annual or quarterly basis and the 

management fee of HF is normally fixed at 1% of the fund’s total capital. On the other hand, 

private equity fund typically compensates its sponsors after a certain level of profits have 

been realised and allocated to LPs and the management fee of a private equity fund is 

normally fixed at 2% of the fund’s committed capital. 

However, it is worth noting that although HF and private equity funds have been treated as 

two different investment schemes for a long time96, a wave of convergence has swept the 

industry in the last few years. According to Michael Klein97, the reason of the convergence 

between HF and private equity could be: 

On a global level, the market has a lot of liquidity, global asset prices are very highly 
valued, and returns as a result have come down…. More and more, sophisticated 
institutions are willing to pay up for Alpha (outsized returns relative to risk), and to index 
their greater exposure in their portfolios. This results in seeking out managers that can 
find arbitrage opportunities, find places where money can be made without requiring 
those managers to be in a strict style box.98 

95 The EU promulgated the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive and the U.S. promulgated the 
Dodd-Frank Act. They all involve the regulation against private equity industry. Some opponents objected that it 
is the HF which put the financial system under risk instead of private equity. Hence, only HF should be 
regulated. See J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559. 
96 J Bevilacqua, 'Convergence and Divergence: Blurring the Lines between Hedge Funds and Private Equity 
Funds' [2006-2007] 54 Buff. L. Rev. 251, 101. 
97 Michael Klein is former Chairman of Citi Institutional Clients Group (ICG). Prior to this, he was Chairman 
and Co-CEO of Citi Markets & Banking (CMB), with primary responsibilities for corporate client coverage and 
global transaction services across Citi. 
98 A Cullen, 'When Hedge Funds Meet Private Equity' (Harvard Business School 2006) 
<http://hbswk.hbs.edu/archive/5215.html> accessed 17/03/2014, citing Michael Klein.  
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In order to seek better returns for their clients and shun the over-crowded HF market, HF 

managers are investing more into private equity industry through “side-pocket” investment99. 

They are investing into less liquid assets and holding a large amount of shares in private 

companies.100  On the other hand, private equity fund sponsors are also investing in liquid 

assets101. This phenomenon deserves consideration in that the convergence between HF and 

private equity could create problems to regulation. Traditionally, HF is considered more 

potentially dangerous to the financial system than private equity is.102 However, when an HF 

fund combines the function of a private equity fund or when a private equity fund begins to 

invest in liquid assets, should the government increase the regulation against the private 

equity fund or decrease the regulation against the HF fund? 

The first section of the thesis has given the essential definitions related to private equity and 

certain background information for later chapters. However, the focus of the thesis is on 

foreign private equity and the next part of the thesis is ready to introduce the definition and 

relevant background information related to foreign private equity after contributed the first 

section for private equity itself.  

1.2 Section 2 Foreign private equity in China 

As mentioned in the introduction, development of the private equity industry in China has 

expedited the thriving of foreign private equity in China and it has been acting as a catalyst in 

terms of the fact that relevant laws and regulations regarding foreign private equity are being 

improved. Vice versa, the development of foreign private equity, technically, the import of 

the large amount of foreign capital into China, also substantially contributed to the 

99 Ibid. 
100 J Bevilacqua, 'Convergence and Divergence: Blurring the Lines between Hedge Funds and Private Equity 
Funds' [2006-2007] 54 Buff. L. Rev. 251, 102. 
101 J Kelly, 'The Hybrid Capacity: The Convergence between Hedge Funds and Private Equity Firms' (Nixon 
Peabody 2007) <http://www.nixonpeabody.com/117522> accessed 17/03/2014. 
102 J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559. 
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development of Chinese enterprises103. Nevertheless, although its development in China was 

surprisingly fast, a plethora of problems have been seen and need to be dealt with. This 

section of the chapter will explore the question of defining foreign private equity and the 

background information related thereof so as to pave the last bit of the road for the 

discussions in the thesis beginning in chapter 2.  

1.2.1 The definition of foreign private equity 

In order to approach the problems of private equity and foreign private equity in China in 

each chapter, it is necessary to understand what foreign private equity is and how foreign 

private equity is to be defined in the thesis as foreign private equity could be defined 

wrongfully and differently. Foreign private equity could be defined differently using different 

factors as parameters. However, for the purpose of the thesis, foreign private equity could 

only be defined with one factor and has to be defined with the most accurate one as defining 

foreign private equity with more than one factor in the thesis could bring confusion into 

discussions.  

1.2.1.1 The factors which can be used as parameters of judging the nature of foreign 

private equity 

As mentioned above, private equity adopts different forms in China, the UK and the U.S.. 

Due to specific reasons mentioned in section 1 of this chapter, private equity exists in the UK 

and the U.S. in the form of buyout funds whereas in china it exists in the form of minority 

investment. However, although a part of foreign private equity investing in China are from 

overseas and do not have entities within China, they all adopt the form of minority 

103 The capital brought in by foreign private equity into Chinese enterprises used to represent most of the capital 
invested by the private equity industry in China due to the lack of strength of domestic private equity before 
2009. Although domestic private equity in China has gained fast development after the creation of ChiNext, 
foreign private equity in China still plays an important role in private equity investment though the variable 
interest entities model. More analyses could be found in the second and third chapter. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s 
Private Equity Report of China in 2009' (Zero2ipo 2009) <http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/474.shtml> 
accessed 16/03/2014. See also Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) 
<http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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investment instead of buyout when it comes to a specific transaction irrespective of whether 

this transaction happens outside or inside China.104 Hence, the form a private equity takes 

does not serve as the standard of judging whether the private equity is domestic private equity 

in China or foreign private equity. The factors which can be used as parameters of judging 

are as follows: 

1.2.1.1.1 The currency raised in a fund 

Whether the fund is raised in a foreign currency105 or RMB106 is an important factor for 

categorising a private equity fund into foreign private equity. Traditionally, most of the funds 

in China raised their capital in the U.S. dollar and only a small part of funds in China raised 

their capital in RMB.107 However, the landscape of private equity in China has changed since 

the promulgation of Acquisition of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors Provisions in 

2006 (ADEFIP) 108 in China and the financial crisis and European sovereign debt crisis 

afterwards which limited the investment ability of foreign private equity in China to a large 

extent. Before 2006, almost all the private equity funds investing in China raised in the U.S. 

dollar were private equity funds from overseas109. These were one part of foreign private 

equity and an important standard of distinguishing foreign private equity from domestic 

private equity funds. However, this parameter lost its value gradually since the promulgation 

of the ADEFIP and especially after the creation of ChiNext110. The two together expedited 

the development of RMB funds, which were raised, invested and exited within China.  

104 The reason of this phenomenon will be explained in chapter 2 of this thesis. 
105 A foreign currency raised in a fund in China is typically the U.S. dollar.  
106 The official currency in China. 
107 S. L. Dong, 'The Comparison between Domestic Private Equity and Foreign Private Equity' [2008] Yan. Del. 
44, 44-45. 
108 Promulgated by Ministry of Commerce in 2006. The effects of this provision will be scrutinised in the 
second chapter of this thesis. Basically speaking, this provision hindered the entrance of foreign private equity 
into China by prohibiting the offshore holding structure. 
109 Most of these funds used the “round trip investment” strategy before 2006 and the investment strategy will 
be analysed in the second chapter of this thesis. 
110 China's BX Venture Market-style exchange, created in 2009 in order to facilitate listing needs of start-up 
enterprises in China. 
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RMB funds in China are not necessarily raised by domestic private equity funds in that RMB 

funds have more advantages than the U.S. dollar funds in funds raising especially investing 

and exiting111 and private equity entities from overseas did not want to forgo this lucrative 

opportunity and they have raised a myriad of RMB funds in China during the last few 

years112. On the other hand, along the development of domestic private equity funds and in 

order to compete with private equity funds from overseas, domestic private equity funds have 

also been trying to raise new funds in the U.S. dollar. 113  Hence, since the emerging 

development in China’s private equity industry, “currency raised in a fund” as a factor of 

judging the nature of foreign private equity has no longer been as effective as before. 

1.2.1.1.2 The origin of a fund’s capital 

The origin of a fund’s capital merely has a limited relation with the currency raised in a fund 

in that, theoretically, a RMB fund’s capital may be raised outside China in the offshore 

RMB114 market and a foreign currency fund’s capital may be raised inside China. However, 

this parameter may encounter the same problem as the “currency raised in a fund” faces when 

it comes to the categorization of foreign private equity. Given the origin of a fund’s capital is 

from overseas, the fund can still be raised and run by a domestic private equity entity. This is 

the case mentioned in the preceding paragraph that domestic private equity funds in China 

have been trying to raise new funds in the U.S. dollar, whose origin is largely from overseas 

market. Vice versa, given the origin of a fund’s capital is from domestic market in China, the 

fund can be raised and run by entities established outside China but have branches in China. 

111 Due to China’s foreign exchange control policy, funds raised in the U.S. dollar have to be approved by the 
State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) to convert into RMB to invest in portfolio companies. This 
policy was implemented for the purpose of obstructing the entry route of hot money. See B Zhang, 'The 
Research on Foreign Exchange Control Theory' [2010] Sp. Zon. Eon. 68, 68-69.  
112 Blackstone raised its first 5 Billion RMB fund in Pudong, Shanghai in 2009. See H.N. Hong, 'Blackstone 
Entered into Pudong' (The Government of Pudong 2009) <http: 
//www.pudong.gov.cn/website/html/shpd/NewGovInfo/Info/Detail_275223.htm.> accessed 17/03/2014. 
113 F. Z. Zhu, 'Domestic Private Equity Funds Are Seeking to Raise New Funds in U.S. Dollar' (PE Daily 2011) 
<http://pe.pedaily.cn/201108/20110823228956.shtml> accessed 17/03/2014. 
114 D. Y. Che, 'The Offshore RMB Market in Hong Kong and Development' [2011] China Fin. 82, 82-83. 
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That is the case that foreign private equity entities enter into Chinese market and establish its 

own company and raise RMB funds. Hence, this parameter is also misleading when it comes 

to judging the nature of foreign private equity. 

1.2.1.1.3 The original place of incorporation  

All the private equity funds in China are established according to Chinese law but it does not 

necessarily mean that all the funds in China are domestic funds as a substantial part of funds 

in China are raised and run by branches of foreign private equity firms.115 Hence, the original 

place of incorporation should be used to distinguish foreign private equity from domestic 

private equity. Domestic private equity funds are funds raised and run by domestic private 

equity firms originally established under Chinese law and foreign private equity funds are 

funds raised and run by foreign private equity firms in China originally established under the 

law of its place of incorporation. This parameter clearly draws a line between domestic 

private equity and foreign private equity and, therefore, should be used as the standard of 

judging the nature of foreign private equity for the purpose of this thesis116. 

1.2.1.2 The coverage of foreign private equity in the thesis 

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the original place of incorporation should be 

adopted as the standard of distinguishing foreign private equity from domestic private equity. 

However, with such a standard, foreign private equity firms could be further categorised into 

two types and it is necessary to dig into the further two categories as the later discussions in 

chapter 2 and 3 will employ the two different types of foreign private equity in the 

discussions thereof. Meanwhile, further categorization could give more background 

115 A plethora of foreign private equity firms have established their own branches in China, such as Blackstone 
Group (Blackstone), the Carlyle Group (Carlyle), Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co., L.P (KKR), Warburg Pincus 
and Sequoia Capital. 
116 However, it should be noted that under no circumstances private equity should be considered as similar to 
foreign direct investment (FDI) into China as the former invests to exit and the latter invests to operate. Hence, 
China’s obligations under the WTO GATS agreement and accession protocol will not be involved in the 
discussions hereof as they mainly focus on FDI activities. 
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information regarding foreign private equity to be involved in the two chapters.  Hence, in 

accordance with the standard of original place of incorporation, the coverage of foreign 

private equity in China in this thesis can be categorised as follows: 

1.2.1.2 .1 Foreign private equity firms which do not have branches in China 

Before the promulgation of the ADEFIP in 2006, a substantial part of foreign private equity 

firms did not have branches in China as they can invest directly in China or mainly through 

the round trip investment strategy. Although these foreign private equity firms did not have 

any branch, they typically established their representative offices117 in China in order to 

communicate with their portfolio companies or seek investment opportunities. However, after 

the promulgation of the ADEFIP cutting off the lifeline of round trip investment strategy 

conducted by most foreign private equity firms do not have branches in China 118  the 

existence of such representative offices seemed less significant. 

1.2.1.2 .2 Foreign private equity firms which have branches in China 

As mentioned above, after the ADEFIP especially the creation of the ChiNext, a substantial 

part of foreign private equity with international reputation began to establish branches in 

China. These foreign private equity can be further divided into two categories: 

The foreign private equity in the first category established their branches as foreign-invested 

business-starting investment enterprises (FBIEs) according to the Provisions Concerning the 

Administration of Foreign-funded Business-starting Investment Enterprises (PCAFBIE)119. 

117 According to article 13 of the Regulation on the Administration of Registration of Resident Representative 
Offices of Foreign Enterprises, a representative office should not engage in profit-making activities. 
118 According to article 11 of the ADEFIP, if a domestic company, enterprise or natural person acquires, in the 
name of a foreign company established according to law or controlled by it, a domestic company with which it 
is connected, such acquisition should be reported to the Ministry of Commerce for examination and approval. 
The parties may not circumvent the aforementioned requirements by investment in China of a foreign-invested 
enterprise or by other means. To the writing of this thesis, there was no domestic company ever obtained the 
approval of the Ministry of Commerce and it means that a vital step of the round trip investment strategy, using 
an offshore holding entity to purchase the stock of the domestic entity,  cannot be achieved. 
119 Promulgated by Ministry of Foreign Economic Liaison (repealed), Ministry of Science and Technology, 
State Administration for Industry and Commerce, State Administration of Taxation, State Administration of 
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However, foreign private equity in this category does not raise funds within China. Instead, 

their foreign parent companies inject capital into it as registered capital 120 which then 

subsequently used to invest into their portfolio companies by converting the currency into 

RMB through the SAFE.   

Similar to the first category foreign private equity, the foreign private equity in the second 

category also established their branches as FBIEs according to the PCAFBIE. However, 

foreign private equity in this category typically raise RMB funds within China instead of 

obtaining capital through their overseas parent companies.  

For these two forms of foreign private equity, it is noteworthy that the line between them has 

blurred as some foreign private equity in China exist in both forms121 , angling to better 

facilitate the capital needs of their portfolio companies in different currencies and more 

investment returns. Moreover, the investment speed of the first form drastically differs from 

the second. Due to China’s foreign exchange control policy122, the investments of capital to 

the portfolio companies by the first form foreign private equity need to be approved by the 

SAFE in the first place in order to convert the foreign currency to RMB to invest, which may 

take from several weeks to several months depending on the scale of the investment and the 

portfolio company in question123. However, for the second form of foreign private equity, the 

Foreign Exchange in 2003. This is the main provision governing private equity firms established by foreign 
entities in China. 
120 According to article 6.2 of PCAFBIE, the minimum amount of capital contribution to which the investors of 
a Non-legal person venture investment enterprise subscribed should be US$10 million. The minimum amount of 
capital contribution to which the investors of a corporate venture investment enterprise subscribed should be 
US$5 million. Except for the requisite investors specified in Article 7, the minimum amount of capital 
contribution to which each other investor subscribed may not be less than US$1 million. Foreign Investors 
should make their capital contributions in a freely convertible currency, whereas Chinese Investors should make 
their capital contributions in RMB. 
121 For example, Blackstone invests through both FBIE and RMB funds. See X. Q. Diao and Z. L. Chen, 'New 
Breakthrough of QFLP in Beijing and Shanghai' (PE Daily 2009) 
<http://news.pedaily.cn/201101/20110105203626.shtml> accessed 17/03/2014.  
122 For more details about foreign exchange control policy in China and its history, see Tu Hong, Foreign 
Exchange Control in China (1st, Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands 2004) 3-46. 
123 Foreign enterprises in China can only invest into encouraged industries or permitted industries according to 
the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment (2011 Amendment) promulgated by National 
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investment to the portfolio company in question would be much faster in that the capital 

raised is RMB and it does not involve any foreign exchange control problem. This is also the 

reason that most foreign private equity in China have chosen to raise more RMB funds 

instead of adopting the first form.124 Last but not the least, the two forms of foreign private 

equity may take the organizational model of joint venture enterprises, which do not 

necessarily affect their nature as foreign enterprises in China125. 

Moreover, it is noteworthy that besides the two forms of foreign private equity in China, the 

definition of foreign private equity could still be further clarified with comparison to its 

similar terms as the similar terms thereof may cause confusion in later discussions when they 

are mentioned but not clarified in the first place. Therefore, the next part of the section will 

focus on distinguishing similar terms from foreign private equity. 

1.2.1.3 The differences between foreign private equity and its similar terms, investment 

companies established by foreign investors and parallel fund 

Investment companies established by foreign investors and parallel fund have a litany of 

similarities with foreign private equity. In order to better clarify the concept of foreign private 

Development and Reform Commission and the Ministry of Commerce. Foreign enterprises are not allowed to 
invest into businesses in any of the forbidden industries. If the business in question does not belong to the 
encouraged industries, it would typically take longer to obtain the approval to invest from the departments of 
commerce. Moreover, if the investment cannot be approved, the capital in question then cannot be converted 
into RMB to invest.   
124 According to Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report in China in 2011, 209 new RMB funds were raised in China 
in stark contrast to only 26 new funds in foreign currencies were raised. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private 
Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) <http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 
16/03/2014. 
125 According to article 3 of the Notice of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation, the State 
Taxation Administration, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce, and the State Administration of 
Foreign Exchange concerning the Relevant Issues on Strengthening the Approval, Registration, Foreign 
Exchange Control and Taxation Administration of Foreign-funded Enterprises promulgated by the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (including Former Ministry of Foreign Economy and Trade), State 
Administration of Taxation, State Administration of Foreign Exchange, State Administration for Industry and 
Commerce in 2003, if the proportion contributed by foreign investors in a Chinese-foreign equity joint venture 
or a Chinese-foreign contractual joint venture is  less than 25 percent of its registered capital, then this joint 
venture in question cannot enjoy favourable treatment of foreign invested enterprises in China and in fact cannot 
be deemed as an equity joint venture company. 
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equity in the thesis, it is necessary to distinguish foreign private equity from the two similar 

concepts. 

1.2.1.3 .1 Investment companies established by foreign investors 

Investment companies established by foreign investors bear some resemblances with foreign 

private equity in terms of their investors and their feature of investing through equity. 

According to Provisions of the Ministry of Commerce on the Establishment of Investment 

Companies by Foreign Investors (EICFI)126, investment Companies established by foreign 

investors are companies established in the form of wholly foreign owned enterprises (WFOEs) 

or foreign invested enterprises engaging in direct investment in China with the minimum 

registered capital of 30 million in the U.S. dollar. Such companies can only be limited 

liability companies and the establishment thereof should be approved by the Ministry of 

Commerce. 127  

Judging from its name, investment companies established by foreign investors, it seems that 

foreign private equity and this concept share a litany of similarities. However, an obvious 

difference does exist between them. According to the EICFI, investment companies 

established by foreign investors should mainly engage in the business of industrial investment 

and providing service to other enterprises128. This is significantly different to foreign private 

126 Promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce in 2004. 
127 According to article 2, article 3.3 and article 6 of the EICFI, for the purposes of these Provisions, the term 
“company with an investment nature” should refer to a company established in China by a foreign investor 
either in the form of a wholly foreign-owned company or a joint venture in conjunction with a Chinese investor 
engaged in direct investments. The company should take the form of a limited liability company and the 
registered capital of a company with an investment nature should not be less than US$30 million. When 
applying to establish a company with an investment nature, an investor should submit required documents to the 
Ministry of Commerce for examination and approval after such documents have been examined and consented 
to by the department in charge of commerce of the province, autonomous region, municipality directly under the 
central government or municipality with an independent development plan where such company with an 
investment nature is to be established. 
128 According to article 10 of the EICFI, after a company with an investment nature has been approved to be 
established by the Ministry of Commerce, it may engage in the following businesses according to the actual 
needs of business activities in which it engages in China: 1. investment in sectors in which foreign investment is 
permitted by the State 2. appointed in writing (subject to a unanimous resolution of the board of directors) by its 
investee enterprise to provide the following services to such enterprise: (1) assisting or acting as agent for its 
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equity’s main purpose of profiting through exiting activities by conducting equity investment. 

Hence, for the purpose of this thesis, such investment companies will not be involved in the 

analysis. 

1.2.1.3 .2 Parallel fund 

Technically, parallel fund is a special form of private equity fund and it functions differently 

in China and in the UK and the U.S.. It is essential to differentiate parallel fund from normal 

private equity fund as it may affect the definition of foreign private equity and the discussion 

in the thesis. Its definitional difference in the UK and the U.S. and in China mainly locates in 

the structure of the fund. A U.S. parallel fund generally comprises two funds investing in the 

same assets side by side on a pro rata basis while a Chinese one generally consists of two 

funds located both inside and outside China for either domestic investors or foreign investors 

making investments which are not available to other side. 129  

In the U.S., as mentioned above, most of the private equity funds are established in the state 

of Delaware130. Parallel fund normally ‘invests directly in each investment alongside and in 

parallel with the Delaware fund, in fixed proportions determined by their respective capital 

commitments.’131 The function of a parallel fund in the U.S. is mainly to avoid the U.S. tax 

investee enterprise in the purchase of machinery, equipment and office equipment for the own use of such 
enterprise and in the purchase of raw materials, spare parts and components required for production from inside 
and outside China, and in the sale of products inside and outside China produced by such enterprise, as well as 
providing after-sale services; (2) balancing foreign exchange among its investee enterprises with the consent and 
under the supervision of the administration of foreign exchange; (3) providing services such as technical support, 
employee training and internal personnel management of enterprise in the course of production, sales and 
marketing of products to its investee enterprises; and (4) assisting its investee enterprises in raising loans and 
providing guarantees. 3. setting up scientific research and development centre or department in China to engage 
in research and development of new products and high and new technology, assign its achievements of research 
and development and provide corresponding technical services; 4. providing its investors with consultancy 
services,  and providing its affiliated company (companies) with such consultancy services as market 
information and investment policies related to their investment; and 5. undertaking service outsourcing business 
of its parent company and affiliated company (companies) 
129 M Wu and J Deng, 'Parallel Funds May Provide Increased Access to the Chinese Market' (Investment Fund 
Law Blog 2010) <http://www.investmentfundlawblog.com/china-funds/parallel-funds-may-provide-increased-
access-to-the-chinese-market/> accessed 17/03/2014. 
130 See 1.1.2.1.3 Highly developed incentive structures. 
131 S.W. Naidech, 'Private Equity Fund Formation' (Practical Law Company 2013) 
<http://www.practicallaw.com/3-509-1324#> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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obligations which apply to investors in US entities for non-US investors by setting up a 

Cayman Islands-based parallel fund.132   

However, in China, a parallel fund functions in a different way. Two funds in a similar scale, 

one is established within China and the other one is established outside China, will be raised 

at the same time in order to facilitate the capital injection needs of their portfolio companies. 

The two parallel funds will be controlled by the same management entity established in China 

which will seek investment opportunities for both funds. After the portfolio company has 

been ascertained, the management entity will decide which fund needs to inject capital into 

the portfolio company. Generally speaking, if the portfolio company is seeking to be listed on 

an overseas securities exchange, the fund established outside China in the parallel fund will 

invest through the “round trip investment” strategy or, otherwise, if the portfolio company 

seeks to be listed on a domestic securities exchange or exiting through a trade sale to a third 

party in China, the other fund will invest. It was mainly due to China’s foreign exchange 

control policy that this parallel fund structure was created. However, for the purpose of this 

thesis, parallel fund structure will not be specifically scrutinised as aside from its domestic 

fund, it is the same as a foreign  private equity firm which does not have a branch in China 

and only invests through the round trip investment strategy as mentioned in 2.1.2 in this 

thesis.  

The above contents mainly focused on clarifying the definition of foreign private equity and 

providing background information for discussions in later chapters through such clarification. 

Nevertheless, although the definition has been effectively clarified, angling to give clear and 

complete background information and a big picture regarding foreign private equity for 

further discussions especially for the next section of the chapter focusing on the legal 

problems of the foreign private equity industry and discussions in second and third chapter, 

132 Ibid. 
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the history of foreign private equity since late 1980s should be introduced in the last part of 

the section. 

1.2.2 The history of development of foreign private equity in China 

FPE has been developing in China since the late 1980s and it only came to the public eye in 

the early 20th century. Among all the stages it has been through, the use of round-trip 

investment route and the variable interest entities model are the most important milestones of 

its development in China. Probing into the history of its development could give ideas of the 

formation of the two investment models and lay foundation for the discussion in the second 

and third chapter regarding its legality and future. Specifically, the history of foreign private 

equity will be divided into 4 periods below:  

1.2.2.1 The early period of foreign private equity (from the end of 1980s to 2000) 

The policy background was the promulgation of the Decision Concerning the Deepening of 

the Reform of the Science and Technology Management System in 1985133, in which for the 

first time the concept of VC was put forward in China by the government. In 1991, the 

Interim Provisions on Certain Policies Concerning National High and New Technology 

Industry Development Zones was promulgated by the State Council, in which the State 

Council allowed the establishment of VC funds in high and new technology industry 

development zones in order to expedite the development of high and new technology. Under 

this policy background, a plethora of foreign VC institutions began to set up their investment 

vehicles in China134, which was seen as the first wave of entrance of foreign private equity 

into China. Moreover, in order to attract more foreign private equity to invest in China, the 

Procedures for the Management of China's Industrial Investment Funds Abroad135 and the 

133 This decision was promulgated by the central government. 
134 In 1993, the IDG (International Data Group) established their first VC investment company, PTV-China, 
with the Committee of Science and technology of Shanghai in China.  
135 The first national regulation governing the industrial investment funds abroad. 
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Law of the PRC on Promoting the Transformation of Scientific and Technological 

Achievements 136  were subsequently promulgated in 1995 and 1996 respectively. The 

promulgation of the aforementioned laws and regulations signalled the foreign private equity 

that VC investments to China were welcomed and encouraged in order to serve the economic 

development of China.  

1.2.2.2 The rapid development period of foreign private equity (2000-2006)  

At the beginning of this century, on one hand, the value of U.S. stock market capitalization 

grew faster and saw the number doubled between 1990 and 1995 and then tripled between 

1995 and 2000 which witnessed the peak.137 However, after the dot-com bubble crashed, the 

growth ended with a slump started in 2000. By the year of 2003, prices of equity in the U.S. 

had dropped by 30 percent and capitalization of stock market had dropped by approximately 

25 percent.138 On the other side, the up-valuation of RMB against the U.S. dollar, the high 

growth rate of the Chinese economy139, the steady status of Chinese political relationship 

with main developed countries and the entrance of China into the WTO all gave confidence 

to foreign investors that China was an ideal destination of investment. This led to the 

phenomenon that a substantial part of foreign private equity firms with international 

reputation140 entered into the Chinese market.  

Moreover, a litany of laws and regulations governing the establishment of foreign private 

equity in China were enacted and promulgated in this period. The most important law 

promulgated in this period was the PCAFBIE, which stipulated that foreign private equity in 

China can be established both as equity joint venture enterprise and cooperative joint venture 

136 The central policy regarding VC was first stipulated in law and the VC industry began to draw attention of 
the central government.  
137 A Kraay and J Ventura, 'The Dot-Com Bubble the Bush Deficits, and the U.S. Current Account' (2005) 
NBER Working Paper No. 11543, 6 < http://www.nber.org/papers/w11543> accessed 17/03/2014. 
138 Ibid. 
139The growth rate of Chinese economy was kept at around 9.5% during 2000-2005. See World Bank, 'GDP' 
(The World Bank 2013) <http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD> accessed 18/03/2014. 
140 See 1.2.1.1.3 The original place of incorporation. 
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enterprise. 141 It also created a unique system, requisite investor, in article 7.142 This, in 

practice, made the most popular organizational form of a private equity fund in the UK and 

the U.S., LLP, viable through specific provisions. Generally speaking, under the PCAFBIE, 

requisite investors in a Non-legal person cooperative joint venture enterprise can perform the 

duties of a GP in an LLP structure.143 The Trust Law and new Company Law144 were also 

promulgated in this period which further paved the road for the legal regime construction of 

foreign private equity. 

The most important development in this phase was the use of the round trip investment. By 

using this strategy, foreign private equity did not have to establish branches within China and 

it saved the time and costs of listing on a securities market to a large extent in that portfolio 

141 According to article 4 of the PCAFBIE, venture investment enterprises may take the organizational form of a 
non-legal person entity or a company. The investors of a venture investment enterprise that takes the 
organizational form of a non-legal person entity (Non-legal person Venture Investment Enterprises) should 
undertake joint and several liability for the debts of the venture investment enterprise. 
142 Article 7 Requisite investors should satisfy the following conditions: 
1. having venture investment as its main line of business; 
2. having cumulative capital under its management of not less than US$100 million in the three years before the 
application, and at least US$ 50 million of which has been used for venture investment. Where the requisite 
investor is a Chinese investor, the requirements under this paragraph should be: having cumulative capital under 
its management of not less than RMB 100 million in the three years before the application, and at least RMB 50 
million of which has been used for venture investment; 
3. having at least three professional management personnel with not less than three years’ experience in venture 
investment business; 
4. if the affiliated entity of one of the investors satisfies the afore-mentioned conditions, that investor may apply 
to become a requisite investor. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term “affiliated entity” should refer to an 
entity controlled by that investor, or an entity that controls that investor, or another entity that is under the 
common control of an entity as that investor. For the purposes of this paragraph, the term "control” should refer 
to the controlling party owns more than 50% of the voting rights of the controlled party; 
5. the requisite investors and the afore-mentioned affiliated entity should not have been prohibited by the 
judicial authorities or other relevant regulatory authorities of their own countries from engaging in venture 
investment or investment and consultancy business, or subjected to penalty for reasons such as fraud; 
6. the amount of capital contribution subscribed to and the actual amount of capital contributed by the requisite 
investors of a Non-legal person Venture Investment Enterprise should not be less than 1% of the total capital 
contribution subscribed to by all investors and 1% of the total actual amount of capital contribution respectively, 
and the requisite investors should undertake joint and several liability for the debts of the Venture Investment 
Enterprise. The amount of capital contribution subscribed to and the actual amount of capital contributed by the 
requisite investors of a Corporate Venture Investment Enterprise should not be less than 30% of the total capital 
contribution subscribed to by all investors and 30% of the total actual amount of capital contribution 
respectively. 
143 The provisions and the impact of the PCAFBIE will be scrutinised in the next chapter of this thesis. 
144 The impact of the Trust Law and new Company Law will be later analysed in the third chapter of this thesis.  
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companies with the capital injection by foreign private equity established outside China145 

using this strategy typically seek listing opportunities on overseas stock markets, which 

normally have shorter lock-up periods146 and lower standards for listing147. Moreover, this 

strategy can also bypass the foreign exchange control by the SAFE at the time of capital 

injection and profits outflow.  

1.2.2.3 The depression period of foreign private equity (2006-2010) 

This period began with the promulgation of the Notice of the State Administration of Foreign 

Exchange on Relevant Issues concerning Foreign Exchange Administration for Domestic 

Residents to Engage in Financing and in Return Investment via Overseas Special Purpose 

Companies148 in 2005 and the  ADEFIP in 2006, which literally stifled the use of round trip 

investment by foreign private equity. 149 After the ADEFIP, foreign private equity further 

encountered the financial crisis in the second half of 2007 escalating massively in 2008, 

which substantially limited the capital raising ability of foreign private equity in their own 

145 Due to the issues of tax and corporate governance, a substantial part of foreign private equity is established in 
Cayman Islands, Bermuda and Virgin Islands and so on. See C Bickley, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands and 
Cayman Islands Company Law (3rd, Sweet & Maxwell Asia Ltd, Hong Kong 2007) chapter 1, 2, 3. 
146 For example, in the U.S., on one hand, the law has no requirements regarding the restriction of stock transfer 
after an IPO by a company except for unregistered sale under Rule 144, which requires a company has to be a 
reporting company for at least three months before it can conduct unregistered sales (a company should 
immediately become a reporting company under Rule 144 after it is listed, which typically gives the Rule 144 
sale a three month lock-up period). See practice note, Private Equity Strategies for Exiting a Leveraged Buyout, 
R. K. La Lande, 'Private Equity Strategies for Exiting a Leveraged Buyout' (Practical Law Company 2013) 
<http://us.practicallaw.com/2-501-0347?q=private+equity+strategies+for+exiting+a+leveraged+buyout> 
accessed 18/03/2014.  On the other hand, the underwriters would normally require companies to be listed to sign 
lock-up agreements with a period of 6 months. However, in China, according to article 142 of the Company 
Law and article 5.1.5 of the Rules Governing the Listing of Stocks on Shanghai Stock Exchange, the shares 
issued before the company publicly issues shares should not be transferred within 1 year as of the day when the 
shares of the company get listed and are traded in a share exchange. The directors, supervisors and senior 
managers of the company should declare to the company the shares held by them and the changes thereof. 
During the term of office, the shares transferred by any of them each year should not exceed 25% of the total 
shares of the company he holds. The shares of the company held by the aforesaid person s should not be 
transferred within 1 year as of the day when the shares of the company get listed and are traded in a share 
exchange. Moreover, according to the listing requirements of Shanghai Stock Exchange, when the issuer applies 
to the Exchange for listing its IPO stocks, its controlling shareholders and de facto controller should make an 
undertaking that within 36 months of listing of the issuer's stocks, they should not transfer the issuer's stocks 
issued before the IPO and held by them either directly or indirectly, or appoint others for the management of 
such stocks and such stocks should not be repurchased by the issuer.  
147 For example, in the U.S., NYSE Amex and all the NASDAQ stock markets only require 2 years’ operating 
history of the companies to be listed in contrast to 3 years requirement of Shanghai Stock Exchange.  
148 Promulgated by the SAFE. 
149 See 1.2.1.1.1 The currency raised in a fund. 
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countries. Hence, foreign private equity gradually lost its control status in Chinese private 

equity market.   

Under the pressure of the ADEFIP, global financial crisis and the unprecedented 

development of domestic private equity industry, foreign private equity in China underwent a 

depressing period from 2006 to 2010. Only a couple of domestic enterprises were 

successfully listed on overseas stock markets by using the “RTI” routes and most of them 

used the VIE (variable interest entities) model150, to bypass the restriction imposed by the 

ADEFIP. 

1.2.2.4 The recovery period of foreign private equity (2010-present) 

After the financial crisis, the world economy started recovering and the fund raising markets 

began to become buoyant again. Although the European sovereign debt crisis in the second 

half of 2011 affected the funds raising activities after the financial crisis, it did not impose 

substantial damage on foreign private equity’s investment in China.151 This was mainly due 

to the fact that after the creation of ChiNext in 2009, some foreign private equity saw 

opportunities in exiting through domestic stock markets in China152. In order to invest more 

efficiently in domestic companies, a substantial part of foreign private equity began raising 

RMB funds153, by which foreign private equity was not affected by the European sovereign 

debt crisis happened in their own countries.  

150 The VIE model will be specifically analysed in the second chapter of this thesis. 
151 See Bain & Company, 'Bain & Company's Global Private Equity Report 2012' (Bain & Company 2012), 11 
<http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-private-equity-report-2012.aspx> accessed 16/03/2014. 
152 COSHIP Electronics Co., Ltd. and Qingdao Software Co., Ltd. had investments from foreign private equity 
and were subsequently successfully listed on the ChiNext.   
153 Zero2ipo, 'The Rise of RMB Fund and the Competition between Foreign Private Equity and Domestic 
Private Equity' (PE Daily 2012) <http://pe.pedaily.cn/201201/20120117291106.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014. 
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During the recovery period, foreign private equity also benefited from a series of supportive 

regulations enacted by local governments in China. These supportive regulations154 mainly 

stipulated that foreign private equity can raise RMB funds and invest in the funds raised 

within a limit and as long as foreign private equity invests within the limitations set, no 

foreign exchange control will be imposed. This new policy gave foreign private equity more 

selections regarding how to obtain the capital to be used in investment and at the same time it 

benefited Chinese economy through the free inflow of foreign capital.155 

The history of foreign private equity in China has been given above and it could be seen that 

through its development in China, especially after 2000, most problems occurred were led to 

by the use of the RTI route and the VIE model. The two investment tools were invented and 

applied under the restriction of various regulations mentioned above and they have triggered 

discussions regarding their nature, legality and the necessity of being banned. However, no 

research has ever been done comprehensively on this area and chapter 2 will embark upon the 

disputed issues.  

 

 

  

154 See the Notice of the People Government of Pudong New Area on Issuing the Pilot Measures for the 
Establishment of Foreign-funded Equity Investment Management Enterprises in Pudong New Area of Shanghai 
promulgated in 2009 and the Measures on Establishment of Foreign-invested Equity Investment Fund 
Management Enterprises in Beijing promulgated in 2010. 
155 The new policy will be further scrutinised in chapter three of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 The round trip investment route (RTI route)   
and post-RTI routes 
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2.1 The big picture 

The first chapter introduced and analysed essential definitions and background information 

for the thesis and as mentioned in the introduction and the first chapter, RTI route and post-

RTI routes have been important entrances for foreign private equity investors gaining access 

to restricted categories of investment1 in China. However, the two categories of routes have 

been obstructed by laws and regulations and the legality of the routes and the necessity of 

such obstruction should be questioned. This chapter is to introduce necessary information 

regarding the routes and it should try to answer the questions of the legality and necessity of 

banning them. As the first step of approaching the answers, the background of the routes 

should be brought to facilitate the discussions. 

However, more importantly, before proceeding into the first step of background information 

about the two investment routes, the important big picture for the discussions hereunder 

should be made in the first place to give an explanation about the political environment and 

the legal and regulatory system in China so as to better understand the way laws, regulations 

and other rules work in China, including the creation and termination of the investment routes 

and other issues in later chapters. 

Laws are tightly connected to political environment and could be substantially affected. The 

promulgation of the AIFMD and the Dodd-Frank Act witnessed it with solid proof2. The first 

stop in the big picture is the political environment related to law making of the current one 

party ruled China. The relationship between law making bodies could be shown as below: 

                                                                

1 See Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment, promulgated by National Development and 
Reform Commission and the Ministry of Commerce and revised in 2011. 
2 See chapter 4 for more details on the two measures. 
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As shown above, the Communist Party exerts control on the law making bodies in China, 

which are the National People’s Congress and its Standing Committee, both directly and 

indirectly through different bodies and ways. Majority members of the National People’s 

Congress are Party members and the leaders in the Congress are mostly Party elders retired 

from important positions in the Party and the government 3. Therefore, it is not hard to 

understand how the laws and regulations can change so fast regarding foreign private equity 

which was shown in the development history of foreign private equity at the end of the first 

chapter and will be shown hereunder in the background information for different investment 

roads.  

The communist party controls the law-making bodies so as to make and change the laws and 

regulations when they need to enforce a new policy according to different circumstances not 

to mention that most regulations involved in the thesis regarding foreign private equity were 

not made by the National People’s Congress or its Standing Committee which makes it even 

easier to operate. As to the justice of such a methodology handling legislation by the 

Communist Party is out of the range of the thesis as it only provides necessary information 

for the progress of the thesis instead of spending a large amount of words on irrelevant issues. 

However, it should be noted that, as mentioned in the beginning of the introduction, one 

important consequence of the absence of proper law-making procedures and spirits, namely 

rule of law and freedom of contract, in China’s legal system is the lack of protections for 

private properties and as could be seen later on in chapters 4 and 5 that lack of protections for 

3 It should be noted that since there is only one active party in China’s political stage, the difference between the 
Party and the government has blurred. Almost all the party members are government members at parallel level 
at the same time. For China’s political system and the National People’s Congress, see Kevin J. O'Brien, Reform 
without Liberalization: China's National People's Congress and the Politics of Institutional Change (1st, 
Cambridge University Press, New York 1990). 

Communist party 

National People’s Congress 

Standing Committee 

Discipline Commission Party Elders 
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private properties is of significant influence on the applicability of self-regulation of foreign 

private equity in China and such a feature of Chinese law, surprisingly, contributes to the 

applicability of self-regulation. 

The second important point of the big picture is the difference between laws and regulations4 

and other rules in China. It is important to bear in mind that laws, in China, can only be made 

by the National People’s Congress and its Standing Committee. Regulations could be made 

by the State Council, local People’s Congresses and its Standing Committees and other 

bodies. More importantly, there is another layer of rules outside the laws and regulations 

which constitute the majority of enforceable rules in the whole legislative regime over the 

provincial level. This category of rules could be in the form of rules and regulations and can 

be made by departments of the State Council and provincial level governments5. Most of the 

regulations regarding foreign private equity involved in the thesis are rules in the third level 

and technically speaking, they cannot be considered as laws in China. The reason for this 

phenomenon could be seen in the first chapter, which is the relatively young status of private 

equity as a subject in the society and it is at a premature stage in China which is too early for 

state laws to be made. It is argued that with the development of foreign private equity in 

China, laws finally will be made as to the regulation of the industry. 

As mentioned above, as the first step of approaching the answers, the background of the 

routes should be brought up and analysed to facilitate the discussions. The next part of 

chapter is to introduce and analyse the background and governing laws of RTI route and post-

RTI routes, especially the VIE model.     

4 For the detailed analysis between law and regulation, see 4.2.1 The Alternative Investment Fund Managers 
Directive (AIFMD). 
5 If the laws, regulations or the third level rules clash each other, the one in the higher level should prevail. See 
chapter 5 of the Law on Legislation of the People's Republic of China, 2000. 
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2.1.1 The definition of the RTI route 

As the most effective investment strategy for investing in China by foreign private equity 

before 2006, the RTI route was also known as the “red chip” model6, which can be described 

as:  

Under a conventional private equity model, domestic founders and offshore fund 
investors would set up an offshore holding company, which would take over the domestic 
assets through a so-called round trip investment, and then get listed on an international 
capital market on a consolidated basis, in a process known as red chip listing.7  

In order to assess the RTI route and the post-RTI routes and their legality under the ADEFIP, 

it is necessary to analyse its roots and operational fundamentals. The main steps of 

conducting a RTI are as follows:  

The first step involves the establishment of an offshore special purpose vehicle (SPV) by the 

portfolio company and the foreign private equity investors. The SPV is typically established 

in British Virgin Islands (BVI), Bermuda etc. (Places of Establishment) for the consideration 

of tax issues and corporate governance as the tax in the Places of Establishment is 

significantly favourable and the company laws thereof are relatively more developed in 

contrast to the Company Law in China.8 As aforementioned, the preferred stock/preference 

shares is not clearly stipulated in Chinese law and hence, the rights of foreign private equity 

regarding their investments would only rely on the contractual provisions. Instead, company 

laws in the Places of Establishment can facilitate the needs of foreign private equity to use 

6 The name of red chip was first created in the early 1990s in Hong Kong. At that time, China was often referred 
to as the “Red China” and hence shares of Chinese companies listed on Hong Kong stock market was referred to 
as the red chip shares. Along the development of Chinese economy, more Chinese companies were listed not 
only on the stock market of Hong Kong but also stock markets all over the world. Therefore, the concept of red 
chip was broadly used to describe all the shares of Chinese companies listed on overseas stock markets and the 
route for them to be listed was hence referred to as the red chip model, which is the same as round trip 
investment. See W.C. Zhao, 'The Research on the Return of the Red Chip Companies on A Share Stock Market' 
(CNKI 2009) <http://cdmd.cnki.com.cn/Article/CDMD-10487-2010213427.htm> accessed 18/03/2014. 
7 R Guo, 'A Future Onshore' [2007] Int'l Fin. L. Rev. 26, 34. 
8 See C Bickley, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands Company Law (3rd, Sweet & Maxwell 
Asia Ltd, Hong Kong 2007) chapter 1, 2, 3. 
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preferred stock/preference shares as an investment vehicle to invest into the portfolio 

company. 

The second step typically comprises the takeover of the domestic enterprise by the offshore 

SPV set up. Part of the capital for takeover will normally be provided by foreign private 

equity and the takeover will change the nature of the domestic portfolio company from a pure 

domestic one to a foreign invested one. It is noteworthy that the creation of a SPV was 

sometimes used by the founders of domestic companies purely as a method to enjoy the 

treatment for foreign invested companies 9 instead of obtaining capital support from foreign 

private equity. The change of nature of the portfolio company from a domestic one to a 

foreign invested one is the key point of the success of the second step, which will be 

scrutinised by the relevant departments of commerce according to the scale of the transaction 

and the invested industry in question.10 After the transaction is completed, the SPV will hold 

the shares of the domestic company and it is ready to accept the investment from the foreign 

private equity investors. 

After the second step, by which the control of the domestic portfolio company has been 

transferred abroad, further transactions related to the domestic portfolio company are no 

longer under supervision of Chinese government. The third step is to set up another SPV in 

Cayman Islands in order to conduct shares exchange between the SPV set up in the second 

step and the SPV in Cayman Islands as the corporate governance standard and transparency is 

9 According to article 3 of the Notice of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation, the State 
Taxation Administration, the State Administration for Industry and Commerce, and the State Administration of 
Foreign Exchange concerning the Relevant Issues on Strengthening the Approval, Registration, Foreign 
Exchange Control and Taxation Administration of Foreign-funded Enterprises promulgated by the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation (including Former Ministry of Foreign Economy and Trade), State 
Administration of Taxation, State Administration of Foreign Exchange, State Administration for Industry and 
Commerce in 2003, if the proportion contributed by foreign investors in a Chinese-foreign equity joint venture 
or a Chinese-foreign contractual joint venture is  more than 25 percent of its registered capital, then this joint 
venture in question can enjoy favourable treatment of foreign invested enterprises in China.  
10 As mentioned above, foreign enterprises in China can only invest into encouraged industries or permitted 
industries according to the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment (2011 Amendment) 
promulgated by National Development and Reform Commission and the Ministry of Commerce.  
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higher in Cayman Islands and historically more acceptable to overseas stock markets. 11 After 

the shares exchange, the Cayman Islands SPV owns 100% of the shares of the BVI SPV and 

upon the choice of the foreign private equity, the Cayman Islands SPV can be directly used as 

the entity for listing or instead, another entity to be used as the listing entity should be 

established in the place where the stock market locates. If another entity is established, the 

shares thereof and the shares of the Cayman Islands SPV should be exchanged in order to 

inject all the shares and assets of the Cayman Islands SPV into the listing entity.  After the 

listing entity launches an IPO, the whole RTI is completed. 

The fast development of the RTI route was propelled by two factors. The first one was that 

many enterprises in China were in the phase of expansion and desperate for capital support in 

the hope of taking over the market but at the same time, it was difficult for them to meet the 

domestic listing standards.12 Moreover, even if the listing standards can be met, it would still 

be hard for them to obtain a listing opportunity in that the opportunities of listing were 

limited to numbers in different regions of China.13  On the other hand, foreign private equity 

also desperately wanted to enter into Chinese market but due to the foreign exchange control 

policy by the SAFE, their investment speed would be severely restricted if they adopted the 

route of establishing investment companies in China. Under this background, the RTI route 

was invented and widely used.  

11 It should be noted that recently BVI SPVs are becoming more popular and acceptable for foreign stock 
markets as more companies are using only one SPV set up in BVI as the entity to be listed. See G Jing, T. J. Nan 
and Y Li, 'The Winsway IPO: Setting a Precedent for Listing BVI Company on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange' 
(Kingandwood 2011) <http://www.kingandwood.com/Bulletin/html/article-id=The-Winsway-IPO-en.html> 
accessed 18/03/2014. 
12 According to article 5.1.1 of the Listing Requirements of Shanghai Securities Exchange (2012), for a 
company to be listed, it has to possess a share capital of 500 Million RMB and at least three years’ audit reports 
before its application which are difficult for new enterprises with high potential for growth and desperate needs 
for capital to meet.  
13 See L. H. Guo, 'On the Legal Control over Manipulating the Dealing of the Securities' [2000] Modern Law 
Science, 521. 
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However, since the use of the RTI route, a substantial part of domestic  enterprises were 

successfully listed overseas and only a small part of enterprises chose to be listed on domestic 

stock markets. This was believed to be creating problems for the Chinese government.14 

According to Hui Huang (2007), the main reason for Chinese government to regulate the RTI 

route was as quoted below: 

Indeed, the 2006 Regulation (the ADEFIP) was published amid concerns that foreigners 
were seizing too many of China's domestic companies. A report conducted by the 
Development Research Centre under the State Council in 2006 showed that foreign 
investors controlled the top five businesses in all the industrial sectors that were open to 
foreign investments, and they also controlled most of the assets in 21 out of the 28 leading 
industrial sectors in China…. If China continued to allow foreign M&A activity to be 
conducted in this way without adequate regulation by the government, the nation's 
industrial economic security would be in great jeopardy.15 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that before 2006, the government had paid attention to the 

regulation of the RTI and a series of laws and regulations were enacted and promulgated 

thereafter. The laws and regulations governing the RTI route have a long history and they are 

vital for answering the legality and necessity question. In order to understand how the RTI 

route and the post-RTI routes were created, the requirements and intension of the laws and 

regulations, especially the ADEFIP, should be briefly analysed.  

2.2 The laws and regulations governing the RTI route 

Prior to any laws and regulations were promulgated, the RTI route was typically supervised 

by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC). The CSRC scrutinises the RTI in 

the manner and amount consideration was paid for the share capital of the target company.16 

14 One of the problems was believed to be the disequilibrium in the balance of payments caused by the inflow of 
the capital raised by the enterprises listed overseas. See Y Zou, 'Ministry of Commerce’s Approval Is Needed to 
Conduct the Red Chip Listing' (People Finance 2006) <http://finance.people.com.cn/GB/42774/5076766.html> 
accessed 18/03/2014. 
15 See H Huang, 'China's New Regulation on Foreign M&A: Green Light or Red Flag' [2007] 30 U. N. S. W. L. 
J. 802, 808-809. 
16  H. T. Lu, Y Tan and G. M. Chen, 'Venture Capital and the Law in China' [2007] Hong Kong L. J. 229, 252. 
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Before 2000, the use of the RTI route was only at its beginning stage and did not draw much 

attention from the government.  

The issuance of the Circular on Issues Relevant to the Overseas Issue and Listing of Shares 

by Overseas Companies with Interests in Mainland China17 by the CSRC in 2000 changed 

the landscape, in which for domestic companies to be listed on overseas stock market, a “no 

objection letter” had to be obtained from the CSRC. Due to the promulgation of the circular, 

the numbers of the companies listed on overseas stock markets plummeted drastically from 

2000 to 2002.18 However, the circular was further abolished by the CSRC in 2003, which for 

the first time saw the rise of the numbers of the companies listed overseas after the “no 

objection letter”.19  

Notwithstanding the change of policies happened frequently, the SAFE, in 2005, 

subsequently issued the Notice on Questions Concerning Improving Foreign Exchange 

Management over Foreign Investment and the Notice on Relevant Issues Concerning the 

Registration of Overseas Investments of Domestic Residents and the Registration of Foreign 

Exchange in Foreign Funded Merger and Acquisition, by which the door of overseas listing 

was closed again by requiring the adoption of the RTI should be approved by the SAFE.20 

Furthermore, the Notice of Relevant Issues Concerning the Policy on Chinese Residents 

Financing through Companies Abroad and Returned Foreign Exchange from Abroad 21  

changed the policy again by clearly stipulating the conditions to be met for companies to be 

17 This circular is no longer effective. 
18 See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2002' (Zero2ipo 2002) < 
http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/419.shtml > accessed 16/03/2014. 
19 See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2003' (Zero2ipo 2003) < 
http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/345.shtml > accessed 16/03/2014. 
20 See article 1, 2 of the Notice on Questions Concerning Improving Foreign Exchange Management over 
Foreign Investment and article 1 of the Notice on Relevant Issues Concerning the Registration of Overseas 
Investments of Domestic Residents and the Registration of Foreign Exchange in Foreign Funded Merger and 
Acquisition. 
21 Issued by the SAFE in 2005. 
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listed overseas. Generally speaking, the provisions in this notice were not harsh but it did not 

stimulate the activities of listing abroad22 as the ADEFIP was soon promulgated in 2006.  

The ADEFIP is the law at present governing the overseas listing activities of domestic 

enterprises in China. According to article 11 of the ADEFIP, if a Domestic Company23, 

enterprise or natural person acquires, in the name of a foreign company established according 

to law or controlled by it, a Domestic Company with which it is connected, such acquisition 

should be reported to the Ministry of Commerce for examination and approval. The parties 

may not circumvent the aforementioned requirements by investment in China of a foreign-

invested enterprise or by other means. Article 11 requires the acquisition should be reported 

to the Ministry of Commerce for approval. Notwithstanding some enterprises have filed a 

plethora of applications to establish SPVs, no approval has ever been granted since 2006.24  

2.3 The post-RTI routes used to bypass the supervision of the 

ADEFIP 

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the needs of indirectly listing overseas of domestic 

enterprises and the harsh supervision imposed by the Ministry of Commerce did not keep a 

balance. Thus, a myriad of methods have been invented or adopted to meet the needs of 

domestic enterprises. These methods tend to take advantage of the provisions of the ADEFIP 

by not going through the route banned. In order to assess the legality of these routes as well 

as the necessity of banning such routes, it is necessary to analyse the routes in this part of the 

thesis in the first place. The three post RTI routes will be analysed below are the indirect 

22 See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2005' (Zero2ipo 2005) < 
http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/563.shtml > accessed 16/03/2014. 
23 According to article 2 of the ADEFIP, a domestic company means a company established in China without 
foreign investment. 
24 See the press release of the Ministry of Commerce’s website.  See Ministry of Commerce, '' (Ministry of 
Commerce) <http://www.mofcom.gov.cn/> accessed 18/03/2014. 
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acquisition, the direct acquisition and the VIE model. The VIE model is the most famous and 

widely used one among all the three and it should be the focus of the discussion. 

2.3.1 The indirect acquisition 

In order to achieve the indirect acquisition, two shell companies, which will be referred to as 

foreign private equity shell company and SPV hereafter respectively25, should be established 

by the foreign private equity and the domestic enterprise in the first place. After the 

companies are set up, the foreign private equity shell company should conduct an acquisition 

against the domestic company for all the shares it holds. The domestic company will then be 

converted to a WFOE after the transaction is completed. This step will not trigger the 

reporting obligation stipulated in article 11 of the ADEFIP as there is no connection between 

the foreign private equity shell company and the domestic company. Moreover, after this step 

is accomplished, the control of the domestic company has been transferred abroad and it is 

beyond the control of the Ministry of Commerce regarding the further changes made to the 

foreign private equity shell company. The next step is to use the SPV to acquire all the shares 

held by the foreign private equity shell company in order to gain control over the domestic 

company. Another method of conducting indirect acquisition is to utilise a WFOE controlled 

by the domestic company26 and established before the effective date of the ADEFIP27 to 

conduct the acquisition against the domestic company and after the transaction is completed, 

the WFOE will be converted into an equity joint venture which will then be acquired by the 

SPV. The acquisition will not be regulated by the ADEFIP in that the equity joint venture is 

not a domestic company by the definition in the ADEFIP. 

25 Both of them will be established in the Places of Establishment. 
26 As mentioned above, some domestic companies use SPV to invest back in China and establish WFOEs to 
conduct business activities to enjoy the favourable treatment conferred to foreign invested companies. 
27 If the WFOE is established after the effective date of the ADEFIP, it could be violating article 11: The parties 
may not circumvent the aforementioned requirements by investment in China of a foreign-invested enterprise or 
by other means. 
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However, the first method of the indirect acquisition is not widely used as it involves the 

acquisition by the foreign private equity shell company against the domestic company in the 

first place, which may not be regulated by the Ministry of Commerce but will be regulated by 

relevant departments of commerce. 28  Especially when the domestic company is in the 

forbidden industry, which contains a substantial part of attractive industries in China29, the 

usage of this method will be substantially limited. The use of the second method is also quite 

limited and controversial as most venture capitalists in China tend to avoid it in that it has 

been considered to be highly unstable and risky in passing the government regulation. 30 

2.3.2 The direct acquisition 

The direct acquisition does not indicate an acquisition by SPV against the domestic company 

directly. On the contrary, the direct acquisition entails the change of nature of the domestic 

company in the first place in order to avoid the regulation. The first step of direct acquisition 

is to use the foreign private equity shell company to obtain over 25 percent of the shares of 

the domestic company31, which will then be deemed as an equity joint venture and does not 

belong to the regulatory scope of article 11 in that article 11 only regulates acquisition of 

domestic companies. After the equity joint venture is created, the SPV can enter into the 

transaction by acquiring the equity joint venture and convert it into a WFOE. Consequently, 

28 According to article 6 of the ADEFIP, establishment of foreign-invested enterprises by foreign investors by 
way of acquisition of domestic enterprises should be subject to approval of the examination and approval 
authority pursuant to these Provisions and require amendment registration or establishment registration with the 
registration administration authority. 
29 According to the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment (2011 Amendment) promulgated by 
National Development and Reform Commission and the Ministry of Commerce,  many of the industries, 
including the value-added telecommunication industry, have been listed as investment forbidden industries of 
foreign investment. 
30 A couple of enterprises have used this method to successfully become overseas listed companies and the most 
famous one was China Zhongwang Group. The use of the second method of the indirect acquisition was accused 
of being policy risky. See J. K. Xu and L. Li, 'Analysis of Zhongwang’s Red Chip Route to Hong Kong' 
(Haworth&Lexon 2009) <http://www.hllawyers.com/publications/cn/publications-52.html> accessed 
18/03/2014. 
31 As mentioned above, if the proportion contributed by foreign investors in a Chinese-foreign equity joint 
venture or a Chinese-foreign contractual joint venture is  less than 25 percent of its registered capital, then this 
joint venture in question cannot enjoy favourable treatment of foreign invested enterprises in China and cannot 
be deemed as an equity joint venture company.  
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after the establishment of the WFOE, the control of the domestic company has been 

transferred abroad and the SPV can be used as a vehicle to conduct further listing activities. 

Similar to the indirect acquisition, the key point of conducting a direct acquisition is to build 

the WFOE structure before the effective date of the ADEFIP, angling to avoid the regulation 

thereof. 32 Although this model is relatively safe, the use of it was only available to limited 

enterprises as most of the enterprises did not have a viable WFOE structure before the 

effective date of the ADEFIP as illustrated in 2.2 of this chapter as the laws and regulations 

governing the RTI route changed quickly and were unpredictable.  

The thesis argues that, on one hand the laws and regulations changed too frequently and it 

was impossible for foreign private equity investors to predict the intention of laws and 

regulations.  "The law must be stable, but it must not stand still."33 As analysed above, the 

laws and regulations changed drastically several times since 2000 and such frequent 

variations may have the adverse effects of intimidating foreign private equity investors away 

and leave the impression that the private equity industry in China is not friendly for foreign 

capital. Hence, the frequent change of laws and regulations should be strictly controlled and 

more investments should enter. On the other hand, the legality of the RTI route and post-RTI 

routes should be questioned as its real intension is to bypass the restrictive law and achieve its 

investment purpose.34 

32 According to article 11, the parties may not circumvent the aforementioned requirements by investment in 
China of a foreign-invested enterprise or by other means. The definition of “by other means” is not clearly 
stipulated in the ADEFIP and it may be used by the Ministry of Commerce to regulate indirect and direct 
acquisitions. 
33 Bichler v. Eli Lilly & Co. [1981] 79 AD 2d 317 (NY: Appellate Div., 1st Dept), citing N.R. Pound, 
Introduction to the Philosophy of Law (Yale University Press, 1954). 
34 This issue will be analysed later in this chapter.  
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2.3.3 The VIE model 

As mentioned above, the model is the most famous and widely used post-RTI model 35  

among the three by foreign private equity investors and it is currently under heavy 

surveillance due to its possible side effects. This part of the chapter should dig into its 

background and analyse the illegality and problems of the VIE model. 

2.3.3.1 The definition 

VIE stands for Variable Interest Entities, which is stipulated in the FIN46 act.36 The objective 

of FIN 46 is to enhance disclosure and financial reporting by companies with variable interest 

entities (VIEs) structure. 37  Generally speaking, FIN46 was enacted to improve the 

accounting guidance by requiring the consolidation of entities that are controlled by financial 

structure instead of voting means.38  

Before2006, VIE was mainly used by the domestic companies in China providing internet 

service to raise overseas capital support from foreign private equity and seek opportunities to 

be listed on overseas stock markets in that providing internet service belongs to the “value 

added telecommunication” sector39which is one of the forbidden industries in the Catalogue 

of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment promulgated by National Development and 

Reform Commission and the Ministry of Commerce. Although after the entry of China into 

the WTO China has granted access concessions to foreigners into the value added 

35 Up to April, 2011, 42% of all the Chinese enterprises listed overseas are currently relying on the VIE model. 
See Z.F.Xu, 'Risks of Chinese Enterprises Listed Overseas' (Chinaventure 2011) 
<http://news.chinaventure.com.cn/2/20110923/65613.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014. 
36 FIN46 is a statement under the United States Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) published 
by the U.S. Financial Accounting Standards Board. 
37 J. S. Roglieri and D. R. Seife, 'FIN 46: An Enigma Wrapped in a Puzzle' (Alacra 2003), 1 
<http://www.alacrastore.com/research/fitch-ratings-FIN_46_An_Enigma_Wrapped_in_a_Puzzle-
172222_report_frame> accessed 18/03/2014. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Relevant information could be found in the exhibit of the Regulation on Telecommunications of the People 
Republic of China, promulgated by Premier Zhu Rongji on September 25, 2000. 
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telecommunication sector, 40  the fact has proved that only a few foreign investors have 

obtained the permission and foreign private equity does not meet the conditions to invest in 

the value added telecommunication sector.41 Hence, VIE model was invented by foreign 

private equity and Chinese venture capitalists to make it possible for foreign private equity to 

indirectly invest in enterprises in forbidden industries. 42  This model was further 

acknowledged by the GAAP mainly used for the consolidation of financial statements of 

enterprises wishing to be listed. However, notwithstanding the VIE model was invented for 

investing into forbidden industries, this model was widely used by foreign private equity after 

2006 to avoid the regulation of the ADEFIP.  

2.3.3.2 The way the VIE model works 

In order to pave the road for the discussion of the legality of the VIE model, its operation 

details should be introduced as well. It should be noted that unlike indirect acquisition and 

direct acquisition, which avoid the regulation from the Ministry of Commerce by playing the 

“effective date game” and shunning to be categorised into the targets of regulation, the VIE 

model avoids the ADEFIP by playing the “definition game”. According to article 11, the 

ADEFIP only regulates the acquisition by a connected SPV against a controlled domestic 

company, in which the definition of acquisition was not explained and utilised by the VIE 

model. In order to structure a VIE model, the following steps should be implemented: 

The first two steps are the same as conducting a round trip investment as aforementioned, 

which involve the establishment of two SPVs in BVI and Cayman Islands respectively. It is 

40 H. S. Gao, 'Legal Issues under WTO Rules on the Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement (CEPA) 
between Mainland China and Hong Kong' [2003] 2 Chinese J. Int'l L. 629, 631. 
41 According to the Regulation on Telecommunications of the People Republic of China and the Administration 
of Foreign-funded Telecommunications Enterprises Provisions, foreign value added telecommunication service 
investor has to be equipped with “specialized personnel commensurate with the business activities to be 
developed”. See article 13 of the Regulation on Telecommunications of the People Republic of China and article 
3 of the Administration of Foreign-funded Telecommunications Enterprises Provisions. 
42 A plethora of companies providing internet service were listed overseas with capital support from foreign 
private equity by using VIE model, such as Sina, Alibaba. 
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suggested that the reason of inserting a BVI company between the Cayman Islands SPV and 

the domestic company is to secure the whole VIE structure in that companies set up in BVI 

can enjoy more confidential information protection. 43The third step is to set up a shell 

company in Hong Kong in order to enjoy favourable tax treatment between mainland China 

and Hong Kong44. The Hong Kong shell company should then establish a WFOE in mainland 

China engaging in technique service, management consulting, etc., angling to control the 

domestic company by a litany of contracts. The fourth step comprises the execution of a 

litany of contracts between the WOFE and the domestic company, after which the domestic 

company will be controlled by the WOFE without any of the assets and shares thereof be 

purchased by the WOFE. The contracts involved and their purposes are as follows: 

The agreement of the operation and control of the assets: the WOFE can control the operation 

and assets of the domestic company via this agreement, which typically include the control 

and operation of the equipment and immovable property of the domestic company. 

Loan contract: the WFOE will provide loans to the shareholders of the domestic company 

and the shareholders should secure the loans by their shares in the company. The loans 

provided by the WFOE are typically invested into the operation of the domestic company and 

hence, the loan providers can control the founder shareholder by requiring the repayment. It 

43 C Bickley, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands Company Law (3rd, Sweet & Maxwell Asia 
Ltd, Hong Kong 2007) chapter 2. 
44 According to article 10 of the Arrangement between the Mainland of China and the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect 
to Taxes on Income promulgated in 2006, the favourable withholding income tax between mainland China and 
Hong Kong is 5%. If there is no tax treaty signed between China and other countries, the withholding income 
tax should be levied at 20%. See H Wang and J. Y. Wu, 'Deloitte: to Understand the New Income Tax Law from 
Four Perspectives' (LexisNexis 2007) 
<http://hk.lexiscn.com/index.php?access=search_result&lang=cn&search_keyword=%3A+To+Understand+the
+New+Income+Tax+Law+from+Four+Perspectives&engine_type=> accessed 18/03/2014.  
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should be noted that the loans cannot be directly provided to the domestic enterprise as 

intercompany loan contract is deemed invalid in China.45 

The share pledge agreement: since the WOFE provided loans to the shareholders of the 

domestic company, shareholders should secure the loans by the domestic companies’ shares.  

Stock option agreement: this agreement allows the WOFE to take over the domestic 

enterprise when the laws and regulations grant permission of entrance to foreign investors.  

Voting rights agreement: the WOFE can control the decision making process of the board of 

directors of the domestic company and directly appoint board members of the domestic 

company via this agreement. 

Exclusive service providing agreement, management consulting agreement, information 

providing agreement, etc.: these agreements typically stipulate that all the services and 

intellectual property needed by the domestic company should be provided by the WFOE in 

order to transfer the profits generated by the domestic company to the provider, the WFOE. 

The VIE model functions through the control over the operation and profits of the domestic 

company instead of conducting a traditional acquisition and by which it avoids the regulation 

of the ADEFIP. However, its legality has invited wide suspicion and debate and there is 

currently no law governing this issue. 

2.4 The illegality and problems of the VIE model and the RTI 

route 

After dealing with the background information of the RTI route and the VIE model, this part 

of the chapter should enter into the discussion of the illegality and problems of the two 

45 See Supreme People Court of the People Republic of China, 'Supreme Court of China’s Reply to 
Intercompany Loan Question ' (Supreme People Court of the People Republic of China 2011) 
<http://www.court.gov.cn/gzhd/mygtxx/myfkzl/wpgz/201112/t20111220_168511.htm> accessed 23/03/2014. 
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investment models and it also will try to draw a conclusion regarding the necessity of 

banning the two models.   

2.4.1 The illegality and problems of the VIE model 

This thesis argues that under current Chinese law, the VIE structure is illegal and has 

potential legal risks that could be regulated. The VIE structure’s illegality and problems 

mainly exist in the following aspects: 

Firstly, in essence, the VIE model illegally bypasses the regulation of the ADEFIP and 

violates the forbidden industries requirements from the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding 

Foreign Investment. Due to the heavy complex contracts arrangement and the multi-layered 

offshore SPVs’ structure, the foreign private equity and the domestic company can use 

various excuses to cover their original intention and it is difficult for domestic authorities to 

obtain the information regarding the transaction. According to article 11, the parties may not 

circumvent the aforementioned requirements by investment in China of a foreign-invested 

enterprise or by other means. The “other means” was not defined in the ADEFIP. 

Nonetheless, judging from the original intention thereof, which was to regulate any kind of 

acquisition conducted by connected SPVs against controlled domestic companies, the use of 

VIE should be included in the scope of regulation of the ADEFIP in that it results in the 

control of the domestic company by a SPV in essence which is exactly the same effect as an 

acquisition can lead to. Moreover, in terms of the forbidden industries which forbid foreign 

investors to invest in, the partly control of the domestic company by the foreign private 

equity after the VIE transaction indirectly violated the law.  

Notwithstanding the fact that there is no law forbidding the use of the VIE structure, Chinese 

government has promulgated several regulations to regulate the VIE structure in specific 

industries. In 2006, the Circular of the Ministry of Information Industry on Intensifying the 
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Administration of Foreign Investment in Value-added Telecommunications Services was 

promulgated by the Ministry of Information Industry. Article 146 of the Circular specifically 

paid attention to the entrance of foreign investors to the market and the third paragraph 

stipulates that where a domestic telecommunications enterprise goes listed abroad, it should 

be subject to the examination and approval of the administrative department of information 

industry of the State Council and obtain the approval according to the relevant state 

provisions. This paragraph intended to restrict the use of the VIE model by obstructing the 

divestment opportunities of the foreign private equity. Furthermore, in 2010, the 

Administrative Measures for the Payment Services Provided by Non-financial Institutions 

was promulgated by the People's Bank of China. Article 2 thereof stipulates that matters such 

as the eligibilities of foreign investors, business scope of foreign-invested payment 

institutions and the investment ratio of foreign investors should be determined by the 

People’s Bank of China in other initiatives and be submitted to the State Council to be 

approved. Albeit the “other initiatives” were not subsequently enacted, the People’s Bank of 

China did send letters to payment institutions to investigate their relationships with foreign 

private equity and the existence of the VIE model, which led to serious consequences within 

the third party payment institutions. 47  

46 Article1:  
Where a foreign investor makes investment in the telecommunications services within the Chinese territory, it 
should, in strict accordance with the requirements of the Provisions (the Provisions on the Administration of 
Foreign Investment in Telecommunications Services), apply for the establishment of a foreign-funded 
telecommunications enterprise as well as a licence for telecommunications business. In the absence of going 
through the aforesaid procedures according to law, a foreign investor should not make any investment in the 
telecommunications business in China. 
A domestic telecommunications enterprise should not lease, transfer or sell for profits any licence for 
telecommunications business by any means or in any disguised form, or provide such conditions as resources, 
places and facilities for any foreign investor to engage in any illegal telecommunications operation in any form 
within the territory of China. 
Where a domestic telecommunications enterprise goes listed abroad, it should be subject to the examination and 
approval of the administrative department of information industry of the State Council and obtain the approval 
according to the relevant state provisions. 
47 See H. G. Xin, 'Alipay Controversy Shows Danger of VIE Listings' (globaltimes 2011) 
<http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/662862.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014.  
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The most important recent regulation against the VIE model in China is the Provisions of the 

Ministry of Commerce on the Implementation of the Security Review System for Mergers 

and Acquisitions of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors promulgated in 2011, in 

which article 948 for the first time clearly includes the regulation of the VIE model into a 

national level regulation. Even though the Provisions concentrate more on the review of the 

security threat imposed by foreign investors to key industries, such as military industry, 

strategic energy industry, etc., instead of the VIE structure in industries which do not threaten 

the national security, as listed above the three important regulations promulgated step by step, 

it can be seen that the Chinese government has realised the problems of the VIE structure and 

has been imposing more and more restrictions on the use of it. It is suggested that the only 

reason that it has not been banned is that the huge influence the ban could bring to the private 

equity industry.49  

Secondly, it is suggested that the VIE model violates the foreign exchange control policy and 

its real intention is to illegally transfer the control of the domestic enterprise abroad. Under 

the VIE model, the profits and management of the domestic company are partly transferred to 

foreign private equity based overseas by a litany of documents signed and the real purpose of 

the contracts is to illegally control the domestic company by using a WFOE. Due to the 

purpose of the contracts, the consideration thereof is doomed to be less than it should be in a 

normal and real contract. Hence, the contracts signed in the VIE model violate article 58 of 

the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China due to the fact that 

48 Article 9 stipulates that in terms of foreign takeover of domestic enterprises, whether the transaction should be 
examined for the security review should be determined by the actual content and effects of the transaction in 
question. Foreign investors should not avoid the security review by any means, including but not limited to 
foreign transactions and VIE. 
49 Up to April, 2011, 42% of all the Chinese enterprises listed overseas are currently relying on the VIE model. 
See Z. F. Xu, 'Risks of Chinese Enterprises Listed Overseas' (chinaventure 2011) 
<http://news.chinaventure.com.cn/2/20110923/65613.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014. If the VIE structure is 
banned in the future, the stock prices of the companies listed overseas currently relying on VIE model would 
plummet drastically. It should be noted that most VIE enterprises are the leaders of their own industries in China 
and the fluctuation of their stock prices could threaten the stable status of Chinese economy.   
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they are executed under the guise of legitimate acts concealing illegitimate purposes 50 . 

Therefore, they should be null and void and should not be legally binding from the 

beginning.51  

Specifically, on one hand, when the domestic company transfers the profits to the WFOE 

angling to transfer it abroad, under current Chinese foreign exchange control policy52, the 

settlement of the profits into foreign currency has to be based on real transactions existed or 

otherwise the profits cannot be converted and wired abroad. However, as mentioned above, 

the contracts are not legally binding from the very beginning and the transaction is fabricated 

in order to illegally transfer profits abroad. Consequently, the transfer of the control is illegal 

and potential risks do exist when foreign private equity and domestic company use the VIE 

model. On the other hand, given that the domestic company’s SPV has been successfully 

listed on an overseas securities exchange and raised the capital it needed for further 

expansion, the question would be how to transfer the capital raised back to the domestic 

company.  

It goes without saying that the capital has to come back through the WFOE as it is much 

easier via this way than through the SPV established outside China. The most common way 

50 Only a few scholars have argued the illegality of the VIE model with article 58. However, no specific 
explanation was given as to the details of the violation due to the extremely technical feature of private equity 
operation. This section of the chapter will explore the details behind the reasoning.  
51 Article 58 of the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People Republic of China stipulates that civil acts 
in the following categories should be null and void: 
  (1) those performed by a person without capacity for civil conduct; 
  (2) those that according to law may not be independently  performed  by  a person with limited capacity for 
civil conduct; 
  (3) those performed by a person against his true intentions as a result of cheating, coercion or exploitation of 
his  unfavourable  position  by  the other party; 
  (4) those that performed through malicious collusion  are  detrimental  to the interest of the state, a collective or 
a third party; 
  (5) those that violate the law or the public interest; 
  (6) economic contracts that violate the state's mandatory plans; and 
  (7) those that performed  under  the  guise  of  legitimate  acts  conceal illegitimate purposes. Civil acts that are 
null and void should not be legally binding from the very beginning. 
52See Administration of the Settlement, Sale and Payment of Foreign Exchange Provisions promulgated by the 
People Bank of China in 1996 and the Circular on Issues Concerning Outward Remittance of Profit, Stock 
Dividends and Stock Bonuses Processed by Designated Foreign Exchange Banks promulgated by the SAFE in 
1998 and revised in 1999. 
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in practice to conduct the transfer is typically to use the WFOE to invest in the domestic 

company in order to transfer the capital back to the domestic company through increasing the 

registered capital of the domestic company by the WFOE. Although this way worked before 

2008, the situation substantially changed after the promulgation of the Notice of the General 

Affairs Department of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on the Relevant 

Operating Issues concerning the Improvement of the Administration of Payment and 

Settlement of Foreign Currency Capital of Foreign-funded Enterprises in 2008. In particular, 

article 3 of the Notice stipulated that the RMB obtained from the settlement of capital of a 

foreign-funded enterprise must be put into use within the business scope granted by the 

government approval department. Unless otherwise specified, the RMB obtained from the 

settlement of capital must not be used for domestic equity investment. Hence, unlike before, 

when the capital can be transferred into the domestic company through the WFOE in the 

form of equity investment, the raised capital has to go through other ways to be transferred, 

which typically would be in the form of the loans from the WFOE to individual shareholders 

of the domestic company. The illegality and risks of this form will be scrutinised in the next 

paragraph. 

Thirdly, as mentioned above, the WFOE will provide loans to the shareholders of the 

domestic company and the shareholders should secure the loans by their shares in the 

company. The loans provided by the WFOE not only include the capital injected by the 

WFOE at the beginning stage of the VIE model raised in the form of preferred 

stock/preference shares53, but also the capital raised on an overseas stock market after an IPO. 

The loans should then be used by the individual shareholders to increase the registered capital 

of the domestic company, angling to support the company’s further expansion. However, as 

53 SPVs are typically established in Places of Establishment where foreign private equity can invest through 
preferred stock/preference shares. See C Bickley, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands 
Company Law (3rd, Sweet & Maxwell Asia Ltd, Hong Kong 2007) chapter 1, 2, 3. 
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aforesaid, intercompany loan is illegal and the loan contract thereof should be null and void 

in China54. The loans provided by the WFOE to the individual shareholders finally go to the 

domestic company in the form of increasing the registered capital thereof. Hence, this whole 

process is designed to avoid the illegality of the intercompany loan, which disguised as a loan 

from the WFOE to the individual shareholders.  

This indirect route directly violates Article 58 of the General Principles of the Civil Law of 

the People’s Republic of China which is regarded as one of the most important articles of the 

Chinese Civil Law 55  as it is executed under the guise of legitimate acts concealing 

illegitimate purposes.56 Therefore, the loan contract between the WFOE and the individual 

shareholders of the domestic company should be null and void and illegal.  

Fourthly, the VIE model transfers the profits of the domestic company through the control 

over the operation and profits of the domestic company via a litany of contracts. Its ultimate 

purpose is to transfer the profits abroad by a litany of contracts without consideration and 

connected transactions in order to consolidate the financial statement of the domestic 

company into the listing shell company. Therefore, it directly violates the “independent 

transaction principle” in the Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People’s Republic of China.57 

According to article 110 of the Regulation on the Implementation of the Enterprise Income 

54 See Supreme People Court of the People Republic of China, 'Supreme Court of China’s Reply to 
Intercompany Loan Question ' (Supreme People Court of the People Republic of China 2011) 
<http://www.court.gov.cn/gzhd/mygtxx/myfkzl/wpgz/201112/t20111220_168511.htm> accessed 23/03/2014. 
Moreover, according to article 2 of the General Rules for Loans, only banking financial institutions can provide 
loans to enterprises. Hence, intercompany loan is strictly prohibited and illegal in China. See General Rules for 
Loans 1996 s 1(2)(1). 
55 The General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China is the Civil Law in China albeit the 
fact that it is called the General Principles instead of Civil Law directly. Article 58 is the most widely and 
frequently quoted legal principles of the Civil Law and the violation of such an article will render the behaviour 
absolutely null and void. 
56 See 2.4.1 The illegality and problems of the VIE model. 
57 According to article 41 of the Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People Republic of China, the business 
transactions between enterprises and their affiliates that reduce the taxable income or income of such enterprises 
and their affiliates not in compliance with independent transaction principle, the taxation authority has the right 
to make an adjustment in accordance with reasonable methods. The cost incurred in joint development and 
transfer of intangible assets, or joint provision and acceptance of labour services by enterprises and their 
affiliates should be shared under the independent transaction principle in computing the taxable income. 
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Tax Law of the People’s Republic of China, the independent transaction principle is defined 

as the ‘principle which all unrelated parties to a transaction have to follow so as to carry on 

business transactions under fair transaction prices and business conventions’. However, the 

ultimate purpose of the VIE model, illegal transfer of profits, decides that ‘carry on business 

transactions under fair transaction prices and business conventions’ is not possible. Thus, the 

VIE model also violates the basic principle of Chinese tax law. 

Last but not the least, as analysed above, the whole VIE structure merely consists of a litany 

of contracts and lacks legal regime support. This characteristic of the VIE structure indicates 

that an enormous potential legal risk is embedded in it. When one party of the VIE structure 

selects to break the agreements and destroy the whole VIE structure, the remedies available 

to the other party could be limited as the VIE structure is not supported by Chinese law and 

government. Most of the contracts constituting the VIE structure are not supported by 

Chinese law and hence, if the domestic party breaks the VIE structure, foreign private equity 

is not likely to resort to Chinese courts58 as once the VIE structure is revealed and the court 

finds out the foreign private equity was conducting business in one of the forbidden or 

restricted industries, foreign private equity itself could be punished.  

Specifically, for voting rights agreement, by which the WOFE can control the domestic 

company’s decision making process via control over the board of directors and directly 

appoint board members of the domestic company, it is in essence an authorised voting rights 

exercise to the WFOE based on an agreement, in which if the domestic company selects to 

withdraw the voting rights conferred, foreign private equity cannot apply for the execution of 

the agreement to Chinese court as it does not possess shares in the domestic company and 

does not have rights to vote. As to the share pledge agreement, its relevant regulatory regime 

58 H. G. Xin, 'Alipay Controversy Shows Danger of VIE Listings' (globaltimes 2011) < 
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/662862.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014. 
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is not well-established and its implementation process is typically a long judicial procedure59 

and could encounter difficulties as domestic enterprises’ individual shareholders planning to 

break the agreement typically would have the capital to pay back their loans. Furthermore, all 

the contracts can be ruled to be illegal and null and void from the beginning in that they are 

performed under the guise of legitimate acts concealing illegitimate purposes. Thus, the legal 

environment for the VIE structure in China is not mature and cannot provide effective 

protection to foreign private equity and probably the only remedy foreign private equity can 

resort to after their Chinese partner breaks the structure is to blame the domestic company for 

not abiding by the agreement and not being a credible partner in order to exert pressure on the 

company.60 

All in all, the VIE model was illegal under the current Chinese law scenario and a litany of 

problems existing in the model may endanger its status as a model in the grey area of laws 

and regulations in China. Moreover, as mentioned above, besides the illegality of the VIE 

model, that of the RTI route should also be analysed. The thesis argues that the illegality 

analysis of the VIE model could also be applied to that of the RTI route as they bear some 

resemblances in their styles of operation and this is also the reason the VIE model was 

analysed in the first place due to the fact that it is more complicated than the RTI route. The 

next part of the chapter should land on the illegality of the RTI route. 

2.4.2 The illegality of the RTI route 

Generally speaking, the first aspect in the analysis of the VIE model’s illegality can also be 

applied to the illegality of the RTI route in that they function in the same way through the 

establishment of offshore SPVs to transfer the control of the domestic company abroad 

59 Y Cheng, 'On Equity Pledge' (CNKI 2009) 
<http://www.cnki.net/kcms/detail/detail.aspx?dbcode=cmfd&dbname=cmfd2011&filename=2010059534.nh&u
id=&p=> accessed 18/03/2014. 
60 See X. Q. Mu, 'Xinhua Insight: Alipay Case Shows VIE Structure May Not Be Safe Anymore ' (XinHua 2011) 
<http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2011-06/22/c_13944523.htm> accessed 18/03/2014. 
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except for the fact that the VIE model is based on contracts but the RTI route is based on 

acquisition. Still, the RTI route violates article 58 of the General Principles of the Civil Law 

of the People’s Republic of China in that it illegally bypasses the regulation of the ADEFIP 

and violates the forbidden industries requirements from the Catalogue of Industries for 

Guiding Foreign Investment by the SPV’s acquisition against the domestic company.  

To sum up, after the RTI route was banned in China, a plethora of post-RTI routes have been 

adopted or invented. The most well-known one is the VIE model. The VIE model lives on a 

myriad of contracts and its ultimate purpose is to consolidate the domestic company’s 

financial statement into the SPV’s in order to list it on an overseas stock market, which 

typically would be a stock market in the U.S. considering its well-established financial 

system and its huge potential for raising capital. However, albeit the fact that the VIE model 

has been widely used by foreign private equity and domestic companies in such a way and 

there is currently no law clearly prohibiting the use of the VIE model, this thesis argues and 

analyses that the use of the VIE structure is illegal under Chinese regulatory regime in 

aspects of civil law, tax law, company law, the ADEFIP, foreign exchange control policy. 

Moreover, due to the fact that the VIE model merely functions through a litany of documents 

and the legal environment for VIE structure in China cannot provide effective protection to 

the parties, especially foreign private equity, it is extremely unstable and once one party 

breaks the contracts, the remedies available to the other party are limited. On the other hand, 

for the RTI route, it also violates the civil law by performing acquisition under the guise of 

illegitimate purposes. 

However, it is noteworthy that although, according to the analysis above, the RTI route and 

the VIE model are all illegal based on the current Chinese law, the question of the necessity 

of keeping banning the two models is to be answered as banning the two models legally for a 

long period may cause severe economic problems to Chinese economy and affect the 
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confidence of foreign private equity investors. The next part of the chapter should try to 

analyse the necessity of infinitely banning them in terms of the possible consequences.   

2.5 Whether or not the RTI route and the VIE model should be 

banned? 

To answer this question, it is necessary to know why the RTI route and the VIE model were 

adopted in the first place and why the Chinese government obstructed the RTI route and paid 

more attention to the VIE model. As aforementioned, on one hand, for foreign private equity, 

most enterprises using the RTI route and the VIE model were enterprises in restricted 

industries or forbidden industries according to the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding 

Foreign Investment. If foreign private equity directly invests in the enterprises, its investment 

would either be directly rejected or delayed for a long period due to the necessary approval 

from the Ministry of Commerce and the SAFE. On the other hand, for domestic enterprises, 

meeting domestic stock markets’ listing standard is hard to achieve and even if they can be 

achieved, it would still be hard for them to obtain a listing opportunity in that the 

opportunities of listing were limited to numbers in different regions of China.61 Another 

listing choice for domestic companies is to apply for listing abroad directly to the CSRC 

through the Circular of the China Securities Regulatory Commission on Relevant Issues 

Concerning the Application of the Enterprises for Overseas Listing. However, the listing 

standards thereof are even higher than domestic listing. For example, according to article 1 of 

the Circular, in order to apply for overseas listing, a company has to possess net assets for 

400 Million RMB and has earned at least 60 Million RMB after tax payment in the year 

before application.62 Hence, for domestic enterprises, which often possess high potential for 

61 See L. H. Guo, 'On the Legal Control over Manipulating the Dealing of the Securities' [2000] Modern Law 
Science, 521. 
62 Article 1 The application requirements for the overseas listing of the company: 
1. The company should conform to the laws, regulations and rules of China on overseas listing. 
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growth and desperately need capital support for expansion, raising capital through overseas 

stock markets is the only choice left.   

The reasons why Chinese government obstructed the RTI route and paid more attention to the 

VIE model were manifold, such as the fear of disequilibrium in the balance of payments 

caused by the inflow of the capital raised by the enterprises listed overseas and the financial 

instability could be brought thereof. However, this thesis argues that the most important 

reason and the best explanation of Chinese government’s behaviour could be stated as 

national economic security.63 Since the use of the RTI route and the VIE model, most of the 

leading industrial sectors in China have been controlled by foreign private equity and it was 

suggested that if China still adopts the hands-off approach, its national economic security 

could be jeopardised.64 It was under this background that the Chinese government obstructed 

the RTI route to protect national economic security. Nonetheless, at the same time, the 

question, whether the obstruction and regulation can be justified, should be raised.   

This thesis argues that the behaviour of the Chinese government tending to exert more 

pressure on the VIE model and obstructing the RTI route cannot be justified, albeit as 

analysed above, the VIE model violates a myriad of Chinese laws and regulations. A huge 

difference exists between the RTI route and the VIE model in the methods of transferring the 

control over the domestic enterprise abroad. The RTI route directly transfers the control 

abroad through the SPV’s acquisition against the domestic company and meanwhile, the VIE 

2. The use of the capital to be raised by the company should conform to the state industry policy, foreign capital 
utilization policy and provisions of the state on the investment projects with fixed-assets. 
3. The company should own a net assets of not less than RMB400, 000, 000 and an after-tax profit, which has a 
growth potential, of not less than RMB60, 000, 000 in the previous year, and the amount of the capital to be 
raised by the company should be not less than USD50, 000, 000 according to the rationally-expected p/e 
(price/earning) ratio. 
4. The company should have a standardised legal person governance structure, perfect internal management 
system, relatively stable senior management and higher management level. 
5. The company should have a reliable source of foreign exchange for dividend distribution after listing and 
should conform to the relevant provisions of the state on the administration on foreign exchange. 
6. The company should meet other requirements as specified by the CSRC. 
63 See 2.1.1 The definition of the RTI route.  
64 See 2.1.1 The definition of the RTI route. See footnote 163.  
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model transfers the control abroad through a litany of contracts. This characteristic decides 

that, as analysed in the illegality and problems of the VIE model, the VIE model is highly 

unstable and a default risk is originally embedded in its operation system. Therefore, the 

control from foreign private equity over the domestic company through the VIE structure is 

only limited control as foreign private equity does not directly hold any shares of the 

domestic company and therefore, it does not possess any shareholders’ rights of the company. 

Moreover, as analysed in the first chapter, one of the characteristics of China’s private equity 

industry is that due to some certain reasons private equity firms, including foreign private 

equity firms, only perform minority investments instead of buyouts, which indicates that, 

technically, foreign private equity does not have control over its portfolio companies in China 

even though it would typically conduct the listing process as it possesses more experience 

and knowledge in contrast with domestic companies. Thus, the only control foreign private 

equity has over its domestic portfolio company is its shareholder’s rights stipulated in the 

articles of association of the SPV established in the Places of Establishment.  

In summary, the argument that foreign private equity may pose risks to Chinese economy by 

controlling its portfolio companies in leading industrial sectors is dubious. The thesis argues 

that the nature of the supervision of law and regulation is to seek the balance between the 

regulation and the market reaction. The supervision cannot either set the market completely 

free or regulate it with rigorous measures as this would stifle the creativeness and initiative 

spirit of the market. ‘For policymakers the challenge is to maintain a balance between these 

competing considerations so that economically worthwhile activity can take place but abusive 

conduct that is socially wasteful is effectively curtailed.’65 It was suggested that up to April, 

2011, 42% of all the Chinese enterprises listed overseas are currently relying on the VIE 

65 See E Ferran, ‘Regulation of Private Equity - Backed Leveraged Buyout Activity in Europe’ (2007) ECGI - 
Law Working Paper No. 84/2007 < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=989748> accessed 
19/03/2014.  
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model. 66 Moreover, from 2009 to 2011, over 70 domestic enterprises were listed on the U.S. 

stock markets via the VIE model and raised billions of dollars.67 The VIE model and foreign 

private equity have contributed to the development of domestic enterprises to a large extent 

and as analysed above, the argument that they threaten the national economic stability of 

China is untenable. Thus, although the VIE model does seem to violate the current law, it 

should not be banned in that banning it would bring far more disadvantages than 

advantages.68  

The same principle can also be applied to the use of the RTI model, in which the foreign 

private equity would only conduct minority investment and would not pose security risks to 

China’s national economic security. Therefore, as long as foreign private equity would only 

conduct minority investments instead of buyouts by the RTI route and the VIE model, the 

RTI route and the VIE model should not be banned. Meanwhile, regarding the issue that the 

VIE model and the RTI route do seem to violate the current law, on one hand, the Chinese 

government can improve its financial law system, such as loosening the foreign exchange 

control policy, in order to better facilitate the needs of domestic enterprises listing abroad. On 

the other hand, it can further develop the domestic stock markets by lowering the listing 

standards and speeding up the listing process, which would attract more enterprises seeking 

listing opportunities on Chinese stock markets.69 

66 See Z. F. Xu, 'Risks of Chinese Enterprises Listed Overseas' (Chinaventure 2011) 
<http://news.chinaventure.com.cn/2/20110923/65613.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014. 
67 See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) 
<http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014.  
68 According to Hua Zheng, the chief representative of NASDAQ in China, the only way for domestic 
enterprises listing on one of the U.S. stock markets is the  VIE model and the ban of it would bring adverse 
influence on Chinese enterprises and economy. See T Jiang, 'VIE Model Should Not Be Banned' (Imeigu 2011) 
<http://news.imeigu.com/a/1317024251187.html> accessed 18/03/2014.  
69 See P Zhen, 'Research on the ChiNext’s Influence on Chinese Economy' [2009] CBU 118, 118-119. The 
question of improving stock markets in China will be further discussed in chapter 6. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter, as the first chapter of the thesis, tried to solve the first problem in the legal 

system of the foreign private equity mentioned in the structure of the thesis which is the legal 

problems of the existence of RTI route and post-RTI routes. As the most frequently used 

investment routes for foreign private equity investors to penetrate the restrictions of Chinese 

law and regulation, the RTI route and the VIE model were either banned or under heavy 

surveillance.  

This chapter gave a necessary background, including the steps of operation and governing 

laws, of the RTI route and the post-RTI routes in the beginning to pave the road for later 

discussions and it could be seen from the background that the two kinds of routes were 

invented under special circumstances where the foreign exchange control policy applies. 

Basically speaking, the two routes give foreign private equity investors enough room to 

manoeuvre so as to bypass the restricted steps of investment and achieve the target of putting 

such foreign private equity investment in the grey area of law. Therefore, such a situation 

raises the question of the legality of such two routes and the necessity of banning them. The 

thesis argued that the RTI route and the post-RTI routes, especially the VIE model, do violate 

certain current laws and regulations in China and they should be tagged as illegal investment 

routes. However, banning the two routes should require a costs analysis in case that the 

economic consequences might be too severe to bear for China especially considering the 

cause of the invention of the two routes was the incomplete domestic exit system and harsh 

foreign exchange control policy. The thesis argued that the RTI routes and the VIE model 

should not be banned before coming up with a solution as banning them for a long period 

may cause foreign investment to fall drastically. The thesis argued that the right path to solve 

this problem is to improve the financial law system and domestic exit market which will be 

specially dealt with in the next chapter and chapter 6.  
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The next chapter is to dig into other investment routes existed along the RTI route and the 

post RTI routes before proceeding to searching for foreign private equity’s effective 

investment model in China which can efficiently and legally break through the restriction of 

the foreign exchange control policy in that if any of the other investment routes works, the 

work searching for another effective model could be saved.         
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Chapter 3 The failure of the investment models along the 
RTI and post-RTI and qualified foreign limited partner 

(QFLP) as a remedy 
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As mentioned in the first chapter, the RTI route and the post-RTI investment, especially the 

VIE model, represent the two main entrances of foreign private equity investing in China 

before 2006 and thereafter. Meanwhile, along the two strategies, other investment models 

also exist. The most important three are investing through a WFOE, directly investing by 

acquisition from foreign private equity based overseas and investing through establishing an 

FBIE. However, all the three models have encountered different levels of setbacks and this 

chapter will try to analyse the causes of each model’s frustration and meanwhile, it should try 

to analyse the QFLP system as an effective remedy to the foreign exchange control policy.  

3.1 Investment models along the RTI route and the post-RTI 

routes 

The three investment models mentioned in the preceding paragraph will be analysed in terms 

of their effectiveness to bypass the foreign exchange control policy in this part of the chapter 

and it should be noted that although the three investment routes are not as widely used as the 

RTI and post-RTI are, they are still one of the main methods for foreign private equity 

investors to achieve their goal of fast investment without the constraints of foreign exchange 

control policy.   

3.1.1 Investing through a WFOE 

Before the promulgation of the PCAFBIE in 20031, there was no law effectively governing 

the establishment of FBIEs in China. For most foreign investors, they often conducted 

investment through direct investment in domestic enterprises from overseas or through a 

WFOE. WFOEs were typically originally established for carrying on businesses such as 

1 The PCAFBIE’s interim measures, Interim Provisions on the Establishment of Foreign-Funded Business-
starting Investment Enterprises, was promulgated in 2001 by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic 
Cooperation (incl. Former Ministry of Foreign Economy and Trade), Ministry of Science and Technology, State 
Administration for Industry and Commerce. However, this provisional regulation did not draw much attention 
from foreign private equity as its interim nature and its implementing details were not subsequently promulgated. 
Moreover, the crash of the dot-com bubble also affected foreign private equity’s investment ability. 
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manufacturing or developing and selling products as China’s relatively cheap labour costs 

and huge internal market. However, WFOEs established by foreign private equity at that time 

were mainly used to invest instead of carrying on industrial businesses. In order to invest 

through a WFOE, foreign private equity should apply to the Ministry of Commerce or 

relevant local departments of commerce for approval to establish a WFOE in the first place.2 

After a WFOE is established, its subscribed capital in its business licence should be 

surrendered in order to meet the requirements provided in laws regarding foreign invested 

enterprises.3 The subscribed capital paid in then can be used by the foreign private equity to 

conduct further investments after the foreign private equity applies to relevant departments of 

foreign exchange control for converting its foreign currency into RMB. 

Investing through the establishment of a WFOE was more efficient than direct investment by 

acquisition from overseas before 2008 in that conducting direct investment would entail the 

approval from relevant departments of commerce and foreign exchange control for every 

single investment in question. However, when the WFOE is used, foreign private equity 

would only need to apply to the relevant departments of commerce for the approval of 

establishment. After the WFOE is approved and the subscribed capital is paid in, and as long 

as the further equity investments do not involve restricted or forbidden industries, foreign 

private equity does not need to apply to relevant departments of commerce and foreign 

2 Accord to article 6 of the Law of the People Republic of China on Foreign-funded Enterprises (2000 
Amendment), the establishment of a Foreign-funded Enterprise should be approved by the Ministry of 
Commerce or local departments of commerce. 
3 For example, according to article 26 of the Company Law, the registered capital of a limited liability company 
should be the amount of the paid-up capital contributions of all its shareholders as registered with the company 
registration authority. The amount of the initial investment contributed by all shareholders should not be lower 
than twenty percent (20%) of the registered capital or the minimum amount prescribed by the law, the remaining 
of which should be fully paid up within two years of the establishment of the company. In the case of an 
investment company, the remaining amount of the registered capital may be paid up within five years of the 
establishment of the company. The minimum amount of the registered capital of a limited liability company 
should be RMB 30, 000. Where laws and administrative regulations provide for more than the minimum amount, 
such provisions should apply. 
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exchange control for approval to invest. This would save investment time to a large extent for 

foreign private equity, to which the investment time is vital for the success of an investment. 

The wide use of the WFOE as an investment vehicle was also due to the relatively well-

established law system of foreign invested companies. The Law of the People’s Republic of 

China on Foreign-funded Enterprises, Law of the People’s Republic of China on Chinese-

Foreign Contractual Joint Ventures, Law of the People’s Republic of China on Wholly 

Foreign Owned Enterprises and the Provisional Regulations on the Establishment of Foreign-

Funded Joint Stock Companies Limited and their amendments were promulgated since 1980s. 

Moreover, in 2000, the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation of the People’s 

Republic of China and the State Administration for Industry and Commerce of the People’s 

Republic of China about the Interim Provisions on the Domestic Investment of Foreign-

funded Enterprises was promulgated. This interim regulation stipulated the conditions by 

which foreign investors can conduct equity investment in China and was the main regulation 

governing foreign private equity’s investment through a WFOE. It is worth noting that article 

5 and article 64 of this interim regulation provided: foreign investment enterprises may invest 

only if their ‘registered capital has been fully paid in; they have become profitable; and the 

aggregate amount invested domestically by a foreign investment enterprise may not exceed 

50% of its net assets’.  

These provisions severely restricted the investment ability of foreign private equity in China 

in that foreign private equity typically would not put the money in position unless a project is 

4 Article 5  
Foreign investment enterprises may invest only if they meet the following conditions: 
1. their registered capital has been fully paid in; 
2. they have become profitable; and 
3. they are operating legally and have no record of illegal operations. 
Article 6  
The aggregate amount invested domestically by a foreign investment enterprise may not exceed 50% of its net 
assets; increases in the form of capitalised profits received from the Investee Companies should not count 
towards the net assets. 
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ready to be invested in and foreign private equity would not become profitable until the 

investment in question has been exited. Technically speaking, the heaviest restriction was 

from the 50% requirement as foreign private equity would inject most capital in the portfolio 

company and its net assets would not take shape unless its portfolio company is ready for 

capital injection. However, the situation changed substantially after the promulgation of the 

Notice of the State Administration for Industry and Commerce on Implementing the 

Implementation Opinions on Some Issues concerning Law Application for the Administration 

of Examination and Approval and Registration of Foreign-funded Companies in 2006.5 

Only two years after the promulgation of the notice in 2006, in order to control the inflow of 

overseas hot money, the promulgation of the Supplementary Circular of the Comprehensive 

Department of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on Relevant Operating Issues 

concerning Improvement of the Administration of Payment and Settlement of Foreign 

Currency Capital of Foreign-funded Enterprises by the SAFE in 2008 almost stifled the use 

of the WFOE as an investment vehicle by stipulating that the RMB obtained from the 

settlement of capital of a foreign-funded enterprise should be used within the business scope 

granted by the government approval department. Unless otherwise specified, the RMB 

obtained from the settlement of capital should not be used for domestic equity investment. 

Hence, if foreign private equity wants to conduct equity investment through the establishment 

of a WFOE, it is compulsory for foreign private equity to apply for business scope with 

equity investment. Otherwise, its currency cannot be settled for equity investment. Although 

various reflections can be seen from the private equity industry in China, the truth was that 

5 Article 2.3 of this notice stipulates that with regard to the qualification of foreign-funded companies in 
domestic investment, the Implementation Opinions have, in accordance with the Administrative Licence Law 
and the Company Law, clarified that the company registration organs should not examine the certificates of 
corresponding investment qualification. Articles 5 and 6 of the Interim Provisions on Domestic Investment by 
Foreign-funded Enterprises should not be executed any longer. 
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since the promulgation of the circular in 2008, the use of the WFOE as an investment vehicle 

by foreign private equity has been seriously affected. 6  

3.1.2 Direct investment through acquisition 

Direct investment through acquisition by foreign private equity based outside China was used 

by some foreign private equity before 2003 when there were no clear laws or regulations 

governing the establishment of a foreign private equity firm. It is noteworthy that at present, 

some foreign private equity still use this investment method despite of its disadvantages, 

especially after the offshore RMB market was defrosted in 2011 after the promulgation of the 

Notice of the Ministry of Commerce on Issues concerning Cross-border Direct Investment in 

RMB.7 In order to conduct a direct investment, foreign private equity typically would register 

an offshore fund in one of the Places of Establishment and invest in China in the form of 

foreign direct investment by foreign investors, which entails that foreign private equity does 

not have entities established within China.  

The disadvantages of direct investment route are manifold and the most accused one of which 

was the relevant approvals that foreign private equity has to obtain from relevant departments 

of government. In order to obtain an approval, foreign private equity has to go through the 

Ministry of Commerce or the department in charge of commerce at provincial level, State 

Administration for Industry and Commerce or its authorised local administration for industry 

and commerce, and the PRC State Administration of Foreign Exchange or its branches. If a 

foreign-invested enterprise established upon acquisition is of a particular type or industry that 

requires examination and approval by the Ministry of Commerce according to the provisions 

of laws, administrative regulations and rules, the Provincial-level Examination and Approval 

6 See H Wang and H. S. Wen, 'New Regulation of the SAFE against Foreign Private Equity' (PE Daily 2008) 
<http://news.pedaily.cn/200811/2008110335916.shtml> accessed 19/03/2014. 
7 W. J. Zhao, 'Effects of FDI on Private Equity: Increasing the Domestic Competition' (PE Daily 2011) 
<http://pe.pedaily.cn/201111/20111117233635.shtml> accessed 19/03/2014. 
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Authority should forward the application documents to the Ministry of Commerce for 

examination and approval.8 This typically would take more time and increase the uncertainty 

of the result. Moreover, ‘if the acquisition of a domestic enterprise in question by a foreign 

investor involves a key industry, has or may have an impact on the national economic 

security or results in a transfer of the actual control of a domestic enterprise that owns a well-

known trademark or a historic Chinese brand name’, foreign private equity should report the 

matter to the Ministry of Commerce for approval, in which the scrutinise from the Ministry of 

Commerce upon the transaction will be rigorous.9  

It is also suggested that when the acquisition by foreign private equity involves state-owned 

assets, the additional approval requirement from the State-owned Assets Supervision and 

Administration Commission is a particularly time consuming project as the fear from the 

government regarding the vanish of state-owned assets10 and this has made foreign private 

equity mostly concentrate on private enterprises without state-owned assets.  The above 

disadvantages of the direct investment route on its entrance already intimidated the foreign 

private equity’s application of this route. However, the real challenge of this route is 

embedded in its exiting choices. 

There are mainly three divestment ways selectable for foreign private equity adopting the 

direct investment route. The first two are listing on a domestic stock market or on an overseas 

stock market by application. The problem with the two ways of divestment, as mentioned 

above11, is that the high listing requirements imposed. However, although the first two ways 

8 See article 10 of the ADEFIP. 
9 See the analysis of the Coca-Cola’s acquisition against Hui Yuan. Although the Ministry of Commerce 
claimed that the rejection of the acquisition had nothing to do with the protection of national brand name, 
commentators tended to believe that part of the reason of the rejection was the protection intention. XinHua 
News, 'Deny of the Ministry of Commerce for Coca-Cola’s Acquisition against Hui Yuan' (XinHua News 2009) 
<http://news.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2009-03/19/content_11032611.htm> accessed 19/03/2014. 
10 See J Zhao, 'Reform of State-owned Enterprises: National Private Equity Takes Advantages' (Chinaventure 
2012) <http://news.chinaventure.com.cn/2/20120426/84135.shtml> accessed 19/03/2014. 
11 See 1.1.2.1.2 Liquidity. 
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are harder to achieve, foreign private equity typically would not like to exit through the third 

way, a sale to a third party, as the profits achieved would be much lower than a successful 

IPO. Besides, problem also exists in the transfer of the profits from the exit activities in that 

although the law does not prohibit the transfer of profits to the foreign private equity’s own 

country, the time and the costs of the transfer have to be taken into consideration. In light of 

this situation, most foreign private equity, in practice, would select to leave their profits in 

China in the hope of reinvesting considering the development potential of Chinese 

economy.12 

3.1.3 Investing through the establishment of an FBIE  

According to article 2 and article 3 of the PCAFBIE, FBIEs should refer to ‘foreign-invested 

enterprises that are established in China by foreign investors or by foreign investors with 

companies, enterprises or other economic organizations that are registered and established 

according to Chinese law to engage in equity investment, principally in unlisted high and new 

technology enterprises, and the provision to such enterprises of start-up management services 

in order to obtain gains in the form of capital appreciation’. The PCAFBIE is the first 

effective law governing the establishment of foreign private equity in China and under it the 

FBIE can take the organizational form of a non-legal person entity or a company. By 

providing that the form of an FBIE can be a non-legal person entity and the requisite investor 

system in article 713, the PCAFBIE makes, in practice, the most popular organizational model 

of a private equity fund in the UK and the U.S., LLP, viable through specific provisions.14  

However, although the PCAFBIE brought possibilities to establishing foreign private equity 

12 G Xiao and N Ma, 'Analysis of Foreign Private Equity’s Operation Model in China' (Shenzhen Capital Group 
2011) <http://www.szvc.com.cn/mgdetail.aspx?id=4450> accessed 19/03/2014. 
13 See 1.2.2.2 The expansion period of foreign private equity (1999-2006). 
14 SAIF (TianJin) Growth Fund, established in 2005, was the first non-legal person entity with LP characteristic 
in China. See Gang Yu, ‘Establishment of the First Non-legal Person Fund in Tianjin with the Management 
Entity Bearing Unlimited Liability’ The First Finance Daily (Tianjin, 11/01/2005) B02. 
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funds in China, some provisions of this regulation made foreign private equity reluctant to 

use the FBIE as an investment vehicle in contrast with the RTI route or the VIE model: 

Judging from its definition, the investment scope of the FBIE is severely restricted to 

“principally in unlisted high and new technology enterprises”. The intention behind this 

definition was Chinese government’s hope to boost the development of the high and new 

technology industries in China. However, the problem of this approach is that unlisted high 

and new technology enterprises are only one of the groups which need capital support for 

further expansion. Thus, other industries which can also make contributions to the 

development of Chinese economy are adversely affected by this policy direction. For 

example, from 2009 to 2011, by using the VIE model, only a small part of the overseas listed 

companies were high and new technology enterprises.15 Moreover, on the definition of high 

and new technology enterprise, according to article 2 of the Measures for the Administration 

of the Identification of Hi-Tech Enterprises16, the high and new technology enterprise is 

defined as the ‘resident enterprises that specialise in the research and development and 

transition of technological achievements within the scope prescribed by the Fields of High 

and New Technology Eligible for Primary Support of the State, possess the independent 

intellectual property right, and practice operating activities accordingly’. Such enterprises 

should have been registered in China (excluding Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan) for more than 

one year. Not to mention the one year requirement, which already restricts the foreign private 

equity’s investments to newly founded enterprises, judging from the register place 

requirement which excludes Hong Kong, as mentioned above17, some enterprises in practice 

would prefer to register in Hong Kong for tax issues. Therefore, technically speaking, if a 

company was registered in Hong Kong, it would not be eligible for FBIEs’ investments. 

15 See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) 
<http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
16 Promulgated in 2008 by the Office of Science and Technology Ministry.               
17 See 2.3.3.2 The way the VIE model works. 
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Also, it is noteworthy that the answer to this question is still obscure. Further restrictions can 

be found in article 2 of the Notice of the State Administration of Taxation on Income Tax 

Preferences for Startup Investment Enterprises18, which stipulated that when an FBIE has 

been investing in a small or medium-sized high and new technology enterprise for at least 

two years in the form of equity investment, 70% of its investment in the small or medium-

sized high and new technology enterprise can be used to deduct its taxable income in the 

second year of the investment.19 The high and new technology enterprise should further meet 

the following requirement in contrast with the definition in Measures for the Administration 

of the Identification of Hi-Tech Enterprises in order to enjoy the favourable treatment: an 

enterprise with less than 500 employees; annual volume of business should be less than 

200Million RMB and with total assets less than 200Million RMB. All the above 

requirements narrowed the investment scope of the FBIEs and made FBIEs as a less 

attractive investment vehicle choice for foreign private equity willing to invest in non-hi-tech 

area. 

The second problem of the PCAFBIE lies in the taxation of the FBIEs. The PCAFBIE did not 

specifically provide the taxation model applying to different organizational forms of the 

FBIEs. Hence, according to Chinese tax law, the LLC structure is not tax transparent and the 

non-legal person entity should be tax pass-through. This entails that the LLC structure is 

taxed at both company level and shareholder level and the non-legal person entity is only 

taxed at partner level20, which is different from the U.S.’s system stipulating that both LLC 

18 Promulgated in 2009 by the State Administration of Taxation. 
19 Article 2 of the Notice of the State Administration of Taxation on Income Tax Preferences for Start-up 
Investment Enterprises. 
20 See K Wu, 'Research on Organizing Mechanism of Private Equity Funds' (CNKI 2008) 
<http://www.cnki.net/kcms/detail/detail.aspx?dbcode=cmfd&dbname=cmfd2008&filename=2008076519.nh&u
id=&p=> accessed 19/03/2014. 
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and LLP structure are not taxed at the entity level. 21  The problem with this taxation 

arrangement is that most private equity funds, including foreign private equity, prefer to use 

the LLC structure instead of the non-legal person entity structure as the laws and regulations 

governing the partnership entity in China are ineffective in providing legal protection to 

private equity investors, especially foreign private equity investors.22 Hence, the dilemma is 

that foreign private equity prefers to use the LLC structure in the hope of obtaining effective 

legal protection, but, at the same time, by using the LLC structure, it cannot enjoy tax 

transparent treatment which is vital for the development of private equity funds.23 

The dilemma can be more complicated when the foreign private equity is the requisite 

investor of the FBIE. According to article 7 of the PCAFBIE, the total capital contribution 

subscribed and the total actual amount of capital paid in by the requisite investors of a 

corporate venture investment enterprise should be more than 30% of the subscribed capital by 

all investors and 30% of the actual amount of capital paid in respectively. Thus, if the foreign 

private equity wants to use the LLC structure it has to surrender 30% of the capital of the 

fund, which it would not be willing to do as this would pose more risks to the foreign private 

equity and, as mentioned in the first chapter, they typically would only commit 1% of the 

capital of the funds under their management. 

According to article 6.224 of the PCAFBIE, the minimum capital contribution should be 

subscribed to by investors of a non-legal person venture investment enterprise is US$10 

21 See PLC Corporate and Securities, 'Tax Treatment of Private Equity Fund Structures Worldwide' (Practical 
Law Company 2011) <http://us.practicallaw.com/4-516-5748?q=tax+treatment+of+private+equity.> accessed 
16/03/2014. 
22 See Docvit Law Firm, Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China CITIC Press, Beijing 2010) 92. 
23 H. T. Lu, Y Tan and G. M. Chen, 'Venture Capital and the Law in China' [2007] Hong Kong L.J. 229, 262. 
24 Article 6 The establishment of a Venture Investment Enterprise should satisfy the following conditions: 
1. the number of investors should be more than two and less than 50, and there should be at least one requisite 
investor as specified in Article 7; 
2. the minimum amount of capital contribution to which the investors of a Non-legal person Venture Investment 
Enterprise subscribed should be US$10 million. The minimum amount of capital contribution to which the 
investors of a Corporate Venture Investment Enterprise subscribed should be US$5 million. Except for the 
requisite investors specified in Article 7, the minimum amount of capital contribution to which each other 
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million and the minimum capital contribution should be subscribed to by a corporate venture 

investment enterprise is US$5 million. However, on one hand, according to article 9.325 of 

the Interim Measures for the Administration of Startup Investment Enterprises governing the 

establishment of domestic investment enterprises in China, the actually paid capital should be 

no less than RMB30 million, or the first batch of actually paid capital is no less than RMB10 

million and all investors pledge to make up the difference to raise the actually paid capital to 

no less than RMB30 million within five years since registration. The huge capital 

subscription difference between the requirements for FBIEs and domestic investment 

companies leaves the FBIEs in an adverse condition in competition with domestic investment 

companies and when foreign private equity can still invest through the VIE model, where it 

can invest and divest without Chinese laws’ restrictions, it is hard to envisage and encourage 

investor subscribed may not be less than US$1 million. Foreign Investors should make their capital 
contributions in a freely convertible currency, whereas Chinese Investors should make their capital contributions 
in RMB;  
3. having a clear organizational form; 
4. having a clear and legitimate investment direction; 
5. except where the Venture Investment Enterprise has entrusted a venture investment management company to 
manage the business activities of the enterprise, the Venture Investment Enterprise should have at least three 
professional management personnel with experience in venture investment business; and 
6. other conditions stipulated by laws and administrative regulations. 
25 Article 9 of the Interim Measures for the Administration of Startup Investment Enterprises:   
A venture capital investment enterprise applying for archival filing with administrative departments must meet 
the following conditions:  
(1) that it has registered with the administrative department for industry and commerce;  
(2) that its business scope is in conformity with Article 12 of this set of Measures;  
(3) that the actually paid capital should be no less than RMB30 million, or the first batch of actually paid capital 
is no less than RMB10 million and all investors pledge to make up the difference to raise the actually paid 
capital to no less than RMB30 million within five years since registration;  
(4) that the number of investors should not exceed 200. Among them, the number of investors in a venture 
capital investment enterprise established as a limited liability company should not exceed 50. Investment by 
individual investors in a venture capital investment enterprise should not be lower than RMB1 million. All 
investors should pay their contributions in currency;  
(5) that at least three senior managerial personnel with experience in venture capital investment or related areas 
of more than two years bear responsibility for investment management. Where another venture capital 
investment enterprise and venture capital investment management consultancy enterprise are entrusted as 
management consultancy institutions to manage a venture capital investment enterprise’s investment operations, 
the management consultancy institution must have at least three senior managerial personnel with experience in 
venture capital investment or related areas of more than two years bearing responsibility for investment 
management. The term “senior managerial personnel” as stated in the previous paragraph refers to managerial 
personnel serving as deputy managers or at higher posts or posts at corresponding levels. 
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foreign private equity to take the FBIE form. On the other hand, according to article 13.126 of 

the PCAFBIE, investors may, according to the progress of venture investment, make their 

capital contribution in instalments within a maximum period of five years. As mentioned in 

the first chapter27, a fund would typically last 3-7 years and a sponsor of a buyout fund would 

only make a capital call at the time of the transaction with its portfolio companies in that 

requiring all the capital commitment from investors at one time would not make the most use 

of capital and may render the value of the capital under risk because of the exchange rate 

fluctuations. However, the capital subscription requirements for the FBIEs, especially for the 

non-legal person FBIEs, are high and FBIEs are only given 5 years for meeting the 

requirements. Hence, after 5 years, if the fund does not conduct any further investment or 

conducts any investment before its winding up, the investors will have to bear any loss and 

risk after 5 years or between 5 years and the fund’s winding up in respective situation.  

In summary, for Investing through a WFOE, the promulgation of the ROIIAPSFCCFE by the 

SAFE in 2008 almost stifled the use of the WFOE as an investment vehicle by stipulating that 

the RMB obtained from the settlement of capital of a foreign-funded enterprise should be 

used within the business scope granted by the government approval department. Unless 

otherwise specified, the RMB obtained from the settlement of capital should not be used for 

domestic equity investment. Hence, if foreign private equity wants to conduct equity 

investment through the establishment of a WFOE, it is compulsory for foreign private equity 

to apply for business scope with equity investment. Otherwise, its currency cannot be settled 

26 There are 5 lengthy requirements in Article 13 regarding capital contribution and relevant changes of 
investors of a Non-legal person Venture Investment Enterprise and the 5 years’ requirement is the first one of 
them: 
Investors may, according to the progress of venture investment, make their capital contribution in instalments 
within a maximum period of five years. The amount of capital contribution in each instalment should be 
determined independently by the Venture Investment Enterprise based on the contract for the Venture 
Investment Enterprise and the agreement it signed with its Investee. Investors should agree in the contract for 
the Venture Investment Enterprise on the liability and the relevant measures in case of failure of an investor to 
make capital contribution on time; 
27 See 1.1.1 The definition of private equity. 
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for equity investment. However, although various reflections can be seen from the private 

equity industry in China, the truth was that since the promulgation of the circular in 2008, the 

use of the WFOE as an investment vehicle by foreign private equity has been seriously 

affected. Furthermore, for direct investment through acquisition, disadvantages exist in pre-

investment approval and high exiting requirements. It typically would be a long and hard 

journey for pre-investment approval and divesting through domestic or overseas listing as the 

rigorous examination from Chinese government and high listing standards listed in relevant 

laws and regulations. Last but not the least, for investing through the establishment of an 

FBIE, issues limiting the use of this model by foreign private equity are restricted investment 

scope, tax pass-through restriction to LLC structure and the required amount and period for 

capital subscription, which severely hindered the wide application of the FBIE and the 

entrance of foreign private equity.  

As analysed above, it can be clearly seen that all the three major entrances for foreign private 

equity are tightly controlled by Chinese government in order to block the hot money from 

overseas and protect the stable economy from financial crisis as happened in the end of 1990s 

in Southeast Asia due to the operation of large amount of hot money by foreign investors.28  

However, at the same time, the fear of hot money from Chinese government also led to the 

fact that there is currently no effective way for foreign private equity to enter into China’s 

private equity industry with their own capital raised overseas due to the foreign exchange 

control policy. Meanwhile, it is suggested that although the use of the post-RTI investment 

route can currently make foreign private equity effectively invest in China, it still cannot 

deny the fact that, technically speaking, most of the investments occur outside China and its 

investment structure is extremely unstable and could be held under more regulation in the 

future. Hence, it is necessary to find a more stable and effective way for foreign private 

28 See S Radelet and J. D. Sachs, 'The Onset of the East Asian Financial Crisis' (2000) NBER working paper 
w6680 8 <http://ssrn.com/abstract=955815> accessed 23/03/2014. 
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equity to conduct equity investments, angling to better facilitate the needs of domestic 

enterprises in China for capital support and foreign private equity’s desire to invest. This 

thesis argues that qualified foreign limited partner can effectively solve the problem and the 

next part of the chapter will focus on its rationales and flaws of its current operation in China 

and it should try to give advice to its future development.  

3.2 Qualified foreign limited partner (QFLP) 

This part of the chapter should endeavour to analyse the possibilities of the QFLP as an 

effective remedy to the current problems caused by the foreign exchange control policy and it 

should begin with introducing necessary background information of the system, including its 

functions, governing laws and regulations. Moreover, the advice to the current governing 

system will be provided. 

3.2.1 Background 
 

Basically what this (QFLP) allows is not only domestic investors to participate in an FIE 
(foreign invested enterprise) GP fund onshore, but it also allows foreign limited partners 
to participate alongside them. To run through some of the details of this rule, it allowed 
obviously the foreign limited partners to convert currency, which they would otherwise be 
restricted from converting, let's say the U.S. dollar or the euro into RMB for purposes of 
their investment into the fund.29 

The most significant function of QFLP is to allow foreign private equity to invest in China 

without the limitation of foreign exchange control policy. To put it in a different way, QFLP 

allows foreign private equity to convert the capital raised outside China into RMB and invest 

in domestic enterprises. By allowing this, QFLP, which can be seen as a safe harbour rule to 

the ROIIAPSFCCFE, partly breaks through the limitation of equity investment by foreign 

private equity set up by the ROIIAPSFCCFE in order to meet the needs of foreign private 

equity to conduct equity investment in a better way. The reasons for the birth of the QFLP 

29 G Lazarus, 'China's Asset Management Platforms ' [2011] 19 Cardozo J. Int'l & Comp. L. 526, 535. 
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were twofold. The first one, as mentioned above, was that all the three major entrances for 

foreign private equity were tightly controlled and partly blocked by Chinese government and, 

at the same time, investing through the VIE structure was highly unstable and could be under 

more regulation in the future as the government’s increasing fear for the safety of the national 

economy. Hence, from the aspect of the foreign private equity, a more stable and effective 

way to conduct equity investments was desperately desired.  

The second reason was the lack of domestic limited partners in China’s private equity 

industry due to the limitations provided by laws and regulations. As mentioned in the first 

chapter, large institutions, such as pension funds30, are the main source of private equity 

funds’ capital support in the U.S.. It is suggested that large institutions should be the main 

source of private equity funds in that wealthy families and individuals are only a small group 

and their capital support for private equity funds is heavily limited in stark contrast with large 

institutions. Moreover, the diversified investment strategy31 of large institutions also can 

increase the income of large institutions with bearable risks and further facilitate the function 

of them. However, in China, most large institutions are restricted or not allowed by laws and 

regulations to invest in private equity funds: 

Pension funds: as analysed in the first chapter, according to article 46 of the Trial Measures 

for the Administration of Enterprise pension Funds (2004), corporate pension funds in China 

can only be deposited in banks, invested into national debt or other financial vehicles with the 

characteristic of good liquidity. Hence, pension funds, which could have been the largest 

source of private equity funds’ capital support in China, cannot be invested in private equity 

industry.32 

30 See 1.1.1 The definition of private equity. 
31 See 1.1.1 The definition of private equity. 
32 A pilot programme was released in Guangdong Province in 2012 in China angling to use pension funds to 
invest in stock markets and other financial programmes which can provide fixed profits. However, in the pilot 
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National social security fund:  as mentioned in the first chapter, social security fund is mainly 

from the state allocation and the income of decreasing the stock held by the state in SOEs 

(state owned enterprises). It only accounts for a small part of the whole pension system and 

under the approval of the State Council of China in April, 2008, only 10% of national social 

security fund can be invested into high risk projects, including private equity industry.33 

Commercial and policy banks: according to article 43 of the Law of the People’s Republic of 

China on Commercial Banks34, unless otherwise allowed, commercial banks should not be 

involved in the businesses of trust and investment and securities dealing and invest in the 

non-self-use real property or non-bank financial institutions and enterprises. Hence, 

commercial banks are banned from equity investment in China. However, it is worth noting 

that although according to article 1 of the Notice of China Banking Regulatory Commission 

on Issuing the Guidelines on the Risk Management of M&A Loans of Commercial Banks 

promulgated in 2008, commercial banks are allowed to provide loans to support acquisitions 

conducted by qualified enterprises, they still cannot directly obtain equity by providing loans. 

As to policy banks35, according to article 23 of the Financial Management Provisions of 

National Policy Banks36, investment into another entity by policy banks should be approved 

by the Ministry of Finance.  However, notwithstanding the fact that the Ministry of Finance 

programme, pension funds are still not allowed to invest in private equity industry although the risks of stock 
markets are deemed higher than private equity industry. See C. Y. Cui, '40% Pension in Guangdong Can Be 
Used for Investment' (DFdaily 2012) <http://www.dfdaily.com/html/113/2012/4/4/771179.shtml> accessed 
19/03/2014. 
33 National social security fund has only conducted limited investments since it was approved to invest in private 
equity industry. One of the famous investments it made was its 3 billon RMB’s investment into Hony Capital’s 
RMB fund in 2010. See Hony Capital, 'Development Course of Hony Capital' (Hony Capital 2013) 
<http://www.honycapital.com/about/course/glory.html> accessed 19/03/2014. 
34 Promulgated by the Standing Committee of the National People Congress in 2003. 
35 Policy banks in China are banks directly established by the government. The purpose of policy banks is to 
implement economic policies of the government instead of to conduct lucrative investment. Policy banks in 
China are the Export-import Bank of China, China Development Bank and Agricultural Development Bank of 
China. 
36 Promulgated in 1997 by the Ministry of Finance. 
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has approved some investments by policy banks, the investments conducted were limited in 

quantity and speed.37  

Insurance companies: before 2008, insurance companies were only allowed to invest in the 

construction of infrastructure and commercial banks. In 2008, insurance companies were 

approved by the State Council to conduct investments in the construction of high speed 

railways and high quality enterprises.38 However, implement details of conducting equity 

investment in enterprises were not promulgated until the promulgation of the Notice of China 

Insurance Regulatory Commission on Issuing the Interim Measures for Equity Investment 

with Insurance Funds in 2010, in which article 3 stipulates that insurance companies can 

conduct direct investments or raise investment funds to conduct equity investment.  

As analysed above, the most important institution, corporate pension funds, is not allowed to 

invest in private equity industry and at the same time, for most other institutions, equity 

investment is also forbidden or restricted. Meanwhile, millions of enterprises in China need 

capital to support their further development, which can be seen from the fact that hundreds of 

enterprises in China used or are using the VIE model to seek overseas listing opportunities, 

and, as mentioned in the first chapter 39 , banks have been inundated with needs from 

enterprises for capital support and suffering the problem of loans which cannot be recovered. 

Hence, to sum up, QFLP is desperately needed in order to provide capital support for 

domestic enterprises under the background of the instability of the VIE model, the scarcity of 

domestic LPs, the disproportionate capital support from banks and the domestic companies’ 

needs for capital injection. 

37 The latest investment by policy banks was China Development Bank’s investment in an industrial fund 
established by China Guangdong Nuclear Power Holding Co., Ltd. 
38 See XinHua News, 'Insurance Companies Are Allowed to Conduct Equity Investment' (The Central People 
Government of PRC 2008) <http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2008-11/07/content_1142810.htm> accessed 19/03/2014. 
39 See 1.1.2.1.4 Labour mobility and risk tolerance. 
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It should be noted that provisions related to QFLP is currently effective in a few major big 

cities in China but no detailed research has been conducted before on its effectiveness as a 

remedy to the foreign exchange control policy. The next part of the chapter will introduce and 

analyse the QFLP related policies in China and it should try to give advice to the current 

regulation system. 

3.2.2 QFLP’s relevant provisions in China 

Regulations relevant to QFLP have been implemented in several major cities40 in China in 

the form of pilot programs. Among all the similar pilot programs, the pilot program in 

Shanghai has the most well-established system and it has been implemented since 200941, 

which gives the thesis more statistics to study the effects thereof. Therefore, for the purpose 

of the thesis, only the pilot program in Shanghai will be analysed.  

The pilot program in Shanghai is mainly implemented according to the Notice of the 

Shanghai Financial Services Office, the Shanghai Municipal Commission of Commerce and 

the Shanghai Administration for Industry and Commerce on Issuing the Measures for 

Implementing the Pilot Program for Foreign-invested Equity Investment Enterprises in 

Shanghai (Notice). The main contents of the Notice are as follows: 

Firstly, article 2 stipulates the scope of application of the Notice, which includes foreign-

invested equity investment enterprise42and foreign-invested equity investment management 

enterprise. 43  Furthermore, article 3 stipulates that a foreign-invested equity investment 

40 Such as Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai which have all promulgated relevant QFLP measures. See Zero2ipo’s 
report on pilot programs in Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai, Zero2ipo, 'The Breakthrough of QFLP in Beijing and 
Shanghai' (PE Daily 2009) <http://www.pedaily.cn/special/qflp/index.html> accessed 19/03/2014. 
41 The pilot programs in Tianjin and Beijing were implemented in 2011 and 2010 respectively. 
42 Foreign-invested equity investment enterprise means an enterprise invested in and established in Shanghai in 
accordance with the law with the participation of foreign enterprises or individuals and the main business of 
which is equity investment in non-listed enterprises, and that satisfies relevant requirements set forth in part 
three hereof. 
43 Foreign-invested equity investment management enterprise means an enterprise invested in and established in 
Shanghai in accordance with the law with the participation of foreign enterprises or individuals, the main 
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enterprise could take the form of a partnership or other similar organizational forms, and a 

foreign-invested equity investment management enterprise could take the form of a company, 

partnership or other similar organizational forms.   

Secondly, for foreign-invested equity investment management enterprise, article 7 provides 

that the activities it can engage in are promotion and establishment of equity investment 

enterprises, managing the investment business of equity investment enterprises on their 

behalf and providing them related services, equity investment consulting and other related 

business permitted by the approval or registration authority. At the same time, for foreign-

invested equity investment enterprise, article 13 provides that its business scope should be 

equity investment within the range prescribed with only their own funds, the specific methods 

of investment include the investment in existing enterprises, accepting equity transfers from 

investors in existing enterprises, establishment of new enterprises and other methods allowed 

by laws and regulations, providing consulting regarding management to their portfolio 

companies and other involved business permitted by competent authority.  

Thirdly, section 4, which is the most important part of the Notice as it provides detailed 

provisions related to the establishment of the pilot foreign-invested equity investment 

enterprise, stipulates that ‘pilot foreign-invested equity investment enterprise means a 

foreign-invested equity investment enterprise or foreign-invested equity investment 

management enterprise and the foreign investors in foreign-invested equity investment 

enterprises that are pilot foreign-invested equity investment enterprises should mainly consist 

of foreign sovereign funds, pension funds, endowment funds, charitable foundations, funds of 

funds, insurance companies, banks, securities companies and other foreign institutional 

business of which is the promotion and establishment of equity investment enterprises and/or equity investment 
management upon appointment, and that satisfies relevant requirements set forth in part two hereof. 
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investors recognised by the Conference’44. Moreover, article 20 in section 4 requires that a 

foreign investor of a foreign-invested equity investment enterprise applying to participate in 

the pilot project should have its own assets of more than US$500 million or assets under 

management of more than US$1 billion in the financial year before its application. Most 

importantly, article 24 of the Notice provides that management enterprise approved to be part 

of the pilot project could put foreign exchange funds into use to make capital contributions to 

the equity investment enterprise under its management. Such an amount should not exceed 5% 

of the funds totally raised and such capital contribution should not change the original nature 

of such an equity investment enterprises. 

It is suggested that section 1, 2, 3 of the Notice are general provisions regarding the 

conditions for application of establishment and approval of the foreign-invested equity 

investment enterprise and the foreign-invested equity investment management enterprise. 

Section 4 and section 5 are specific provisions providing the establishment and supervision of 

the pilot foreign-invested equity investment enterprise. However, since the application of the 

Notice, some provisions have produced a plethora of problems due to its lack of 

consideration for relevant legal and economic environment. 

44 According to article 4 of the Notice, the municipal government will establish a pilot foreign-invested equity 
investment enterprise project work conference (the Conference) convened by the responsible officials of the 
municipal People government and with the municipal financial services office, municipal commission of 
commerce, municipal administration for industry and commerce, municipal development and reform 
commission, municipal economic and information industry commission, science and technology commission of 
Shanghai, municipal finance bureau, Shanghai local taxation bureau, municipal housing support and building 
administration bureau, legislative affairs office of the municipal People government, Shanghai Branch of the 
State Administration of Foreign Exchange, Shanghai banking regulatory commission, Shanghai securities 
regulatory commission and the Pudong New Area People government as member entities. The Conference, 
under the guidance of relevant state departments, will be responsible for arranging for the formulation and 
implementation of policy measures by relevant departments, promoting the work associated with the pilot 
foreign-invested equity investment enterprise project in Shanghai and coordinating the resolution of issues that 
arise in the course of the pilot project. 
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3.2.3 The problems of the Notice in application 

As mentioned above, both foreign-invested equity investment enterprise and foreign-invested 

equity investment management enterprise may take the form of a partnership and make 

capital contributions to the equity investment enterprises that they promote and establish 

within the limitation of 5% of total funds raised. However, it did not provide how the 5% of 

total funds raised may be contributed to the partnership. As analysed in the first chapter45, the 

law governing the LLP in China, the new Partnership Enterprise Law, was merely 

promulgated in 2007 and it is even harder for a foreign private equity to adopt the form of an 

LLP in China in that although the law governing the establishment of a foreign invested LLP, 

Administrative Measures for the Establishment of Partnership Enterprises in China by 

Foreign Enterprises or Individuals, was already promulgated in 2010, it only provided that 

the specific measure regarding the establishment of a foreign invested LLP engaging in 

equity investment will be further enacted. However, the specific measure has not been 

promulgated up to the writing of this thesis. Hence, a major legal obstacle exists for a foreign 

investor directly becoming a partner of an LLP in China and, of course, contributing 

subscribed capital to an LLP.46  

Although it is legally impossible for foreign private equity to directly establish and contribute 

capital to an LLP, still, theoretically speaking, there are two indirect ways for foreign private 

equity to establish and contribute capital. Firstly, foreign private equity can establish and 

contribute capital to an LLP by establishing a WFOE47 in the first place and subsequently use 

it to organise an LLP. Secondly, foreign private equity can set up an FBIE and further 

establish an LLP. If foreign private equity employs the first way, the problem would be that, 

45 See 1.1.2.1.3 Highly developed incentive structures. 
46 See Docvit Law Firm, Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China CITIC Press, Beijing 2010) 85. 
47 According to article 3 of the Partnership Enterprise Law, a wholly State-owned company, a State-owned 
enterprise, a listed company, or a public welfare undertaking or public organization should not become a general 
partner. Hence, limited liability companies have no obstacles to becoming a general partner. It should be noted 
that most WFOEs in China adopt the form of liability companies. 
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as mentioned above, according to article 3 of the ROIIAPSFCCFE, the RMB obtained from 

the settlement of capital should not be used for domestic equity investment. Therefore, the 

WFOE cannot contribute capital to the LLP by converting the capital raised outside China to 

RMB. Although the problem can be solved by capital contribution from the WFOE in RMB 

owned by itself,48 newly established WFOEs often do not have enough RMB to conduct the 

investment.  If foreign private equity employs the second way, the problem would be that, as 

analysed above, establishing an FBIE itself would be extremely time-consuming which may 

delay the time for investment. 

The Notice provides that under 5% of the total capital raised in a fund can be subscribed by a 

foreign-invested equity investment management enterprise when the fund is raised and 

managed by it. This provision is misleading in terms of its application scope. On one hand, it 

claims it applies to foreign GPs, but as mentioned in the first chapter, 5% would be 

redundant for them as they typically only commit 1% of the total capital raised in a fund. On 

the other hand, if it aims at foreign limited partners, 5% would be an utterly inadequate 

amount for limited partners in a foreign invested fund in China.49 Hence, this thesis 

argues that the reason that the 5% requirement is set for foreign GPs is due to the fact 

that the Chinese government is willing to attract more foreign private equity and foreign 

capital to serve domestic enterprises’ needs for expansion and at the same time, it also 

fears that the hot money would flow into China in a large scale by this chance if a low 

limitation is set. Therefore, the 5% requirement was mainly set for GPs with funds already 

raised overseas and planning to invest in China by raising new RMB funds. However, even 

under this purpose, 5% is still not enough for GPs with a large scale of funds raised overseas.  

48 Prax Capital had to use its own RMB capital to contribute its subscribed capital to its 600 million RMB fund 
in 2010. See Z Chen, 'Shanghai Is Preparing QFLP and Foreign Investors Are Waiting for “National Treatment”' 
(21 Century 2010) <http://www.21cbh.com/HTML/2010-3-24/169935_2.html> accessed 19/03/2014.  
49 Taking foreign invested enterprises as an example, as mentioned above, according to Chinese law, 25% share 
is essential for foreign investors to enjoy favourable treatment and foreign investors typically would invest more 
than 25% when investments are made. 
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Furthermore, according to the Notice, as long as the capital subscription is under 5% by 

foreign private equity, such capital contribution should not affect the original attributes of the 

equity investment enterprises invested in. That is to say, funds with foreign private equity’s 

investments under 5% will still be treated as domestic funds instead of foreign invested 

funds,50 which is the so-called “national treatment” to foreign invested funds. However, the 

application of the national treatment has been affected by two factors in practice. Firstly, due 

to the fact that the Notice is only a regional regulation, foreign private equity’s domestic fund 

status may not be recognised in other provinces in China when the investment is made 

outside Shanghai and hence it will be treated as a foreign invested fund and restricted by 

foreign exchange control policy in the province where its portfolio company locates. 51  

Secondly, the National Development and Reform Commission’s Office recently issued the 

Reply to Questions Relating to Foreign-invested Equity Investment Enterprises52, in which 

foreign private equity firms was ruled to abide by the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding 

Foreign Investment. This Reply officially decided, on the central government level, that 

funds raised and invested by foreign GPs meeting the 5% requirement are still deemed as 

foreign invested funds in obeying the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment. 

Hence, the only “national treatment” foreign private equity can obtain at present is that it can 

convert its own currency into RMB to make its capital contribution without the restriction 

from the ROIIAPSFCCFE.  

Moreover, it should be noted that the Notice also stipulates that pilot foreign-invested equity 

investment enterprises should mainly consist of foreign sovereign funds, pension funds, 

endowment funds, charitable foundations, funds of funds, insurance companies, banks, 

50 As mentioned in the first chapter, domestic funds are not restricted by the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding 
Foreign Investment and foreign exchange control policy.  
51 A fund with foreign investment registered in Shanghai was classified as domestic fund in the first place and 
then was classified as foreign invested fund in Jiangsu Province. See Z. B. Hu, 'QFLP Is Misunderstood' (EEO 
2012) <http://www.eeo.com.cn/2012/0516/226496.shtml> accessed 19/03/2014. 
52 This Reply was specifically addressed to the question that whether Blackstone’s RMB fund should be 
restricted by the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment.  
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securities companies and other foreign institutional investors recognised by the Conference. 

The investors listed in this provision are typically LPs, which means LPs can also be 

qualified to invest in Shanghai. However, no provisions can be found in the Notice regarding 

its capital subscription limit. Although it is rumoured that Shanghai has obtained a limitation 

of $3 billion for investment by LPs,53 within which foreign private equity can be qualified to 

conduct equity investments by converting its capital contribution to RMB through the SAFE, 

no relevant effective regulations have ever been enacted.  

It could be seen from the above analysis that a couple of problems exist in the QFLP system 

and such problems are hindering the effectiveness of operation of QFLP as a remedy. The 

thesis should try to provide suggestions to the current policies regarding its drawbacks in the 

next part.  

3.2.4 Suggestions to the development of the QFLP 

QFLP is beneficial for the development of Chinese economy in that it is capable of providing 

capital support for domestic enterprises under the background of the instability of the VIE 

model, the scarcity of domestic LPs, the disproportionate capital support from banks and the 

domestic companies’ needs for capital injection. However, due to the drawbacks of the 

Chinese law system and some provisions of the Notice, QFLP is not functioning in the way it 

should be. This thesis argues that the following amendments should be made to relevant laws 

and regulations: 

Firstly, as mentioned above, if foreign private equity intends to use LLP as a fund’s structure, 

it has to establish a WFOE or an FBIE in the first place in order to contribute its capital 

53 See X. H. Fang, 'QFLP Is Facing Two Problems' (PE Daily 2012) 
<http://pe.pedaily.cn/201202/20120204291980.shtml> accessed 19/03/2014. It is also rumoured that there is no 
total limit for foreign private equity’s equity investment and every foreign private equity firm’s individual limit 
is different according to their investment records in the past. See Y. Y. Chang, 'QFLP in Shanghai Is Speeding 
up' (HeXun 2011) <http://funds.hexun.com/2011-06-21/130733154_2.html> accessed 19/03/2014. 
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subscription. However, employing the two ways has major legal or financial obstacles. Hence, 

angling to make it possible for foreign private equity to directly become a GP in an LLP and 

better facilitate its needs to use the LLP structure, relevant laws and regulations should be 

enacted. As mentioned above, according to the Administrative Measures for the 

Establishment of Partnership Enterprises in China by Foreign Enterprises or Individuals, 

specific measure regarding the establishment of a foreign invested LLP engaging in equity 

investment will be further enacted. Therefore, for the coherence of the law system, the best 

way of conducting the legislation is to enact the Administrative Measures for the 

Establishment of Foreign-invested Limited Partnerships Engaging in Equity Investment, 

under which foreign private equity can be allowed to establish an LLP as a GP directly and 

relevant requirements thereof should be provided. 

Secondly, as mentioned, 5% permission for currency conversion is still not enough for GPs 

with a large scale of funds raised overseas and preparing to invest in China. The even worse 

situation is that currently the 5% permission cannot be converted into RMB to invest in the 

RMB fund raised by the foreign private equity at one time.54 If foreign private equity plans to 

invest in its portfolio company, it has to apply for the settlement of its capital subscription to 

the local authority within the 5% limitation on a single deal basis every time, which would 

significantly affect the efficiency of the investment in question. Consequently, the QFLP has 

been accused of a policy of little value.55  

This thesis argues that even under the justified fear of hot money inflow considering the 

financial crisis in 1997, 5% is much lower than the market required and can hardly make the 

QFLP’s function work and eventually, the beneficial results and possible drawbacks which 

could be brought by the QFLP cannot be seen and subsequently, the pilot program will lose 

54 F Jiang, 'QFLP Is Facing Settlement Difficulties' (The First Finance Daily 2011) 
<http://www.yicai.com/news/2011/12/1287013.html> accessed 19/03/2014. 
55 Ibid. 
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its value. Hence, 5% should be further lifted to a higher and appropriate percentage and the 

capital under the percentage should be allowed to be settled at one time instead of on a single 

deal basis so as to expedite the investment process and make the QFLP function in a proper 

way. Meanwhile, relevant supervisory measures should also be introduced in order to ensure 

that the capital converted does not flow into stock markets or should not be channelled to 

illegal activities in the consideration of blocking the entrance for hot money. 

Thirdly, the National Development and Reform Commission’s reply stipulating that a RMB 

fund raised and invested by foreign private equity, even meeting the 5% requirement, still has 

to obey the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment. That is to say, most 

industries that foreign private equity are interested in are hard to invest in as they belong in 

restricted or forbidden industries which was exactly the situation when the RTI route and the 

VIE model were employed. It is suggested that if foreign private equity cannot be allowed to 

break this restriction in the QFLP, most foreign private equity would lose its interests in 

QFLP as conducting the VIE model is more efficient and less restrictive.  

It should be noted that, as mentioned in the first chapter, foreign private equity’s ultimate aim 

is to divest investments and make profits instead of conducting strategic investment. 

Moreover, the funds organised by it under the QFLP are RMB funds and only a small portion 

of the funds’ capital is from its own contribution. Hence, the threats posed by foreign private 

equity in the QFLP to the stability of national economy are less than the VIE model. More 

importantly, the current Notice only stipulates the types of foreign LPs but does not provide 

any provision regarding the capital subscription by foreign LPs. This led to the confusion that 

whether the Notice is a QFLP provision or is merely a QFGP provision.56 This thesis argues 

that foreign LPs should be clearly allowed to contribute capital in a RMB fund up to a 

56 See X.H. Fang, 'QFLP Is Facing Two Problems' (PE Daily 2012) 
<http://pe.pedaily.cn/201202/20120204291980.shtml> accessed 19/03/2014. 
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limitation, such as 50%, and at the same time, the capital contributed should be permitted to 

be settled at one time in order to accelerate the investment speed. However, once such QFLP 

is implemented, the contradiction between the needs from foreign private equity to invest in a 

fast speed and the supervision from authorities ensuring that the hot money will not sneak in 

by the chance could be hard to harmonize.  

3.3 Conclusion 

In summary, the RTI route and the post-RTI investment strategies, especially the VIE model, 

represent the two main entrances of foreign private equity investing in China before 2006 and 

thereafter. Meanwhile, along the two strategies, investing through a WFOE, directly investing 

by acquisition from foreign private equity based overseas and investing through establishing 

an FBIE also exist as other main investment strategies. However, all the three models have 

encountered different levels of setbacks and compared to the VIE model, as analysed above, 

they are more counter-productive and restrictive. Meanwhile, the VIE model is very unstable 

and could be under more regulation in the future. Moreover, the lack of domestic limited 

partners in China’s private equity industry due to the limitations provided by laws and 

regulations and the banks’ inability to provide loans to enterprises also make the 

implementation of the QFLP seem necessary.  

However, the current QFLP pilot scheme implemented in China’s major cities has a plethora 

of drawbacks in its design which could be seen from its implementation in practice. This 

thesis argued that relevant changes could be made to relevant regulations and the design of 

the Notice in order to implement the QFLP in a better way. It also should be noted that the 

nature of the QFLP is breaking the restriction of the foreign exchange control policy and 

giving foreign private equity investors limited freedom of investing capital raised in their 

own countries and the trend for the future of the policy is to give unlimited freedom to 
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foreign private equity investors to conduct private equity investment in order to fully meet the 

capital injection needs of domestic enterprises and the desire of foreign private equity 

investors to invest in China. Nevertheless, such a harsh restriction of foreign exchange 

control policy could not be removed immediately as the fear for hot money from central 

government will not disappear soon. 

It could also be obviously seen from the second and third chapter that the regulation system 

of foreign private equity in China is not well-established as myriads of laws and regulations 

have been produced to govern the investment of foreign private equity in China and each one 

of them adopted a different governing style which was either harsh or mild57. The thesis 

argues that a consistent governing style should be established in China to govern investment 

of foreign private equity and the next chapter is to set foot on the regulation style of foreign 

private equity in China.         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

57 See 1.2.2 The history of development of foreign private equity in China. 
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Chapter 4 The failure of heavy regulation on private 
equity in the UK and the U.S. and the search for a new 

style of regulation 
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As mentioned in the first chapter, the fast development of the foreign private equity industry 

in China started from the beginning of this century. However, the regulation system of the 

industry is largely undeveloped especially considering the financial crisis bringing the 

question whether private equity industry should be regulated heavily worldwide. Moreover, 

as analysed in the first three chapters, the regulation system of foreign private equity in China 

is chaotic and many disordered laws and regulations governing the same objects. At the same 

time, in the UK and the U.S., private equity industry has been developing over half a century 

and already possesses a relatively well-established regulation system until the recent outbreak 

of financial crisis and the European sovereign debt crisis which triggered a debate of the 

necessity of increasing regulation against the industry. Hence, the thesis argues that the 

foreign private equity industry in China could borrow experience from the UK and the U.S. 

regarding its style of regulation to start a well-established regulation system.  

This chapter is to analyse the necessity of the regulatory measures taken by the UK and the 

U.S. towards more rigid regulation and try to argue that heavy regulation would produce 

more costs and less value and a new style of regulation for private equity industry is needed. 

More importantly, in order to search for such a new regulation method, basic legal principles 

from the three countries’ laws will be applied. 

In this chapter, in order to understand the reasons private equity industry in the UK and the 

U.S. is rendered under heavy regulation, deemed risks claimed to be produced by the industry 

need to be explained in the first place. This chapter will scrutinise the risks and therefore 

analyse the rationality of the measures adopted by the governments. Conclusions regarding 

whether the private equity has posed risks to the financial system and the rationality of the 

measures will also be drawn. 
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4.1 Deemed risks of the private equity industry  

Since the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008, private equity has drawn much 

attention from the governments and the public all around the world in terms of the necessity 

of imposing stricter regulation against the industry in order to prevent it from posing systemic 

risks to the whole financial system like real estate industry caused again. Many developed 

countries, such as the UK and the U.S., enacted or promulgated a litany of laws and 

regulations to impose various restrictions and obligations on private equity firms and its 

funds, angling to regulate the previous relatively unregulated industry 1 . Under this 

background, the UK transferred the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive came 

into force in 2013 and the U.S. promulgated the Dodd-Frank Act 2 . Although the two 

legislations both have their own features and different regulatory measures, they mostly 

concentrate on the regulation of the HF and private equity industries.  

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the intention of regulation against the private equity 

industry from the governments already existed before the occurrence of the financial crisis.3 

Hence, some criticisms arose as to the rationale of the aforesaid regulatory measures as it was 

the real estate industry caused the crisis 4 instead of HF and private equity which were 

functioning effectively before the crisis and were the main victims of it. The opponents of the 

1 Private equity is an unregulated industry worldwide and it enjoys more freedom and discretion in contrast with 
other funds, such as HF. See I Ayman, 'Should Private Equity in the Middle East and North Africa Be Regulated? 
The Case of Egypt' (Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs 2011), 1 
<http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/publication/21272/should_private_equity_in_the_middle_east_and_north_a
frica_be_regulated_the_case_of_egypt.html> accessed 19/03/2014. Private equity firms and funds are typically 
unregulated in the Middle East and North Africa. See also S. J. Berwin, 'Legal and Regulatory Aspects of 
Marketing and Promoting Private Equity Funds across Europe' (EVCA 2004), 13, 128 
<http://www.evca.eu/publicandregulatoryaffairs/issuedetail.aspx?id=298> accessed 19/03/2014. Private equity 
industry is also unregulated in the UK and the U.S. in that private equity funds were under no requirements to 
register with the authorities in the two countries. 
2 The Dodd-Frank Act, enacted in July 2010, is a United States federal law that renders the regulation of the 
financial industry, especially private equity and HF under the control of the government.  
3 For example, see Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory 
Engagement' (FSA 2006) <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
This discussion given by FSA listed possible risks imposed by private equity industry. 
4 See R. C. Whalen, 'The Subprime Crisis - Cause, Effect and Consequences' [2008] 17 J. Affordable Hous. & 
Cmty. Dev. L. 219, 220. 
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increasing regulation argued that the reason why the private equity industry was regulated 

was mostly political instead of economic. 5  However, the governments maintained that 

myriads of risks, such as over-leverage and lack of transparency, embedded in its operation 

system will eventually lead to systemic risks to the whole financial system again. Judging 

from the measures implemented by the governments regarding the regulation of the private 

equity industry, the major risks which deemed to be posed by private equity are corporate 

governance concerns, systemic risk, transparency issues, conflict of interest and other risks: 

4.1.1 Corporate governance concerns 

As to the corporate governance concerns, Franz Müntefering, the then-current chairman of 

the Germany's Social Democratic Party, addressed private equity firms as "a swarm of 

locusts". 6  The corporate governance concerns are mainly related to the asset-stripping 

activities of private equity firms, which typically are the consequence of high-leverage. Due 

to the high leverage used in acquisitions, private equity funds have to repay the debt so 

incurred by its portfolio companies’ future profits, cash flow or their assets. In a speech given 

by Philip Jennings, the General Secretary of the UNI Global Union, the asset-stripping 

activities of private equity firms were vividly described as follows: 

These deals are not about innovation but about buying at a good price and selling at a 
handsome profit. It is no longer true that you hold onto an investment for several years to 
try and make the business more efficient and then cash out. To many, it now looks like the 
priority is to pay yourselves hefty fees, hefty dividends and look to cash out when it suits 
you. 

… 

Debt levels are dangerously and unprecedently high…. This results in exaggerated 
responses by the management of the companies concerned. Their priority: settle the debt. 
Your priority: take more debt to pay fees and dividends. It is like a slasher movie. You 
slash jobs, health, pensions, working conditions. This in turn impacts communities, 

5 See E Helleiner and S Pagliari, 'The End of Self-Regulation? Hedge Funds and Derivatives in Global' in Eric 
Helleiner, Stefano Pagliari, and Hubert Zimmermann (eds), Global Finance in Crisis. The Politics of 
International Regulatory Change (1st, Routledge, London 2009)129,135. 
6 See J. Warner, ‘Outlook: Deutsche Borse's Seifert is Devoured by a Plague of Anglo- American Locusts’ The 
Independent (London, 10, May, 2005)63. 
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services and customers, for whom you care little. The “deal” takes precedence. At a time 
when we are looking for companies to be more transparent, you are taking corporate 
governance underground. Does this mean you have abandoned any sense of broader 
responsibilities?7 

Although the reasons for the occurrence of asset-stripping are multi-fold, the most important 

one is that high leverage could give concerns to managers regarding meeting debt servicing 

obligations and improving the portfolio companies for the longer term at the same time. The 

possible consequence is that managers will ignore the long-term needs of employees and 

companies and pay off debt quickly with following profitable and quick exits not beneficial 

for the long term consideration. 8  The criticisms against the asset-stripping were not 

unsubstantial and some cases deemed to be asset-stripping examples were not hard to find.9  

The consequences of asset-stripping can be lethal to the development of a portfolio company 

in that in the asset-stripping scenario, as aforementioned, caused by short term decisions to 

satisfy portfolio companies’ debt requirement, 10   although private equity fund and their 

managers might be able to protect themselves, employees and other shareholders in the 

portfolio company possibly will be affected by the decision based on short-term 

7 P Jennings, 'UNI Global Union Challenges Private Equity at World Economic Forum' (UNI Global Union 
2007) 
<http://www.uniglobalunion.org/uniindep.nsf/9af5cae71a695237c12572910035cb55/458609b12f53522fc12572
9100576367?OpenDocument> accessed 19/03/2014. 
8 E Ferran, 'The Regulation of Hedge Funds and Private Equity: A Case Study in the Development of the EU’s 
Regulatory Response to the Financial Crisis' (2011) University of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper 
No. 10/2011, 5< http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1762119> accessed 19/03/2014. 
9 For example, three cases are listed as follows: 
1. Warner music was bought for $1.25 billion in 2003 by a private equity consortium including Bain capital. 
Within months of being acquired, it made payments including dividends and advisory fees of $1.43 billion on 
behalf of its owners. 
2. Just six months after the buyout of Hertz, a trio of private equity companies collected a $1 billion dividend 
which was financed by a new loan taken out by Hertz and earned back half their initial equity investment while 
keeping the amount intact. 
3. The Blackstone group put $650 million for Celanese, a US chemicals company in 2004 and within nine 
months had paid itself $500 million in dividends and an additional $45 million in advisory fees. 
See S Kapoor, 'Regulating Private Equity, A Re-Define Input for the European Commission on behalf of the 
European Parliament' (Re-Define 2008) <http://www.re-define.org/publications> accessed 19/03/2014. 
10 J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559, 566. 
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consideration. 11  According to the FSA’s discussion paper on private equity’s risks and 

regulatory engagement regarding the issue of unemployment, it addresses: 

The private equity industry is praised for creating jobs – 19% of the private sector 
workforce is employed by companies that have received private equity backing. As the 
situation of these companies becomes less stable due to their over-leveraged status, so 
these jobs start to look increasingly precarious. The impact of a private equity market 
downturn on the UK economy could therefore be felt not just through the transmission 
mechanism of capital markets but also more directly via the unemployment rate. Equally, 
as these corporations pay tax (albeit at a reduced level due to their debt shields) the 
government’s tax revenue could fall in the event of a crisis.12 

Moreover, it is noteworthy that even though some asset-stripping may have happened in 

some private equity investments, divestment is still vital for private equity firms and funds 

with a substantial part of capital in their portfolio companies. Hence, floating their portfolio 

companies on stock markets would be the perfect exit. However, since the asset-stripping 

typically would appear before the listing of portfolio companies, the result of the listing could 

be devastating. According to a research by Jerry Cao and Josh Lerner tracking the 

performance of a comprehensive sample of 496 RLBOs (reverse leveraged buyouts) between 

1980 and 2002 and examining three to five years stock performance of these offerings, they 

found out that the “quick flips”, which were 53 RLBOs listed within a year after their LBO, 

performed worse than the firms stayed longer than one year. However, it turned out that the 

differences are not substantially different. The research provides an initial evidence for the 

claim that “quick flips” does not produce much value. 13  Hence, private equity buyouts 

featuring asset-stripping could not only bring unemployment issues to its portfolio companies, 

but also relatively bad performance after their IPOs. 

11 Ibid. 
12 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006), 
63 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
13  J. X. Cao, and J. Lerner, 'The Performance of Reverse Leveraged Buyouts ' [2009] JFE 139, 153. 
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4.1.2 Systemic risk 

Notwithstanding the fact that, as mentioned above, over-leverage largely caused the corporate 

governance issues in private equity buyouts, the biggest threat it can pose is systemic risk 

instead. Systemic risk was defined by the Financial Stability Board as ‘a risk to financial 

services that is (i) caused by an impairment of all or parts of the financial system and (ii) has 

the potential to have serious negative consequences for the real economy’.14 According to the 

discussion paper of FSA: 

The amount of credit that lenders are willing to extend on private equity transactions has 
risen substantially. This lending may not, in some circumstances, be entirely prudent. 
Given current leverage levels and recent developments in the economic/credit cycle, the 
default of a large private equity backed company or a cluster of smaller private equity 
backed companies seems inevitable. This has negative implications for lenders 
(particularly before distribution), purchasers of the debt (particularly where these 
positions are concentrated or leveraged), orderly markets and conceivably, in heavy 
circumstances, financial stability and elements of the UK economy.15 

After the financial crisis, it is well understood that not only commercial banks can pose 

systemic risks to the financial system, but also institutions engaging in maturity/liquidity 

transformation16 and institutions with high leverage.17 For maturity/liquidity transformation, 

it is unlikely that private equity would pose systemic risk to the financial system on this point. 

For transformational issues to pose systemic risk, the situation would be that when the 

confidence of the market evaporates, a large number of investors would demand their 

payment used for investment by the institutions they deposited in, such as banks or HF18. 

However, institutions typically would only keep a small part of capital investors invested 

with a large part used for investment. If many investors demand payment at the same time, 

14 International Monetary Fund, the Bank for International Settlements and the Financial Stability Board, 
'Guidance to Assess the Systemic Importance of Financial Institutions, Markets and Instruments: Initial 
Considerations’, 2 <http://www.bis.org/publ/othp07.htm> accessed 19/03/2014. 
15 See Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 
2006), 7 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
16 “Maturity transformation” is the activity of issuing deposits and transforming them into loans. “Liquidity 
transformation” is the issuing of liquid liabilities to finance assets in illiquid form. 
17 J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559, 566. 
18 Often with 90 days’ notice before demanding investment. 
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their investments would have to be cashed in prematurely in a lower price than previously 

designed, which would result in a fire sale of the investments of the institutions and 

eventually cause the institutions to fail. Once institutions such as banks fail, systemic risks 

would be posed to the financial system as happened in 2007.  

Nonetheless, this problem does not exist when it comes to the mechanism of private equity. 

As mentioned in the first chapter, private equity funds would normally last 3 to 7 years and 

private equity firms could last much longer and, moreover, there are generally no 

opportunities for investors to demand their investment until the winding up of the funds they 

invested in. Hence, transformational issues could not be one of private equity industry’s 

threats.  

Another factor that could bring systemic risk to the financial system is leverage in non-bank 

entities. Many portfolio companies are carrying debt at a high level and some of them have 

investors from private equity funds or HF which are also highly-leveraged. The fail of such 

portfolio companies could have an impact on their highly-leveraged investors whose failure 

might bring systemic effects on the whole financial system. 19 According to the global private 

equity report of 2012 by Bain & Company20, after the financial crisis and the sovereign debt 

crisis, the private equity industry was immersed in commitments, with close to $1 trillion in 

dry powder waiting to be employed21. Nearly $2 trillion of assets still lies on GP’s books and 

more than 75% of the assets are valued below carry hurdle rates. Moreover, according to the 

19 See E Ferran, ‘Regulation of Private Equity - Backed Leveraged Buyout Activity in Europe’ (2007) ECGI - 
Law Working Paper No. 84/2007, 9 < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=989748> accessed 
19/03/2014. 
20 Bain & Company, 'Bain & Company's Global Private Equity Report 2012' (Bain & Company 2012), iii 
<http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-private-equity-report-2012.aspx> accessed 16/03/2014. 
21 The situation is the same in China, see Private Equity International, 'China’s Dry Powder up to $65BN ' 
(Private Equity International 2014) <http://privateequityinternational:net/ylo-2bkx3-cgiykb-zvwse-1/c.aspx> 
accessed 25/04/2014. 
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typical debt equity ratio22 used in private equity industry when buyouts were made, the debt 

financing needed by private equity industry worldwide to invest along the dry powder would 

be two times larger.  

It is suggested that this high level of capital injection and leverage would pose systemic risk 

to the financial system if major defaults are conducted in private equity industry. However, it 

is noteworthy that, as mentioned in the first chapter, the investments conducted by private 

equity funds are not cross collateralised23 and hence, a failure of one company should not 

have “knock-on effects” on other entities. 24 Furthermore, unlike HF, private equity funds are 

diversified invested in various industries and are not likely to be exposed to any single 

industry 25 and the scale of losses in private equity funds is limited as they do not employ 

derivatives or short selling like HF so they cannot lose more capital than committed 26. 

Therefore, the leverage employed by private equity funds in buyouts probably would not pose 

systemic risk to the financial system.  

Nevertheless, as mentioned in the first chapter, debt financing would typically involve senior 

debt from the bank to a large extent. This feature could give rise to systemic risk concerns 

when major buyouts involving hefty amount of senior debt from banks encounter the 

evaporation of investment confidence of investors due to major economic setbacks. When the 

aforesaid buyouts do not deliver good results due to the poor performance of its portfolio 

companies, the assets and cash flow thereof presumably would not be enough to cover the 

hefty amount of senior debt and defaults would then follow. Consequently, banks involved in 

22 As mentioned the first chapter, prior to the financial crisis, the debt equity ratio was around 70:30 and the 
ratio dropped to 50:50 afterwards. See O Fernández, 'Private equity buyouts after the crisis ' (Practical Law 
Company 2010) <http://crossborder.practicallaw.com/8-502-1084> accessed 19/03/2014. 
23  Cross-collateralization, to put it simply, means taking out a second mortgage on the same property and hence, 
if the borrower cannot repay the debt and lose the ownership of the property, more damage would be caused as 
there are more than one debt, normally in a substantial amount, on the property from the banks. 
24 J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559, 567. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006), 
62 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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the buyouts would be severely affected by such a large scale of failure and thus pose systemic 

risks to the financial system. From this point of view, private equity could be regarded as 

systemically risky. 

4.1.3 Transparency issues 

The first aspect of transparency issues is related to the market abuse, which was classified as 

a risk of high significance by the FSA among all the 7 risks listed27. The FSA discussion 

paper describes the market abuse as: 

The significant flow of price sensitive information in relation to private equity 
transactions creates considerable potential for market abuse. This flow is increasing as the 
complexity of the transactions grows and more parties become involved. The involvement 
of participants in both public and private markets and the development of related products 
traded in different markets, e.g. CDS (Credit Default Swaps) on leveraged loans, 
increases the potential for abuse.28 

On the other hand, Achim Berg and Oliver Gottschalg29 categorised financial arbitrage into 5 

categories, in which market abuse was considered as a part of financial arbitrage constructed 

on private information regarding the company in portfolio. It was argued that insider 

information could play an important role in transactions of buyout and it particularly stressed 

that management buyouts in which the current management personnel is one group of the 

equity investors could make the most use of their information in relation to the previous 

owners via equity participation of the transaction. Nonetheless, it also mentioned that it is 

highly unlikely managers of target companies possess vital insider information vis-à-vis 

profits and are capable of controlling the bidding process in that ‘acquisitions usually 

underlie extensive disclosure requirements and need to be evaluated by independent 

committees of the board of directors and not only by the managers themselves’.  

27 Ibid p10. 
28 Ibid p8. 
29 A Berg and O Gottschalg, 'Understanding Value Generation in Buyouts' [2005] J. Restr. Fin. 02, 9, 14.  
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Moreover, the increase in buyout activities and the increased professionalization of security 

analysts with the frequent use of open auctions as the standard selling process should have 

minimised the existence of insider trading and market abuse. Hence, the totally opposite 

evidence from the FSA and the above research indicate the fact that there is currently no 

conclusive evidence and research perfectly addressing the issue of market abuse in private 

equity buyouts transactions. 

The second aspect of transparency issues is related to the corporate governance of the 

portfolio companies. As mentioned in the corporate governance concerns, after the takeover 

of a portfolio company, a litany of changes may be brought to it in terms of unemployment, 

corporate restructure and so on, angling to make it well-structured and efficient to be listed on 

the stock market. The problem with this approach is that since private equity activities are 

much unregulated, the information of the aforementioned changes would not be available to 

the employees of the portfolio company or other affected individuals or entities in the 

transaction. However,  

Large businesses, and particularly those in the public eye, have a wider responsibility to 
engage with the community in which they operate and to meet the legitimate interests of 
stakeholders, both employees and the wider public, in how their operations affect them. 
As the private equity sector has grown and as some major companies have moved from 
transparent public to opaque private markets, this need has become more acute.30   

It is noteworthy that after the financial crisis, there has been an increasing demand for more 

information disclosure in the private equity industry. 31  Furthermore, transparency 

requirements have been lifted to the private equity firms’ level. As mentioned in the first 

chapter, private equity firms are the organizers of private equity funds and they have the 

control over the large capital pool invested by investors and meanwhile, they possess 

substantial influence on the debt financing sector of the private equity industry in terms of 

30 House of Commons, Treasury, Tenth Report (Parliament 2007), citing Ed Balls MP, 
<http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200607/cmselect/cmtreasy/567/56702.htm> accessed 19/03/2014. 
31 P Inman, 'Private Equity Industry Agrees to Greater Transparency' (Guardian 2007) 
<http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2007/mar/01/privateequity1> accessed 19/03/2014. 
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ushering in and managing the debt so provided through the management of the portfolio 

company. Recent regulatory changes in the UK and the U.S. both put much attention on the 

regulation of private equity funds’ advisers concentrating on the registration requirements 

and reporting regulation.32 On the other hand, according to the FSA, transparency issues 

could also decrease the capital subscription by professional investors into funds in that         

once the transparency to markets is blocked performance assessment and interpreting 

information become hard and therefore, confidence of professional investors will be 

adversely affected. 33 

4.1.4 Conflict of interest 

In 2008, the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) announced a 

report to identify potential risks from private equity industry and summarise the way IOSCO 

intended to face the risks.34 Conflict of interest between the parties involved in the private 

equity investment was identified as one of the key risks in the report. Moreover, the FSA 

describes conflict of interest as follows: 

Material conflicts arise in private equity fund management between the responsibilities 
the fund manager has to itself (including its owners/staff), the investors in the separate 
funds/share classes it manages and the companies owned by the funds. Advisers and 
leveraged finance providers also face significant conflicts (particularly where they take on 
multiple roles in relation to an individual transaction) between their proprietary and 
advisory activities and between their different clients.35 

It can be seen through from the above description that conflict of interest can occur between 

different roles and in different stages of the private equity transaction in question. For 

example, the timing of exiting an investment is vital for the success of a private equity 

32 Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD both include regulatory contents against funds’ advisers. 
33 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006), 
9 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
34 See Technical Committee of the International Organization of Securities Commissions, 'Private Equity 
Conflicts of Interest, Consultation Report' (IOSCO 2009), 3 
<http://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD309.pdf> accessed 19/03/2014. 
35 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006), 
9 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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investment, which could lead to potential conflict of interest between a private equity fund 

and its portfolio company in that the perfect time for divestment may be assessed differently 

by the fund and its company. The private equity fund’s target is to profit from exiting its 

portfolio instead of planning the best time of divestment which might be the most beneficial 

for the development of the company. Hence, if the company is listed on a stock market under 

the control of its private equity fund, long-term problems to the company could arise as the 

divestment was not made according to its needs of development.36  

Moreover, private equity fund managers typically would advertise the funds under 

management with the information that the funds advertised are also with a certain amount of 

investment by their management team members in order to align the interest of the funds’ 

investors with that of the firm. However, this alignment of interest between them could be 

jeopardised in the situation in which the investment of the management team in question is 

not in line with its investors in terms of the under or over commitment of the capital 

subscription in specific transactions. As mentioned in the first chapter, a private equity fund 

would sometime invest along the other fund in order to facilitate investment needs of 

additional investors, such as parallel fund. Nonetheless, a fund manager may select an 

investment which is more beneficial for the co-investment fund or an investment which can 

facilitate its own needs to co-invest. Thus, this gives rise to the chance that they may steer the 

investment direction of the funds under management to the projects which better 

accommodate their desire of co-investment.37 It should be noted that conflict of interest can 

also be seen from many other aspects and it was categorised by the FSA as one of the high 

significance risks. 

36 D. J. Cooke, Private Equity Law and Practice (4th, Sweet & Maxwell, 2011) 29. See also P Gompers and J 
Lerner, The Venture Capital Cycle (1st, MIT Press, 2002) 19-20. 
37 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006), 
9 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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4.1.5 Other risks 

Besides the 4 major risks listed and analysed above, there are also other risks which may be 

produced by the private equity industry. According to the FSA discussion paper on private 

equity risks, the other risks are unclear ownership of economic risk, reduction in overall 

capital market efficiency, market access constraints.38 It is noteworthy that these risks are not 

well recognised by the public and private equity experts and more importantly, the regulatory 

measures in the UK and the U.S. do not centre on these possible minor risks and hence, the 

significance of analysing the necessity of regulating them is diminished. For the purpose of 

this thesis, only the above 4 major risks have been listed and analysed. 

Targeting the 4 major risks analysed above, the UK and the U.S. promulgated two measures 

and most contents of the measures are being attacked to be excessively restrictive for private 

equity funds and managers. The next part of the chapter is to introduce the contents of the 

two measures against the 4 risks and analyse the rationality of its strength.    

4.2 The regulatory measures against the private equity industry 

in the UK and the U.S.  

Confronting the above deemed risks of the private equity industry, especially after the 

outburst of the financial crisis, the necessity of regulating the whole industry has been in the 

centre of debates. Notwithstanding the fact that it may still not be advisable to impose stricter 

regulation on the industry, the UK and the U.S. have controversially transferred or adopted 

respective measures to regulate the thriving industry. The UK implemented the AIFMD the 

U.S. enacted the Dodd-Frank Act. This part of the chapter is to introduce the two measures in 

debates and give a thorough analysis with regards to their rationality. 

38 Ibid p7-9. 
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4.2.1 The Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) 

The European Parliament voted through a final text of the AIFMD on 11 November 201039 

and the proposals were written into national statute books in 2013, and were effective from 

this date40. The purpose of the AIFMD is to pursue a common European approach to bringing 

alternative investment funds, including private equity and HF, within the regulatory scope of 

the EU and to bringing transparency to the funds’ operation. The AIFMD applied to AIFMs 

have their registered office in a Member State (EU AIFMs) and those which have their 

registered office in a third country (non-EU AIFMs). However, due to the special relationship 

between the EU legislation and the UK legislation, before proceeding to the next part of a 

brief introduction of the AIFMD, a short explanation of the legislation network between the 

EU and the UK should be conducted in order to serve the later discussions in a better way. 

Prior to 2001, the EU legislation processes were time consuming and often the legislature 

was out of date when it came out. This severely affected the EU’s goal of achieving a single 

market for financial services. Hence, ‘Lamfalussy Methodology’ was implemented in 2001 to 

expedite the whole legislation process in the EU level. It entails the high-level principles to 

be made at the EU level by the EC in the form of directives and the rest detailed supportive 

rules to be made by the Commission. Such directives and detailed rules should serve as a 

model for the member states of the EU to introduce the directives and rules into their own 

legislation framework.41 It should be noted that such a model should only be treated as the 

minimum requirements for member states to implement the directives and detailed rules and 

each member state can increase its requirements based on different legislatures of their own. 

39 European Commission statement at the occasion of the European Parliament vote on the directive on hedge 
funds and private equity Commission press release, 11 November 2010. 
40 The Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) applies to the marketing or management of 
alternative investment funds (AIFs) in Europe. The Directive seeks to regulate the non-UCITS fund sector, in 
particular hedge funds, private equity, real estate, infrastructure and investment trusts. The AIFMD must be 
implemented nationally by 22 July 2013 with all AIFMs required to submit their application for authorisation by 
22 July 2014. The version of the AIFMD in the UK, the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Regulations 
2013, has come into force but it gives a transitional period of one year to all the managers regulated.  
41 See Alastair Hudson, Understanding Company Law (1st, Routledge, London 2011) 207. 
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For the UK, such directives and its supportive rules in financial services area in the EU are 

transported to its own legal or regulation framework mainly in the forms of Companies Act 

200642 and the FSA handbook43. For the purpose of this chapter, only the AIFMD will be 

introduced and analysed as its counterpart in the UK44 as mentioned above has the same 

structure and requirements and a focus on the AIFMD will have a wider coverage on the 

regulation of private equity across the EU.  

Moreover, another important point of the big picture before proceeding into details is the 

difference between the law and regulation. One fair point, supported by the thesis, made by 

Alastair Hudson for the difference between the law of finance and financial regulation is that 

law of finance should not be market-oriented and it should only be used for enforcement of 

contracts, protection of property rights and protection from wrongs and punishment in respect 

of civil wrongs and criminal offences. However, on the other hand, regulation is market-

oriented and could be used for reshaping the market.45 One case could divide the territory 

between law and regulation of finance is Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington where Lord 

Woolf decided to deliver the judgement against the majority in the reason of protecting the 

reputation of English law among commercial People and London as a commercial centre 

among them. The thesis argues that, as argued above, law should remain above the markets 

and stay neutral in that, similarly, judges of criminal law would not ask how criminals would 

like to be sentenced. Therefore, on this level, Lord Woolf’s judgement could not be justified 

42 For example, the Transparency Obligations Directive was implemented in the UK in part 43 of the Companies 
Act 2006 in 2007. 
43 Financial Services Authority (FSA) was empowered by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000(FSMA 
2000) to be the main regulator for financial services activity in the UK. It has the statutory powers to enact the 
FSA handbook which comprises all the financial regulatory rulebooks governing financial services activities 
across the UK. The handbook has 6 levels of regulation featuring principles for business, generally applicable 
regulatory standards, supervision methodology, prudential sourcebooks, specific market regulations and 
complaints and compensatory mechanisms. Every level has a different purpose and function and they basically 
consist of either high-level principles to guide specific regulations and its implementation making FSA 
regulation principles-based or specific regulations supporting high-level principles. For the benefits of such 
regulation, see Alastair Hudson, The Law of Finance (1st, Thomson Reuters, London 2009) 8-34.  
44 The counterpart in the UK is the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Regulations 2013 which came into 
force 22nd July 2013.  
45 See Alastair Hudson, The Law of Finance (1st, Thomson Reuters, London 2009) 3-01-3-24. 
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and technically, the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD are all regulations in essence instead of 

laws as they were created as a quick reaction to the market to maintain the integrity of the 

financial system46.   

The following is the summary of the AIFMD’s relevant contents of private equity: 

4.2.1.1 Restriction on leverage level 

According to the AIFMD, AIFMs are expected to provide a limit of leverage they are allowed 

to employ on behalf of the AIFs under their management and this provision also applies to 

the limitations of the right to reusing collateral which could be conferred upon by the 

arrangement of leverage.47 Meanwhile, AIFM will have to prove the limits of leverage given 

to every AIF under its management are rational and that it abides by the limits set all the time. 

More importantly, competent authorities should possess the power to do risk assessments on 

the leverage employed by an AIFM and where deemed necessary by the authorities to control 

the systemic risks imposed on the stability and integrity of the financial system by the AIF, 

limits on the use of leverage and other aspects of management could be imposed on the 

AIFM. 48 An AIFM with AIFs under its management ‘employing leverage on a substantial 

basis’49 should make information regarding the leverage level employed by every AIF under 

its management available. 50  The ESMA (European Securities and Markets Authority) 

possesses the power to decide that leverage employed by a specific AIFM is not rational and 

could pose a systemic risk to the financial system and meanwhile, it could also directly 

46 See Alastair Hudson, The Law of Finance (1st, Thomson Reuters, London 2009) 3-09. 
47 See article 15(4). 
48 See article 25(3). 
49 As to the definition of substantial basis, see ESMA 2011/209, ESMA's Draft Technical Advice to the 
European Commission on Possible Implementing Measures of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers 
Directive, 232< www.esma.europa.eu/system/files/2011_209.pdf> accessed 19/03/2014. ESMA maintains that 
it is not appropriate to specify a quantitative threshold for defining the substantial basis. It proposes that whether 
a systemic risk could be posed should be used as the standard for defining the substantial basis. 
50 See article 24(4). 
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advice authorities regarding the remedial measures to be adopted against the issue in 

question.51  

The restriction on leverage level imposed by the AIFMD is similar to the more rigid 

recordkeeping and reporting requirements in the Dodd-Frank Act which will be explained 

below in the way that they both impose the governments’ intervention in requiring funds’ 

information relating to leverage employed, and at the same time, the AIFMD is stricter as it 

provides that the authorities can directly determine that the leverage so employed could pose 

systemic risks and set limits to the use of it. However, some criticisms have surfaced as to the 

heavy restrictions imposed. As mentioned above, private equity employs the leverage at its 

portfolio level instead of at the fund level. Meanwhile, HF employs the leverage at the fund 

level and moreover, derivatives trading is frequently involved in the HF industry and it can 

lose on an investment more than the capital committed by investors.52 However, even for HF, 

it is suggested that although detrimental to their investors, the failure of these funds had little 

impact on the financial system. The lenders to these funds had sufficient collateral so that any 

losses they suffered did not have a destabilising effect on banks.53 Therefore, the scope of the 

AIFMD exceeds its stated aims and it will eventually bring losses to the investors it claims to 

protect, as well as the industry alleged in the AIFMD as having a “largely beneficial” impact 

on the markets it functions in.54 

4.2.1 .2 Transparency requirements 

The AIFMD contains a plethora of provisions related to lifting the transparency level of 

private equity funds. Prior to the investment, the AIFMD requires the AIFs in the EU under 

51 See article 25(7). 
52 Financial Services Authority, 'Private Equity: a Discussion of Risk and Regulatory Engagement' (FSA 2006), 
62 <http://www.fsa.gov.uk/library/policy/dp/2006/06_06.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014. 
53 Kyla Malcolm and others, 'Impact of the Proposed' (Charles River Associates 2009) 
<http://www.crai.co.uk/ProfessionalStaff/AuxListingDetails.aspx?id=11778&fID=34> accessed 20/03/2014. 
54 See Allen & Overy LLP, 'Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive-Allen & Overy Briefing Paper No. 
1' (Allen & Overy 2011), 1 <http://www.allenovery.com/publications/en-gb/Pages/Analysing-the-impact-of-the-
AIFM-Directive.aspx> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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their management and for every AIF marketing in the EU present investors of an AIF ‘a 

description of the investment strategy and objectives of the AIF, a description of the 

procedures by which the AIF may change its investment strategy or investment policy, a 

description of the AIF’s liquidity risk management’ and so on. 55 Furthermore, after the 

investment, the AIFMD requires each AIFM must, for every AIF in the EU under its 

management and for every AIF marketing in the EU, present an annual report56 in the time of 

no later than 6 months after the end of the last financial year. Such an annual report will be 

given to investors on their request.  

Besides, an AIFM will have to report to competent authorities regularly regarding the 

instruments and principal markets it trades on behalf of each of the AIFs under its 

management. It should also provide information regarding the main instruments it trades, the 

location it trades, the principal exposures of each of the AIFs under its management.57 More 

importantly, where it is deemed necessary for the ‘effective monitoring of systemic risk’, 

competent authorities in the AIFM’s home State could also demand information to be 

provided regularly or merely on an ad-hoc basis. Such competent authorities will be imposed 

upon additional reporting requirements by the ESMA if it is deemed necessary to ensure the 

stability and integrity of the financial system.58 

Thanks to the above transparency provisions, the AIFMs are under obligations to make the 

operational information available to the public and relevant authorities. In contrast with the 

55 See article 23(1). 
56 According to article 23(2), the annual report should at least contain the following: 
(a) a balance-sheet or a statement of assets and liabilities; 
(b) an income and expenditure account for the financial year; 
(c) a report on the activities of the financial year; 
(d) any material changes in the information listed in Article 23 during the financial year covered by the report; 
(e) the total amount of remuneration for the financial year, split into fixed and variable remuneration, paid by 
the AIFM to its staff, and number of beneficiaries, and, where relevant, carried interest paid by the AIF; 
(f) the aggregate amount of remuneration broken down by senior management and members of staff of the 
AIFM whose actions have a material impact on the risk profile of the AIF. 
57 See article 24(1). 
58 See article 24(5). 
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pre-AIFMD level, the AIFs are under heavy regulation. It is suggested that the transparency 

requirements mainly aim at the scope of the wider public instead of the investors to the funds 

in that the investors are believed to be sophisticated enough to protect themselves59 and if 

they need information about funds invested, they could directly ask for it. Although it goes 

with saying that the transparency provisions could effectively prevent risks of the private 

equity industry, such as transparency problems, conflicts of interest, the question of the 

necessity of rendering the private equity industry under heavy regulation still does exist as the 

costs of regulating cannot exceed the benefits brought by it. 

4.2.1 .3 Corporate governance strengthened  

As to the corporate governance issues listed above, the AIFMD provides that when an AIF 

‘acquires, disposes of or holds shares of a non-listed company’, the AIFM managing the AIF 

will have to notify competent authorities of its home state vis-à-vis the voting rights of the 

company so held anytime such rights drops below named thresholds60. On notifying the 

target company, a request should be sent to the board of directors to inform the employees of 

the company certain information of the acquisition by the AIF. 61  Furthermore, on the 

acquisition of a private company, the AIFM should make clear its intentions regarding any 

future plan for the business and possible consequences on the employment and 

shareholders.62  

59 As mentioned in the first chapter, most private equity investors are large institutions and wealthy families and 
individuals. See Douglas Cumming and Sofia Johan, 'Private Equity Markets and Regulation: Policy Issues and 
Lessons from Dutch Institutional Investors' (ECIPE 2006), 2 <http://www.ecipe.org/publications/private-equity-
markets-and-regulation-policy-issues-and-lessons-dutch-institutional-investors/> accessed 20/03/2014. 
60 The thresholds of 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 50 % and 75 %. 
61 The information is: 
(a) the resulting situation in terms of voting rights; 
(b) the conditions subject to which control was acquired, including information about the identity of the 
different shareholders involved, any natural person or legal entity entitled to exercise voting rights on their 
behalf and, if applicable, the chain of undertakings through which voting rights are effectively held; 
(c) the date on which control was acquired. 
62 See article 28. 
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Provisions of preventing asset-stripping can also be found in article 30, in which it stipulates 

that when an AIF acquires control of a private company, its managing AIFM following the 

acquisition of the company should, for a period of 24 months, not be permitted to ‘facilitate, 

support, instruct, vote in favour of and in any event use its best efforts to prevent any 

distribution, capital reduction, share redemption and/or acquisition of own shares by the 

company’.63 

As analysed above, unemployment and asset-stripping are deemed to be two consequences of 

high-leverage in terms of corporate governance and the information about unemployment 

brought by the takeover is also an issue of transparency problems. Through the provisions 

regarding disclosure of information relating to unemployment, the transparency issue can be 

easily dealt with but, if the unemployment has been decided by the private equity controlled 

board of directors, merely information disclosure cannot make a difference. Nonetheless, as 

to the asset-stripping situation, although the 24 months lock-up period can effectively prevent 

asset-stripping behaviour within 24 months, it has been accused of imposing an adverse 

impact on deal structuring, exit strategies and restructuring operations that could be needed in 

the first 24 months following an acquisition and that could become more complex as a result 

of the anti-asset-stripping rules64, given that private equity is an industry featuring long-term 

goals and incentives and pursuing long-term value creation for portfolio companies rather 

than simply “quick wins”65. 

63 See article 30. 
64 See Ernst&Yong, 'Game-changing Regulation? The Perceived Impact of the AIFM Directive on Private 
Equity in Europe' (Ernst&Yong 2012), 30 
<http://www.ey.com/DLResults?Query=Gamechanging+regulation&Search=A> accessed 20/03/2014. 
65 Ibid. 
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4.2.1.4 Compliance requirements 

According to article 21(1) of the AIFMD, for each AIF an AIFM manages, the AIFM should 

ensure that a single depositary is appointed66. The depositary requirement is set to keep the 

capital subscription from funds’ investors safe from fraud which may be committed by 

AIFMs and furthermore, AIFMs will have to make sure that ‘appropriate and consistent 

procedures’ will be provided so independent valuation of the assets could be performed. As 

to the regulation of the management of an AIF, AIFMs are required to equip with 

remuneration policies for senior management in the sight of discouraging risk-taking67 More 

importantly, AIFMs are required to make the best effort to avoid conflict of interest arises in 

AIFs management between different roles 68  by maintaining and operating effective 

organizational and administrative arrangements.69 

The above provisions directly address the problems of fraud, which was partly due to the 

occurrence of the Madoff fraud scandal, and conflicts of interest. As to the depositary and 

valuation requirements, it is suggested that they do not distinguish the regulation of private 

equity from that of the HF in that the long-term, illiquid nature of the private equity 

investments would typically stifle the potential for Madoff-type fraud.70 The next part of the 

thesis will concentrate on the flaws of the AIFMD and the Dodd-Frank Act and try to bring 

out the solution of regulating the private equity industry in a better way. However, before 

66 This requirement does not concern European venture capital funds, see EVCA, 'Agreement Reached on 
European Venture Capital Funds Regulation without Depositary Requirement' (EVCA 2012) 
<http://www.evca.eu/pressroom/pressroom.aspx#searchResults> accessed 20/03/2014. 
67 See article 13(1). 
68 According to article 14(1), the different roles are  
(a) the AIFM, including its managers, employees or any person directly or indirectly linked to the AIFM by 
control, and the AIF managed by the AIFM or the investors in that AIF; 
(b) the AIF or the investors in that AIF, and another AIF or the investors in that AIF; 
(c) the AIF or the investors in that AIF, and another client of the AIFM; 
(d) the AIF or the investors in that AIF, and a UCITS managed by the AIFM or the investors in that UCITS; or 
(e) two clients of the AIFM. 
69 See article 14(1). 
70 D. Awrey, ‘The Limits of Hedge Fund Regulation’ (2011) Oxford Legal Studies Research Paper No. 8/2011, 
19 <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1757719 > accessed 20/03/2014. 
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proceeding to the analysis, a brief introduction and analysis of the rules on the U.S. side 

should be made. 

4.2.2 The Dodd-Frank Act 

Similar to the AIFMD pursuing a tighter control over the private equity industry, in July, 

2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-

Frank Act 71 ) was signed into law by President Obama. The purpose of the Act is to 

strengthen the financial regulatory system in order to restore the public confidence which was 

almost diminished in the financial crisis and prevent another crisis from happening. The 

Dodd-Frank Act includes measures pertaining to HF, private equity funds and other private 

investment funds and its managing entities. For the purpose of this thesis, only the measures 

pertinent to the private equity industry72 will be briefly summarised. 

4.2.2 .1 Higher registration requirements of private equity fund advisers  

The Dodd-Frank Act makes a plethora of amendments to the Investment Advisers Act of 

1940, as amended (the Advisers Act) to require investment advisers73 of US and non-US 

private funds, such as HF and private equity funds, to register with the SEC. It deleted the 

"private investment adviser" exemption from the Advisers Act. Private funds are defined in 

Dodd-Frank Act as fund that is an investment company under the Investment Company Act 

of 1940, as amended (Investment Company Act), which is subject to Section 3(c)(1)74 or 

3(c)(7) 75of the Investment Company Act.  

In the U.S., the investment advisers are regulated by the SEC according to the Advisers Act, 

according to which they have to register with the SEC and be subject to its rules. Nonetheless, 

71 Named after its co-sponsors, Senator Chris Dodd and Congressman Barney Frank. 
72 Most of the contents relating to private equity are in Title IV of the Act. 
73 Investment advisers could be a GP in an LLP or a manager in an LLC. 
74 A private fund with less than 100 investors. 
75 A private qualified purchaser fund. 
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there were some exemptions which can be relied upon by the advisers so as to be exempted 

from registration. Prior to the Dodd-frank Act, private equity fund advisers typically would 

avoid the registration requirement by virtue of the definition of investment advisers with less 

than 15 clients. Moreover, it is noteworthy that registration not only substantially increases 

the operation costs of the private equity firm and fund in question, but also bring certain and 

unforeseeable risks to them as the ‘uncertainty regarding the future and the inherent 

subjectivity of reporting (even of ostensibly historical information)’.76  

The Dodd-frank Act eliminated the most frequently used exemption by requiring all the 

investment advisers to private funds to register with the SEC and be subject to various 

conduct rules with the exception of several exemptions 77 . Two of the most important 

exemptions should be noted. The first one is advisers to VC funds. Investment advisers 

advise solely to VC funds78 are exempted from the registration requirement. As mentioned in 

the first chapter, this provision clearly indicates that the main form of private equity in the 

U.S. is buyout funds and VC is legally excluded from the definition of private equity. The 

second important exemption is advisers with limited assets under management, by which 

investment advisers advise solely to private funds and have assets under management in the 

U.S. of less than $150 million are exempted from the registration requirements. More 

importantly, an adviser based outside the U.S. can satisfy the requirements without the limit 

of the size of the assets under management outside the U.S. as long as all its U.S. clients are 

qualifying private funds. This potentially gives more freedom to non-U.S. advisers with 

assets under management in the U.S..  

76 See J.C. Spindler, 'How Private Is Private Equity?' [2009-2010] Finance 38, 38. See also J.C. Spindler, 'How 
Private Is Private Equity, and at What Cost?' [2009] 76 U. Chi. L. Rev. 311, 317. 
77 The exemptions are advisers to venture capital funds, advisers with limited assets under management, advisers 
to family offices, foreign private advisers, advisers to small business investment companies and advisers to mid-
sized private funds. 
78 The definition of the VC funds was approved by the SEC on June 22, 2011. 
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Through the higher registration requirements of private equity fund advisers, the SEC can 

effectively monitor the operation of private equity firms and funds under its management. It 

is the basement of the more rigid recordkeeping and reporting requirement, which is the most 

ground-breaking change in the Dodd-Frank Act, as it is acting as the threshold of the Act and 

only registered investment advisers will be regulated. Moreover, it changes the landscape of 

the whole private funds industry by requiring all the private funds, including private equity 

and HF, to register with the SEC, which was not compulsory prior to the Dodd-Frank Act. 

4.2.2 .2 More rigid recordkeeping and reporting requirements 

If an adviser is a registered adviser with the SEC, it has to be subject to reporting obligations 

under the Advisers Act. The Dodd-Frank Act imposes additional recordkeeping and reporting 

obligations on investment advisers. Under the Dodd-Frank Act, the Commission (SEC) may 

require any registered investment adviser to ‘maintain such records of, and file with the 

Commission such reports regarding, private funds advised by the investment adviser, as 

necessary and appropriate in the public interest and for the protection of investors, or for the 

assessment of systemic risk by the Financial Stability Oversight Council (the ‘Council’) and 

to provide or make available to the Council those reports or records or the information 

contained therein’. 79 Moreover, according to section 404(3)(A) and (H), the records and 

reports so required to be maintained should include information deemed necessary by the 

Commission for the protection of investors, assessment of systemic risk and public interest. 

More importantly, such reporting requirements could be differentiated according to size and 

type of the fund in question80.  

79 See Dodd-Frank Act 2010 s IV (404). 
80 404(3)(A) to (H), Required Information: The records and reports required to be maintained by an investment 
adviser and subject to inspection by the Commission under this subsection should include, for each private fund 
advised by the investment adviser, a description of 
(A) the amount of assets under management and use of leverage, including off-balance-sheet leverage; 
(B) counterparty credit risk exposure; 
(C) trading and investment positions; 
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Through the above two provisions, the SEC can obtain any information it requires and 

moreover, through the more rigid recordkeeping and reporting requirements, it can 

effectively monitor corporate governance concerns especially the asset-stripping activities, 

the level of leverage employed by the private equity industry, conflict of interest issues and 

most importantly, it, to a large extent, solves the transparency problem. Nonetheless, as 

mentioned above, it is suggested that the costs and risks are embedded in transparency as 

“uncertainty regarding the future and the inherent subjectivity of reporting”81. Hence, the 

question whether the sacrifice is worth it or not should be raised. 

4.2.2 .3 The Volcker rule 

The Volcker Rule is contained in Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act, which prohibits certain 

banking entities82 (and their affiliates and subsidiaries) from engaging in proprietary trading83 

and hedge fund or private equity fund activities. It should be noted that the forbidden 

activities under the Volcker Rule merely have limited application to non-bank financial 

companies supervised by the Federal Reserve Board, which are often known as non-bank 

systemically significant financial institutions 84 (non-bank SSFIs). Moreover, the Volcker 

Rule typically would not apply to non-US banking entities which do not have banking 

(D) valuation policies and practices of the fund; 
(E) types of assets held; 
(F) side arrangements or side letters, whereby certain investors in a fund obtain more favourable rights or 
entitlements than other investors; 
(G) trading practices; and 
(H) such other information as the Commission, in consultation with the Council, determines is necessary and 
appropriate in the public interest and for the protection of investors or for the assessment of systemic risk, which 
may include the establishment of different reporting requirements for different classes of fund advisers, based 
on the type or size of private fund being advised. 
81 See J.C. Spindler, 'How Private Is Private Equity?' [2009-2010] Finance 38, 38. 
82 The banking entities under the Volcker Rule are insured depository institutions (except institutions engaging 
solely in trust activities), any company that controls an insured depository institution (such as bank holding 
companies (BHCs) and thrift holding companies, any company that is treated as a BHC under Section 8 of the 
International Banking Act of 1978 (IBA) (such as foreign banks that have a branch, agency or commercial 
lending subsidiary in the US) and any affiliate or subsidiary of such insured depository institution or company. 
83 Proprietary trading is defined under the Volcker Rule as engaging as a principal for the trading account of the 
banking entity or non-bank SSFI in buying or selling certain covered instruments. Proprietary trading generally 
means buying and selling investments for the bank's own trading accounts rather than for the accounts of their 
clients. 
84 For the definition of non-bank SSFIs, see Code of Federal Regulations 2013 s 12(242). In simple words, non-
bank SSFIs are entities whose failure might pose systemic risk to the economy of U.S.. 
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operations in the U.S..85 On the other hand, as to the prohibition on engaging in private equity, 

although certain exemptions are also granted, 86  the investment from banking entities is 

severely restricted in contrast with pre-Dodd-Frank Act level. 

It is noteworthy that notwithstanding the fact that, generally speaking, the Volcker rule 

prohibits investment from banking entities going to the private equity industry, it does not 

ban the use of senior debt in the industry, which as mentioned in the first chapter, is a large 

proportion to the private equity industry’s debt financing. However, the general ban on banks’ 

investment into private equity funds still would adversely affect the capital origin of the 

whole private equity industry.87 

Besides the three measures listed and analysed above, there are also other provisions in the 

Dodd-Frank Act affecting the private equity industry in the U.S., such as modifications to 

accredited investor qualification and qualified client qualification, client asset custody 

85 The Volcker Rule also contains important statutory exclusions (permitted activities), including: The buying 
and selling of securities issued by the US government and certain government-sponsored enterprises and 
Freddie Mac and state and municipal obligations; The buying and selling of securities in connection with 
underwriting or market-making activities to the extent these activities are designed not to exceed the reasonably 
expected near-term demands of clients, customers or counterparties; Certain risk-mitigating hedging activities; 
The buying and selling of securities on behalf of customers; Proprietary trading conducted solely outside the US 
by a non-US banking entity (which is not directly or indirectly controlled by a US banking entity); Investments 
by insurance companies under certain circumstances; Any other activities the federal banking agencies, SEC and 
CFTC determine would promote and protect the safety and soundness of the banking entity and US financial 
stability. 
86 One of the most important exceptions to the Volcker Rule allows banking entities to organise and offer a 
hedge fund or private equity fund (including sponsoring the fund) if certain requirements are satisfied, including: 
The fund is organised and offered only in connection with the provision of bona fide trust, fiduciary or 
investment advisory services and only to customers of such services;  
The fund does not use the bank's name or a variant of that name;  
Any investment by the banking entity in the fund is for the purpose of providing seed funding or making a de 
minimis investment and provided that the banks are: limited to 3% or less of the total ownership interests of the 
fund (as of no later than one year after the fund's creation, subject to limited extensions); and immaterial to the 
banking entity and in the aggregate, with all other seed or de minimis investments, do not exceed 3% of the 
bank's investments. 
87 According to Preqin Special Report, Banks As Investors in Private Equity. Preqin’s Investor Intelligence 
Database currently tracks 240 banks worldwide that actively invest in private equity funds. Banks make up 6% 
of all active investors in private equity, making them the eighth largest investor type by number of LPs. 
However, it is interesting that banks account for 8% of aggregate capital currently invested in private equity, 
making them the fifth most significant investor type in terms of invested capital, behind public and private 
sector pension funds, foundations and insurance companies. See J Nye, 'Banks’ Appetite for Private Equity in 
Light of Regulatory Changes' (Preqin 2012) <http://www.preqin.com/blog/101/5274/banks-in-private-equity> 
accessed 19/03/2014. 
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requirements, short sale reform, executive compensation and so on 88 . Nevertheless, the 

registration requirements, recordkeeping and reporting obligations and the Volcker rule are 

the three most significant measures affecting the industry. At the same time, measures like 

recordkeeping and reporting obligations totally go against the private nature of the private 

equity industry and render the operation of private equity funds under the scrutiny of the 

government and public. Hence, the necessity of rendering the whole industry under 

increasing regulation needs to be questioned and the analysis and answer to this question will 

be provided in the next part of the thesis.  

It can be clearly seen from the above analyses that the measures adopted, Dodd-Frank Act 

and the AIFMD, by the US and the UK are controversial and raised the question of whether 

the private equity industry should be rendered under increasing regulation in the background 

of the financial crisis angling to prevent it from posing systemic risk to the financial system. 

Hence, the next part of the thesis will concentrate on the necessity of the increasing 

regulation and it will try to argue that the rigid regulation could not be justified.  

4.3 The flaws of the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD and the 

non-justification of the increasing regulation 

Before proceeding to the discussion of the flaws and non-justification of the measures and 

regulation, it is essential in the first place to clarify the question of whether or not the private 

equity industry caused the financial crisis and if the answer was negative, what was the 

reason that the private equity industry was heavily regulated after the crisis? 

4.3.1 Did private equity industry cause the financial crisis? 
 

88 See R. L. Goldman and others, 'Dodd-Frank Impacts Private Equity' (The International Law Firm of Fulbright 
&Jaworski) 
(2010)<http://www.fulbright.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=publications.detail&pub_id=4577&site_id=494&detail
=yes> accessed 19/03/2014. 
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It is frequently suggested that the inevitable regulatory backlash after a financial crisis 
provides an opportunity to push through reforms that have little real connection to the 
crisis itself. The adoption by the EU of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers 
Directive appears to support this claim. The financial crisis that began in 2007 was not a 
hedge funds crisis nor was it caused by problems with private equity. Nevertheless, the 
alternative investment fund industry, of which hedge funds and private equity are two 
principal components, now finds itself subject to a very detailed new pan-European 
regulatory framework.89 

The preceding paragraph vividly describes the fact that neither the HF nor the private equity 

industry caused the financial crisis and it was only an “inevitable regulatory backlash” 

provided regulators the chance of increasing regulation. While many scholars and regulators 

analysed a plethora of causes of the crisis, they generally reached the agreement that it was 

not the private equity industry which posed systemic risk to the financial system in 2007.90 

According to Bernstein and others91, it is hard to support the claim that private equity-backed 

companies are more vulnerable to macroeconomic shocks and equity investment does not 

seem to amplify the shocks. This claim has also been supported by the results of an 

investigation of LBO transactions in the EU from 2006 conducted by the European Central 

Bank. It found out that “the likelihood of LBO activity posing systemic risks for the banking 

sector appears remote at the EU level”.92 Moreover, according to Peer Morris and Ludovic 

Phalippou93, private equity’s regulation after the crisis was a consequence of its high media 

profile. If one high-profile portfolio company goes bankrupt, it will make a bigger splash than 

89 E Ferran, 'The Regulation of Hedge Funds and Private Equity: A Case Study in the Development of the EU’s 
Regulatory Response to the Financial Crisis' (2011) University of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper 
No. 10/2011, 2< http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1762119> accessed 19/03/2014. 
90 For example, Mark Jickling, 'Causes of the Financial Crisis (R40173)' Congressional Research Service 
(Cornell University ILR School 2009) <http://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/key_workplace/600/> accessed 
20/03/2014. (offering twenty-six causes for the financial crisis, including "Imprudent Mortgage Lending",  
"Securitization", "Mark-to-market Accounting", "Shadow Banking System",  "Off-Balance Sheet Finance",  
"Complexity",  "Bad Computer Models",  "Credit Default Swaps",  "Over the Counter Derivatives" and the 
"Black Swan Theory"). 
91 See Shai Bernstein and others, ‘Private Equity and Industry Performance’ (2010) Harvard Business School 
Entrepreneurial Management Working Paper No. 10-045 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1524829 > accessed 20/03/2014. Also see Francesco A. 
Franzoni, Eric Nowak and Ludovic Phalippou ‘Private Equity Performance and Liquidity Risk’ (2011) Swiss 
Finance Institute Research Paper No. 09-43 < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1517044 > 
accessed 20/03/2014. 
92 European Central Bank, Large Banks and Private Equity-sponsored Leveraged Buyouts in the EU (ECB, 
2007) 5. 
93 Peer Morris and Ludovic Phalippou, ‘Regulating Private Equity’ (2010) DSF Policy Paper No. 9, 7 < 
http://www.dsf.nl/home/research/publications > 20/03/2014. 
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any anonymous real estate developers, which, in practice, caused most of the problems in the 

2007-2009 financial crisis. Hence, the question becomes if it was the real estate industry 

triggered the crisis instead of the private equity industry, what was the reason that private 

equity industry was rendered heavy regulation thereafter? 

In order to answer the question, it is necessary to look into the financial crisis. The crisis 

which happened in 2007 and deteriorated in 2008 substantially damaged the world economy, 

especially the economies of developed countries, from which the crisis originated. Merely in 

the U.S., 3.6 million jobs was cut in 2008—the largest annual cut since 1940 when record 

began to be kept. By December of 2009, the U.S. saw the disappearance of another 4.7 

million jobs. By the time of November of 2010, the economy regained almost 1 million jobs, 

leaving only a small deficit in the declines. However, through November of 2010, the 

underemployment rate still maintained at around 17%. Moreover, households not only 

suffered financial crisis in job market area, but also in area of credit. Approximately 17 

trillion was lost from 2007 to the beginning of 2009 in household net wealth and around 5.6 

trillion was the consequence of declining housing prices. 94  Meanwhile, in Europe, the 

situation was even worse, the European Union and the International Monetary Fund agreed to 

a $4.6 billion bail-out package for Iceland in 200895, a $146 billion package for bailing out 

94 See the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, 'Final Report of the National Commission' (U.S. Government 
Printing Office 2011), 390-391 <http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-FCIC> accessed 20/03/2014. 
95 David Jolly, '$2.5 Billion Is Added to Bailout for Iceland ' (New York Times 2008) 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2008/11/21/business/worldbusiness/21icebank.html?n=Top%2fReference%2fTimes
%20Topics%2fSubjects%2fF%2fFinances> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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Greece in May 201096, a $110 billion package for Ireland in November 201097 and a bail-out 

for Portugal with a $116 billion package in May of 201198.  

The above was the environment when the AIFMD and the Dodd-Frank Act were enacted and 

promulgated in order to prevent the systemic risk from being posed by the alternative 

investment funds industry. However, although the politicians’ experience with systemic risks 

of the financial system may have made their careless move understandable, it does not 

necessarily indicate that the restriction upon the private equity industry can be justified.99   

This thesis argues that it was under the above severe financial depression and mounting 

public pressure that the two measures were adopted in a hurried way without thorough 

consideration of regulating the private equity industry. It should be noted that unlike HF, 

banks and insurance companies, no private equity firm has ever demanded a public 

bailout. 100 As mentioned above, unlike HF, private equity fund investment strategies do not 

involve the aggressive trading strategies associated with hedge funds and are not driven by 

high-intensity investor redemption pressures so there is less reason to see the private equity 

industry as posing an indirect systemic threat through its capacity to cause this type of market 

disruption.101 In terms of leverage concerns, as mentioned in the first chapter, only a small 

part of debt is executed at the fund level and all the private equity funds invest by equity 

96 Emma Ross-Thomas and Jonathon Steams, 'EU Bets $146 Billion Greek Bailout to Avert' (Bloomberg 2010) 
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-05-02/eu-bets-146-billion-in-greek-bailout-medicine-will-stop-
contagion-threat.html> accessed 20/03/2014. 
97 Gabriele Sternhauser and Shawn Pogatchnikp, 'Ireland Bailout: European Union Agrees to $89 Billion Loan ' 
(The Huffington Post 2010) <http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/11/28/ireland-bailout-european-
union_n_788922.html> accessed 20/03/2014. 
98 IMF, 'Statement on Portugal by IMF Managing Director Dominique Strauss-Kahn and European 
Commissioner for Economic and Monetary Affairs ' (IMF 2011) <http://www.imf.org/external/news/> accessed 
20/03/2014. 
99  Anita K. Krug, ‘Financial Regulatory Reform and Private Funds’ (2009) Berkeley Centre for Law, Business 
and the Economy White Paper < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract-id=1682623> accessed 
20/03/2014. 
100 Peer Morris and Ludovic Phalippou, ‘Regulating Private Equity’ (2010) DSF Policy Paper No. 9, 3 < 
http://www.dsf.nl/home/research/publications > 20/03/2014. 
101 See M Tresnowski, Testimony on behalf of the Private Equity Council before US Senate Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 15 June 2009 (listing reasons for not regarded private equity as a source 
of systemic risk). 
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rather than derivatives or other products with embedded leverage. 102Hence, even if the HF 

industry should be regulated for its high risky and complex trading strategy and nearly 

causing a systemic risk103, the private equity industry should have never been rendered under 

more rigid regulation. 

According to a Carlyle Group partner, one of the important reasons that the private equity 

industry did not impress the public in a good way was that ‘[w]e don’t talk about blue-collar 

workers’ and instead ‘brag about how much money we have made’.104 Consequently, after 

the financial crisis, the private equity industry became one of the “scapegoats” of the 

regulation from the governments and the sacrifice of the politic. As stated by Paul 

Marshould105,  

If opponents of the European Union are looking for evidence of political meddling and 
overreach, they could hardly find a better example than the new draft directive on 
alternative investment fund management. The proposal, aimed at imposing new regulation 
on hedge funds and private equity, is a politically-driven effort to place obstacles in the 
way of an industry that is almost exclusively based in the US and the UK. It makes a 
mockery of any notion of subsidiarity - taking decisions at the lowest possible level - and 
is a classic exercise in closet protectionism.106 

Hence, the post-crisis regulation of the private equity industry was due to the negative 

impression of the industry on the public and the government’s satisfaction of the public’s 

102 E Ferran, 'The Regulation of Hedge Funds and Private Equity: A Case Study in the Development of the EU’s 
Regulatory Response to the Financial Crisis' (2011) University of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper 
No. 10/2011, 4-5< http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1762119> accessed 19/03/2014. 
103 Prior to the financial crisis, the near-collapse of the Long Term Capital Management (LTCM), a large and 
highly leveraged hedge fund, in September 1998, threatened to cause significant systemic disruption through 
counterparty exposures. See E Ferran, 'The Regulation of Hedge Funds and Private Equity: A Case Study in the 
Development of the EU’s Regulatory Response to the Financial Crisis' (2011) University of Cambridge Faculty 
of Law Research Paper No. 10/2011, 5 < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1762119> 
accessed 19/03/2014. 
104 See Alan Murray, 'Private Equity’s Successes Stir up a Backlash That May be Misdirected' (The Wall Street 
Journal 2007), citing David Rubenstein of Carlyle Group 
<http://online.wsj.com/article/SB117019833246692887.html> accessed 20/03/2014. 
105 Paul Marshould is the co-founder and Chairman of Marshould Wace LLP, one of Europe's largest hedge fund 
groups. 
106 P Marshould, 'Europe's Classic Exercise in Closet Protectionism ' (Financial Times 2009) 
<http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/ded80f3c-430c-11de-b793-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2O58DjAnH> accessed 
20/03/2014. 
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desire without thoroughly considering the effects of the regulation107. To put it differently, 

the regulation of the industry was largely initiated by political motivation. As stated by The 

Economist, ‘When a fight breaks out in a bar, you don’t hit the man who started it. You 

clobber the person you don’t like instead’.108  

The conclusion is that the private equity industry did not cause the crisis and the rigid 

regulation is more of a political conspiracy instead of a thoroughly considered regulation. 

Hence, flaws should exist in the two measures and the next part of the chapter should try to 

dig into the flaws thereof and come up with an effective solution. 

4.3.2 The flaws of the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD and the non-

justification of the increasing regulation 

Since the rigid regulation could not be justified, this part of the chapter should endeavour to 

search for the defects of the two measures in the categories of the contents against the 4 

major risks mentioned above.  

4.3.2 .1 Leverage requirements 

Both the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD include measures related to the control of the use 

of leverage, angling to prevent systemic risks from happening due to possible failures of high 

leveraged deals. As mentioned above in the risks could be posed by the private equity 

industry, the result was that the fear was mainly from the senior debt from the bank whose 

failure may bring disasters to the banks’ system and lead to systemic risks. If this was the 

situation, one question should be raised is that why it is at present the private equity industry 

being regulated instead of the banks which provided the enormous debts and have more 

107 See Yolanda Bobeldijk, 'Study: PE Image Problem Critical ' (Private Equity International 2013) 
<https://www.privateequityinternational.com/News_And_Analysis/2013/November/News/Study__PE_image_p
roblem_critical/> accessed 14/11/2014. It suggested that private equity industry might face more regulatory 
measures if it does not adapt to changing circumstances and address its image in a positive way. 
108 The Economist, 'Payback Time, the European Union Lashes out at Hedge Funds and Private Equity' (The 
Economist 2009) <http://www.economist.com/node/14921335> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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information regarding the whole financial system in terms of their loans. The thesis argues 

that even if high-level debt to private equity funds can trigger systemic risks, it should be the 

banks being regulated instead of private equity funds for the consideration of the above 

mentioned information asymmetries. 109 Hence, if failures of large debts could result in 

systemic risks to the financial system, it is the banking system should be regulated instead of 

the private equity industry110. Besides, the debt provided by banks would be safer in private 

equity-backed companies than in non-PE-backed companies. Merely 10% companies with 

private equity investment end up with going bankrupt and under the background all the 

situations being equal, private equity-backed companies would be less likely to go 

bankrupt.111  

There are a myriad of reasons for the better governance of private equity-backed companies. 

Firstly, the private equity transactions will lead to substantial equity ownership positions of 

managers, which will bring more incentives to their daily work 112  and cut down their 

discretion to misallocate cash into empire preservation and excessive perquisites113. Secondly, 

the buyout conducted can give the private equity firm the rights to replace unqualified senior 

managers with their own professionals with abundant prior private equity portfolio 

management experience114 and give the private equity firm, which normally would be highly 

109 Valentina Elzon, 'What's Private Equity Got to Do with It?' [2010-2011] 30 Rev. Banking & Fin. L., 691, 717. 
See also J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559, 567. 
110 It was also a consensus in the practice that it was the FSA’ ‘light touch’ regulation style against both the 
lending banks and the derivatives markets led to the collapse of the financial markets in the autumn of 2008 in 
the UK. 
111 See Per Strömberg, ‘The New Demography of Private Equity’ (2006) Swedish Institute for Financial 
Research Paper 12/2007 < http://sifr.org/?people=per-stromberg> accessed 20/03/2014. See also Florencio 
Lopez de Silanes, L Phalippou and O Gottschalg, ‘Giants at the Gate: Diseconomies of Scale in Private Equity’ 
(2010) AFA 2010 Atlanta Meetings Paper < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1363883 > 
accessed 20/03/2014 and Nick Wilson, Mike Wright and Ali Altanlar, ‘Private Equity, Buy-Outs, Leverage and 
Failure’ (Second Academic Private Equity Conference, Paris, 06/2010). 
112 S. N. Kaplan, 'The Effects of Management Buyouts on Operating Performance and Value' [1989] 24 J Fin 
Econ 217, 245. 
113 M. C. Jensen, 'Eclipse of the Public Corporation' [1989] 67 Harv Bus Rev 61, 66-67. 
114 Steven N. Kaplan and Per Strömberg, ‘Leveraged Buyouts and Private Equity’ (2008) NBER Working Paper 
No. 14207 < http://www.nber.org/papers/w14207 > accessed 20/03/2014. 
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experienced in risk management, tight control over the board of directors 115. Therefore, 

claiming that the private equity industry is highly risky and should be regulated for posing 

systemic risks to the financial system is untenable. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the use of 

debt in private equity transactions is actually beneficial to the corporate governance to some 

extent in that once the debt is lent, private equity fund managers will have strong incentives 

to control the risks of the firm in that the value of the investment will be discounted if the 

firm does a poor job.116. 

4.3.2 .2 Transparency requirements 

Both the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD include measures related to increasing the 

transparency of the private equity firms and their portfolio companies so as to protect the 

broader public and assess and prevent systemic risk. In terms of protecting the broader public, 

notwithstanding the intention of the measures is justified, the costs and benefits brought by 

them should be thoroughly considered in the aspect that the latter cannot be overtaken by the 

costs. However, as mentioned above, transparency requirements, such as registration and 

employee protection, not only substantially increases the operation costs of the private equity 

firm and fund in question, but also bring certain and unforeseeable risks to them as the 

‘uncertainty regarding the future and the inherent subjectivity of reporting (even of ostensibly 

historical information and not to mention up-to-date merger and acquisition information)’117.  

At the same time, the benefits brought by the measures are limited. The mergers and 

acquisitions appearing in the transactions are all legitimate activities and based on the local 

laws and regulations. Hence, even if the information relating to the transaction is made 

available to the public, only a few remedies, such as voting rights, which they probably 

115 J. F. Cotter and S. W. Peck, 'The Structure of Debt and Active Equity Investors: The Case of the Buyout 
Specialist' [2001] 59 J Fin Econ 101, 111-112. 
116 R. W. Masulis and R. S. Thomas, ‘Does Private Equity Create Wealth? The Effects of Private Equity and 
Derivatives on Corporate Governance’ (2009) ECGI - Law Working Paper No. 113/2008, 38 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1207858 > accessed 20/03/2014. 
117 See J.C. Spindler, 'How Private Is Private Equity?' [2009-2010] Finance 38, 38. 
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already possessed and exercised before the transaction, can be resorted to by affected groups. 

It is clear and obvious that the benefits brought by the measures are totally immersed in the 

costs118 produced thereof. As stated by a well-known international law firm,  

The (European) Commission should undertake a careful cost benefit analysis, and should 
think hard about discriminating between companies based on their financing structure, 
before it brings forward any further proposals. And it is hard to see why a directive on the 
regulation of alternative investment funds is the right place to deal with employee 
rights.119 

In terms of assessing and preventing systemic risk, as analysed above, the systemic risk is not 

likely to be produced by the private equity industry at all due to a plethora of corporate 

governance reasons. Even if the risk could possibly be produced by the large scale failure of 

enormous debts, it should be the banks being rendered under leverage regulation instead of 

the private equity industry. Therefore, there is no need for the transparency requirements in 

terms of assessing and preventing systemic risk to be added to the measures. Besides, some 

adverse effects could be produced if such transparency requirements are added. Firstly, 

additional disclosure requirements may cause the change of behaviour of market entities and 

traders may become suspicious to wait for the prices go further before making deals and thus, 

market liquidity will be jeopardised 120 . Secondly, due to the complex investment 

environment and unpredictable market condition, even the investors cannot predict the future 

of the investment made. Consequently, a mere claim funds have complied with regulations 

will trick investors into believing they are making secure investment121 and therefore may 

increase the investment risk of the investors or even lead to systemic risk. 

Hence, the transparency requirements of the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD are not 

justified and the requirements should either be lowered to an appropriate level which would 

118 For example, the compliance costs of the AIFMD for the private equity industry are estimated at €3.2 billion. 
119 SJ Berwin LLP, 'Further Regulation of Private Equity in Europe' (SJ Berwin 2009) 
<http://www.sjberwin.com/publications.aspx?mid=1&rid=1> accessed 20/03/2014.  
120 Steven L. Schwarcz, ‘Systemic Risk’ (2008) Duke Law School Legal Studies Paper No. 163, 219< 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1008326> accessed 20/03/2014. 
121 Valentina Elzon, 'What's Private Equity Got to Do with It?' [2010-2011] 30 Rev. Banking & Fin. L., 691, 719.  
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not adversely affect the operation of the private equity transactions or removed in that they 

are superfluous and could limit the healthy development of private equity. However, it is 

interesting that it is suggested that increasing the regulation, such as transparency 

requirements, against the private equity industry can encourage more investment into the 

industry from large institutions in that it would increase the confidence of large institutions122 

Nonetheless, if it was the situation, what would be the reason that the private equity industry 

is still unwilling to accept more regulation from the authorities?  

According to Douglas Cumming and Sofia Johan, one important reason could be that 

information disclosure may discourage capital subscription from large institutions, such as 

pension funds123 in that such institutions might not be interested in public reporting of their 

financial performance and the benefits of disclosure in the angle of raising additional capital 

from their institutional investors may be outweighed by the costs of the additional capital 

inflow, such as reporting costs. 124  Therefore, from the economic aspect, while a full 

comparison of the benefits and costs has not been taken and researched upon125, imposing 

more rigid transparency requirements could not be justified. 

4.3.2 .3 Anti-asset stripping and conflict of interest requirements 

As analysed above, the AIFMD clearly provided provisions pertaining to anti-asset stripping 

and conflicts of interest. Meanwhile, Dodd-Frank Act achieved the goal by higher registration 

requirements of private equity fund advisers and more rigid recordkeeping and reporting 

requirements. In terms of asset-stripping, notwithstanding the fact that cases deemed to be 

122 Douglas Cumming and Sofia Johan, 'Private Equity Markets and Regulation: Policy Issues and Lessons from 
Dutch Institutional Investors' (ECIPE 2006), 10 <http://www.ecipe.org/publications/private-equity-markets-and-
regulation-policy-issues-and-lessons-dutch-institutional-investors/> accessed 20/03/2014. 
123 Ibid p3. 
124 Sofia Johan and Douglas Cumming, 'Regulatory Harmonization and the Development of Private Equity 
Markets' [2007] J BANK FINANC 3218, 3238. 
125 Ibid. 
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asset stripping are not hard to find,126 they were only a few exceptions to the common 

practice. According to Ernst&Young’s research upon 100 exits in the UK and the U.S. 

respectively in 2006, they found that the average holding periods of portfolio companies by 

private equity firms in the UK and the U.S. were 3 years and 3.5 years. 127  Moreover, 

according to a Preqin’s report, the average holding period for buyout deals exited in 2006 was 

close to 4.2 years, which fell to 3.9 years for companies exited in 2008, before rising sharply 

to 4.8 years in 2011.128 The above figures clearly show that asset-stripping activities were 

never the theme of private equity transactions.  

As mentioned in the first chapter, private equity funds typically would last 3-7 years, under 

which asset-stripping could hardly be conducted as asset-stripping requires fast operations 

and transactions of the target company’s assets. According to a research based on a sample of 

321 exited buyouts in the U.K. stretching from 1995 to 2004, it was found that there were 

large gains to equity holders with an average return of 22.2% on the enterprise value of the 

firm, signing that real gains had been realised and an up to 90% substantial increase in total 

factor productivity (i.e. assets and labour) after a buyout was found. 129 The private equity-

backed companies were also found significantly outperforming public companies in 

economic performance and they suffered a lower rate of defaults through the financial crisis 

and over the long term.130 Furthermore, evidence from 1,350 U.K. buyouts in the period 

1993-2004 shows that employment in MBOs dropped initially after the buyout but it then 

began to increase to 21.4% higher than the pre-transaction level on average by the fourth year 

126 See 4.1.1 Corporate governance concerns.   
127 Ernst&Young, 'How Do Private Equity Investors Create Value?' (Ernst&Young 2011) 
<http://www.ey.com/DLResults?Query=How+Do+Private+Equity+Investors+Create+Value%3F+A+Study+of+
2006+Exits+in+the+US+and+Western+Europe&Search=A> accessed 20/03/2014. 
128 Jonathan Parker, 'Average Holding Period for Buyouts and Public to Private Deals Exited Since 2006' 
(Preqin 2011) <http://www.preqin.com/blog/101/4103/holding-periods-for-buyouts> accessed 20/03/2014. 
129 M. Wright and others, 'The Impact of Private Equity: Setting the Record Straight' (Imperial College London 
2007), 5-7<http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/business-
school/research/innovationandentrepreneurship/cmbor/publications> accessed 20/03/2014. 
130 Bain & Company, 'Bain & Company's Global Private Equity Report 2012' (Bain & Company 2012), 24 
<http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-private-equity-report-2012.aspx> accessed 16/03/2014. 
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after the buy-out131 and evidence from the UK and the U.S. and the Netherlands showed that 

buyouts were followed by substantial increases in new product development and other 

aspects of corporate governance.132  

Therefore, conclusion can be drawn that asset-stripping activities are only conducted in some 

rare situations and they are not the theme of private equity transactions which feature long 

term holding and do create value, boost employment and innovation. Nonetheless, as 

mentioned above, the AIFMD has a 24 months forbidden period. The thesis argues that it is 

not necessary and could impose an adverse impact on activities related to deal structuring, 

exit and restructuring operations which might be needed in the first 24 months after the 

acquisition and that could be turned into a worse situation with the anti-asset-stripping 

rules133. 

As analysed above, when it comes to conflicts of interest, the AIFMD deals with the problem 

by setting a whole section governing the relationship between funds, fund managers, 

investors and their portfolio companies. As to the Dodd-Frank Act, it deals with the question 

by strengthening the transparency requirements and lifting the registration requirements, 

under which funds managers have to report their activities regarding conflict of interest.  In 

practice, the most common conflict of interest is between fund investors and fund managers. 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that several restrictions on the rights of fund managers in the 

contracts ruling the management of the funds between the fund investors and fund managers 

already exist as an effective vehicle dealing with the issue of conflicts of interest.  

131 M. Wright and others, 'The Impact of Private Equity: Setting the Record Straight' (Imperial College London 
2007), 5-7<http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/business-
school/research/innovationandentrepreneurship/cmbor/publications> accessed 20/03/2014. 
132 Ibid. 
133 Ernst&Yong, 'Game-changing Regulation? The Perceived Impact of the AIFM Directive on Private Equity in 
Europe' (Ernst&Yong 2012), 30 <http://www.ey.com/DLResults?Query=Game-
changing+regulation&Search=A> accessed 20/03/2014.  
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Firstly, restrictions are imposed on co-investment by other funds managed by the fund 

managers or on co-investment by the fund investors. These restrictions are set to prevent the 

fund managers from discriminating one fund probably with more of its interest and to prevent 

investors from free rider behaviour. Secondly, restrictions can also be found being imposed 

on co-investment by the fund managers in that they may tend to judge the investment 

opportunities more on behalf of their investment instead of the fund investors, which would 

cause serious conflict of interest between fund investors and fund managers. Thirdly, 

restrictions are imposed on the investment scale of the fund into one portfolio company in 

that if the scale limit is not set properly the fund managers might tend to invest most of the 

capital into one portfolio company, angling to save time and costs in discovering new 

opportunities, and the consequence would be the investments by the fund are not diversified 

and the risks would be higher. Fourthly, there are also restrictions on variations of key 

persons as the contracts are made with specific managers and investors typically would want 

their capital stay in the hands of the same management. 

Besides the above four restrictions, other less common restrictions also exist as effective 

methods governing the issue of conflicts of interest. However, doubts could be raised that the 

fund managers may “bet the farm” and break the restrictions in order to achieve higher 

returns for themselves. The worries could, to some extent, be mitigated in that, firstly, the 

private equity managers also have their own investment in the funds under management, 

which would align their interest with the investors’. Although the amount typically would be 

merely 1%, it is not an inconsiderable investment for private equity managers which are not 

large institutions, especially in the situation when billions of capital is raised. Secondly,    

private equity investors’ behaviour will be restricted by their reputation in the industry in that 
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they are normally involved in several deals at the same time134 and their reckless behaviour 

could bring adverse effects to their future access to debt135 and fund raising. Therefore, the 

regulation on conflict of interest seems superfluous given that the self-regulation of the 

industry is effectively working and considering the costs of reporting and supervision 

regarding the issue, especially when the objects of supervision are large private equity firms. 

Although the possibility that some private equity firms may “bet the farm” in order to achieve 

one-off better returns cannot be ruled out, most private equity firms are behaving 

appropriately. The Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD failed to create an effective way dealing 

with this issue. Instead, they make all the private equity firms under regulation pay for the 

costs which should only be borne by a small proportion.  

4.3.2 .4 Depositary and valuation requirements 

Both the AIFMD and the Dodd-Frank Act include measures relating to the responsibilities of 

the advisers regarding safeguarding or verifying the assets of the investors.136 In terms of the 

depositary requirements, although the details regarding its implementation is hard to obtain as 

it just came in force in 2013, according to a survey by Ernst&Young produced by 

interviewing private equity professionals in 2012, 74% of the participants in the survey did 

not use a depositary for the funds under management at that time and this number even went 

up to 100% for Dutch managers.137 Moreover, 38% of survey respondents were expecting 

that the depositary requirements will be the main costs of the AIFMD’s implementation and 

the majority of respondents foresaw that the extensive requirements of the AIFMD will 

134 R. W. Masulis and R. S. Thomas, ‘Does Private Equity Create Wealth? The Effects of Private Equity and 
Derivatives on Corporate Governance’ (2009) ECGI - Law Working Paper No. 113/2008, 28 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1207858 > accessed 20/03/2014. 
135 Ibid. 
136 The Dodd-Frank Act includes client asset custody requirements. Registered investment advisers under the 
Act with the SEC must take measures safeguard client assets, including verification of the assets by an 
independent public accountant. See section 411 of the Dodd-Frank Act. 
137 Ernst&Yong, 'Game-changing Regulation? The Perceived Impact of the AIFM Directive on Private Equity in 
Europe' (Ernst&Yong 2012), 23 <http://www.ey.com/DLResults?Query=Game-
changing+regulation&Search=A> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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substantially raise the costs.138 As to the valuation requirements, extensive costs will also be 

raised as independent valuators are required.139   

Due to the fact that the costs of the depositary and valuation are substantially, its necessity 

and rationale have been widely questioned. In the above mentioned survey, some private 

equity professionals criticised the depositary requirements as the ‘fifth wheel of the car’140 

and 86% of the participants believe that the depositary requirements will lead to a  

duplication of tasks already performed by the manager, the auditor or by other service 
providers, such as, for instance, the AML checks, or ownership verification already de 
facto conducted by the manager and its legal counsels during the due diligence 
process. …. In terms of operations, overall, 39% of the participants believe that the 
restrictions imposed on the delegation of tasks by the depositary may be disruptive to 
their business model.141  

In terms of the valuation requirements, participants in the survey generally regarded it as 

redundant and cumbersome in that external valuators do not possess the same level 

knowledge underlying the business of the target company as the managers do. The thesis 

argues that this is especially true when the investment in question is a typical add-on 

investment. This thesis also argues that the two measures have failed to appreciate the 

characteristics of the private equity industry and produced two requirements which do not 

distinguish the private equity industry from other alternative investment funds. As mentioned 

above, the two requirements are made to prevent the Madoff-style fraud. However, private 

equity features long term investment and the investors would only come in when there is 

already a project for investment. The investors are mostly large institutions and sophisticated 

wealthy individuals whose information about the investment target would be accurate and it 

138 Ibid p24. 
139 Under the AIFMD, the valuation function may be performed either by an external valuator, subject to 
mandatory professional registration, independent form the AIF and the manager, or by the manager itself, 
provided that the valuation task is functionally independent from the portfolio management and the 
remuneration policy, and other measures ensure that conflicts of interest are mitigated and that undue influence 
upon the internal valuators is prevented. 
140 Ernst&Yong, 'Game-changing Regulation? The Perceived Impact of the AIFM Directive on Private Equity in 
Europe' (Ernst&Yong 2012), 23 <http://www.ey.com/DLResults?Query=Game-
changing+regulation&Search=A> accessed 20/03/2014. 
141 Ibid. 
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is not similar to the HF industry as they can directly have contact with the invested company 

as shareholders according to different contract agreements. Moreover, investment and 

divestment of private equity transactions in the industry are visible to both the investors and 

the whole market especially when it involves an IPO. This feature serves as an effective tool 

of expelling frauds142. The depositary and valuation requirements are redundant measures in 

the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD and private equity should not be regulated by them 

because of its long term and public nature. 

4.3.2 .5 The Volcker rule 

The Dodd-Frank Act employs the Volcker rule to prohibit investment from banks to private 

equity funds with a couple of exemptions. Its intention was to cut off the link between the 

banks and the private equity funds in case that failures of private equity funds may bring 

banks down. However, this thesis argues that the Volcker rule is producing more costs than 

its benefits and it will eventually bring more risks to the financial system.  

As mentioned above, banks make up 6% of all active investors in private equity, making 

them the eighth largest investor type by number of LPs and they account for 8% of aggregate 

capital currently invested in private equity, making them the fifth most significant investor 

type in terms of invested capital.143 Banks’ involvement in the private equity industry is vital 

to the development of it144 and the ban on banks’ investment may give the already out of 

breath private equity industry a lethal hit and, at the same time, only has a limited impact on 

banks’ risky behaviour in investing.145  

142 J Payne, 'Private Equity and Its Regulation in Europe' [2011] EBOR 559, 570. 
143 See J Nye, 'Banks’ Appetite for Private Equity in Light of Regulatory Changes' (Preqin 2012) 
<http://www.preqin.com/blog/101/5274/banks-in-private-equity> accessed 19/03/2014. 
144 See Financial Stability: Hearing on 111 H.R. 4173 Before the S. Banking, Hous. and Urban Affairs Comm., 
111th Cong. 4 (LEXIS) (2010), 5-6.  
145 N Clark and D Jolly, 'The Volcker Rule's Unintended Consequences' [2011] 15 N.C. Banking Inst. 231, 238. 
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It should be noted that the ban would not only decrease banks’ investment into the industry, 

but also those institutions investing in private equity funds, especially in-house funds by 

banks laying eyes on the investment network banks’ would be able to provide.146 Without 

banks’ substantial commitment into such funds, commitment from other investors would 

plummet and private equity funds, especially funds largely relying on investment from banks, 

would encounter major obstacles.147 Furthermore, since banks could still invest a smaller 

share in their in-house funds according to the Dodd-Frank Act, there is evidence that more in-

house trading will be conducted and it will make the risks of the banks more concentrated.148 

Hence, the Volcker rule tends to intensify the risks of the private equity industry instead of 

decreasing them. Last but not least, a regulatory change like the Volcker rule could force the 

domestic private equity industry to flee to other countries which do not impose such 

restrictions in order to raise more funds with fewer costs.149 Gradually, a country’s private 

equity industry would deteriorate and could not meet the capital needs for development. As 

analysed in the risks which may be posed by private equity, the conclusion has been drawn 

that no systemic risks could be triggered by the industry and even there is a possibility for 

systemic risk, it would be posed by banks in providing enormous debts to the portfolio 

companies. Therefore, prohibiting banks’ investment into the private equity industry would 

bring more costs than its benefits and would result in a more dangerous situation for banks in 

terms of systemic risk.  

146 Nicholas Donato and Toby Mitchennall, 'Regulation Gold Rush' (Private Equity International 2010) 
<http://www.privateequityinternational.com/ArticleSearch.aspx?search=Regulation%20Gold%20Rush> 
accessed 20/03/2014. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Daniel Indiviglio, 'Dodd-Frank Bill's Volcker Rule a Win for Big Banks' (The Atlantic 2010) 
<http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2010/06/dodd-frank-bills-volcker-rule-a-win-for-big-
banks/58747/> accessed 20/03/2014. 
149 See Malini Manickavasagam, 'Regulatory Reform: SIMFA Warns of Legal Uncertainty in Volcker Rule's 
Fund Restrictions' (Alacra Store 2010) 
<http://www.alacrastore.com/storecontent/BNA_Broker_Dealer_Compliance_Report-
SIFMA_Warns_of_Legal_Uncertainty_In_Volcker_Rule_s_Fund_Restrictions-2104-644> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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Upon the above analysis, in summary, the regulation of the private equity industry was 

largely initiated by political motivation and the vital rationale of regulating was missing. The 

Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD has numerous flaws and failed to effectively regulate the 

private equity industry and due to the fact that private equity does not pose systemic risk to 

the financial system, it should not have been rigidly regulated in the first place. The two 

measures are excessive both in its strength and length considering they only apply to a small 

group of activities in the market and they can be considered as using a “sledgehammer to 

crack a nut”150. Using a sledgehammer to crack a nut is counter-productive and extravagant 

and the costs of heavily regulating the industry have been studied by several scholars. 

According to their results, heavy regulation may decrease the capital quality, value-added 

potential connected to their governing mechanisms and fund involvement. 151  More 

importantly, heavy regulation may severely and adversely affect private equity returns and 

firm performance152 and the ‘economic significance of the effect of heavy regulation and 

illegality is nearly as large as that for the financial crisis period’153. However, as mentioned 

above, minor side-effects as “quick flips” do exist in the industry and the question then 

becomes how to regulate the industry with minor side-effects and not damaging it as the two 

measures in the UK and the U.S. have done? 

The next part of the chapter is to try to employ basic legal principles to search for such a new 

solution which could fit the private equity industry as a new style of regulation and it will try 

150 E Ferran, 'The Regulation of Hedge Funds and Private Equity: A Case Study in the Development of the EU’s 
Regulatory Response to the Financial Crisis' (2011) University of Cambridge Faculty of Law Research Paper 
No. 10/2011, 28 < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1762119> accessed 19/03/2014. 
151 See Jo-Ann Suchard, 'The Impact of Venture Capital Backing on the Corporate Governance of Australian 
Initial Public Offerings' [2009] J BANK FINANC. See also A Groh and O Gottschalg, 'The Effect of Leverage 
on the Cost of Capital of US Buyouts' [2011] J Bank Financ. S Bonini, S Alkan and Antonio Salvi, 'The Effects 
of Venture Capitalists on the Governance of Firms' [2012] Corporate Governance: An International Review 20, 
21, 45. 
152 See Robert H. Battalio and Paul H. Schultz, 'Regulatory Uncertainty and Market Liquidity: The 2008 Short 
Sale Ban's Impact on Equity Option Markets' [2011] Journal of Finance, 2013-2053. Lubos Pastor and Pietro 
Veronesi, ‘Uncertainty about Government Policy and Stock Prices’ (2012) Chicago Booth Research Paper No. 
10-25< http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1625572 > accessed 20/03/2014. 
153 D Cumming and S Zambelli, ‘Private Equity Performance under Heavy Regulation’ (2012) 27 
<http://ssrn.com/abstract=2056786> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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to argue that the same experience could be used to regulate foreign private equity industry in 

China.    

4.4 Principles as guidance to solution 

As mentioned above, although private equity industry is producing benefits in providing 

capital support for enterprises in need of capital for start-up, expansion or in distress, it 

cannot be denied that the industry also has a few minor side-effects in operation, such as 

conflict of interest in small firms, occasional asset-stripping cases. However, notwithstanding 

the fact that a few minor problems exist in the industry, heavy regulation from the 

government is unwise considering, as analysed above, the costs incurred by the regulation 

would far exceed the benefits it can produce. Hence, the industry requires a new method of 

regulation to confront the minor flaws embedded in it and at the same time will not damage 

the efficient operation thereof. 

The thesis argues that in order to search for such a new way of regulating private equity 

industry, general legal principles embedded in the whole legal systems of the UK, U.S. and 

China could be utilised to produce an effective regulation philosophy. It is not uncommon 

that when judges in the UK, U.S. and China cannot find a specific law or case to refer to 

when delivering a verdict, general legal principles are used to explain the reasoning behind 

the case in question. Hence, the thesis argues that such a route could also be employed in this 

thesis in searching for a new regulation remedy. By looking through legal principles, a new 

regulation method with the nature of those can then be developed and analysed. Meanwhile, 

such principles could also serve as parameters in judging whether the measures taken by the 

UK and the U.S. above are in line with them in that the basic legal principles are widely 

applicable and general. Such a new way of looking for a new regulation remedy has never 

been conducted before by considering each country’s specific situations and it should be 
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proven effective as it both uses general legal principles and considers China’s specific 

situation.  

The thesis argues that the legal principles should be employed are the rule of law and 

freedom of contract. The two principles are, among all the other legal principles, widespread 

in all the three countries existing in numerous laws and regulations but with different levels 

of application. More importantly, looking at the situation in the UK and the U.S., the problem 

is that over-restrictive measures were adopted although, as analysed, it was not necessary to 

do so and the measures were over-restrictive with political intention. Hence, the thesis chose 

the two principles also based on the fact that they were originally designed to restrict state 

intervention and achieve economic freedom so as to tackle the over-intervention issue in the 

UK and the U.S. and for considering that they might also be used in China where the over-

intervention issue might occur. Once such a regulation remedy is selected by the thesis by 

using the two principles, it will automatically have the nature of minimising state power 

intervention and is capable of providing more freedom to the private equity industry. 

In order to thoroughly understand the principles themselves and their development in the 

three countries, they will be analysed with their specific backgrounds in each country and the 

new regulation method fitting the two principles will also be provided and scrutinised. 

However, it should be noted that there are also other principles which could be found in the 

legal systems of the three countries’ but only the rule of law and freedom of contract are 

eligible to serve as media searching for the new regulatory method in the thesis as all the 

others are either too wide, good faith alike, or narrow, ministerial responsibility alike or, most 

importantly, do not possess the nature of restricting state power and intervention. Therefore, 

for the scope of the thesis, only rule of law and freedom of contract will be involved. 
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Moreover, it should be understood that, after research has been done prior to the writing of 

this section, cases involving the use of basic principles of rule of law and freedom of contract 

in private equity area could not be found in practice in the three countries and even if, highly 

unlikely, some cases do exist, it would not make a difference to the outcome of the discussion 

to be presented hereunder in that the principles would only have been used as general legal 

principles but only in private equity area. Hence, specific cases in private equity area, if there 

is any, involving the use of rule of law and freedom of contract will not be cited hereunder 

and these two principles will only be discussed on a general level in the three countries.   

4.4.1 Rule of law 

Rule of law can be fairly easy to understand when it is compared to “rule by law”. The 

former is the rule implemented by law and the latter is the rule by using law as any other way 

of ruling which could be rule of a tyrant by using law. However, although it is easy to 

understand, defining the term is another thing as there has never been a widely recognised 

definition for it.  

4.4.1.1 Definition of rule of law  

It could be seen that several scholars in different periods defined the term in various ways and 

that is possibly why there has never been a uniform definition of it. As the contents and form 

of law have changed drastically through the history of law-making since the beginning of the 

time especially considering the facts that modern economic activities are much more 

complicated and regularly taken than before and state intervention, consequently, has also 

increased substantively, the definition of rule of law has also progressed with it154.  

The Constitutional Reform Act 2005 (CRA) stipulates that CRA ‘does not adversely affect 

the existing constitutional principle of the rule of law, or the Lord Chancellor's existing 

154 Gary Slapper and David Kelly, The English Legal System (13th, Routledge, USA and Canada 2012) 21. 
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constitutional role in relation to that principle’155. It can be clearly seen that the CRA only 

supports the rule of law as a principle, to be accurate, a constitutional one. However, it does 

not provide what the principle actually is. Regarding this, in one of the famous lectures in 

honour of Sir David Williams, Lord Bingham summarizes the idea of rule of law as ‘that all 

persons and authorities within the state, whether public or private, should be bound by and 

entitled to the benefit of laws publicly and prospectively promulgated and publicly 

administered in the courts.’156 This definition could probably be the latest version of the 

definition given by a highly respected figure regarding the rule of law. It places the emphasis 

on the public nature of law and advocates that no one could stand outside the law. Another 

remote version of the definition could be found in Hayek’s famous The Road to Serfdom. 

Hayek argues that:  

Stripped of technicalities this means that government in all its actions is bound by rules 
fixed and announced beforehand – rules that make it possible to foresee with fair certainty 
how the authority will use its coercive powers in given circumstances and to plan one’s 
individual affairs on the basis of this knowledge. Thus, within the known rules of the 
game, the individual is free to pursue his personal ends, certain that the powers of 
government will not be used deliberately to frustrate his efforts.157  

Similarly, Hayek also emphasizes on the foreseeable nature of law and that government could 

not backfire on anyone who anticipated and acted according to the law in question. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the above definitions are only listed to demonstrate the 

meaning of rule of law and each definition has its own features and emphasis. The thesis will 

not try to give a definition to the rule of law as it certainly does not have the scope to cover 

such an extensive issue which may require far more room than necessary and the thesis is not 

centred on this issue. However, as said above, one similar aspect of the two definitions is the 

nature of non-government ruling over all the activities in one country when it comes to the 

155 Constitutional Reform Act 2005 s 1(1)(1). 
156 See Lord Bingham’s lecture “The Rule of Law”. Lord Bingham of Cornhill KG, 'The Rule of Law' (Centre 
for Public Law 2006) 5 
<http://www.cpl.law.cam.ac.uk/past_activities/the_rt_hon_lord_bingham_the_rule_of_law.php> accessed 
14/03/2014. 
157 Hayek FA von, The Road to Serfdom (1st, The Institute of Economic Affairs, London 1999) 49. 
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rule of law albeit the fact that laws, both in ancient and modern world, are mostly made by 

governments who might control their congresses or parliaments. The essence of such a policy 

is to preclude government from acting simultaneously and arbitrarily after problems arose. 

Although the thesis will not try to give a definition of the term, it will analyse the two factors 

which are to decide the level of implementation of rule of law in order to understand its 

implementation in the three countries for the aim of seeking an effective remedy to the 

regulation of private equity. In another way, the two factors could also be used to define the 

term in a practical way. The thesis argues that in order to implement rule of law in a solid 

way, the separation of powers and the least use of legislative power are the two vital factors. 

The next part of this chapter will focus on the separation of powers and the least use of 

legislative power in the UK, U.S. and China. 

4.4.1.2 Separation of powers  

Separation of powers is often referred to as the separation of legislative, executive and 

judicial powers and that no persons or entities should exceed the division of powers. One can 

easily imagine, without the separation of powers, rule of law would not exist at all as without 

the restriction of each of the three powers upon each other, law would not stand alone as the 

only ruling power against the possible tyrant. It has been widely recognised in the modern 

world as an important factor of political stability of one country. The earliest statement of 

separation of powers can be traced back to 1748 by Montesquieu: 

When the legislative and executive powers are united in the same person, or in the same 
body of magistrates, there can be no liberty [...] there is no liberty if the powers of judging 
is not separated from the legislative and executive [...] there would be an end to 
everything, if the same man or the same body [...] were to exercise those three powers.158 

In today’s world, as suggested by Richard Benwell and Oonagh Gay, ‘the separation of 

powers is more often suggested as a way to foster a system of checks and balances necessary 

158 Charles-Louis de Secondat, baron de Montesquieu, The Spirit of Laws (1st, Hayes Barton Press)150-151. 
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for good government.’ 159  More importantly, separation of powers is vastly different in 

various countries especially in the UK, U.S. and China. This part of the thesis will land on the 

separation of powers in the three countries with their own specific situations. 

4.4.1.2.1 Separation of powers in the UK and U.S. 

Separation of powers in the UK is presented in a unique way different to that of the U.S.. The 

most important difference lies on the election of their government leaders. In the UK, citizens 

are not allowed to choose their own PM and they can only vote to elect their own local 

representatives which might belong to various parties. The elected local representatives can 

then vote for their party leaders and normally the party with the most seats in the parliament 

can win the election and the leader of that party will become the PM, which is only the head 

of the government instead of the country. Hence, ironically, as British nationals, neither the 

head of the government nor the head of the country, which is the queen, can be voted and 

elected by them. Whereas in the U.S. side, citizens are given three different ballot tickets 

which are allocated to the election of the President, House of Representatives and the Senate. 

In a way, it seems like British enjoy much less freedom when it comes to voting to elect their 

leaders when compared to the U.S. citizens. However, this difference of electing government 

leaders truly represents the two styles of separation of powers in the world. 

When the PM of the UK is elected, he/she will gain control of the Parliament, which consists 

of the House of Commons and the House of Lords, in that if the PM did not have control over 

the Parliament, he/she would not have been elected in the first place. Hence, whenever the 

PM wants to push through acts through the two Houses160, he/she usually can do so without 

159 Richard Benwell and Oonagh Gay, 'The Separation of Powers - Commons Library Standard Note ' (UK 
Parliament 2011) <http://www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/SN06053/the-separation-of-powers>, 1 accessed 
14/03/2014. 
160 The upper House which is the House of Lords is much weaker compared to the upper house, the Senate, in 
the U.S.. Therefore, it makes it much easier for the PM to control the Parliament when he/she already controls 
the House of Commons. For systemic introduction of House of Lords and House of Commons, see R Blackburn 
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much effort being made compared to the U.S. president. Since it is much easier to make Acts 

effective in the UK than in the U.S., the UK citizens could actually believe what the PM says 

in the beginning of his/her term. However, on the U.S. side, the promises of the President in 

or before the beginning of his term will not be binding as it is hard for the President to gain 

control over the Congress consists of the House of Representatives and the Senate. As said in 

the preceding paragraph, the way the leaders of the three entities being selected leads to the 

result that the men in charge of the three are normally different persons. Hence, when the 

President of the U.S. wants to make an Act effective, he would have to go through the two 

Houses whose majority parties are different to his.  

This phenomenon represents the most important difference between the separation of powers 

in the UK and that in the U.S.. In the UK, the legislative power and the executive power are 

normally exercised by the same person and same party161. However, the two powers in the 

U.S. are exercised by different persons and parties. To put it shortly, in the UK, the 

separation of powers is compromised, fused and efficient162 and, whereas in the U.S., the 

separation is rigid, not fused and sometimes inefficient. The root behind this phenomenon 

could be found in the history of the UK and it is related to the current status of separation of 

powers in China. Since the 17th century, the UK as a country itself and its government have 

been in the steady control of the English bourgeoisie and naturally it did not need the rule of 

law to protect themselves from another possible ruling class hence the fusion of the 

legislative and executive powers. However, in the U.S., since the people gained control of the 

country from the UK, they needed the rule of law to protect themselves from another possible 

and others, Griffith and Ryle on Parliament: Functions, Practice and Procedures (2nd, Sweet & Maxwell, 
London 2003). See also Donald Shell, The House of Lords (5th, Manchester University Press, 2013). 
161 When Tony Blair as a member of the Labour party was elected in 1997 in the general election with a 
landslide majority of 179, in the 8 years after that, he basically was able to push any Act through the Houses as 
he wanted.  
162 Walter Baghot referred to the combination of the executive and legislative powers in the UK as the “efficient 
secret of the English constitution”. See Walter Bagehot, The English Constitution (Google eBook) (Chapman 
and Hall, 1867) 12. 
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“tyrant” hence the rigid separation of the two powers which in some way is similar to the 

European concept “Rechtsstaat”163.  

Compared to the U.S.’s “not fused” separation of powers, the Lord Chancellor was another 

important role in that of the UK. Before 2005, he was both a member of the Cabinet, Speaker 

of the House of Lords and he had the power of appointing judges. He acted as an important 

connection between the three powers of the country. However, after the CRA, he was no 

longer capable of appointing judges and also ceased to be the speaker of the House of Lords. 

This change carried the UK a step forward towards the rigid separation of powers. More 

importantly, the Lords of Appeal in Ordinary was substituted by a newly created and separate 

Supreme Court which now is the head of the judicial power in the country.  

Aside from all the important differences between the two countries mentioned above, there 

are also other ones such as the delegation of the legislative power and the role of the judges in 

both countries 164 . However, this part of the chapter is only to generally introduce the 

separation of powers in the UK and U.S. and it is not to elaborate on the issue. The   ultimate 

aim of this part of the chapter is to form a contrast between the well-organised separation in 

the UK and the U.S. and that in China in order to search for a regulation remedy for foreign 

private equity in China. Regarding the question of which type of separation of the UK and the 

U.S. is superior to another, the thesis argues that it depends on the special circumstances of a 

specific country and it cannot be arbitrarily said that one form is simply better than another. 

Both systems have advantages and problems as analysed above but one thing for certain is 

163 See Gary Slapper and David Kelly, The English Legal System (13th, Routledge, USA and Canada 2012) 23. 
The concept of Rechtsstaat is referred to as the legislative power itself subject to the rule of law. For the 
relationship between Rechtsstaat and rule of law, see N. W. Barber, 'Rechtsstaat and the Rule of Law' [2003] U. 
Toronto L.J. 443, 454.  
164 In the UK, Parliament can delegate legislative power to the government but in the U.S., only the Congress 
can exercise such a power. Also, judges can make laws in the U.S. unconstitutional but in the UK, judges do not 
possess such a power and they are only allowed to interpret laws according to the intention of the Parliament. 
See Richard Benwell and Oonagh Gay, 'The Separation of Powers - Commons Library Standard Note ' (UK 
Parliament 2011) <http://www.parliament.uk/briefing-papers/SN06053/the-separation-of-powers>, 5 accessed 
14/03/2014. See also Bruce Ackerman, 'The New Separation of Powers' [2000] Harv. L.Rev. 633, 729. 
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that they both worked in a way that kept the political situation stable which also contributed 

to the continuous development of economy in both countries and that, arguably, is the true 

meaning of democracy. Nevertheless, the situation in China is substantively different to what 

was discussed above and the next part of the chapter should be spent on analysing the 

separation of powers in China, if there is any. 

4.4.1.2.2 Polity in China 

The polity in China is not as complicated as that in the UK and the U.S. considering its one 

party system and its enormous amount of party members of over 85 million165. Similar to the 

U.S. President, the leader of the party is both the head of the government and the country. 

However, while in the U.S. the president could not control the legislative part and the judicial 

part, in China, the President could practically and effectively control both of the other two 

powers.  

The legislative power is exercised in China by the People’s Congress and its Standing 

Committee. People’s Congress could be treated as the upper house but it is only held once a 

year and its main duty is borne by the Standing Committee which is run throughout the year. 

Most members of both are members of the communist party hence the legislative power is 

exercised by the Communist party and its leader166. In terms of controlling the legislature, the 

President of China possesses much more power than the PM of the UK does even in the Tony 

Blair era. With such a system, Acts can be made and passed much faster and it might be one 

of the reasons China has gained a huge success in boosting its economy since 1980s and the 

UK has been able to pass Acts faster than the U.S. did in saving the banks and moving out of 

165 See XinHua News, 'China's Communist Party Membership Exceeds 85 Million' (News of the Communist 
Party of China 2013) <http://english.cpc.people.com.cn/206972/206974/8305636.html> accessed 15/03/2014. 
166 The Chairmen of the People’s Congress Standing Committee (more or less like the speaker of the lower 
house) has always been members of Communist Party and sits on the Politburo Standing Committee of the 
Communist Party of China, which is the most powerful political organisation in China currently consists of 7 
men including the President of China. For more information regarding the People’s Congress and its Standing 
Committee, see NPC, (The National People's Congress of China 2014) 
<http://www.npc.gov.cn/englishnpc/news/> accessed 15/03/2014.  
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the financial crisis. However, a big difference between the UK and China is that the UK is a 

multi-party country and that, to a large extent, insured the democratic nature of the country.  

The judicial power in China is exercised by the Supreme Court and its lower courts with the 

guidance principle of “judicial independence”167. However, the thesis argues that two factors 

have decided the judicial system in China could not, at least currently, be independent. Firstly, 

almost all the judges in China are members of the Communist Party which is unheard of in 

the UK and the U.S.. This ensured that the intention of the top party leaders could be added to 

the judicial activities and as a matter of fact, it is not uncommon to see that in order to 

console the distressed people when it comes to important cases where victims were hurt 

inhumanly, judges, coerced by regional Party leaders 168 , would normally give heavier 

sentences than needed according to law. Secondly, the judges in China are seen as employers 

of the government which is essentially the Communist Party in the way that they are being 

paid for their “independent” work by the local financial department of the government 

instead of by the country separately. Ironically, it is also noteworthy that even though judges 

are being treated as government officers in China, the head of the judicial system169 is not 

even sitting on the Politburo Standing Committee of the Communist Party of China which 

167 For details of the principle in China including its definition, history and current situation, see Randall 
Peerenboom, Judicial Independence in China (1st, Cambridge University Press, New York 2010) 1-22. See also 
Randall Peerenboom, ‘Judicial Independence in China: Common Myths and Unfounded Assumptions ' (2008) 
La Trobe Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No. 2008/11 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1283179 > accessed 06/06/2014. Moreover, for a quick 
review written by The Congressional-Executive Commission on China of the U.S. Congress on judicial 
independence in China, see The Congressional-Executive Commission, 'Judicial Independence in the PRC' 
(CECC) <http://www.cecc.gov/judicial-independence-in-the-prc> accessed 06/06/2014. Some views in the 
article might not be justified as it was not written by a neutral party. However, it gives the basic situation of 
judicial independence in China. 
168 For online discussions influencing sentences, see Yonghui Fu and Zhidong Liu, 'The Study of Influence of 
Online Discussions on Sentences' (Chinacourt 2009) 
<http://old.chinacourt.org/html/article/200912/25/387903.shtml> accessed 15/03/2014. It is worth mentioning 
that internet is a factor influencing trials in both China and the UK. See Jennifer K. Robbennolt and Christina A. 
Studebaker, 'News Media Reporting on Civil Litigation and Its Influence on Civil Justice Decision Making' 
[2003] Law & Hum. Behav. 5, 27. For a more recent speech given by Attorney General Dominic Grieve QC MP 
on internet influencing trials, see Dominic Grieve, 'Trial by Google? Juries, Social Media and the Internet' 
(GOV.UK 2013) <https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/trial-by-google-juries-social-media-and-the-
internet> accessed 06/06/2014. 
169 Chief justice Qiang Zhou, Communist Party member. 
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comprises the 7 most powerful party leaders.  Therefore, it would be hard to say “judicial 

independence” is being implemented in China. 

The tight connection between the legislative power, judicial power and executive power in 

China did not form in one day and looking back at history, the mystery behind this 

phenomenon could be easily uncovered. Throughout various dynasties from ancient to the 

late imperial China, from the first dynasty Xia to the last dynasty Qing, democracy was never 

the theme and it was always the then-current emperor acting as the actual ruler of the country 

with the three powers conferred on himself with the support of feudalism170. The only period 

of time when two parties in China with actual power to rule existed at the same time was the 

three decades before and after the Second World War171. However, the competition between 

the Communist Party and the Chinese Nationalist Party at that time was more of a war than 

actual cooperation except for the short period of time when the two Parties fought the 

Japanese together. By the time the Second World War finished, the domestic war from 1945 

to 1949 immediately took place and the Chinese Nationalist Party was forced to Taiwan 

where they built the current Republic of China. Hence, the competition and cooperation 

between the two parties were never done in a democratic way and it was merely a political 

game at the most172.   

To sum up, it is not hard to see from the above analysis that separation of powers did not and 

does not exist in China as the executive power, legislative power and the judicial power are 

all currently, directly or indirectly, exercised by the Communist Party and its leaders. 

Nevertheless, as analysed in the last part of the chapter, the UK and the U.S. have 

170 See Michael Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy, The Cambridge History of Ancient China (Cambridge 
University Press, 1999) and Tu-gi Min, National Polity and Local Power: The Transformation of Late Imperial 
China (Harvard Univ Asia Center, 1989). 
171 From 1920s to 1940s since the dawn of the Communist Party to the formation of the modern People’s 
Republic of China.  
172 For the relationship between the two Parties and the Chinese Civil War, see Odd Arne Westad, Decisive 
Encounters: The Chinese Civil War, 1946-1950 (Stanford University Press, 2003). 
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comparatively well-established systems of separation of powers, with minor defects. 

However, even so, private equity is still thrown to heavy regulation regarding their possible 

systemic risks, which do not exist according to analysis above. One might ask the reasons for 

this being conducted. Was it the government too powerful for the Parliament and Congress to 

handle? Or the Parliament and Congress, which can simply and largely be initiated by its 

political motivation to do so as the conclusion given in the preceding part of the chapter?  

The answers to these questions do not matter much anymore since what happened was 

already made in the UK and the U.S. and the question becomes that if, as discussed above in 

the chapter, private equity does not pose systemic risks to the financial system, how to ensure 

that foreign private equity will not be rendered under unnecessary heavy regulation imposed 

by the Chinese government which does not even possess a well-established system of 

separation of powers to prevent it from doing so. That is to say, one important aspect of rule 

of law is currently missing in China, is there any mechanism can prevent foreign private 

equity from being directly ruled by the Chinese government, essentially the Communist Party 

when it should be ruled by law? What kind of mechanism could achieve the rule of law for 

foreign private equity in China?  

The answers to the questions above will be given in due course and the next part of the 

chapter will explore the next element of rule of law in order to search for a remedy regulation 

for foreign private equity in China. It will discuss the least use of legislative power in the 

modern world as another important aspect of rule of law. 

4.4.1.3 The least use of legislative power 

In order to achieve the rule of law instead of the rule of one specific person no matter how 

wise the person is, it is vital to use as less legislative power as possible when it comes to 

ruling the society. One can easily imagine what a country would be like if there were a 
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hundred laws being promulgated every day. Enterprises and individuals will be immersed in 

unlimited laws and regulations where they will be lost and cannot find the right one to apply. 

Consequently, rule of law would be impossible as it is simply too expensive and troublesome 

to seek law as an effective remedy and people will cease to use it. Moreover, too many laws 

also denotes that the country making them has been trying to regulate everything comes to its 

sight, including both necessary ones and unnecessary ones. No freedom will exist if such rule 

of law is being conducted and similarly, the rule of law will cease to work as it is no longer 

different to the rule of a tyrant who leaves no leeway for his people to manoeuvre. More 

importantly, law being made too fast will hinder the foreseeability of people willing to abide 

by it and they could not rely on it anymore in that new law might come into being anytime 

and it would be pointless to count on it. As Hayek once said: 

The Rule of Law thus implies limits to the scope of legislation: it restricts it to the kind of 
general rules known as formal law, and excludes legislation either directly aimed at 
particular people, or at enabling anybody to use the coercive power of the state for the 
purpose of such discrimination. It means, not that everything is regulated by law, but, on 
the contrary, that the coercive power of the state can be used only in cases defined in 
advance by the law and in such a way that it can be foreseen how it will be used.173 

Nevertheless, today, the world has been changing constantly and much faster than it used to 

do. It is not uncommon that countries are trying to control much more complicated economic 

activities by enacting more laws and regulations. This had a profound impact on the form of 

law. General laws which were stated in a simple way are now being replaced by discretionary 

legislation and formal justice is being replaced by substantive justice. 174 Some scholars 

acknowledged the trend and agreed that in today’s world, general laws are not capable 

enough to guide personal behaviours anymore and specific laws need to be made for new 

economic contents175. However, the thesis argues that the two currents of thoughts do not 

contradict one or the other. The principle behind the two is that only truly necessary to be 

173 Hayek, FA von, The Road to Serfdom (1971) (Routledge and Kegan Paul, London 1994) 62. 
174 Gary Slapper and David Kelly, The English Legal System (13th, Routledge, USA and Canada 2012) 25.  
175 See Joseph Raz, The Authority of Law: Essays on Law and Morality (2nd, OUP Oxford, U.S. 2009) 163-180. 
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regulated activities should be regulated by making a new law or otherwise, it should be left 

alone for the participants to decide how to proceed with freedom. By doing so, participants 

can enjoy a much more efficient system instead of being regulated by law with rigid 

procedures. 

As proven above in the first half of the chapter, private equity does not possess such a nature 

to be regulated, as least heavily. Considering the form of operating private equity, especially 

foreign private equity in China, changes all the time and it would be difficult to come up with 

an ultimate way of regulating it. The only thing laws and regulations can do in this area 

would be to change themselves all the time to suit their object and by regulating in this way, 

too many laws would have been produced and might cause a foreseeability problem as it 

already happened in China which can be seen through the abundant laws and regulations 

made in the first chapter176.  

So, the question is, how to meet the requirement of regulating private equity to a certain 

extent while not damaging its effective operation with as less laws and regulations as possible? 

This second aspect of rule of law is very important in searching for a regulation remedy 

fitting the principle and the answer to it will be provided later on in this chapter after the 

analysis of the second basic principle, freedom of contract. The next part of the chapter will 

land on the analysis of freedom of contract as a basic principle of law in the three countries in 

searching for a regulation remedy. 

4.4.2 Freedom of Contract177 

Freedom of contract has been widely accepted as a basic principle of contract law in basically 

every country in the world with a system of law. It can be easily defined as the freedom of the 

176 See the history part of foreign private equity in the first chapter. 
177 In the U.S., the term “freedom of contract” is more referred to as “liberty of contract”. However, for the 
uniformity of the thesis, “liberty of contract” will be addressed as freedom of contract.   
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parties to enter into and not enter into a contract which is to create legal rights and 

obligations178. However, there has always been a wider concept to such a term. Scholars, 

especially in the U.S., have referred to freedom of contract as a concept of maximum 

individual freedom regarding disposing private properties. As stated by Martin Shapiro,  

In American constitutional history freedom of contract is a constitutional icon of laissez-
faire having nothing particularly to do with contract. In this context, freedom of contract 
stands for a substantive due process right of entrepreneurs to be free of government 
regulation in all their business activities, contractual and otherwise, or at least free of 
unreasonable government regulation179. 

Moreover, according to Harry N. Scheiber, ‘the concept (freedom of contract) has been 

deployed (though not without challenge, to be sure) in American legal and policy discourse, 

as a metaphor for economic liberty in its much more comprehensive sense.’180 This part of 

the chapter will employ the wider concept as the definition of freedom of contract, which is 

the freedom of economy, as it can serve the discussions hereunder and fit the scope of this 

chapter in a better way considering the original concept is also based on the wider concept 

and more importantly, the original one is simply restricted to the freedom of entering into and 

ending contracts and cannot serve as a principle to be discussed here.  

The point of this principle being discussed is that freedom of contract, as a basic principle of 

contract law and more importantly, a spirit of the modern society, can provide guidance to the 

law-making of regulating foreign private equity in China as modern laws should be made 

based on this philosophy or otherwise, private property will not survive today’s intensive and 

extensive law-making as mentioned in the preceding part of the chapter. This part of this 

chapter will firstly look into the situation of freedom of contract in the UK and in the U.S. as 

a basic principle of law and it then will scrutinise that in China with a special angle which has 

178 Neil Andrews, Contract Law (1st, Cambridge University Press, New York 2011) 6. 
179 Martin Shapiro, ‘Globalization of Freedom of Contract’ in Harry N. Scheiber (ed), The State and Freedom of 
Contract (Stanford University Press 1999)269. 
180 Harry N. Scheiber, ‘Globalization of Freedom of Contract’ in Harry N. Scheiber (ed), The State and Freedom 
of Contract (Stanford University Press 1999)123. 
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never been conducted before in order to see if freedom of contract is complete in China as it 

is stated in law or it is merely a “slogan”.  

4.4.2.1 Freedom of Contract in the UK 

In the UK, Freedom of contract was developed upon the process that the land from being 

seen as property of the Kings and Queens to being seen as private property of individuals and 

it was then further developed by the wide use of labour contracts which transferred “property 

thinking” to “intention thinking” as an important aspect of freedom of contract181. This part 

of the chapter will be further divided into two aspects which are landownership and labour 

contract in order to better analyse the freedom of contract in the UK. 

4.4.2.1.1 Landownership 

It can be easily understood that the landownership was the beginning of the freedom of 

contract as without the ownership and free trading of land, the most fundamental aspect of 

human lives and properties, the development of freedom of contract would have been 

impossible if its wider concept of freely disposing private property is considered. The 

development of the modern contract law in the UK which was from the 19th century also 

echoed the landownership came into being in the early 19th century after copyhold held by 

free tenants in villeinage disappeared182 and freehold183 became the major landholding form.  

Landholding can be seen in the UK earliest in the early feudal society which started from the 

11th century. At that time, landholding is a relationship between the king, the lords and their 

vassals. The king came at the top with his lords who owned the land and the vassals provided 

various services to them, such as farming and military, in exchange for the land being given 

for them to live on to provide such services. In the beginning, such landholding was not 

181 See P. S. Atiyah, The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract (New Edited Edition, OUP, 1985) Part I The 
Beginnings of Freedom of Contract, 6-7 and Part II. 
182 See A.W.B. Simpson, ‘Landownership and Economic Freedom’ in Harry N. Scheiber (ed), The State and 
Freedom of Contract (Stanford University Press 1999)40. 
183 Freehold can be seen earliest in the early medieval time held by freemen providing services to the lords. 
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inheritable and can only survive as long as the vassals lived. However, when the sons of the 

vassals inherited such a service such landholding also became inheritable. Around the 13th 

century, such landholding, the “fee simple”, became inheritable. However, although the fee 

simple was already inheritable, the alienation of such landholding was not seen due to the fact 

that, as mentioned above, such landholding was a symbol of the relationship between the 

vassals and its king and lords and relationship transferring cannot happen without prior 

consent from the king and lords.  

Situation changed again after the promulgation of the Quia Emptores Terrarum184 which 

allowed the vassals to transfer such landholding without any prior consent from king and 

lords. Four centuries later, the vassals, unfree villeins, disappeared but the villeinage was still 

the form of the society at that time. Copyhold came to its prime after free tenants under 

villeinage became copyholders and their rights of such landholding were already protected by 

the common law. However, approximately three centuries later, copyhold disappeared in 

history and freehold became the primary landholding form of the UK and their rights of 

landownership were fully recognised by the common law and subject to no one185.  

After copyhold disappeared, feudal dependent tenure did not exist anymore and landlords of 

farms ceased to own their tenants and instead, they began to hire them. This phenomenon 

represented the transition from “property thinking” to “contract thinking” and helped the 

modern contract law to form. However, it should be noted that during the development of 

landownership in the UK, there were cases186 advocating that private ownership should be 

subject to the use of public interest and this cast a shadow on freedom of contract. It should 

184 Quia Emptores Terrarum is a statute passed in Edward I of England in 1290. 
185 For detailed history of landownership in the UK, see P. S. Atiyah , The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract 
(New Edited Edition, OUP, 1985) Part I The Beginnings of Freedom of Contract, 6-7 and Part II. 
186 See St Helen’s Smelting Co v Tipping [1865] UKHL J81 House of Lords. In this case, the landowner was 
ruled had to subject his property rights to the greater economic development while the smelting company was 
polluting the environment he lived in.  
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be noted that although these rare cases187, more or less, hindered the absolute authority of 

freedom of contract, in general, it enhanced the ‘positive economic freedom of entrepreneurs 

at the cost of diminishing the negative freedom of individual property owners’188.  

Aside from landownership, another important aspect facilitated the development of freedom 

of contract in the UK is the development of the labour contract and it further strengthened the 

notion of freedom of contract.  

4.4.2.1.2 Development of labour contract  

Development of labour contract in the UK facilitated the development of freedom of contract 

in the sense that workers underwent the process from their wages being ascertained by 

statutes to being paid according to contracts between their employer and themselves. Workers 

today have the freedom to enter into or not enter into any employment contract stipulating 

their wages and other working conditions negotiated between the employer and the employee. 

However, centuries ago, the situation was not the same. 

The earliest statute regarding labour could be traced back to the middle of the 14th century. 

The Statute of Labourers189 which was promulgated in 1351 proscribed that ‘every person, 

able in body and under the age of 60 years, not having enough to live upon, being required, 

should be bound to serve him that doth require him, or else be committed to gaol until he 

should find surety to serve, and that the old wages should be given and no more’. The 

workers at that time did not even have the freedom not to work not to mention getting 

187 There are more cases supporting the rights of landowners. The leading one is Bradford Corp v Pickles (1895), 
AC 587 (HL) where Mr Pickles deliberately diverted water on the land so the water did not go through his 
neighbour’s land and by doing so he can get the water company to buy his land at a higher price. It was held that 
the landowner can do whatever he liked with the water on his land. For the details on the case, see Michael 
Taggart, Private Property and Abuse of Rights in Victorian England: the Story of Edward Pickles and the 
Bradford Water Supply (OUP Oxford, 2002).  
188 A.W.B. Simpson, ‘Landownership and Economic Freedom’ in Harry N. Scheiber (ed), The State and 
Freedom of Contract (Stanford University Press 1999)32. 
189 The Statute of Labourers (1351) was a law at the time of King Edward III created to react to the labour 
shortage at that time. See L. R. Poos, 'The Social Context of Statute of Labourers Enforcement' [1983] Law & 
Hist. Rev. for more details on the statute. 
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negotiated wages. Two centuries after that, another Statute came into force in 1562190, the 

Statute of Artificers stipulated that the yearly wages should be set by the justices of peace and 

sections 18 to 19 even prescribed that if employees and employers contracted their wages 

above the rates given, imprisonment could be one of the consequences.  

It could be clearly seen that workers at that time still did not possess the freedom to contract 

with their employers regarding their payment. Freedom of contract was nowhere near its 

wider concept. Two centuries later, in R. v. Journeymen Tailors of Cambridge191, it was held 

that a combination act of the tailors was an act of conspiracy among themselves whose aim 

was to raise wages. However, the situation turned to the favour of the workers when a 

statute192 stipulated that combination acts were allowed for workers to negotiate their wages 

and hours. Then up to today, in the UK, workers can enter into any contract they negotiated 

with employers and they can end any contract with the support of the common law. 

It was the landownership started the spirit of freedom of contract and then the development of 

labour contract pushed it to a higher level by fighting for freedom of contract between the 

workers and their employers. In the UK, the well-established system of landownership and 

the freedom of workers to negotiate employment contract by even striking together ensured 

the birth and development of freedom of contract and it has deeply rooted in the UK legal 

system. However, as a basic principle of law-making entails maximising economic freedom 

and minimising state intervention, has the law-making in the UK really abided by such a 

principle with a long history of development when it comes to regulating private equity?  

Before answering the question, freedom of contract in the U.S. will be analysed and it will 

finally come to the most important part of this chapter, looking for a regulation remedy for 

foreign private equity in China by using legal principles in the three countries.  

190 It was promulgated under the time of Queen Elizabeth I. 
191 See R. v. Journeymen Tailors of Cambridge, 8 Mod. 10, 88 Eng. Rep. 9 (K.B.1721). 
192 See 6 Geo. 4, c.129, section 4(1825). 
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4.4.2.2 Freedom of Contract in the U.S. 

This part of the chapter will be divided into two sections and it will look into the 

development of landownership and that of the labour contract in the U.S. in order to present a 

big picture of freedom of contract in the U.S. to form a contrast with the situation in China. 

4.4.2.2.1 Landownership 

As mentioned above, landownership is the foundation for the development of freedom of 

contract and without such an element, freedom of contract could never be a thorough one as 

land would be owned by the state and it goes against the spirit of freedom of contract, which 

is, as mentioned, the least state intervention to ensure the economic freedom in which the 

freedom of land trading is a vital one. The development of landownership in the U.S. is much 

faster than that in the UK as there was no feudalism in its history which is only about two and 

a half centuries long.  

The landownership in the U.S. began in the American Revolution when a vast amount of 

public lands were passed into private ownership. Through American Revolution as a 

beginning, most of the public lands were taken private ever since193 and it laid the foundation 

for the fast development of freedom of contract. There were some setbacks in the middle of 

such a process194 but the spirit of chasing freedom of the American people finally conquered 

such obstacles and successfully ensured the private ownership of their lands. Nevertheless, 

although the private ownership of lands started the freedom of economy and freedom of 

contract, similar to the UK, it was the development of labour contracts and other cases 

substantively expedited such a process.  

193 During the twenty years from 1870 to 1890, more than 430 million acres of public lands were passed into 
private ownership and by the time of the Second World War, in total 704 million acres of lands had turned 
private. See Richard Brandon Morris, Encyclopedia of American History (6th, Harper, New York 1961) 466. 
194 In the 1780s, the Federalists in the U.S. tried to use the public domain to forge a planned economy but the 
Congress at that time could not control the people who had settled in the frontiers treasured their absolute rights 
over their private properties. See Donald J Pisani, ‘Natural Resources and Economic Liberty in American 
History’ in Harry N. Scheiber (ed), The State and Freedom of Contract (Stanford University Press 1999)244. 
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4.4.2.2.2 Labour contract and other cases 

The development of freedom of contract in the U.S. in labour contract and other cases had 

always been in limbo between the support for absolute freedom and the influence of public 

interest and state intervention before the 1960s. Although the history of the U.S. is a short 

one, there was a large amount of cases supporting each view.  

The battle between the absolute freedom and public interest was in place, generally 

speaking195, since the promulgation of the 14th amendment in 1868 which provided that: 

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, 
are citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside. No state should 
make or enforce any law which should abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of 
the United States; nor should any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal 
protection of the laws. 

After the 14th amendment towards the end of the 19th century, several cases were ruled in 

favour of the absolute freedom and by the beginning of the 20th century, the judicial support 

for absolute freedom was at its peak and the Supreme Court began to accept the concept that 

freedom of contract was a constitutional right under the 14th amendment. In the case Frisbie v. 

United States, it was held by Justice David Brewer that ‘generally speaking, among the 

inalienable rights of the citizen is that of the liberty of contract’196. Also, in the landmark case 

Allgeyer v. Louisana197, for the first time a state law, a Louisiana statute, was held invalidated 

for violating an individual’s freedom of contract. More importantly, a decade later, freedom 

of contract as a constitutional right reached its peak in a labour contract case where the 

Lochner era was created. In Lochner v. New York198, it was held that freedom of contract was 

195 There were some cases involving public interest before 1868, but the major conflict came after the 
promulgation of the amendment. See Palmer v. Mulligan, 3 Cai. R. 307, 2 A.D. 270 (1805) where it was held 
that private actions restricted public use of navigable water could not be allowed.  
196 See Frisbie v. United States, 157.U.S. 169(1895). 
197 See Allgeyer v. Louisana, 165 U.S. 578(1897). 
198 See Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905). For a review of the case by David E. Bernstein who supported 
the decision in the Lochner and argued that the decision in the Lochner case was justified and the following 
cases decided otherwise were misleading, see David E. Bernstein, Rehabilitating Lochner: Defending Individual 
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implicit in the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment. The case involved a New York 

statute limited the work hours of bakers to 10 hours a day and 60 hours a week. However, 

with a 5-4 vote, the Supreme Court held that it was unnecessary for the law to protect the 

health of the bakers as their health was not substantively affected by baking. The case opened 

up an era when workers can freely contract with their employers regarding their working 

conditions and the states should not interfere with such rights. However, such an era was a 

short-lived one. 

Social legislation199 as a trend took over since 1909. There was a litany of cases involving 

wage payment for workers. From the period 1909-1917, it had been held in a couple of cases 

that wage payment for the workers should be protected instead of depending on the 

contractual terms between the employers and employees200. However, social legislation was 

as short-lived as the Locher era and by the time of 1920s, freedom of contract was heavily 

limited. In Adkins v. Children Hospital, it was held that ‘freedom of contract is……the 

general rule and restraint the exception; and the exercise of legislative authority to abridge it 

can be justified only be the existence of exceptional circumstances’201 More than a decade 

after, the case West Coast Hotel v. Parrish202 set the tone for freedom of contract until the 

present day since the Great Depression.   

In West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, it was held that freedom of contract was only a strand of 

liberty and could be affected by public interest. However, the court also stressed that it was 

Rights against Progressive Reform (reprinted, University of Chicago Press, U.S. 2011). In page 107 of the book, 
Professor Bernstein argued that ‘modern Fourteenth Amendment civil liberties jurisprudence owes more to 
liberty of contract advocates and their suspicion of government power than to the Progressives and their 
cramped understandings of individual rights. As we should see, post-New Deal Supreme Court justices 
pretended to utterly reject the due process opinions of the “conservative” justices of the pre-New Deal era while 
in fact absorbing many of these opinions, modifying them, reclassifying them, and ultimately using them to 
promote liberal ends’. 
199 Social legislation can be referred to any legislation designed to influence social structure by protecting the 
weak. On the other hand, for a detailed look at the history of social legislation in the UK, see Neil L. Kunze, 
'The Origins of Modern Social Legislation: The Henrician Poor Law of 1536' [1971] Albion 9. 
200 For a leading case on wage payment, see Keokee Consolidated Coke Co. v. Taylor, 234 U.S. 224 (1914). 
201 See Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (1923). 
202 See West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379 (1937). 
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not abandoning freedom of contract entirely as a constitutional right and was only returning 

to the opinions of Harlan’s in the Lochner case. After this case, the landscape of freedom of 

contract totally changed after President Roosevelt made a couple of new appointments of 

judges and the Court backed up a series of statutes that would have been held 

unconstitutional under the previous Lockner Regime203. In 1963, a Court went further to hold 

that ‘it is now settled that the states have power to legislate against what are found to be 

injurious practices in their internal commercial and business affairs, so long as their laws do 

not run afoul of some specific federal constitutional prohibition, or of some valid federal 

law’204. Up to today, freedom of contract is only applied in rare situations for objecting state 

intervention to private contracts205. 

It could be seen from the above analysis regarding freedom of contract in the UK and the U.S. 

that freedom of contract in both countries originated from private ownership of lands and 

further developed through employment contract or other cases. Meanwhile, the use of the 

term in Courts’ decisions today has been stricter than before, especially in the U.S., due to the 

facts that economic activities today have substantially evolved in its forms compared to 100 

years ago and more state intervention is needed than before to ensure public interest. 

However, it should be noted that no matter how freedom of contract has changed over the 

years, its core spirit is the pursuit of maximum individual and economic freedom and it is still 

recognised as a basic principle of law and ensures that where no state intervention is needed 

to ensure public interest, it will stand up against the gratuitous interference.  

203 See United States v. Darby Lumber Co, 312 U.S. 100[1941]. It was held in the case that the U.S. Congress 
had power under the Commerce Clause to regulate employment conditions and it also upheld the decision in 
West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish. 
204 See Ferguson v. Skrupa 372 U.S. 726 (1963). 
205 See Craigmiles v. Giles, 312 F.3d 220 (6th Cir. 2002). As argued by Brianne J. Gorod, ‘Craigmiles is only an 
anomaly and not a sign that Lochner lives’. See Brianne J. Gorod, 'Does Lochner Live?: The Disturbing 
Implications of Craigmiles v. Giles' [2003] Yale L. & Pol'y Rev. 537, 545. 
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When applying the principle to the regulation of private equity in the UK and the U.S., it 

could be seen that the extensive and intensive state intervention against private equity is not 

necessary and gratuitous, as already been discussed in the beginning of the chapter, and more 

importantly, it does not conform to freedom of contract as a basic principle of law-making 

which entails only necessary state intervention for the sake of public interest. However, not 

much public interest is involved in this matter as most of the participants in private equity are 

wealthy individuals and large institutions with abundant experience in conducting investment 

as mentioned in the first chapter. Hence, the necessity for state intervention with the form of 

laws and regulations could not be justified. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, minor side-

effects of the industry do exist and the question, is, any regulation mechanism could be used 

to solve the issue without incurring much state intervention to be in line with the principle of 

freedom of contract? 

The next part of the chapter will analyse the situation of freedom of contract in China and try 

to find out if such a principle is being used in Chinese law and could be utilised to come up 

with the new regulation method. If freedom of contract was present in Chinese law and 

actually being cited in the process of deciding cases, it could then be used to search for and 

support the remedy regulation method against foreign private equity. However, if it only 

exists as a formality, is there a regulation method to achieve the result of freedom of contract 

preventing foreign private equity from being over-regulated by the Chinese government?  

4.4.2.3 Freedom of contract in China 

As analysed above, freedom of contract is based on private landownership and the rights of 

the working class. This part of the chapter will analyse the two in China in order to come up 

with a practical and effective regulation method. 
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Freedom of contract could be seen in two major laws in China. It is provided in article 4 of 

the Contract Law that ‘[a] party is entitled to enter into a contract voluntarily under the law 

and no entity or individual may unlawfully interfere with such right.’ Moreover, in article 4 

and 5 in the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China, it is 

stipulated that:  

In civil activities, the principles of voluntariness, fairness, making compensation for equal 
value, honesty and credibility should be observed. The lawful civil rights and interests of 
citizens and legal persons should be protected by law; no organization or individual may 
infringe upon them. 

More importantly, according to article 13 of the Constitution of the People's Republic of 

China206, ‘[t]he state protects the right of citizens to own lawfully earned income, savings, 

houses and other lawful property’. It could be clearly seen from the above provisions that 

freedom of contract as a principle of law is present in the current Chinese law. However, due 

to the lack of separation of powers and democracy as proven above, it is one thing the law 

prescribes and it is another the reality actually is. 

The private landownership is a major issue in achieving freedom of contract. In China, all the 

lands, generally, belong to the State. Before China was established in 1949, China had been a 

semi-colonial and semi-feudal society since the Opium War in 1840. Most of the lands in 

China were owned by the landlord class and the class of prosperous peasants. The then-

current situation was similar to the situation in the medieval time in the UK only without a 

king. The situation changed in 1950 by the promulgation of the Land Revolution Law of the 

People’s Republic of China207 which decided to take the lands from the two classes and give 

them to the poor peasantry. However, the lands were still the lands of the State or owned in 

the form of the collective ownership.  

206 Constitution of the People's Republic of China (2004 Amendment), promulgated by the People’s Congress in 
1982. 
207 Later on repealed in 1987 by the Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress 
Approving the Report of the Legislative Affairs Commission Re-examing and Commenting on the Laws 
Promulgated by the End of 1978. 
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In modern era, according to article 2 of the Land Administration Law of the People’s 

Republic of China208,  

The People’s Republic of China practices the socialist public ownership of land, namely, 
the ownership by the whole people and the collective ownership by the working people. 
No units or individuals may misappropriate, buy and sell land, or illegally transfer land by 
other means. However, the right to the use of land may be transferred in accordance with 
law.  

Hence, all the lands in China are only allowed to be used by people but not owned by people. 

Such a principle is also supported by the Constitution. According to article 10 of the 

Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, all the lands in the cities belong to the State 

and all the lands in rural areas belong to the collective ownership except stated otherwise. 

Hence, when a house is purchased which is built on the land, the owner of the house does not 

own the land. More importantly, there is a relatively short term for the right of using the land. 

According to article 12 of the Interim Measures of China Concerning the Assignment and 

Transfer of the Right to the Use of the State-owned Land in the Urban Areas 209 , the 

maximum term to the lands for the use of residential purposes is 70 years.  

There is an obvious question here. What is the consequence after 70 years of maximum term? 

The answer is that no provisions have been given yet as most of the house owners are still far 

away from reaching the 70 years term. According to article 149 of the Property Law of the 

People's Republic of China 210 , ‘[t]he term of the right to use land for construction for 

dwelling houses should be automatically renewed upon expiration’. It certainly reads like the 

right to using the land will be automatically renewed after reaching 70 years but only if 

contradictory laws are not considered. According to article 22 of the Urban Real Estate 

208 Adopted at the 16th Meeting of the Standing Committee of the Sixth National People’s Congress  
In 1986 and revised in 2004.    
209 Promulgated by Decree No. 55 of the State Council of the People's Republic of China on May 19, 1990 and 
currently effective. 
210 Adopted at the 5th session of the Tenth National People's Congress on March 16, 2007. 
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Administration Law of the People's Republic of China211, the land user will have to apply for 

renewal one year before the expiration of the 70 years term and such an application should be 

approved except in the situation that the land in question needs to be taken back for 

consideration of public interest. More importantly, when extension of using the land is 

approved, it is necessary to re-sign the contract for the use of the land and submit fees 

according to the provisions. However, no provisions regarding the public interest and amount 

of fees are provided and even the right of using the land would be at danger by that time not 

to mention private ownership.  

All in all, the foundation of freedom of contract, as proven, does not exist in China even 

though the term itself could be found in major legislatures. Hence, it is hard to say that 

freedom of contract as a principle of law is being used in China. Another element in the 

development of freedom of contract is the rights of the working class and the next part of the 

chapter should explore such an element in China. 

As mentioned above in the labour rights in the UK and the U.S., workers enjoy the rights to 

strike to negotiate better wages and working conditions. Such rights were set in case law and 

protected since then. However, labour rights, especially the right to strike, in China are both 

vague in the history and at present. Although it was clearly stipulated that workers had the 

right to strike in the Constitution of the People’s Republic of China in 1975 and 1978, in 

1982, the current Constitution cancelled such a provision and did not prescribe such a right.  

To the present day, there is still no law or regulation concerning strike action except for a 

vague provision in the Trade Union Law of the People's Republic of China (2001 

Amendment) providing that if an enterprise is subject to stop work measures, the trade union 

in the enterprise should represent employees to negotiate with the enterprise to deliver the 

211 Adopted by the 8th meeting of the Standing Committee of the 8th National People's Congress on July 5, 
1994 and amended in 2007. 
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employees' requirements and propose a resolution. The enterprise then should meet 

reasonable requirements of the employees and the trade union at the same time should assist 

the enterprise to resume its production as soon as possible212. Therefore, the conclusion could 

be drawn that the labour rights in the UK and the U.S. propelled the development of freedom 

of contract did not213 and does not exist in China. 

Nonetheless, it is worthy to bring up the question that although the foundation on which 

freedom of contract was built in the UK and the U.S., private landownership and labour rights, 

does not exist in China, is it possible for freedom of contract to exist in China without the 

support of the two pillars from the UK and the U.S.? That is to say, has China achieved the 

maximum freedom of economy and minimum level of state intervention? To be more specific, 

the question is even simpler, is China a market economy or not? The papers written regarding 

this issue could literally be miles long and it is still an unsolved one214. However, the thesis 

argues that the answer could be simple: China is not a market economy yet. Surely it could be 

argued that compared to the past, China has enjoyed much more freedom in economic 

activities. However, it could not be denied that compared to the UK and the U.S., the 

economic freedom China enjoys is comparatively narrow and shouldow. Some features of the 

planned economy could still be seen in the Chinese economy215 and they are indicators that 

economic freedom has not been completely achieved in the modern China. The reasons 

212 See article 27 of the Trade Union Law of the People's Republic of China. 
213 The current system of Chinese law was only taking shape gradually after the 1980s since the opening up 
policy and labour rights was never paid attention to in legislation at any point of Chinese history of 5000 years. 
214 Although there are many articles arguing that China is a market economy, China has not obtained market 
economy status in the WTO and in antidumping and anti-subsidies cases, China is still treated as a non-market-
economy.  
215 The Communist Party has been using the form of five year plans to set targets for the development of the 
social and economic activities since 1953. The term “plan” had been used before 2006 and then changed to 
“guideline” after that. The guideline being implemented now is the 12th guideline which ends in 2015. Also, 
another effective indicator is that most of the 2014 Fortune Global 500 companies from China (100 in total 
including Taiwan) are state-owned which is different to the situation in the UK and the U.S. where most Fortune 
Global 500 companies are not state-owned. See Fortune, 'Global 500 2014' (Fortune 2014) 
<http://fortune.com/global500/wal-mart-stores-1/> accessed 08/07/2014. 
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leading to it could be multi-fold but the thesis argues that the two most important ones are as 

above mentioned, the absence of private landownership and labour rights. 

To sum up, due to the lack of support of the foundation of freedom of contract, development 

of private ownership of lands and labour rights, freedom of contract, in essence, does not 

exist in China as a basic principle of law. It did not possess the soil it needed to be cultivated 

on which consists of the two elements above and essentially, the term in Chinese law is 

merely a figure of speech instead of a guiding principle of law. However, it needs to be 

addressed, as mentioned above, that if such a basic legal principle does not currently exist in 

China, is there a regulation mechanism to achieve the effect as if such a principle could be 

enforced in China to ensure the freedom of contract of the foreign private equity industry? 

The next chapter of the thesis is to solve the issue by suggesting that self-regulation is a 

necessary and viable solution to the lack of the two principles in Chinese law and special 

features of private equity and foreign private equity demanding a more efficient regulatory 

mechanism. It will firstly land on the issue of the necessity of self-regulation combining the 

requirements of the rule of law and freedom of contract in the explanation and then centre on 

the viability thereof. Finally, suggestions to the establishment and development of a self-

regulatory organization for private equity and foreign private equity in China will be 

provided. 
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Chapter 5 Self-regulation as an effective and efficient 
remedy to the regulation of foreign private equity 
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The question raised at the end of the last chapter is: which mechanism could be employed to 

achieve the effect of the rule of law and freedom of contract as principles to regulate foreign 

private equity, which as one strand of the private equity industry does not need to be 

regulated heavily as proven above, and at the same time, does not stifle the industry by 

restricting its operation as the UK and the U.S. did? This chapter will try to argue that self-

regulation could be employed as an effective and efficient remedy to solve the problem and 

relevant advice regarding the establishment and development of self-regulation of foreign 

private equity in China will also be given in this chapter. 

5.1 The need for self-regulation 

As proven above, China does not possess and employ the legal principles of the rule of law 

and freedom of contract which are two basic elements of law-making in the modern society 

in its legal activities due to the lack of support of relevant supplementary systems such as 

private landownership. Hence, the worry is that China would regulate the private equity 

industry unnecessarily heavily due to the lack of restriction of the two principles designed to 

restrict state power. Although the UK and U.S. had the two principles with a long history 

behind them, over-restrictive laws were still made and damage has been done.  

Such a mistake would not have to be made by China with the two general principles in sight. 

The only question is, how to regulate private equity as having the two general principles 

added to prevent over-restrictive state power coming to play and at the same time meeting the 

challenge that such two principles do not actually exist in China? Due to the bias of the 

private equity industry widespread in the UK and the U.S., over-restrictive measures were 

taken and in order to make sure such bias does not affect regulation of foreign private equity 

in China, the thesis argues that self-regulation should be adopted by China as an effective and 

efficient way of regulating the industry. 
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It is easy to understand that with self-regulation, all the state powers could hardly be 

employed by the politicians in China with possible bias against the industry in that the 

industry would be self-regulated instead of “politician-regulated”. Both the rule of law and 

freedom of contract require least state intervention and especially when it comes to an 

industry with little impact on the security of the economy, also considering the fact that the 

two principles are missing in China, self-regulation is an effective option in that it could rule 

out most state intervention and achieve freedom of contract which emphasises economic 

freedom.  

However, as mentioned above, the industry also has a certain amount of drawbacks which 

requires the rule of law and certain state intervention to correct. Hence, the thesis argues that 

the final solution of the remedy regulation is self-regulation, mainly, with state inspection and 

intervention, on the side. Thus, both of the principles could be achieved and certain 

drawbacks could be tackled at the same time when regulating foreign private equity in China. 

However, before proceeding into the details of such a regulation mechanism, the pros and 

cons of such a regulation method and its viability in both the three countries need to be dealt 

with as the two principles only assisted to find such a solution but its applicability and 

viability remain questionable as with any of the tests missing, self-regulation is merely a 

beautiful solution on paper. The next part of the chapter will look into the applicability, 

namely pros and cons, of self-regulation and a thorough analysis of its viability in the three 

countries will be provided. Finally, advice to the details of establishing such a regulation 

mechanism in China will be given. However, before proceeding to prove the argument, 

necessary background information of self-regulation should be provided.  
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5.1.1 The definition of self-regulation 

There are a plethora of types of self-regulation have been classified according to the extent of 

the private body engaging in rulemaking and regulation and that of the government. 1  

However, the most similar type of self-regulation to the self-regulation in this thesis is 

enforced self-regulation, in which environmental health risks produced in business activity 

were assessed, controlled and monitored by the businesses themselves2 and the government 

played the role of “control of control”3.   

The definition of enforced regulation was first created by Braithwaite in 1982 and the term 

was used to refer to the management style that the regulator setting a goal for the private 

sector to achieve and the private sector should then enact and implement their own internal 

regulation to achieve the set goal.4 One indispensable part of enforced self-regulation is the 

internal management system which serves the goal of implementing the rules enacted and 

documenting the results thereof.5 An example of the enforced self-regulation is the Basel II6, 

which was designed to encourage the adoption of internal risk control mechanism through 

authorising financial institutions to rely on their internal measures. Nevertheless, the 

difference between the enforced self-regulation in Basel II and the self-regulation in the 

1 Self-regulation can be divided into “voluntary” self-regulation, which operates without direct government 
intervention, “sanctioned” self-regulation, in which private body makes rules under the sanction of government, 
and “mandated” self-regulation, in which the government commands the private body to make rules. In addition, 
“verified” self-regulation, in which third parties, such as NGOs, monitor compliance with the rules; “partial” 
self-regulation, in which the private sector is only involved in rulemaking; or “full” self-regulation, in which 
both the rulemaking and the regulation are not involved by the government. See S. T. Omarova, 'Wall Street as 
Community of Fate: Towards Financial Industry Self-regulation' [2011] U. Pa. L. Rev. 411, 424. See also Julia 
Black, 'Decentring Regulation: Understanding the Role of Regulation and Self- Regulation in a ‘Post-
Regulatory’ World ' [2001] CLP 115, 116-120. 
2 R Fairman and C Yapp, 'Enforced Self-Regulation, Prescription, and Conceptions of Compliance within Small 
Businesses: The Impact of Enforcement' [2005] Law & Policy 491, 491. 
3 Ibid p493. 
4 See John Braithwaite, 'Enforced Self-Regulation: A New Strategy for Corporate Crime Control' [1982] Mich. 
L. Rev. 
5 Ayres Ian and John Braithwaite, Responsive Regulation: Transcending the Deregulation Debate (1st, OUP, 
1992) 158. 
6 Basel II (2004) (superseded by Basel III) is the second one of the Basel Accords which are recommendations 
on banking laws and regulations by the Basel Committee on Supervision of Banking. 
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thesis is that the former was centred on risk management system of individual firms and 

failed to address the systemic risk of the whole financial system.  

The thesis argues that in terms of self-regulation in the private equity industry, systemic risk 

should be rendered the subject of regulation instead of risks in individual firms in order to 

prevent the macroeconomic risks in a better way. Therefore, the definition of self-regulation 

should be the self-regulation of the industry, typically by a self-regulatory organization, under 

the supervision of the government regarding the prevention of systemic risk. The normal 

responsibilities of self-regulation of the organization can be in forms of rulemaking and 

supervision of enforcement and the government’s role is to supervise the self-regulatory 

organization in preventing systemic risk.  

5.1.2 The advantages and disadvantages of self-regulation  

Besides the background information, in order to assess the possibilities of applying the self-

regulation, it is also essential to analyse its advantages and disadvantages in that if the costs 

incurred outweigh the benefits produced, the adoption of the measure in question would be 

unwise. The thesis argues that the advantages of self-regulation outweigh its disadvantages 

and self-regulation could be achieved under current conditions. 

5.1.2 .1 The advantages of self-regulation 

Firstly, it could lead to cost savings to government and these savings might be more than the 

costs imposed on private entities in practice. 7  Due to the self-regulating nature of the 

industry, a large part of costs can be saved, such as registration and reporting costs.  

Secondly, the rules and the supervision per se are made or conducted by the industry players 

themselves instead of the formidable government and therefore, they are more acceptable to 

7  D. C. Michael, 'Federal Agency Use of Audited Self-Regulation as a Regulatory Technique' [1995] Admin. L. 
Rev. 181, 181. 
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the industry players8 and its measures could be more effective and acceptable in contrast with 

measures implemented by government, which can produce counterproductive and even 

wrong measures due to its limited knowledge of the industry in question.9  

Thirdly, self-regulation can evolve much faster than government regulation 10  as the 

institutions in financial activities have better understanding regarding the financial situation 

of the market in which they are participants and they can respond faster and more accurate to 

the risks. On the contrary, as to the government, they cannot address all potential failures 

because financial markets evolve so rapidly11 and their information disadvantage regarding 

the development direction of the market is obvious compared to the private sector.  

Fourthly, self-regulation also has advantages considering the globalization of today’s 

financial activities over government regulation.12 Government regulation is largely confined 

to the territory of each government and it can hardly control the financial activities in another 

country. Therefore, the efficiency and efficacy of its measures regarding preventing financial 

crisis in a global level are severely discounted. This situation is especially obvious when it 

comes to the features of the private equity industry. A myriad of private equity firms with 

international reputation are chasing investment opportunities in the emerging markets13 and 

their information advantage and control ability regarding the international activities of private 

equity investment is more accurate and abundant.  

8 J. J. Boddewyn, 'Advertising Self- Regulation: True Purpose and Limits' [1989] J. Advertising 19, 20. 
9 For example, the abovementioned depositary and valuation requirements in the Dodd-Frank Act and the 
AIFMD. 
10 Wolfgang Schulz and Thorsten Held, Regulated Self-regulation as a Form of Modern Government (1st, 
Arbeitpapiere Des Hans-Bredow-Instituts, 2001) 26. 
11 H. T. C. Hu, 'Misunderstood Derivatives: The Causes of Informational Failure and the Promise of Regulatory 
Incrementalism' [1993] 102 YALE L.J. 1457, 1463. 
12 See S. T. Omarova, 'Wall Street as Community of Fate: Towards Financial Industry Self-regulation' [2011] U. 
Pa. L. Rev. 411, 436. 
13 For example, Blackstone, Carlyle, KKR, Warburg Pincus and Sequoia Capital all have substantial 
investments in China. 
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Last but not the least, it is not reasonable to expect that thousands of firms and managers 

could be effectively governed by merely direct government regulation. The consequences of 

inadequate regulation could be severe. For instance, in 2003, due to the inadequate SEC 

oversight, a large number of mutual fund trading and sales scandals began to surface.14 

However, as analysed above, notwithstanding the fact that the advantages of self-regulation 

are convincing, it would be arbitrary to draw a conclusion without referring to the 

disadvantages thereof as problems such as conflict of interest could severely affect the effects 

of self-regulation.   

5.1.2 .2 The disadvantages of self-regulation 

‘Self-regulation is frequently an attempt to deceive the public into believing in the 

responsibility of a [sic] irresponsible industry.’ 15  The reason for the comment on self-

regulation is its embedded drawback of conflicts of interest. The self-regulation, in essence, is 

the regulation by the participants and operators of its own industry and it has the nature of 

conflicts of interest, which can be seen from cases of failure of self-regulation in financial 

sector16. Conflict of interest is vital to the existence of self-regulation and if they cannot be 

controlled properly, fatal consequences, such as “identity crisis”17, may threaten the survival 

of self-regulation.  

Another disadvantage of self-regulation is the potential costs of the supervision from the 

government. One important factor of successful self-regulation is strong and effective 

government supervision, angling to prevent the embedded problem of conflict of interest and 

14 See Louis Loss and Joel Seligman, Securities Regulation (3rd, Little, Brown, 2003) 116-124. 
15 John Braithwaite, ‘Responsive Regulation for Australia’ in Peer Grabosky and John Braithwaite(eds), 
Business Regulation and Australia’s Future (Australian Institute of Criminology 1993).  
16 There were some scandals regarding governance failures of the self-regulatory organisations in the securities 
industry in the U.S..  See O. H. Dombalagian, 'Self and Self-Regulation: Resolving the SRO Identity Crisis' 
[2007] 1 Brook. J. Corp. Fin. & Com. L. 317, 317. 
17 O. H. Dombalagian, 'Self and Self-Regulation: Resolving the SRO Identity Crisis' [2007] 1 Brook. J. Corp. 
Fin. & Com. L. 317, 317. 
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make sure the prevention of systemic risk by the self-regulation can be accomplished. 

Nevertheless, in order to perform such obligations, either a new department of supervision 

under the current authority or a completely new bureau should be created, by which 

substantial costs would be incurred.18 According to a report by the United States Government 

Accountability Office on the costs of organising a Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO) to 

supplement SEC oversight on financial activities,  

Some of the challenges of forming a private fund adviser SRO may be mitigated if the 
SRO were formed by an existing SRO, such as FINRA, but other challenges could 
remain… an existing SRO may have access to internal funds to help finance the start-up 
costs of a private fund adviser SRO. An existing SRO also may have in place the 
necessary offices and other infrastructure. Finally, FINRA officials said that an existing 
SRO may be able to leverage some of its staff and staff development programs. At the 
same time, however, a few of the representatives from industry associations we spoke 
with said that even an existing SRO would face start-up challenges.19 

The start-up challenges facing an existing SRO above could include the costs of hiring and 

training new and existing staff and the arrangement of the SRO’s governance structures.20 

Therefore, similar to the government direct regulation, self-regulation could also cause 

substantial costs on the government supervision side. Thirdly, self-regulation could also 

encounter incentive issues as requiring the operators of the private equity industry to 

effectively regulate themselves would entail certain incentive structures. If the incentive 

structures cannot be created or maintained, the self-regulation would be dismantled.21   

18 See United States Government Accountability Office, 'Although a Self-regulatory Organization Could 
Supplement SEC Oversight, It Would Present Challenges and Trade-offs' (U.S.GAO 2011), 2 
<http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-11-623> accessed 20/03/2014. 
19 Ibid p17. 
20 Ibid. 
21 One example of poor self-regulation incentive is the Walker guidelines(at the beginning of 2007, Sir David 
Walker was asked by the BVCA and a group of major private equity firms to undertake an independent review 
of the adequacy of disclosure and transparency in private equity. Sir David completed this with a view to 
recommending a set of guidelines by the industry on a voluntary basis. On 17 July 2007, Sir David issued a 
consultation document which sought views from the industry and related bodies. On 20th November 2007, Sir 
David’s team issued their final guidance). The signatories of the Walker guidelines serve as a case in point. 
‘According to certain reports only 32 out of a possible 200 members would be currently signatories. The limited 
reach of the Walker guidelines is also apparent when we look at the number of the portfolio companies covered 
by the guidelines. On 56, out of about 1300 portfolio companies in the United Kingdom that are targeted by 
private equity investments, are reported to comply with the disclosure and transparency rules.’ See Charlie 
McCreevy, ‘Private Equity: Progress on Disclosure and Transparency (Walker Guidelines)' 
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As analysed above, the two possible disadvantages of self-regulation are costs and the 

existence of an incentive structure. In order to assess the viability of self-regulation within the 

private equity industry, the next part of the chapter will pay attention to the costs part and 

incentive part of the private equity industry and a conclusion would be drawn laying the 

foundation for further discussion of the establishment of a self-regulation system within the 

foreign private equity industry in China.  

5.2 The viability of self-regulation 

The viability analysis consists of the costs analysis and the incentive structure analysis. This 

part of the chapter should try to conduct the two analyses under the general background of the 

private equity industry worldwide, mostly the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S., 

and then move to the discussion of the viability of self-regulation in the foreign private equity 

industry in China. It is noteworthy that the reason for the analysis not going directly to the 

foreign private equity industry in China is that self-regulation is not seen worldwide in 

private equity industry and such an analysis under a general background might be beneficial 

for the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. as well.   

5.2.1 The costs analysis 

One of the main disadvantages of self-regulation is the costs could be incurred by supervision 

from the government. Meanwhile, substantial costs also exist mainly in the forms of 

registration and reporting by private equity firms in direct government regulation. 

Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the costs of supervision, as mentioned above, are mainly 

incurred in the beginning stage, such as hiring and training staff. After the supervision 

formation, which could either be a new department under current authority or a new bureau, 

has been set up, the costs would be sharply decreased. However, for direct government 

EC/SPEECH/08/701 (EUROPA 2008) <http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-08-
701_en.htm?locale=en> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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regulation, the registration and reporting costs would exist through the effectiveness of the 

regulation. Therefore, in terms of the costs, self-regulation should outperform direct 

government regulation as its increased costs are merely temporary.  

5.2.2 The incentive structure 

Whether the industry is embedded with an incentive structure towards supporting the 

application of self-regulation is vital to the implementation thereof as without incentives, 

self-regulation would be an unrealistic dream and even if the self-regulation is formulated, 

serious conflict of interest issue would still occur.  

Saule Omarova analysed the self-regulation regime in nuclear power and chemical 

manufacturing industries in order to draw lessons thereof and use them to study the viability 

of self-regulation in the whole financial industry.22 The thesis argues that the same standards 

drawn from the two industries judging the existence of incentives of self-regulation can also 

be used to judge that in the private equity industry as the fact that private equity industry is 

one part of the financial industry and the standards were highly refined from the nuclear 

power and chemical manufacturing industries instead of being summarised, which makes the 

standards highly compatible with most industries. There are five standards judging the 

existence of self-regulation incentives in one industry: the crisis of public confidence in the 

industry, a threat of imminent direct government regulation, mutual dependence among 

individual companies, the support of self-regulation from important players in the industry 

and the recognition of the common fate in the industry. The following part of the chapter is to 

conduct the five-element analysis under a general background and try to draw a conclusion. 

5.2.2 .1 The crisis of public confidence in the industry 
 

22 See S. T. Omarova, 'Wall Street as Community of Fate: Towards Financial Industry Self-regulation' [2011] U. 
Pa. L. Rev. 411, 447. 
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An important external factor that brings private companies together in search of a 
common organizing principle is a crisis of public confidence in the industry. The private 
sector is more likely to self-regulate if there is strong political and societal pressure for it 
to reform its practices, typically as a result of a major disaster caused by industrial actors’ 
failure to manage the risks of their business activities.23 

Although the financial crisis was not caused by private equity, public confidence of the 

industry has vanished as the political attack and heavy regulation after the crisis. Their 

limited deemed to be asset-stripping cases have been enlarged and heavily criticised in the 

public eye.24 Albeit the fact that private equity creates jobs and boosts pensions, the image of 

it has been damaged.25 Not to mention that private equity has been addressed as “a swarm of 

locusts”,26 it is now completely a political tool for leaders attacking each other.27 Hence, 

there certainly has been a crisis of public confidence in the private equity industry. 

5.2.2 .2 A threat of imminent direct government regulation 
 

Whether there is a threat of imminent direct government regulation— is another external 
factor that shapes the incentives for industry self-regulation. For example, in the nuclear 
power sector, strong federal regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
and an immediate threat of legislation imposing strict government oversight of nuclear 
plants, or possibly even closing them down, served as a powerful catalyst for the creation 
of the INPO.28 

There is currently no imminent direct government regulation in the private equity industry as 

the Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD were recently implemented in 2010 and 2013 

respectively. Nevertheless, they showed that direct government regulation could take place in 

the private equity industry and a threat of imminent direct government regulation is possible. 

23 Ibid p451. 
24 See Huw Jones, 'Private Equity Faces EU Curbs on Asset Stripping' (Reuters 2010) 
<http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/09/16/eu-hedgefunds-idUSLDE68F14E20100916> accessed 20/03/2014. 
25 See Hamilton E. James, 'Blackstone’s James on Private Equity Criticism' (Bloomberg TV 2012) 
<http://www.bloomberg.com/video/85863648-blackstone-s-james-on-private-equity-criticism-feb-7.html> 
accessed 20/03/2014.  
26 See J. Warner, ‘Outlook: Deutsche Borse's Seifert is Devoured by a Plague of Anglo-American Locusts’ The 
Independent (London, 10, May, 2005)63. 
27 See Helene Cooper and Micheal D. Shear, 'Facing Criticism, Obama Defends Ads Attacking Romney’s 
Record at Bain Capital' (New York Times 2012) <http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/22/us/politics/obama-
defends-attacks-on-romneys-record-at-bain.html?_r=0> accessed 20/03/2014. President Obama attacked Mitt 
Romney’s experience at Bain Capital, which is one of the biggest private equity firms in the U.S., for Romney’s 
years of experience in buying and selling companies for profit in the 2012 presidential campaign. 
28 S. T. Omarova, 'Wall Street as Community of Fate: Towards Financial Industry Self-regulation' [2011] U. Pa. 
L. Rev. 411, 452. 
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It should be noted that the threat of closing the private equity industry down as happened in 

the nuclear power industry is largely not possible to take place as even for the financial crisis, 

it is ‘less acutely personalised and emotionally loaded than those of a nuclear or chemical 

accident’29, especially considering private equity did not cause the financial crisis and has a 

litany of merits as analysed.  

However, although the imminent threat of closing the industry down is not likely to be 

imposed, the threat of imminent direct government regulation is enough to act as a powerful 

catalyst for the creation of a self-regulatory organization in the private equity industry 

considering the costs could be incurred by direct government regulation and the private 

nature of the industry. 

5.2.2 .3 Mutual dependence among individual companies  
 

The chemical manufacturing industry features an unusually high degree of mutual 
dependence among individual companies that frequently act as consumers of each other’s 
products and form strategic alliances. …. Conversely, one may hypothesize that a highly 
fragmented, heterogeneous, and internally competitive industry structure may present a 
serious built-in obstacle to the emergence of, and industry-wide compliance with, a set of 
norms and standards of behaviour indicative of a successful self-regulatory system.30 

Judging from the nature of the private equity industry, which is chasing profit through 

investing and divesting at a different price in company selling, it is hard to say that the 

industry is mutual dependent among individual companies that form strategic alliances. On 

the contrary, it seems like the industry is more likely to be a “highly fragmented, 

heterogeneous, and internally competitive” one. However, the truth is not as pictured 

considering the club deals’31 common existence in the industry at present.  

29 Ibid p460. 
30 Ibid p453. 
31 Club deals are mega-deals in which several private equity firms join together to pursue a larger investment. 
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Club deals can spread risks by improving information sharing and enable private equity firms 

to construct deals they could not have been able to make.32 In Europe, every one in ten 

private equity transactions involved more than one private equity investors, which was the 

highest ever seen since the first quarter of 200933 and the thesis argues that the percentage 

will still go higher as the lasting low debt availability in European market due to the 

Eurozone sovereign debt crisis. In the U.S., 32% of all the private equity deals from 1999 

were club deals and among deals valued at over $ 2.5 billion, 67% were club deals.34 For VC 

in the U.S., approximately 60% of all the VC-backed companies since 1990s received at least 

one syndicated financing round.35 Hence, there is a large part of the private equity industry is 

mutual dependent and private equity funds managers are showing a good degree of mutual 

dependence36. More importantly, research shows that private equity investors can gain more 

value and pay less capital in a club deal than they can achieve in a normal private equity 

deal37. The result determines that the private equity industry is to see more club deals in the 

future due to their nature of chasing profit. 

5.2.2 .4 The support of self-regulation from important players in the industry 
 

The existence of strong industry leadership, genuinely committed to the idea of self-
regulation and the creation of an industry-wide normative framework for more socially 
responsible business conduct, is another internal factor that makes effective self-
regulation more likely.38 

32 Robert Marquez and Rajdeep Singh, ‘The Economics of Club Bidding in Private Equity’ (2009), 4 < 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1364830> accessed 20/03/2014. 
33 Kiel Porter, ''Club Deals' on the Rise despite Worries over Model' (Financial Times 2011) 
<http://www.efinancialnews.com/story/2011-06-28/dealogic-club-deals-dealogic-securitas-direct> accessed 
20/03/2014. 
34 See Tom Kusner and John S. Taylor, ‘State of the Industry – What the Data Tell Us and What It Means to 
You’ (The PEI Strategic Financial Management Conference, New York, 07/2009).  
35 Qianqian Du, ‘Birds of a Feather or Celebrating Differences? The Formation and Impact of Venture Capital 
Syndication’ (2009) < http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1360545> accessed 21/03/2014. 
36 Donald Kalff, An UnAmerican Business: The Rise of the New European Enterprise (1st, Kogan Page 
Publishers, 2006) 148. 
37 Robert Marquez and Rajdeep Singh, ‘The Economics of Club Bidding and Value Creation’ (2012), 20< 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2145629> accessed 21/03/2014. 
38 S. T. Omarova, 'Wall Street as Community of Fate: Towards Financial Industry Self-regulation' [2011] U. Pa. 
L. Rev. 411, 453. 
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Although there is currently no literature on the reaction of the industry leaders regarding the 

implementation of self-regulation, it can be judged from its reaction against the increasing 

regulation. A conclusion can be drawn from the above analysis that the industry does not 

believe that the financial crisis was their responsibility and they may pose systemic risk to the 

financial system. Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD are not favourable among the industry. 

However, the regulation has increased and they had no choice but to obey. Vice versa, if they 

knew the heavy government regulation was imminent and they had been given a chance of 

pursuing self-regulation, it would not be hard to see support from the industry leaders. 

Technically, the question is not a question of obedience of non-obedience. Instead, as 

analysed above, the self-regulation is the right way to deal with the regulatory problem in the 

industry. Hence, even if some important players have problems supporting the industry self-

regulation, mandatory membership of SRO should be enforced39. 

5.2.2 .5 The recognition of the common fate in the industry  
 

[T]he emergence of a community of fate often depends on a growing realization within 
the industry that continuing unregulated business activities is bound to have a negative 
long-term effect on the entire industry’s economic viability. This internalization of the 
‘we are all in this together’ mentality often requires a clear threat to the economic 
foundation of the industry.40 

The fact that private equity did not cause the financial crisis and is not likely to pose systemic 

risk to the financial system does make the common fate in the industry seem impossible to 

formulate. Nevertheless, thanks to the disproportionate political attack after the crisis, the 

industry also felt forthcoming more rigid regulation, which could serve as a powerful catalyst 

for formulating the common fate in the industry. Although the problem of the industry is not 

as severe as stated by the media and politicians, some minor side-effects may still appear in 

39 See United States Government Accountability Office, 'Although a Self-regulatory Organization Could 
Supplement SEC Oversight, It Would Present Challenges and Trade-offs' (U.S.GAO 2011), 14 
<http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-11-623> accessed 20/03/2014. See also E. B. Walter, Study on Enhancing 
Investment Adviser Examinations (1st, DIANE Publishing, 2011) 
40 S. T. Omarova, 'Wall Street as Community of Fate: Towards Financial Industry Self-regulation' [2011] U. Pa. 
L. Rev. 411, 453. 
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private equity operations. In order to prevent the government from over regulating private 

equity by enlarging the small problems existing in the industry, self-regulation is needed as a 

shield to block the heavy regulation. Hence, it is suggested that the incentive structure is 

complete in the private equity industry and the problem of conflict of interest could be 

effectively controlled once the self-regulation is formed. 

In summary, there are some accused risks deemed to be produced by the private equity 

industry and the AIFMD and the Dodd-Frank Act were enacted to tackle them in an 

aggressive way. However, as proven, most of the risks accused were scapegoats of political 

attack and the private equity industry does not pose systemic risk to the financial system. The 

Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD were wrongly over-regulating private equity and the private 

equity industry should not be rendered under increasing regulation due to its high costs and 

low yields. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that some small side-effects could still be imposed 

by the industry and a cost-effective method should be employed.   

The thesis argued that self-regulation, in which government supervision and the SRO both 

play important roles and as an effective method of dealing with small problems in low costs, 

should be employed to tackle the side-effects of private equity. It is also suggested that self-

regulation can be achieved in the private equity industry with the incentive structure existing 

in the private equity industry. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the thesis only explores the 

general possibility of building the self-regulation structure instead of the specific steps 

towards its construction in that specific measures need to be carefully and thoroughly 

considered in negotiations between the industry and the government. 

Since the viability analysis succeeded under a general background, it could be borrowed by 

the UK and the U.S. as a remedy to regulate the private equity industry and more importantly, 

it is a justified way to achieve the principles of rule of law and freedom of contract which the 
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two countries have broken by heavily regulating an industry does not need to be heavily 

regulated. However, the AIFMD and the Dodd-Frank Act have been implemented and there 

is no possibility to go one step back. The above analysis is only to show that self-regulation 

could have been employed by the UK and the U.S. as an effective way of regulating the 

industry. Considering the purpose of the chapter is trying to improve the regulation system of 

foreign private equity industry in China, the next part of the chapter is to apply the viability 

analysis to China scenario. 

5.3 Suggestions to the regulation of foreign private equity in 

China 

As mentioned in the first chapter, foreign private equity in China is currently under the 

regulation of PCAFBIE and the pilot programmes in major cities. 41  However, it is 

noteworthy that the suggestions are not given to changing the current regulations regarding 

foreign private equity as they are targeted at the regulation of foreign private equity after it is 

no longer discriminated as foreign private equity against domestic private equity in the aspect 

of the restriction of converting foreign currency. In terms of this angle, the suggestions to be 

given are proactive and general suggestions regarding the governing style of foreign private 

equity in the future. 

It is noteworthy that a new trial regulation in China, the Measures for Registration of Private 

Equity Fund Managers and Record-filing of Funds (Trial) promulgated in Jan, 2014 by the 

Asset Management Association of China (AMAC), is currently the governing regulation of 

private equity activities and it proves what has been argued in the thesis that the self-

regulation of private equity is the future trend of regulating. The Measure stipulates the 

requirement of applying ‘the self-regulation system in the private equity industry and 
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specifies that the AMAC may conduct on-site and off-site inspections of private equity fund 

managers and their employees, set up credit records, hear complaints, and resolve disputes of 

the industry, so as to safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of private equity fund 

investors.’42  However, the Measure only stipulates that the industry should conduct self-

regulation without mentioning the details of such self-regulation and it mainly concentrates 

on the filing requirements of fund managers instead of self-regulation. Moreover, few 

research has been done on the necessity of such self-regulation before the promulgation of 

such regulation in China and the Measure does not involve specific requirements for foreign 

private equity fund managers. Hence, the next part of the thesis should dig into such necessity 

in the angle of foreign private equity and relevant specific measures of establishing self-

regulation in the industry will also be provided. 

5.4 Should self-regulation be adopted?  

As analysed above, according to the general principles of rule of law and freedom of contract, 

self-regulation is the only available way of achieving efficient regulation and strong direct 

regulation from government against the private equity industry is not recommended as the 

necessity is untenable and the effects would be counter-productive. Instead, it is suggested 

that self-regulation should be employed to tackle the issue. For foreign private equity in 

China, the thesis argues that self-regulation should also be utilised as an effective way of 

regulation.  

As mentioned in the first chapter, the foreign private equity in China and its headquarters in 

the UK and the U.S. operate in different models. The private equity industry in the UK and 

the U.S. mainly conducts majority investment and the foreign private equity in China mainly 

42 See AMAC, 'Measures for Registration of Private Equity Fund Managers and Record-filing of Funds (Trial)' 
(AMAC 2014) <http://www.amac.org.cn/xhgg/tzgg/385456.shtml> accessed 11/02/2014. 
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conducts minority investment.43 It has been suggested that the severest problem of private 

equity industry is that its enormous scale of debt use from the banks may cause systemic risk 

to the financial system, although it is not the private equity industry should be regulated for 

posing the potential risks, as analysed in this chapter.  

However, considering the characteristic of minority investment of foreign private equity and 

its limited use of debt in China44, the systemic risk which can be posed by it is highly 

unlikely to take place. Therefore, the thesis argues that if the private equity’s aggressive use 

of large debt and other problems triggered by majority investment should not be directly 

rendered under heavy regulation, the foreign private equity in China which employs limited 

debt also should not be heavily regulated and at the same time, angling to control the minor 

problems within the industry, self-regulation should be employed. 

5.4.1 The viability analysis of foreign private equity’s self-regulation in 

China 

Although it is suggested that self-regulation could be achieved in the private equity industry 

in the UK and the U.S., the structure of the private equity industry in the two countries and 

that of the foreign private equity industry in China are different. In order to ensure that self-

regulation could also be employed in China within the foreign private equity industry, the 5 

elements incentive structure analysis conducted in the viability test in the private equity 

industry in the UK and the U.S. should be carried out again. 

43 See 1.1.2.1 The reasons that private equity takes substantially different forms in China, the UK and the U.S.. 
44 See 1.1.2.1.4 Labour mobility and risk tolerance. 
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5.4.1 .1 The crisis of public confidence in the industry 

As analysed in the first chapter, the foreign private equity has only been developing fast since 

the beginning of this century45 and its development was severely restricted after the ADEFIP 

in 200646. The famous investment model of the foreign private equity, the VIE model, has 

only come in the public eye in 2011 due to the Yahoo!’s public objection against Ma Yun’s 

manipulation of Alipay, in which it was the Ma Yun’s damage to the VIE model mostly 

condemned instead of the VIE model47. Hence, it is fair to say that the notion of private 

equity, not to mention foreign private equity, has not been widely known by the public and 

even if it had come in the public eye, there is still no public confidence crisis for foreign 

private equity, which has not been the situation in the UK and the U.S..  

However, it should be noted that although the public has not been paying attention to foreign 

private equity, the government has been defensive against the entry of foreign private equity 

into China for the safety of national economy, which could be seen from the promulgation of 

the ADEFIP. While the defensive altitude of the government may not be as severe as a crisis 

of public confidence in other more democratic countries, it is certainly a major obstacle for 

foreign private equity’s development in China where the communist party controls the 

government and the People’s Congress on every single different level48. It is certain that 

foreign private equity in China has the knowledge of the phenomenon and the thesis argues 

that the “crisis of government confidence” can work more efficiently than the crisis of public 

confidence in forcing foreign private equity in China to feel the self-regulation pressure.  

45 See 1.2.2 The history of development of foreign private equity in China. Generally speaking, the thriving 
history of foreign private equity in China echoes the development of the whole private equity industry in China. 
See Docvit Law Firm, Unscramble Private Equity in China (1st, China CITIC Press, Beijing 2010) 15-16. 
46 See 1.2.1.1.1 The currency raised in a fund. 
47 See H. G. Xin, 'Alipay Controversy Shows Danger of VIE Listings' (globaltimes 2011) < 
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/662862.shtml> accessed 18/03/2014. 
48 See Susan V. Lawrence and Michael F. Martin, 'US Congressional Research Service Reports 7-5700 -
Understanding China’s Political System' (U.S. Department of State 2012) <http://fpc.state.gov/c18183.htm> 
accessed 21/03/2014. 
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5.4.1.2 A threat of imminent direct government regulation 

There is currently no laws or regulations enacted to govern the regulation of foreign private 

equity in China. Its regulation has to be referred to different laws and regulations governing 

every specific aspect in the operation of foreign private equity, such as company law or 

partnership law governing the foreign private equity in LLC or LLP structures. Nonetheless, 

as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, the defensive altitude from the Chinese government 

would make the threat of imminent government regulation seem possible in the future if there 

is no effective regulation against foreign private equity.  

5.4.1.3 Mutual dependence among individual companies 

As analysed in the last incentive structure analysis for mutual dependence among individual 

companies in the UK and the U.S., the club deals have been playing a more and more 

important role in the private equity industry due to the lack of debt availability brought by the 

financial crisis and Euro sovereign debt crisis. The “club deals” phenomenon could also be 

more frequently seen in the foreign private equity industry in China as there are more foreign 

private equity firms investing in China and high quality investment chances are limited49. 

More foreign private equity firms have been compelled to invest in China as the on-going 

economy downturn in their own countries and China is gradually opening up for foreign 

private equity, such as through the pilot programs in major cities as mentioned.  

It is common that when foreign private equity firms make investment in domestic enterprises 

either through the VIE model or direct investment into the target enterprise, they tend to 

cluster to win the deal so as to minimise their risks, or vice versa, the target enterprise would 

prefer to choose different private equity firms in order to facilitate their different needs from 

49 See Jack Perkowski, 'Private Equity in China: Too Much Money, Too Few Deals' (Forbes 2012) 
<http://www.forbes.com/sites/jackperkowski/2012/08/08/private-equity-in-china-too-much-money-too-few-
deals/> accessed 21/03/2014. 
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every firm, which can benefit the listing process of the target enterprise in various aspects.50 

The fact that the club deals here are not the same as the club deals in buyouts as the latter 

would entail majority investment could not harm the necessity of mutual dependence among 

individual private equity firms. More importantly, China is too big a market with huge 

potential of development for foreign private equity firms to compete against domestic firms 

on their own. It is essential that they cooperate in order to survive the rise of many strong 

domestic firms51. 

5.4.1.4 The support of self-regulation from important players in the industry 

There is currently no sign of supporting self-regulation from any foreign private equity firm 

in China as self-regulation has never been put forward in any discussion regarding regulating 

foreign private equity due to the originality of the topic. However, it is not hard to predict the 

altitude of major foreign private equity players in China. As mentioned in the last 5 elements 

incentive structure analysis, compared to the highly possible rigid regulation by government, 

it would not be difficult to see the support from foreign private equity players for self-

regulation.  

It is also noteworthy that foreign private equity has had experience of the detrimental effects 

which can be brought by heavy regulation from the promulgation of the Dodd-Frank Act and 

the AIFMD in paying a substantial amount of capital for obeying the two laws. Therefore, the 

thesis argues that it is certain that foreign private equity would prefer self-regulation over 

50 There are many cases of club deals such as the investment by Goldman Sachs, Actis, Natixis and Prax Capital 
into Suntech Power Holdings Co., Ltd and investment by Actis, Avenue Capital and Macquarie Bank Group 
into Ambow. 
51 See Cathy Chan, 'China Kicks U.S. Private Equity aside as Local Funds Rise' (Bloomberg 2012) 
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-05-14/china-kicks-u-s-private-equity-aside-as-local-funds-rise.html> 
accessed 21/03/2014. 
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direct government regulation if the regulation has to be imposed for solving minor problems 

in the industry as mentioned52.  

5.4.1.5 The recognition of the common fate in the industry 

Unlike the incentive structure analysis in the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S., 

there is no disproportionate political attack for foreign private equity in China. Nonetheless, 

there are still some factors showing that the recognition of the common fate within the 

foreign private equity industry would not be a problem in the future.  

Firstly, as mentioned in the analysis in other elements, the defensive altitude and the 

imminent threat of direct government regulation could more or less make foreign private 

equity players feel the pressure of organising an SRO in order to keep the possible direct and 

heavy government regulation out of their operation. Secondly, also more importantly, the 

main pressure which can make foreign private equity players recognise their common fate for 

the industry is from their opponents, the rising domestic forces in China. Should something 

happen in the future under the regulation of the SRO making the efficient operation of it seem 

vulnerable, Chinese government would step in the operation of the SRO and could possibly 

impose direct government regulation in order to restore the order in the foreign private equity 

industry and put its defensive altitude into practice, such as the foreign exchange control 

policy they are imposing now. If the situation develops as predicted, then the foreign private 

equity industry would be substantially disadvantaged compared to the rising domestic private 

equity force, which might already be the dominant private equity force in China. The 

enterprises in China, at that moment, may not intend to use the foreign private equity’s 

service anymore as the domestic private equity industry has possessed the same ability and 

using foreign private equity’s service would be less effective and more costly due to the 

restrictions imposed by the government. Consequently, the foreign private equity players 

52 See 5.1 The need for self-regulation. 
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would have to retreat from the Chinese market. Therefore, after the formation of the SRO in 

the foreign private equity industry, the thesis argues that the incentive structure would be 

strong enough to prevent conflict of interest issues from occurring considering the 

consequences of doing so. 

However, it is suggested that one important question may arise as to the reason why self-

regulation could be implemented in China considering, as proven in the end of the last 

chapter, that freedom of contract, which is basically market economy without being planned 

by the government, does not exist in China while it was not implemented in the UK and the 

U.S. which have well-established principles of rule of law and freedom of contract to 

minimise the government’s control on parts of the economy which should not be strongly 

controlled by government. It is almost surprising and intriguing to see that, as proven in this 

chapter, self-regulation is actually viable in China which has strong government control being 

present. The thesis argues that it is this environment where freedom of contract is absent and 

government possesses the ability to control any part of the economy as it wishes, namely the 

lack of protections for private properties, that strongly drives the desire for self-regulation of 

private equity industry in China as if the industry does not regulate itself extremely well, it is 

crystal clear that Chinese government will step in and the pleasant self-regulation will cease 

to exist with the heavy regulation shadowed upon its future as happened in the UK and the 

U.S.. 

According to the above viability analysis of foreign private equity’s self-regulation in China, 

it is suggested that the incentive structure for implementing self-regulation is complete and 

the conflict of interest issues could be well controlled. However, although the self-regulation 

is implementable, the details of implementation still need to be specified according to the 

unique situations in China. The next part of the chapter intends to explore the establishment 
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of organizations which can be used or set up to achieve self-regulation of foreign private 

equity in China. 

5.4.2 The establishment of the SRO and its supervision organization  

As mentioned above, although the Measures for Registration of Private Equity Fund 

Managers and Record-filing of Funds (Trial) has come into force, it does not involve 

measures regulating foreign private equity and it has no specific measures regarding self-

regulation establishment. This part of the chapter will explore the specific authorities’ 

establishment of the SRO for the foreign private equity industry in China and also that of its 

supervision authority.  

Nonetheless, it is suggested at the same time that such advice of establishment hereunder 

should be written into law to make it enforceable in that as mentioned above, no freedom of 

contract and rule of law exist in China as two basic principles to uphold the execution of self-

regulation so that government will not unnecessarily step in and interfere. Hence, relevant 

provisions written into a new law will make sure, to a certain extent, that self-regulation 

could be and should be enforced in the industry without unnecessary government interference 

as long as self-regulation is efficiently conducted. 

5.4.2 .1 The functions of the SRO 

The thesis argues that the functions of the SRO should include the powers of rulemaking, 

implementation of rules so enacted and arbitration. The SRO of foreign private equity should 

function within the circle of foreign private equity instead of the whole private equity 

industry in China in order to operate efficiently considering the big difference, such as the 

governing laws and regulations, between foreign private equity and domestic private equity. 

However, it is open to discussion that whether the newly formed SRO of foreign private 

equity should be one branch of the SRO of the whole private equity industry in China, which 
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does not exist at present. The following is the specified functions of the SRO argued by the 

thesis: 

5.4.2.1.1 The power of rulemaking 

In the UK and the U.S., the FINRA and the FSA, both SROs, have powers to enact rules 

governing the operation in the financial market 53 . Moreover, like Chinese securities 

exchanges, the securities exchanges in the UK and the U.S. are all SROs, although the nature 

of securities exchange in the U.S. has been widely criticised due to its high dependence on 

the SEC54.  

The experience from the UK and the U.S. could be utilised to serve the construction of the 

foreign private equity SRO in China. As mentioned above in the advantages of self-regulation, 

the SRO has the advantage of knowledge of the private equity industry operation in contrast 

with the government regulation as its members are also operators in the industry. Conferring 

the power of rulemaking on the SRO could make the most use of its advantage and at the 

same time, the power of amending and annulling the rules enacted by the SRO should be 

conferred on the competent government authority so as to control the conflict of interest 

embedded in the industry. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that explicit rules of sanction should 

be enacted. Otherwise, effective self-regulation of the industry is hard to maintain.55 

53 See Roberta S. Karmel, ‘Should Securities Industry Self-Regulatory Organizations Be Considered 
Government Agencies?’ (2008) Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper No. 86 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1128329> accessed 21/03/2014. See also Ben Petet, 
Company Law (2nd, Longman, 2005) 347. 
54 See Roberta S. Karmel, ‘Should Securities Industry Self-Regulatory Organizations Be Considered 
Government Agencies?’ (2008) Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper No. 86 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1128329> accessed 21/03/2014. 
55 See A. A. King and M. J. Lenox, 'Industry Self-Regulation without Sanctions: The Chemical Industry's 
Responsible Care Program' [2000] Acad Manage J. In a study of the Chemical Manufacturers Association's 
Responsible Care Program, the authors investigated the predictions of these two contradictory perspectives. 
Their findings highlighted the potential for opportunism to overcome the isomorphic pressures of even powerful 
self-regulatory institutions and suggested that effective industry self-regulation is difficult to maintain without 
explicit sanctions.  
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5.4.2.1.2 The power of implementation 

In the UK and the U.S.56, the SROs have broad power to investigate violations and impose 

sanctions on securities firms57. For instance, in the U.S., SRO sanctions vary from censure to 

suspension even a permanent bar of broker-dealers. Moreover, the sanctions mentioned are 

similar to the sanctions which can be imposed by the SEC and violations of the SRO rules 

can also lead to criminal prosecutions.58 The SROs in the UK and the U.S. having such a 

strong power could give them the status of authorities when they enforce rules, which can 

make the rules’ implementation more efficient. However, the distance between the SROs and 

the government authorities should be kept in order to keep the independence of SROs. 

Otherwise, once the SROs become merely an arm of the government authorities, its 

duplicative nature will make its regulation less effective.59 

Also, the experience from the UK and the U.S. can be used to build the foreign private equity 

SRO system in China. The SRO in question should be conferred on the power of rules’ 

implementation, including violations investigation and sanctions, so as to make it more 

effective. Meanwhile, the independent status of the SRO should be maintained considering 

there is no difference between the government authority and SRO if the latter’s independence 

is lost.60  

56 The FSA has no powers under financial sanctions legislation. However, under its financial crime objective, it 
has oversight of the systems and controls firms have in place to reduce the risk of breach of financial sanctions. 
See PLC Financial Services, 'Financial sanctions: FSA thematic work' (Practical Law Company 2013) 
<http://uk.practicallaw.com/5-507-2174> accessed 21/03/2014. 
57 See Roberta S. Karmel, ‘Should Securities Industry Self-Regulatory Organizations Be Considered 
Government Agencies?’ (2008) Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper No. 86 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1128329> accessed 21/03/2014. See also Ben Petet, 
Company Law (2nd, Longman, 2005) 347. 
58 For example, D. L. Cromwell Inv., Inc. v. NASD Regulation [2002] 279 F.3d 155 (2d Cir. ). 
59 See Roberta S. Karmel, ‘Should Securities Industry Self-Regulatory Organizations Be Considered 
Government Agencies?’ (2008) Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper No. 86, 67 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1128329> accessed 21/03/2014. 
60 The question how the neutral status of the SRO can be kept will be addressed later in this chapter.  
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5.4.2.1.3 The power of arbitration 

The SROs in the UK and the U.S. have been conferred on various levels of arbitration power. 

For example, the members of stock exchanges in the U.S. were required to resolve disputes 

among themselves through internal arbitration by the Supreme Court in 1987 61  and 

arbitration has been a condition of being a member of an SRO62. 

The advantage of conferring the power of arbitration for disputes among members on the 

SRO is that it can deal with the disputes in a more efficient and professional way. With the 

knowledge regarding private equity required for arbitration, it is much easier and quicker for 

SRO conducted arbitration compared to a non-relevant third party tribunal which may not 

possess the same amount of experience and knowledge required, especially in the newly 

developed foreign private equity industry. Further, conferring the power of arbitration on 

SRO can also increase its authoritative status among its members and enhance its rules’ 

implementation effectiveness.  

The arbitration can be conducted by the arbitration bureau established under the SRO, whose 

member should be selected by the board of directors of the SRO.  As to the scope of 

arbitration, it should include the disputes among foreign private equity members that between 

members and its clients. Moreover, as of the application scope, whether the arbitration can be 

applied to disputes between members and other domestic private equity firms should be 

further discussed in that it might be better for such disputes to be solved by another SRO for 

the whole private equity industry in China. 

61 See Shearson/Am. Express v. McMahon, 482 U.S. 220 (1987) and Rodrigues de Quijas 
v. Shearson/Am. Express, Inc., 490 U.S. 477 (1989). 
62 See Roberta S. Karmel, ‘Should Securities Industry Self-Regulatory Organizations Be Considered 
Government Agencies?’ (2008) Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper No. 86, 44 < 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1128329> accessed 21/03/2014. 
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5.4.2 .2 The board of directors of the SRO 

As analysed above, the functions of the SRO should consist of three main powers. 

Nonetheless, it is obvious that the three functions should be, more or less, carried out by the 

board of directors. Hence, the establishment of the SRO is to be analysed by this part of the 

chapter. 

The board should be the brain of the SRO and its member selection should be balanced in 

order to achieve the neutrality and independence thereof. The thesis argues that the selection 

of the board should be the power of the foreign private equity industry instead of that of the 

government authority, angling to prevent the authority from changing the SRO into its arm by 

selecting only the members acting on its behalf. From another perspective, as the SROs in the 

UK and the U.S.63, the budget of the SRO should come from its own members instead of 

government funding so as to keep its status as SRO. Hence, if the members pay for the 

function of the board, they should be vested in the power of member selection.  

Nevertheless, the members elected should be constrained. The thesis argues that the board of 

directors should consist of two thirds of independent directors and one third of directors from 

the industry64 in that if the entire board comprises directors from the foreign private equity 

industry, their independence and neutrality would be compromised in some circumstances 

where adverse decisions need to be made against some major foreign private equity players 

as their positions as directors could be threatened by them. However, if the entire board 

comprises independent directors, then the opinions from the foreign private equity industry 

could hardly be reflected in the board. Hence, in order to maintain the independent status of 

the SRO and its knowledge regarding the foreign private equity industry, a mix of board 

63 See Joel Seligman, 'Should Investment Companies Be Subject to a New Statutory Self-regulatory 
Organization?' [2005] 83 Wash. U. L. Q. 1115, 1125. 
64 The NYSE and the NASD are with industry selection of independent and industry representatives. 
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members should be adopted. Meanwhile, the function of the SRO should be monitored by 

competent government authority in order to keep its independence.  

5.4.2 .3 The establishment of competent government authority and its functions 

It can be seen from the above analysis that the normal function of the SRO does not solely 

depend on the SRO. The effective supervision from the authority is also essential. This part 

of the thesis intends to explore the reasonable establishment of such authority for the foreign 

private equity SRO and the functions thereof. 

The thesis argues that such government authority should be set up under the current CSRC65 

as a new department. Its main function should be to supervise the effective and efficient 

operation of the SRO of foreign private equity through examining the rulemaking, 

implementation and arbitration process by the SRO and in order to exercise its functions, it 

should be conferred on the power of examining, amending and voting down the rules enacted 

by SRO and the power of correcting errors occurred in the implementation and that of 

overruling the arbitration results through the complaints from the parties in the arbitration, 

which will require establishment of a complaint system. In order to achieve all this, the 

authority should have the power of investigation. Generally speaking, it is suggested that the 

functions of the government authority in question is similar to that of the FSA. In the UK, the 

FSA has the power to supervise, investigate firms according to the Supervision manual in the 

65 The China Securities Regulatory Commission, authorised by the State Council. ‘The China Securities 
Regulatory Commission, a ministry-level unit directly under the State Council, regulates China's securities and 
futures markets with an aim to ensure their orderly and legitimate operation. The commission consists of 18 
departments, a general force of enforcement, 3 centres and a public offering review committee consisting of 
professionals and experts both inside and outside. It sets up 36 regional bureaus throughout the country in 
provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities directly under the central government, and cities under separate 
state planning, as well as 2 offices for securities regulation in Shanghai and Shenzhen.’ See the China Securities 
Regulatory Commission, 'The China Securities Regulatory Commission Dedicated to Protecting Investors' 
Rights and Interests' (CSRC 2008) <http://www.csrc.gov.cn/pub/csrc_en/about/> accessed 21/03/2014. 
Moreover, according to a recent circular by the State Commission Office for Public Sector Reform in June, 2013, 
the power of supervising the operation of the venture capital/private equity industry in China should belong to 
the CSRC. However, for the specific establishment of the authorities, the circular did not specify. It should be 
noted that the circular’s intention is to regulate and supervise the industry directly instead of through the SRO 
advised. See Circular of Clarification of Responsibilities in Supervising the Private Equity Industry, 2013. 
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FSA Handbook as mentioned above and part 11 of the FSMA 2000 respectively. Moreover, it 

also has the Financial Ombudsman Service which could be found in section 225 of the FSMA 

2000 as a function to react to complaints made by consumers in the financial services sector. 

However, in terms of the supervision, it is noteworthy that the supervision from the FSA for 

the firms has been accused of being too “light” and not positive enough66. The FSA adopted 

the risk based approach and it basically conducted risk assessment for each firm it regulated. 

However, its negative and “light touch” approach was not enough to spot the risks before 

they emerged and when the risks did emerge, it would be too late for anything to be done. 

Therefore, the thesis argues that the powers of supervision and investigation should be 

exercised positively by the authority to prevent any risk from taking place.  

Meanwhile, it should be noted that the object of such supervision and investigation should be 

the SRO per  se instead of each individual firm as established above it is not efficient for the 

authority to directly regulate firms. Also, although it is the tight regulation should be run by 

the authority but it is suggested that it would not affect the operation of the private equity 

industry as it is the SRO being heavily regulated instead of the private equity firms 

themselves. More importantly, as mentioned above regarding the Financial Ombudsman 

Service, the complaint system should be established for the authority so as to save the time 

and energy brought by lawsuits67. The thesis argues that the complaints could be made by 

both customers of firms and individual firms against either the firms or the SRO itself. 

However, the complaints made by customers of firms should be appeals as they would have 

to go through the complaint system of the SRO in the first place. Such an organ handling 

complaints should be established as a separate entity from FSA to maintain its independence. 

66 See Alastair Hudson, The Law of Finance (1st, Thomson Reuters, London 2009) 9-40. The FSA 
acknowledged that its failure to stress-test the new business model of the Northern Rock led to the bank being 
exposed in the sub-prime mortgage markets. 
67 Ibid 9-56. 
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Moreover, judicial review by competent courts should also be made available to 

complainants in case they are not convinced justice has been achieved.     

Although tight regulation from the authority to the SRO is suggested above, it is vital to make 

sure the proper strength of the regulation is implemented. Such supervision from the authority 

could not be either loose or excessive. Loose supervision might give the conflict of interest 

issue a chance to breathe and cause the self-regulation to be less effective. Vice versa, 

excessive supervision may force the SRO to be merely an arm of the government authority 

and cause it to be less sufficiently responsive to the needs and concerns of the foreign private 

equity industry68. The best position for the authority is to impose necessary and effective 

regulation against the SRO and leave enough leeway for the SRO to conduct self-regulation. 

The question, however, is how to impose necessary and effective regulation without 

interfering with the operation of the private equity industry. The thesis argues that the 

experience on the UK side should be used to tackle the issue. In the UK, high-level principles 

are used by the FSA to regulate the authorised firms. It started from the implementation of 

the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive in the UK in the form of the Conduct of 

Business Sourcebook69. Although it is a form of the “light touch” style it does not entail the 

loose regulation in China. For complying with the Conduct of Business Sourcebook, firms in 

the UK were asked to create their own compliance mechanisms and the FSA judged the 

compliance situation of firms by general principles70. The firms were uncertain about the 

results of such regulation as general principles could be translated roughly or precisely 

68 See Roberta S. Karmel, ‘Should Securities Industry Self-Regulatory Organizations Be Considered 
Government Agencies?’ (2008) Brooklyn Law School, Legal Studies Paper No. 86, 67 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1128329> accessed 21/03/2014.  The author worries that 
there is a danger that FINRA will be insufficiently responsive to the needs and concerns of the securities 
industry, and will become merely an arm of the SEC. Should this occur, the duplicative nature of SEC and SRO 
regulation of broker-dealers will make such regulation inefficient and ineffective. 
69 As mentioned above, the directives by the EC are transported to the UK mostly in the form of the FSA 
Handbook and the Conduct of Business Sourcebook is this kind. 
70 For general principles, see Alastair Hudson, The Law of Finance (1st, Thomson Reuters, London 2009) 9-17-
9-29. 
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according to the will of the FSA. Thus, the regulation of authorised firms by the FSA has 

been transferred from negative box-ticking regulation to positive principle-based regulation71. 

The thesis argues that such positive principle-based regulation could be used to supervise and 

regulate the SRO effectively with fewer costs and the way of achieving this is the method of 

examining uncertain sample firms under the supervision of the SRO quarterly or every half a 

year or both to make sure the self-regulation is working properly. The point of using the high-

principles while conducting sample examination is to use the fear for rigid translation of 

high-principles by the authority and consequently enhance the level of compliance among the 

private equity firms without directly regulating them.   

To sum up, strong direct regulation from government against the foreign private equity 

industry is not recommended as the necessity is untenable and instead, the thesis argues that 

self-regulation should be employed as an effective way of regulating foreign private equity. 

Moreover, upon the analysis conducted above, the factors achieving the self-regulation within 

one industry are complete in foreign private equity industry in China and it is promising that 

self-regulation could be achieved with reasonable establishment of relevant organizations and 

government authorities.   

5.5 Conclusion  

The private equity industry has been accused of risks embedded in its operation system 

endangering the whole financial system, including corporate governance concerns, systemic 

risk, transparency issues, conflict of interest and some other risks. Especially, after 2008, 

when the financial crisis released its power, developed countries, such as the UK and the U.S. 

enacted and promulgated a litany of laws and regulations to impose various restrictions and 

obligations on private equity firms and its funds, angling to regulate the previous relatively 

71 Ibid 10-07. 
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unregulated industry. As proven, the reason was simple: ‘when a fight breaks out in a bar, 

you don’t hit the man who started it. You clobber the person you don’t like instead’.  

The whole private equity industry was simply used as a scapegoat of the financial crisis for 

the government and it was severely over-regulated. The Dodd-Frank Act and the AIFMD 

imposed a litany of heavy restrictions on the operation of the private equity industry and it is 

still under heavy regulation. Nevertheless, upon the analysis for the deemed risks of the 

private equity industry and the detrimental effects of the measures proposed and imposed, the 

conclusion is that the measures are disproportionately enacted against the industry. It could 

not be denied that the industry has some possible minor side-effects in its operation, such as 

some “quick flips” appeared in the past. However, such heavy regulations do not seem only 

targeting the minor side-effects. Instead, it would regulate the whole industry substantially 

and unnecessarily and decrease its effectiveness in operation. The benefits so brought seem to 

be not worth a discussion compared to its possible detrimental effects as analysed. 

However, if direct heavy regulation could not be justified, the question then is the identity of 

the new way of regulating private equity industry. This chapter used two general legal 

principles to try to ascertain such a way of regulation and it found out that self-regulation is 

the only available way of regulating private equity in China. Self-regulation, unlike strong 

government regulation, would not severely adversely affect private equity returns and firm 

performance and bring the effect of heavy regulation which is nearly as large as that for the 

financial crisis period 72. Nonetheless, the problem with self-regulation is the conflict of 

interest issue embedded in the private equity system which might turn the self-regulation to 

merely a measure of escaping government regulation. Hence, the thesis analysed the 

incentive structure within the industry and drew a conclusion that effective self-regulation 

72 See D Cumming and S Zambelli, ‘Private Equity Performance under Heavy Regulation’ (2012) 27 
<http://ssrn.com/abstract=2056786> accessed 20/03/2014. 
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could be achieved based on the present situation. Meanwhile, it should be noted that although 

the incentive structure is complete, the system still needs another layer of supervision from 

relevant government authorities to strengthen the structure and ensure that the conflict of 

interest issue could be effectively controlled.  

This chapter also argued that self-regulation could also be employed in the foreign private 

equity system in China and analysed the possibility of achieving it. In order to achieve self-

regulation of foreign private equity, the SRO in question should be conferred on the power of 

rulemaking, implementation and arbitration and the member selection should be balanced in 

order to achieve the neutrality and independence of the board of directors and the SRO. More 

importantly, a competent government authority needs to be established so as to supervise the 

proper and effective operation of the SRO. 
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Chapter 6 The optimization of the exit system of foreign 
private equity in China 

  



Chapter 4 and 5 involve the improvement of the regulation system of foreign private equity in 

China. However, compared to the regulation system, the divestment system of the private 

equity industry might be more of importance as only in the divestment step all the preparation 

carried out beforehand can be paid off and the system thereof could directly affect the 

efficiency of such a step. 

6.1 Exit mechanism as a whole 

This chapter is dedicated to exploring better possible exit mechanisms for foreign private 

equity within China and experience will be drawn from the UK and the U.S. so as to facilitate 

the construction of the foreign private equity exit system. The whole exit system for private 

equity in the UK and the U.S. is more reasonably established and multi-layered than the exit 

system for foreign private equity in China. The chapter will focus more on the regulation side 

of the market establishment of the private equity exit mechanism instead of the legal side 

thereof1. However, the thesis argues that in order to achieve an overall efficient exit system, 

both the legal side and the regulation side should be improved at the same time so they can 

work together to push the divestment of private equity investment to a higher level via both 

change of details of law and that of the diversity of the market regulation. Hence, it is 

suggested that the discussions of the law and market regulation regarding the exit system are 

equally important to the development thereof and it takes the change of both to fulfil the 

purpose of the chapter. It could be seen from the introduction chapter that the boundaries 

between law and regulation in China are blurry as due to the fast development of economy, 

new forms of economic activities are being produced frequently and it is simply not possible 

1 For the legal side of the divestment system, please see the article by Professor Wei Shen. Wei Shen, 'China's 
Dilemma: How Can a Weak Company Law Regime Support a Strong Market for International Private Equity 
Investments? A Real ‘Piggybacking’ Case' [2010] Business Law International 195-226. Professor Wei Shen 
discussed the possibilities of achieving preferred stock/preference shares system in China to help foreign private 
equity investors divest through some features of preferred stock/preference shares system, such as dividends 
preference, information rights. 
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to make a new law to regulate every new kind of activity 2 . Under this circumstance, 

regulations are being used as an effective, efficient and quasi-law tool to regulate these new 

activities and at the same time, they could maintain the stability of law when it comes to a 

policy change. Hence, on a certain level, regulations could be regarded as laws in China 

especially in private equity industry.  

Before confronting the drawbacks of the exit system for private equity industry in China and 

exploring the experience of the UK and the U.S. markets, frequently used ways of exiting a 

private equity investment will be scrutinised hereunder angling to pave the road for later 

discussions.  

6.1.1 Roads of divestment 

Several routes could be exploited to meet the needs of divestment of a private equity 

investment and every single one of them has its own features, such as different returns, 

lengths of time. 3  In order to establish a sound and multi-layered exit mechanism with 

efficient rules for the private equity industry, every type of divestment road should be well-

established. The main roads of divestment most frequently used by the private equity industry 

are as follows: 

6.1.1 .1 IPO 

As mentioned in the first chapter, private equity firms would typically seek divestment 

through IPOs in the hope of maximising its divestment profits due to the fact that the price 

would usually rise drastically in a successful IPO for the portfolio companies, which can 

rarely be seen in other divestment routes. However, exiting through an IPO also has its flaws. 

2 The frequent change of regulations regarding foreign private equity could be a convincing testament to this. 
See 1.2.2 The history of development of foreign private equity in China.   
3 Ranko Jelic and Mike Wright, 'Exits, Performance, and Late Stage Private Equity: the Case of UK 
Management Buy-outs' [2011] European Financial Management 560, 571. 
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An IPO will be subject to one or several lock-up periods4 and as a result, cash return to the 

fund in question will be delayed and the fund may be a victim of the price variations between 

the IPO and the cash return5.  

It is also noteworthy that the use of IPO is also different in the UK and the U.S. and China. In 

the UK and the U.S., IPO is not considered as vital as it is in China in that as mentioned in 

the first chapter, buyout takes the main form of private equity in the UK and the U.S. and 

minority investment takes the main form of private equity in China6. Therefore, the private 

equity firms in China do not gain control of the investee companies and the actual owners 

thereof would prefer IPOs over selling their companies to third parties. Meanwhile, private 

equity firms in the UK and the U.S. have the control over their portfolio companies and IPOs 

and trade sales are equally attractive as long as divestment could be achieved. Moreover, it 

should be noted that after the financial crisis and the Euro sovereign debt crisis, the trend in 

divestment through IPO for the private equity industry is that challenges will be seen in 

Europe and Asia7, but the U.S. market is gradually warming up and ready to see more IPO 

exits.8  

6.1.1 .2 Trade sales 

Trade sales in private equity means that portfolio companies of private equity firms achieve 

divestment through buyouts by other third parties, usually strategic buyers. On one hand, 

trade sales has long been the major exit route for the private equity industry in the UK and the 

4 See 1.2.2.2 The expansion period of foreign private equity (1999-2006) and Eli Ofek and Matthew P. 
Richardson, ‘Large the IPO Lock-Up Period: Implications for Market Efficiency and Downward Sloping 
Demand Curves’ (2000) 1, <http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=207908> accessed 28/03/2014. 
See also Clifford Stephens and Christopher Dussold, ‘An Examination of Multiple or Staggered Lockups and 
Rule 144 Trading Restrictions’ (2007) 1, Louisiana State University research paper. 
5 Amanda Onions, Andy Treavett and Sarah Stewart, 'Private Equity in UK (England and Wales): Market and 
Regulatory Overview' (Practical Law Company 2011) <http://corporate.practicallaw.com/4-500-5750> accessed 
28/03/2014. 
6 See 1.1.2 The differences between VC and buyout. 
7 See Bain & Company, 'Bain & Company's Global Private Equity Report 2013' (Bain & Company 2013), 50 
<http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-private-equity-report-2013.aspx> accessed 17/03/2014. 
8 Ibid. 
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U.S. in both the value and volume of deals achieved. Even in the past three years when 

corporations were building up a huge amount of dry powder, strategic exits took a higher 

proportion of all the buyout exits than they did in the golden years before financial crisis.9 On 

the other hand, the importance of trade sales can also be seen in recent years in China for 

exiting private equity investment as less private equity deals in China are achieving 

divestment through IPO and more and more deals are exited via strategic buyouts.10  

6.1.1 .3 Secondary management buyout (sponsor to sponsor deal) 

Secondary management buyout could be defined as a sale of a portfolio company under a 

private equity firm’s management to another private equity firm. This divestment route was 

less a common one but it has been gaining attention and deal volume from private equity 

firms in the UK and the U.S.11. The reason behind this phenomenon was that a huge amount 

of capital was delayed and stuck in most funds during the financial crisis12 and the Euro 

sovereign debt crisis and the dry powder has been desperate to rush into new projects in the 

hope of making profits via divestment.13 Hence, secondary management buyout became one 

of the choices of exiting investment with abundant capital behind numerous funds. It is not 

9 Ibid p49. 
10 In 2011, there were 150 exits backed up by private equity and 135 of them achieved divestment through IPO, 
which was already 15.6% lower than the ratio in 2010. In 2012, there were 177 exits backed up by private equity 
and only 124 of them made through IPO.  In 2013, there were 228 exits by private equity and only 41 of them 
were made through IPO. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2011' (Zero2ipo 2011) 
<http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/693.shtml> accessed 16/03/2014, Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity 
Report of China in 2012' (Zero2ipo 2012) < http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/774.shtml> accessed 
28/03/2014 and Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 2013' (Zero2ipo 2013) < 
http://www.zero2ipo.com.cn/Research/ReportDetails.aspx?ReportID=6bc8155b-f6a8-46f2-a4d1-9f1deaed3504> 
accessed 16/03/2014. It is noteworthy that due to the shutdown of the IPO route in 2013 in mainland China, all 
the 41 IPOs were made on overseas stock markets including Hong Kong in 2013. More importantly, trade sales 
became the most frequently used exit route and 62 exits were made out of totally 228 exits.   
11 Ranko Jelic and Mike Wright, 'Exits, Performance, and Late Stage Private Equity: the Case of UK 
Management Buy-outs' [2011] European Financial Management 560, 591. 
12 It is often referred to as dry powder. 
13 Bain & Company, 'Bain & Company's Global Private Equity Report 2013' (Bain & Company 2013), 1 
<http://www.bain.com/publications/articles/global-private-equity-report-2013.aspx> accessed 17/03/2014. 
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hard to predict that sponsor to sponsor deals will continue to surge in both the three 

countries14 considering the warm economy coming back.  

It goes without saying that there are other ways existing alongside the three major exit routes 

listed above, including recapitalization, management buyout and liquidation. Nevertheless, 

these exit routes do not possess meaningful functions to the purpose of this chapter. As 

mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, this chapter is to land on the improvement of the 

private equity exit system in China. Hence, considering all the other exit routes are not 

primarily used by the private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. and China and they are 

more related to individual contract arrangements between private equity investors and their 

portfolio companies instead of the tangible establishment of private equity exit mechanism, 

they will not be part of the discussion regarding drawing experience from the UK and the U.S. 

private equity exit market to benefit the establishment thereof in China.    

6.1.2 Specific exit routes used in the UK and the U.S.  

Three main exit routes have been listed and explained above and in order to draw experience 

from the UK and the U.S., specific exit markets used in the two countries following the two 

exit routes15 should now be introduced. However, due to the fact that the U.S. IPO markets 

were developed earlier and in a bigger scale, it will be introduced in the first place. 

6.1.2 .1 IPO 

The U.S. and the UK have the most well-established and multi-layered IPO markets in the 

world. The IPO markets of the U.S. comprise various securities exchanges designed for 

enterprises with different scales and financial backgrounds. The U.S. has 15 national 

securities exchanges registered with the SEC under Section 6(a) of the Exchange Act (1934). 

14 It is noteworthy that in China scenario, secondary management buyout could only be referred to as sponsor to 
sponsor deal due to the fact that buyout funds only exist in theory.  
15 The route of secondary management buyout will be addressed later in this chapter. 
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The main ones are the NASDAQ Stock Market LLC (NASDAQ) and New York Stock 

Exchange (NYSE). Both the NASDAQ and the NYSE have multi-layered stock markets with 

different listing requirements facilitating listing needs of enterprises of various types and 

scales. For example, the NASDAQ currently has three markets enterprises can list their stock 

on. The NASDAQ Global Select Market and the Global Market have the highest listing 

requirements for mature enterprises to raise capital 16. Meanwhile, the NASDAQ Capital 

Market has the lowest listing requirements and it only requires the net income of 

US$7500000 for the enterprise to be listed17. More importantly, the NASDAQ OMX group is 

also about to launch the BX Venture Market which provides listing for start-up companies 

not qualified to be listed on the NASDAQ Capital Market18. It is also noteworthy that the 

NASDAQ also support dual listing for companies currently listed on other national securities 

exchanges given that the companies in question should fulfil the NASDAQ’s relevant 

markets’ initial listing standards19. 

On the other hand, the NYSE has three markets for enterprises to list on. The NYSE big 

board has the highest listing requirements featuring US$75 million revenues for the most 

recent fiscal year20 and the NYSE Arca has lower listing standards featuring US$50 million 

revenues the most recent year or two of last three years21. Moreover, the NYSE MKT has the 

lowest listing standards featuring only US$750,000 pre-tax income most recent year or two of 

16 See NASDAQ, 'NASDAQ Listing Standards' (NASDAQ 2014) < 
https://listingcenter.nasdaqomx.com/home.aspx> accessed 30/03/2014. 
17 Ibid. 
18 See BX Venture Market, 'Initial Listing Standards' (BX Venture Market 2014) 
<http://www.bxventure.com/companies/> accessed 30/03/2014. The BX Venture Market only requires 1 year 
operating history and $1 million in equity or $5 million in assets for the balance sheet in their initial listing 
requirements. 
19 See NASDAQ, 'Dual List on NASDAQ' (NASDAQ 2014) < 
http://nasdaq.cchwallstreet.com/NASDAQTools/PlatformViewer.asp?selectednode=chp_1_1_4_3&manual=%2
Fnasdaq%2Fmain%2Fnasdaq-equityrules%2F> accessed 30/03/2014. 
20 See NYSE, 'Listing Standards and Fees' (NYSE 2014) <https://usequities.nyx.com/listings/list-with-nyse> 
accessed 30/03/2014. 
21 Ibid. 
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last three years.22 However, notwithstanding the fact that the abovementioned well-known 

securities exchanges are already multi-layered and well established, the U.S. still has a litany 

of other national stock exchanges facilitating various enterprises’ listing needs23.  

Compared to the U.S.’s myriads of IPO markets, the securities exchanges in the UK are 

limited in its quantity but not in its establishment considering the UK’s limited territory and 

its status as the private equity centre of Europe. The UK has one stock exchange with two 

markets. The first one is the main market designed for larger, more established companies 

with high listing standards requiring 3 years’ operating history covering 75% of business with 

the market capitalization requirement of GBP700000. Nevertheless, one important difference 

between the securities markets in the U.S. and the securities markets in the UK is that both 

the main market and the Alternative Investment Market (AIM) require companies to be listed 

to have sufficient working capital for least the next 12 months. The second market of the 

London Stock Exchange is the AIM created for smaller growing companies. Due to its low 

listing requirements featuring no requirements of market capitalization, income, revenue and 

profits, it has been the most successful growth market in the world. More than 3,000 

companies around the world have selected to be a member of AIM since it was created in 

1995 24 . However, notwithstanding its low capital requirements, it does require 3 years’ 

operating history and sufficient working capital as mentioned above.25 

22 See NYSE Euronext, 'NYSE MKT Listing Standards' (NYSE Euronext 2014) 
<http://usequities.nyx.com/listings/list-with-nyse/nyse-mkt-listing-standards> accessed 30/03/2014.  
23 Such as the NASDAQ OMX BX, NASDAQ OMX PHLX, BATS Exchange, Inc, BATS Y-Exchange, Inc, 
Chicago Stock Exchange, International Stock Exchange and National Stock Exchange. These stock exchanges 
are approved by SEC and some of them can also trade stock listed on NASDAQ and NYSE and at the same time 
trade its regional stock, such as the Chicago Stock Exchange. See Chicago Stock Exchange, 'FAQ' (Chicago 
Stock Exchange 2014) <http://www.chx.com/content/Inside_CHX/Gen_FAQ.html> accessed 30/03/2014. 
24 AIM, 'AIM' (London Stock Exchange 2014) <http://www.londonstockexchange.com/companies-and-
advisors/aim/aim/aim.htm> accessed 30/03/2014. 
25 The source of the listing rules above is from the EC Consolidated Admission and Reporting Directive. It was 
implemented by part 6 of FSMA2000 and the FSA listing rules. 
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In summary, the IPO markets in the UK and the U.S. are established according to the needs 

of different scales of companies and provide private equity investors with enough 

opportunities to exit their portfolio companies through IPO. However, as mentioned above, 

IPO is not the only way for private equity divestment given its time-consuming feature26 and 

the fact that it is much more expensive than other exit routes27 and in the UK and the U.S., 

trade sales are actually the most frequently used exit route. Hence, this chapter will also 

explore the trade sales exit mechanism in the two countries. 

6.1.2 .2 Trade sales 

Trade sales could be conducted either directly between private equity firms and individual 

enterprises or in a trading platform accommodating relevant deals between private equity 

firms and individual enterprises. The first type of trade sales should not be involved in this 

chapter as it is conducted directly between private equity firms and individual enterprises and 

is not directly related to the establishment of the exit system as a whole. As to the second 

type of trade sales performed, this part of the chapter will explore its establishment in the 

U.S.28 

26 Time required for going public for enterprises varies from 6 months to 24 months in the UK, U.S. and China. 
Furthermore, lock-up periods will prevent transfer of shares of original shareholders for at least another 6 
months in the three countries. For the requirements of lock-up periods, see 1.2.2.2 The expansion period of 
foreign private equity (1999-2006). 
27 In order for enterprises to be listed on a security exchange, listing fees and annual exchange fees are required. 
For example, in the UK, enterprises whose market capitalization is between £50 to 250 million should pay 
maximum listing fee of £127, 600 which equals £375 per million and the higher the market capitalization of the 
enterprise is , the higher the listing fee is. For enterprises whose market capitalization is over £500 million, 
maximum £440, 000 listing fee should be paid. Moreover, for annual exchange fees, enterprises listed should 
pay from £5000 to £50, 000 based on their market capitalization. See London Stock Exchange, 'Admission and 
Annual Fees' (London Stock Exchange 2014) <http://www.londonstockexchange.com/companies-and-
advisors/listing/fees/fees.htm> accessed 03/04/2014. 
28 As the U.S. has the most efficient trade sales markets in the world and its counterparts in the UK are less 
developed.  
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The relevant market in the U.S. for trade sales is the OTC markets29, which include OTCQX, 

OTCQB and OTC Pink. OTCQX has the highest listing requirements and the other two have 

lower requirements30. It is worth to mention that there are different tiers among the OTC Pink 

market and each tier is given a different standard of information disclosure and reporting 

method31. The reasons of all the different markets and tiers are assigned are that, on one hand, 

companies will be encouraged to list on the market with the highest listing requirements and 

therefore the environment of more efficient capital allocation will be achieved32. On the other 

hand, more tiers of markets could meet the listing needs of companies in various financial 

situations. The buyers and sellers in the OTC market are linked by the OTC Link, which is an 

electronic interdealer quotation system trading securities. Furthermore, most of the securities 

listed on OTC Link could also be found on the OTCBB33. OTCBB could display real-time 

quotes, last sale prices and other relevant information for most OTC securities.  

As analysed above, the trade sales exit market in the U.S. is also multi-layered and supported 

by real-time quotation systems. The IPO markets and the trade sales market in the UK and 

the U.S. are sufficient in both numbers and establishment to support the exit needs of private 

equity firms investing in companies with different financial backgrounds. However, the 

situation in China is subtler and experience could be drawn from the UK and the U.S. to 

facilitate the establishment of the IPO markets and trade sales market in China. The next part 

29 Only securities not listed on any national securities exchange in the U.S. can be traded on OTC markets and 
broker-dealers choose to list and trade securities on the OTC markets instead of companies themselves. 
However, broker-dealers are usually required by companies to trade their securities.  
30 For example, the OTCQX is SEC reporting but the OTCQB is SEC, Bank or Insurance Reporting. In order to 
be listed on OTCQX, companies must meet the QX listing requirements but for companies to be listed on 
OTCQB, no additional requirements are needed. 
31 According to the different standards of information disclosure and reporting method, the three tiers are OTC 
Pink Current Information, OTC Pink Limited Information and OTC Pink No Information. The lower the tier is, 
the less the information is disclosed and the higher the investment risk will be.  
32 See Securities and Exchange Commission, 'SEC Concept Release: International Accounting Standards' (U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission 2000) <http://www.sec.gov/rules/concept/34-42430.htm> accessed 
03/04/2014. The SEC stated that ‘throughout this effort, we have been steadfast in advocating that capital 
markets operate most efficiently when investors have access to high quality financial information.’ 
33 OTC Bulletin Board, also known as FINRA BB. It is operated by FINRA. 
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of this chapter will be devoted to the establishment of a more reasonably established IPO 

markets and trade sales market in China. 

6.1.3 Comparison and advice to the private equity exit system in China 

6.1.3 .1 IPO markets 

China’s IPO markets consist of three securities exchanges, which are Shanghai Stock 

Exchange (SSE), Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE) and Hong Kong Exchanges (HKEx). 

Hong Kong Stock Exchange was established in 194734 and it was long before Hong Kong 

became one part of China in 1997. HKEx has been developing for over 60 years since the 

incorporation of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and it is one of the most well-established 

stock exchanges in the world. Hence, for the purpose of this thesis, HKEx will not be directly 

involved and advice to the IPO markets would only be given to the SSE and SZSE.  

It was mentioned above that both the NASDAQ and the NYSE have several separate markets 

with different listing standards facilitating different listing needs. For example, the NASDAQ 

BX Venture Market and the AIM have very low listing standards specifically designed for 

start-up companies with a bright future and not strong financial background. The success of 

the stock markets in the UK and the U.S. are due to the multi-tier mechanism of the listing 

requirements and the thesis argues that this is also the reason currently restricting the 

development of the stock exchanges in mainland China. The current stock exchanges in 

China do not have a wide range of IPO markets facilitating listing needs of enterprises with 

different financial backgrounds. Small companies with private equity investment could only 

34 The Association of Stockbrokers in Hong Kong was established in 1891 and the Hong Kong Stockbrokers' 
Association was established in 1921. The two exchanges merged to form the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in 
1947. Hong Kong's Financial Secretary announced a market reform of the stock and futures markets. Under the 
reform, The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (SEHK), Hong Kong Futures Exchange Limited (HKFE) 
demutualised and together with Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited (HKSCC), merged under a 
single holding company, HKEx. See HKEx, 'History of HKEx and Its Markets' (HKEx 2010) 
<http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/exchange/corpinfo/history/history.htm> accessed 04/04/2014. 
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IPO by developing into big companies meeting listing requirements or lining up for the 

limited listing opportunities in the ChiNext35.  

The SSE is designed for mature companies with strong financial background and it requires 3 

years’ operating history, aggregate profits of over RMB30 million for the last three years and 

the share capital no less than RMB50 million36. Only a fraction of companies with private 

equity investment could divest through SSE every year37. On the other side, the SZSE has 

three markets and each market has a different standard designed for various companies. The 

main board and the SME board (small and medium-sized enterprise) are designed for mature 

companies with stable cash flow, requiring that ‘total share capital before the offer should not 

be less than RMB 30 million, being profitable in the last three consecutive years with net 

profits no less than RMB 30 million in aggregate and revenue in the last three financial years 

should exceed RMB 300 million in aggregate’38. It is obvious that there is no difference 

between the main board and the SME board regarding capital requirements and the 

characteristic of multi-tier is not seen. The ChiNext is the third market under SZSE and it is 

designed for start-up companies seeking capital injection supporting their growth. Its capital 

requirements are less rigid39 than the main board and the SME board but not significantly less 

35 See 2.1.1 The definition of the RTI route. 
36 As mentioned in the first chapter (1.2.1.2 .2 Foreign private equity firms which have branches in China), 
Chinese law enforces the registered capital system. The registered capital of a company should be subscribed by 
its shareholders according to its shares in the company and once paid in, the registered capital could not be 
moved. Share capital basically means the paid-in registered capital of the company. RMB50 million share 
capital is a relatively high requirement as the capital could be moved or used once paid in and if a company 
could satisfy such a requirement and still have enough cash flow, it indicates that the company is in good 
financial condition. 
37 22 enterprises in total with private equity investment divested through SSE in 2012. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s 
Private Equity Report of China in 2012' (Zero2ipo 2012) < http://research.pedaily.cn/report/pay/774.shtml> 
accessed 28/03/2014. As mentioned above, no enterprises exited through domestic stock exchanges due to the 
shutdown of the IPO route in mainland China. See Zero2ipo, 'Zero2ipo’s Private Equity Report of China in 
2013' (Zero2ipo 2013) < http://www.zero2ipo.com.cn/Research/ReportDetails.aspx?ReportID=6bc8155b-f6a8-
46f2-a4d1-9f1deaed3504> accessed 16/03/2014. 
38 See ChiNext, 'Listing Requirements' (ChiNext 2014) 
<http://www.szse.cn/main/en/ListingatSZSE/ListingRequirements/> accessed 05/04/2014. 
39 Capital requirements of the ChiNext: 
 (1) It must have been profitable in the most recent two consecutive years, with accumulated profits no less than 
RMB 10 million and in continued growth; or the issuer must have been profitable in the most recent year with 
net profits of no less than RMB 5 million and revenues of no less than RMB 50 million, and its revenue growth 
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enough to meet the needs of private equity or foreign private equity investors investing in 

start-up companies.  

As analysed above, on one hand, SSE is only suitable for mature enterprises and it does not 

have multi-tier markets fitting small or medium sized enterprises as the NASDAQ possesses. 

On the other hand, the SZSE does have three different markets accommodating companies 

with various financial backgrounds but the main board and the SME board do not draw a 

clear line between capital requirements for mature enterprises and that for small and medium-

sized companies. As to the ChiNext, notwithstanding the fact that its capital requirements 

drop to share capital RMB30 million compared to the requirement of RMB50 million of the 

main board, it is still a high threshold for start-up companies with private equity investment 

in China especially considering that private equity would only conduct minority investment 

in China. For example, while the AIM and the BX Venture Market, as mentioned above, have 

much lower capital requirements and also other lower requirements to suit the needs of start-

up companies, the SME board and the ChiNext are still mainly working for medium-sized 

companies judging from their relatively high requirements. Hence, the thesis argues that SSE 

should establish two new IPO markets with different capital requirements suiting listing of 

medium-sized and start-up companies. Moreover, the SZSE should draw a clear line for the 

SME board and the ChiNext between capital requirements for medium-sized enterprises and 

that for small and start-up companies and the capital requirements listing on ChiNext should 

be further lowered in order to fit the financial situation of start-up companies. By carrying out 

such a reform, both the SSE and the SZSE would be exchanges with three tiers’ IPO markets 

rate for either of the most recent two years must have been no less than 30%. Net profits should be calculated 
based on the amount before or after deducting non-recurring profits and losses, whichever is smaller; 
(2) It must have net assets of no less than RMB 20 million at the end of the most recent reporting period  with 
no uncovered losses;  
(3) It must have a total share capital of no less than RMB 30 million after the IPO. 
See ChiNext, 'Listing Requirements' (ChiNext 2014) 
<http://www.szse.cn/main/en/ListingatSZSE/ListingRequirements/> accessed 05/04/2014. 
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and the problem that companies have to join the long queue for listing on a market40 could 

substantially be alleviated. Thus, a multi-tier IPO markets could be established and 

enterprises with different financial backgrounds could gain more opportunities to achieve 

IPOs and more importantly, foreign private equity investment in China could be further 

improved in both deal volumes and quantities considering a better exit market. Furthermore, 

the problems that enterprises seeking listing opportunities overseas using the VIE model 

mentioned in the second chapter could also be alleviated to some extent41.    

It is also noteworthy that besides the high listing requirements of market capitalization and 

the blurry line of capital requirements between mentioned markets, the lock-up period might 

be another stumbling block to the development of the foreign private equity exit market in 

China. As mentioned in the first chapter, in the U.S., on one hand, the law has no 

requirements regarding the restriction of stock transfer after an IPO by a company except for 

unregistered sale under Rule 144, which requires a company has to be a reporting company 

for at least three months before it can conduct unregistered sales (a company should 

immediately become a reporting company under Rule 144 after it is listed, which typically 

gives the Rule 144 sale a three month lock-up period). On the other hand, the underwriters 

would normally require companies to be listed to sign lock-up agreements with a period of 6 

months.42 The situation is different in the UK to that in the U.S. as the average lock-up period 

thereof is 12 months43, which is much longer than the requirement in the U.S.. Nevertheless, 

according to Hafiz Hoque and Meziane Lasfer, lockups are relatively longer in the UK but 

40 See 2.1.1 The definition of the RTI route. 
41 As mentioned in the second chapter, companies seeking listing opportunities overseas is due to the facts that 
domestic listing is hard to achieve as there is always a long queue and high capital requirements and with the 
restriction of the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment forbidding foreign investors to invest 
in certain areas. See 2.3.3 The VIE model. 
42 See 1.2.2.2 The expansion period of foreign private equity (1999-2006). 
43 See Hafiz Hoque and Meziane Lasfer, ‘Insider Trading before IPO Lockup Expiry Dates: The UK Evidence’ 
(2009) City University London Working Paper, 1 < https://www.cassknowledge.com/research/article/ipo-
lockup-arrangements-and-trading-insiders > accessed 07/04/2014. 
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more insider sell and buy trades were seen before the lock-up expiry dates.44 This indicates 

that although the lock-up period is typically longer in the UK than that in the U.S., private 

equity investors in their portfolio companies would still seek early divestment opportunities 

through early sell and buy trades. Moreover, early sell trades by private equity investors of 

their shares in listed companies would not indicate worse performance of the companies in 

the market after the early sell. In fact, early sell trades normally indicate better return of the 

companies’ shares in market45. Hence, the length of the lock-up period does not matter much 

in terms of maintaining the performance of the invested companies in question and longer 

lock-up period would, to some extent, hinder the retrieval of the capital invested and 

reinvestment thereof.          

In China, according to article 142 of the Company Law, the original shares issued before the 

company goes public must not be transferred within 1 year starting from the day the company 

goes public in a stock exchange. During the term of office of the directors, supervisors and 

senior managers of the company, shares transferred thereby each year should not go over 25% 

of the total shares he holds in the company. The shares held by the above persons must not be 

transferred within 1 year starting from the day the company goes public in a stock exchange. 

Moreover, according to article 5.1.5 of the listing requirements of the Shanghai Stock 

Exchange46, when the issuer applies to it for going public, controlling shareholders and its de 

facto controller should not transfer the issuer's original stocks issued before the IPO within 36 

months from the day the company goes public. However, as mentioned in the first chapter, 

foreign private equity investment in China are almost all minority investment and foreign 

private equity investors in the situation of IPO could not be controlling shareholders so the 

44 Ibid p38. The authors in the study analysed insider trading within lockup options using a hand-collected 
unique sample of 831 UK IPOs from 1999 to 2006. 
45 Ibid p39.  
46 See SSE, ' Rules Governing the Listing of Stocks on Shanghai Stock Exchange' (SSE 2008) 
<http://english.sse.com.cn/listing/stocks/requirements/> accessed 06/04/2014. 
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lock-up period for foreign private equity investors in IPO is 1 year in China subject to its 

shareholders’ status in the company 47 . Hence, according to the above analysis in the 

preceding paragraph, the thesis argues that the IPO lock-up period in China should be 

relatively shortened so as to better facilitate the reinvesting needs of foreign private equity 

investors and thus, the exit market of private equity investment in China could be more liquid 

and active.   

Last but not the least, as mentioned above, NASDAQ also support dual listing for companies 

currently listed on other national securities exchanges given that the companies in question 

should fulfil the NASDAQ’s relevant markets’ initial listing standards48. In the UK, due to its 

limited territory and two stock exchanges engaging in different functions, due listing between 

the main market and the AIM is objectively impossible to achieve. However, in China, the 

SSE, SZSE and the HKEx all can serve the listing needs of mature enterprises but dual listing 

could only be achieved between SSE, SZSE and the HKEx49 with the exception of dual 

listing between SSE and SZSE. It should be noted that although dual listing could be 

achieved between mainland and Hong Kong, mainland is a much bigger market with more 

potential investment50. Hence, the thesis argues that dual listing should be achieved between 

SSE and SZSE so as to establish a more liquid exit market. According to R. C. Stapleton and 

M. G. Subrahmanyam, dual listing could effectively suppress market imperfections and 

achieve capital market equilibrium by eliminating barriers between markets and expanding 

financing channels 51 . Yakov Amihud, Haim Mendelson and Lasse Heje Pedersen also 

47 If the foreign private equity investor is also a director, supervisor or senior manager in the company in 
question, transfer of shares of such an investor should be subject to the 25% requirement mentioned above. 
48 See 6.1.2.1 IPO. 
49 Dual listings between SSE, SZSE and the HKEx are achieved by enterprises from mainland listing on HKEx 
in the first place and then dual listing on SSE or SZSE. 
50 See Yanbing Qi, 'HKEx Nine of the Best Ten IPO All from the Mainland' (Daily Edition 2012) 
<http://www.garft.com/nine-years-hkex-ten-ipo-from-the-mainland-peoples-insurance-topped> accessed 
08/04/2014.  
51 See R. C. Stapleton and M. G. Subrahmanyam, 'Market Impefections, Capital Market Equilibrium and 
Corporate Finance' [1977] 32 J. Finance 307, 313. 
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pointed out that greater liquidity of securities could decrease the transaction costs and 

increase the value of companies52. Therefore, dual-listing could also increase liquidity and 

companies’ value by connecting two different markets and the resources thereof to facilitate 

the securities trading.  

Moreover, Robert C. Merton indicated that the more information to the listed company is and 

the wider the investor base of the listed company is, the more value of the company in 

question will be achieved.53 Dual listing could spread more information about the listed 

company in question as different markets require different information enabling listing and 

more investors could be involved as investors typically are attached to a particular market to 

invest. Hence, with the increased information and investor base, the value of the company 

would be increased by dual listing and at the same time, foreign private equity investors 

would be more likely to exit through domestic markets as they can achieve divestment more 

easily with more investors. All in all, as analysed above, with the advantages of dual listing, 

the thesis argues that dual listing should be launched between SSE and SZSE so as to achieve 

a better exit mechanism. More importantly, the thesis argues that dual listing should be 

arranged between different markets of the two exchanges so as to facilitate dual listing of 

enterprises listed in different markets instead of dual listing for mature enterprises only. By 

achieving dual listing between SSE and SZSE in their three-tier markets, foreign private 

equity investors investing in start-up companies, medium sized companies and mature 

companies could all benefit from a better IPO exit mechanism.    

In summary, angling to deal with the problem of the lack of multi-tier exit market mechanism, 

the thesis argued that SSE should establish two new IPO markets with different capital 

52 See Yakov Amihud, Haim Mendelson and Lasse Heje Pedersen, 'Liquidity and Asset Prices' [2005] 1 Found. 
Trends Financ. 269, 317. 
53 Robert C. Merton, 'A Simple Model of Capital Market Equilibrium with Incomplete Information' [1987] 42 J. 
Finance 483, 492-493. 
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requirements suiting listing of medium-sized and start-up companies. Meanwhile, SZSE 

should draw a clear line for the SME board and the ChiNext between capital requirements for 

medium-sized enterprises and that for small and start-up companies and the capital 

requirements for listing on ChiNext should be further lowered in order to fit the financial 

situation of start-up companies. However, it should be noted that although the advice 

regarding the general direction of development of the exit mechanism has been given, 

specific procedures as to the details of establishing new IPO markets are not within the scope 

of the thesis in that it requires lengthy discussions and it is more related to financial 

techniques instead of the exit mechanism as a whole for foreign private equity investors. 

Moreover, as to the problem regarding the relatively long lock-up period, the thesis analysed 

the advantages of shorter lock-up period and argued that it should be relatively shortened so 

as to better facilitate the reinvesting needs of foreign private equity investors and thus, the 

exit market of private equity investment in China could be more liquid and active. Last but 

not the least, the thesis scrutinised the benefits of dual listing and argued that dual listing 

should be launched between SSE and SZSE so as to meet the needs of divestment of foreign 

private equity investors in a better way. By optimising the multi-tier structure of the IPO 

markets, shortening the lock-up period and arranging dual-listing, foreign private equity’s 

IPO exit mechanism will be enhanced to a new level in China.  

However, as mentioned above, in order to achieve a better exit market as a whole, it is not 

enough to merely enhance the IPO markets without involving the trade sales market as trade 

sales are the most frequently used divestment route for private equity in the UK and the U.S. 

and the second most common route in China54. The next part of the chapter is to embark upon 

the reform of the trade sales market of private equity industry in China. 

54 See 6.1.2 .1 IPO. 
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6.1.3.2 Trade sales market 

As mentioned above, OTC has a three-tier market for trading equities and each tier has a 

different listing standard in order to encourage high standard listings and meet various listing 

needs.  

Similar to OTC, China has a quasi-OTC trading system, equity exchange centres55. These 

centres were established in different cities and they mainly served the trading needs of SOEs. 

Since the reform of the non-tradable shares of SOEs in 2005 in China, the needs for trading 

state held shares have been increasing sharply.  However, there are still a plethora of 

problems related to equity exchange centres compared to the OTC. Firstly, since they mainly 

served the trading needs of SOEs, the trading needs of non-SOEs were ignored and the real 

purpose of equity exchange centres facilitating trading needs of most unlisted companies has 

failed. Secondly, relevant laws and regulations regarding evaluating trading companies and 

the supervision thereof were not well enacted and implemented. For example, as to the 

supervision, unlike the OTC which is mainly regulated by the Financial Industry Regulatory 

Authority and the SEC, some equity exchange centres are regulated by local departments of 

finance while some others are regulated by the State-owned Assets Supervision and 

Administration Commission of the State Council or other relevant authorities in China.  The 

lack of a centralised regulation authority has made the supervision of the centres counter-

productive and in confusion. Last but not the least, unlike the OTC, separate centres without a 

central information system disseminating the information regarding trade sales in other 

centres make investment decisions of strategic buyers or other buyers harder to make as all 

the information needs to be collected from different centres before decisions are made.   

55 These centres scattered all around China engage in selling equities, assets of enterprises listed. Similar to OTC, 
they could also be categorised into three tiers. The first tier is central level equity exchange centres in Beijing, 
Tianjin, Shanghai and Chongqing. The second tier is provincial equity exchange centres. The third tier is 
municipal equity exchange centres.   See for example, China Beijing Equity Exchange Group, 'About Us ' 
(CBEX Group 2010) <http://www.cbex.cn/article/AboutUs/> accessed 10/04/2013. 
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The thesis argues that two remedies could be utilised to tackle the problem. The first one, 

obviously, is to enhance the whole equity exchange centre system to the OTC level. This 

entails the shift of the priority of equity exchange centres from serving trading needs of SOEs 

to that of private enterprises and reconstruction of the whole system to a single integral 

system with a real-time quotation system displaying all the trade information from all around 

the country. Moreover, it should be regulated by one competent authority56 so as to enhance 

the enactment and implementation of relevant laws and regulations as mentioned in the 

preceding paragraph. However, although such a reform could bring the trade sales market to a 

new level more efficient and private-oriented, private equity’s exit needs still cannot be fully 

met as investors and sponsor to sponsor deal buyers57  in the trade sales market would still 

have to carry out research to gain the knowledge regarding the specific shareholders of their 

target companies and thus, the efficiency of the trade sales market would be discounted 

especially for sponsor to sponsor deals.  

Hence, based on the first remedy, as the second remedy, the thesis argues that a separate 

board solely engaging in trading shares of companies with private equity investment should 

be established under the trade sales market built according to the first remedy58. It should be 

noted that although the board in the second remedy is separate from the main board in the 

newly established trade sales market, companies with private equity investment should be 

listed on both boards so as to facilitate investment needs of investors who have general 

investment interest not confined to companies with private equity investment. Thus, such a 

trade sales market for unlisted companies could effectively meet both the exit requirement of 

companies with private equity investment seeking trade sales and that of normal companies 

56 In the current scenario, the best competent authority is the CSRC. See 2.2 The laws and regulations governing 
the RTI route. 
57 See 6.1.2.1 IPO. 
58 PwC recently launched a trade sales pilot programme in Shanghai aiming to link corporate acquirers with PE 
portfolio companies to facilitate trade sale exits. See PEI, 'PwC Pilots China Trade Sale Platform ' (Private 
Equity International 2013) <www.privateequityinternational.com/Article.aspx?article=74790 > accessed 
11/05/2014. 
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without private equity investment. The above remedies argued by the thesis are based on the 

experience of the U.S. and yet they have never been seen in the development history of 

private equity and such a reform should bring more divestment opportunities for foreign 

private equity investors seeking trade sales59.                  

6.2 Conclusion 

This chapter is centred on the discussion of improving the exit mechanism of foreign private 

equity in China and it approached this question from two aspects, the IPO market and the 

trade sales market. In order to pave the road for the later discussion regarding the advice for 

the regulation rules development of the IPO market and the trade sales market in China, the 

background information of the IPO markets and the trade sales markets in the UK and the 

U.S. was introduced and a comparison study between the establishment of the two markets in 

the UK and the U.S. and that in China was conducted.  

Compared to the IPO markets in the UK and the U.S., its counterpart in China is less multi-

tiered, with higher listing requirements for start-up companies, longer lock-up period and 

without dual-listing feature. Hence, the thesis argued that in order to enhance the IPO exit 

market for private equity investors, more stock exchanges should be established, lower listing 

requirements should be enforced, lock-up period should be relatively shortened and dual-

listing feature should be made available between the two stock exchanges. More importantly, 

the relevant parts of the chapter provided supporting analysis leading to such suggestions. 

The thesis also gave advice to the development of the trade sales market regarding its 

59 It should be noted that in Shanghai, a secondary market for private equity trade sales is reported to be built to 
facilitate the exit needs of companies with private equity investment not successful in divesting through any 
other possible way. Such a market is different to the market suggested in the thesis as the one suggested is one 
of the major possible exit ways for private equity backed companies. However, the one by Shanghai 
Government is more for distressed private equity investment instead of promising ones. Nevertheless, such a 
measure could also be beneficial for foreign private equity investors in distressed situations with their portfolio 
companies. This is an original idea by Shanghai Government as such a market does not exist in the UK and the 
U.S.. See Clare Burrows, 'Shanghai Plans Secondaries Trading Platform' (Private Equity International 2013) 
<http://www.privateequityinternational.com/article.aspx?article=72451> accessed 18/04/2014. 
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establishment. It argued that a single national OTC-like market should be established and a 

separate board for companies with private equity investment could help improving the exit 

mechanism for foreign private equity investors.  

As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, this chapter focused more on the regulation 

side of the market establishment of the private equity exit mechanism instead of the legal side 

thereof. However, it should be noted that in order to achieve an overall efficient exit system, 

both the legal side and the regulation side should be involved and improved at the same time 

so they can work together as a unit to push the divestment of private equity investment to a 

higher level via both change of details of law, such as preferred stock/preference shares 

system, and that of the diversity of the market regulation.  

6.3 Recap of contributions of the thesis 
 

Before bringing the thesis to the end in the next chapter, it is necessary to make clear and list 

the main contributions of the thesis to make the arguments hereof more absorbable and 

hopefully the main ideas presented in it will come out of other supportive discussions in a 

simple way. As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the whole thesis is devoted to solving 

one problem and one problem only, which is to optimise the legal and regulatory system for 

foreign private equity investment in China and in order to achieve this, the entry, regulation 

and exit parts of the system regarding foreign private equity were, respectively, dealt with in 

chapters 2 and 3, chapters 4 and 5 and this chapter. However, all these original contributions 

in the field presented in this thesis will need to be given an order of importance for the reform 

to be carried out with priority. 

Chapter 4 contributed to the current research in concluding that Dodd-Frank Act and the 

AIFMD could not be justified for implementing disproportionately restrictive measures 

against the industry and such unnecessarily heavy regulation would only produce more costs 
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and fewer benefits. Hence, these two measures should not be considered for regulating 

private equity industry in China where foreign private equity only plays the role of minority 

investment. It went further to search for a possible route of regulation and suggested that, for 

the first time in this area of research, in order to find an effective way, general legal 

principles, rule of law and freedom of contract, should be employed as they are the most 

widely applied principles in the history of every country’s law-making history. Employing 

principles to search for a particular method of regulation is one of the creative methodologies 

applied in the thesis and it has worked out successfully. 

Based on chapter 4, chapter 5, for the first time, suggested with solid proof that, in light of the 

absence of the two principles, self-regulation should be adopted by governments, especially 

Chinese government, considering its feature of high efficiency and low costs with the support 

of government supervision. To make sure self-regulation is enforceable without the problem 

of conflict of interest, the thesis conducted the viability test where for the first time a five-

element incentive structure test was run to test the viability of self-regulation in the industry 

and the result was that self-regulation is viable in all the three countries. However, one 

question may arise as to the reason why self-regulation is also enforceable in China where 

rule of law and freedom of contract are missing to control the power of the government to 

step in and regulate the industry heavily while it has failed to be enforced in the UK and the 

U.S. with the two principles being present in their legal systems. The thesis argued that, 

partly, it is due to the political motivation of the UK and the U.S. governments, but, more 

importantly, the fear of the Chinese government of the industry that under the circumstance 

that freedom of contract and rule of law are missing, it is highly likely that the government 

will get directly involved in the regulation of the industry if it cannot regulate itself to the 

government’s satisfaction. 
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Hence, in terms of the level of creativity and originality, chapters 4 and 5 governing the 

regulation of foreign private equity should rank in the first place of contribution of the thesis 

in that it, for the first time, systematically explained the necessity and reason for employing 

self-regulation and the way of achieving it. The second most important contribution of the 

thesis is the discussion presented in chapter 6 which involves the optimization of the 

regulation regarding exit system for foreign private equity. It, for the first time, explored 

possibly a more efficient and investor friendly exit system from the UK and the U.S. and 

practical regulatory suggestions were also given as to the way to achieve it in China.  

The contribution of the thesis comes in the third place is the discussion of the problem of the 

entry of foreign private equity into China in chapters 2 and 3 and it was suggested that the 

RTI routes and the VIE model are illegal according to Chinese law but, more importantly, 

should remain effective. Chapter 3 also went further to explore the possible permanent cure 

of the problem by looking into the QFLP system and it suggested that the current QFLP is far 

from perfection and, for the first time, suggestions on the improvement of the system were 

given.  

As mentioned above, the most important contribution of them all is the suggestion of using 

the principles of rule of law and freedom of contract to find self-regulation as the only viable 

solution for regulation of private equity in China. However, it should be noted that using the 

two principles as media to find a proper way of regulation in China should not be treated the 

same as using the two principles to solve specific problems in private equity industry in 

China. Solving specific problems with the two principles might be a specific topic deserves a 

separate PhD to be devoted as this topic would be vastly substantially more complicated than 

the depth of a single chapter in the thesis. Hence, the thesis argues that such a topic should 

not be stepped onto in detail in this thesis. Instead, far more work should be done exclusively 

on this area and it simply exceeds the scope of the thesis which is mainly to use the two 
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principles to find self-regulation as a viable solution of regulation and make general 

suggestions to the development of foreign private equity in China according to the principles. 

However, it should be noted that although detailed examples of using the principles to solve 

specific problems could not be provided due to the scope of the thesis, examples of using the 

two principles to solve general problems are already provided in each chapter of the thesis. In 

chapters 2 and 3, it was mentioned that myriads of contradictory laws and regulations 

governing foreign private equity were made in China throughout the years of its development. 

Such laws and regulations made the direction of development of foreign private equity in 

China seem obscure and vague and consequently hindered the investment of foreign private 

equity investors. According to rule of law and freedom of contract, least laws and regulations 

should be used to govern an industry when necessary and myriads of laws and regulations 

made by Chinese government obviously went against the requirement of the two principles. 

So, if a law governing the regulation of private equity in China is made in the future and the 

two principles are mentioned in the contexts, it can be known that laws and regulations 

mentioned above would stop being effective due to the fact that, as proven in the thesis, 

private equity industry does not deserve heavy regulation, not to mention contradictory 

regulation. Hence, the solution by the two principles to chapters 2 and 3 would be to lessen 

laws and regulations governing the industry and make them coherent.  

The problem identified in chapters 4 and 5 is the coming into force of the unnecessary heavy 

regulations adopted by the UK and the U.S.. Similar to the example provided in the preceding 

paragraph, the two principles indicate that when it is not necessary to regulate an industry, 

laws and regulations should not be made and freedom of economy should be given to the 

industry. Freedom of contract, as said above, on a higher level, is the freedom of economy 

and to give industries enough freedom to take the initiative. State intervention would only be 

counter-productive and repugnant to the trend of development of industries being controlled. 
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It was already proven in chapter 4 and chapter 5 that private equity industry does not need to 

be heavily regulated and for its small defects, only light regulation, in this context as 

suggested, self-regulation with government supervision is needed. Such a way of regulation 

echoes the spirit of rule of law and freedom of contract and the thesis argued that such a style 

of regulation should also be used to regulate private equity in China. It is also an example of, 

generally, using principles of rule of law and freedom of contract to solve problems of 

foreign private equity industry in China.   

The three contributions were evenly distributed in the entry, regulation and exit parts of the 

legal and regulatory system of foreign private equity in China and they form an integral thesis 

on the improvement of the system. However, it should be noted that there were many other 

original proposals made in the thesis but not mentioned here due to the requirement of 

priority and they all contributed to the achievement of the three main contributions led by the 

self-regulation of foreign private equity in China.   
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As mentioned in the beginning of the thesis, the whole thesis is centred on one question and 

one question only: how to optimise the legal system for foreign private equity in China. The 

thesis, essentially, is based on various legal questions occurred in the path of development of 

foreign private equity and thus fundamentally narrowed the scope of itself to make the 

analysis effective and efficient. Through the process of analysing, it is obvious that there are 

many gaps and holes present in the current legal system for foreign private equity investment 

in China and the thesis is devoted to solving the problems so identified. 

In the first chapter, it was made clear different definitions and scenarios related to private 

equity and foreign private equity in China and the foundation was laid for later discussions. 

Concepts such as VC and buyout, reasons leading to their differences in the three countries 

and the history of foreign private equity in China all contribute to the understanding and 

analysis in later chapters throughout the thesis as seen. Foreign private equity was introduced 

in the second section of this chapter and the thorough understanding of it played a vital role 

in the whole thesis as foreign private equity, as an exclusive phenomenon of private equity, 

exists in China due to the existence of the rigid foreign exchange control policy and the 

Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment. Although foreign exchange control 

policy was often seen before 1990s in developing countries, it is not in its prime anymore as 

mentioned in the first chapter.  

Chapter 1 firstly defined foreign private equity in terms of the original place of incorporation 

and it proceeded to present the history of foreign private equity in China which had not been 

done before and it could be seen that the development of foreign private equity in China also 

echoes the development of the Chinese economy. Through analysing its history, the problems 

in the path of foreign private equity’s development became obvious and the various 

investment routes used by both domestic and foreign investors were also mentioned in its 

history of development. The chapter picked the two most widely used and controversial 
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routes mentioned in the history of development of foreign private equity in China to be 

analysed in the second and third chapter to commence with the thesis. 

The second chapter concentrates on the RTI route, post-RTI routes and most importantly, the 

VIE model. This chapter is tightly connected to the first chapter as it landed on the history 

issue brought up in the first chapter. As creative ways of listing enterprises abroad under the 

restriction of the domestic listing rules and foreign exchange control policy, these investment 

routes were invented to bypass domestic regulations and achieve the goal of going public. 

However, the nature, legitimate or illegitimate, of such investment routes was widely argued 

among the industry and law academics.  

This chapter, approaching the issue, firstly thoroughly scrutinised the way the investment 

routes in question works in as a foundation for later discussions. It was found through 

scrutinising that the nature of such investment routes invented was to bypass the restrictive 

laws and regulations such as the Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment and 

achieve the goal of being listed on overseas stock markets. It was then argued, for the first 

time in the research of this area, that such investment routes were illegal by nature in that 

according to article 58 of the General Principles of the Civil Law, civil acts performed under 

the guise of legitimate acts conceal illegitimate purposes are null and void should not be 

legally binding from the very beginning. After finding out the illegitimate nature of the 

investment routes, the chapter came to the question of the necessity of banning such 

investment routes based on their illegitimate nature and it was argued that although such 

routes does not abide by the law in nature, it is not reasonable to ban the routes from being 

used in that as illustrated, the intention of the Chinese government banning the routes could 

not be justified considering such routes does not pose risks to national security at all. 
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The third chapter is more of an extension to the second chapter in nature as it mainly dealt 

with the unsolved problem in the second chapter which is the question of how to make 

foreign private equity invest in China efficiently without using the routes and breaking the 

law. However, before proceeded into finding solutions for the problem, the chapter also 

tested other investment routes existed alongside RTI and VIE to see if there was any efficient 

way of achieving direct investment present. However, the result turned out to be 

disappointing as all the other tested investment routes either did not achieve direct investment 

for foreign investors or had been banned by government. Hence, this chapter had a look at the 

QFLP system as a remedy and it argued that two major pilot regulations in China regarding 

QFLP could be improved to a better level.  

The chapter firstly introduced the concept of QFLP and the way it works under the current 

regulation regime. It currently is the only way capable of keeping the foreign exchange 

control policy and at the same time, making direct investment for foreign private equity 

investors viable. Nonetheless, the current pilot programmes being implemented in Beijing 

and Shanghai are flawed and do not achieve the effect they should have been delivering. The 

chapter argued that the main problem is the relatively low limitation of investment allowance 

and it further made a litany of suggestions to the further development of the pilot 

programmes and QFLP in China. 

It could be seen from chapter 2 and chapter 3 that along the long history of foreign private 

equity’s development in China, an effective and efficient regulation framework did not and 

does not exist and that is the reason why problems in chapter 2 and chapter 3 occurred. Hence, 

chapter 4, getting to the bottom of the problems in chapter 2 and chapter 3, focused on 

finding a regulation system for foreign private equity, or more extensively, the whole private 

equity industry in China. However, due to the limitation to the length of the thesis, it would 

not be possible to list every article in the law of regulating foreign private equity in China. 
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Instead, it is possible to set a tone for regulating foreign private equity and private equity 

industry in China.  

Chapter 4 had a look at the 2008 financial crisis and the consequent heavy regulation for 

private equity industry in the UK and the U.S. and it argued that heavy regulation against 

private equity industry is neither reasonable nor proportionate and China should not adopt a 

selection of heavy regulation. It was proven in the chapter that heavy regulation would bring 

more damage to the industry than benefits and more importantly, heavy regulation after 

financial crisis was no more than a politically motivated campaign and private equity should 

never have been rendered under disproportionate heavy regulation. However, it could not be 

omitted that, as proven in the chapter, this industry does produce some minor side-effects 

every now and then and it still needs to be regulated but, in a different and more efficient way.  

Chapter 4 further argued that in order to find a rational style of regulating private equity, 

general legal principles of law should be employed to find the coordinates of such a style as 

every legislature is based on certain legal principles. The chapter chose the common 

principles of rule of law and freedom of contract and it found that the two principles of law 

actually do not exist in China. The question then became how to regulate foreign private 

equity in China without the help of the two principles and at the same time, achieve the 

effects of as having the two principles on board. Chapter 5 at the beginning came up with the 

solution of self-regulation.  

Self-regulation, on one hand, could solve the problem the industry brings and on the other 

hand, would not hinder the development of private equity as heavy regulation does. However, 

the problem of self-regulation is its embedded conflict of interest issue which requires a 

certain incentive structure to control. The chapter, for the first time, used the five-element 

incentive structure which was originally used by Saule Omarova in analysing the self-
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regulation regime in nuclear power and chemical manufacturing industries to analyse the 

existence of the incentive structure inside the private equity industry and it came up with the 

conclusion that self-regulation could be supported by the current industry and the incentive 

structure does exist in the UK, U.S. and China. Furthermore, chapter 5 went on to explore the 

construction of self-regulation mechanism in China for the whole private equity industry and 

it also gave suggestions to the future SRO in China regarding its functions and operation. 

However, it should be noted that such an exploration of the SRO was not a detailed one and it 

was only to find the entrance for the detailed legislature to come in. 

Chapter 6 involved another important aspect of foreign private equity in China and it was 

more related to the first three chapters than to the fourth one as they were all devoted to the 

development of the divestment legal system in China. However, due to the reason that 

chapter 6 centred on a different aspect of the exit system to the focal point of chapter 2 and 

chapter 3, it was put after chapter 5 instead of following behind the two chapters.  

Chapter 6 was mainly focusing on improving the regulations of stock markets and trade sales 

markets in order to achieve a better constructed divestment system for foreign private equity 

investors. Compared to ushering in preferred stock/preference shares, well-established 

regulations of stock markets and trade sales markets could be equally beneficial to investors 

in that as mentioned in the first chapter, most of the private equity divestment was conducted 

on stock markets and more and more divestment was being conducted through trade sales. 

This chapter began by looking at the stock markets and trade sales markets in the UK and the 

U.S. in order to compare them to their Chinese counterparts and it further analysed relevant 

provisions in China for the sake of comparison. Through conducting the comparison, it was 

found that many discouraging provisions exist in the current regulations of stock markets and 

China is in the desperate need of a national trade sales market for private equity investors to 

expedite trade sales process. Chapter 6 further went on to give suggested details of the 
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establishment of stock markets and trade sales markets and the whole thesis was concluded 

thereon. 

Also, most importantly, it is noteworthy that from chapter 1 to chapter 6, it could be seen that 

the relevant Chinese laws and regulations on foreign private equity are far from perfection 

and vital basic elements are missing in the current system. The lack of consistent policies 

could be found throughout the chapters. In chapter 1, the lack of consistent policies due to the 

absence of basic legal principles could be found in the introduction of the history of foreign 

private equity in China. Inconsistent policies from the central government changed back and 

forth stretching from the entrance period to the recovery period of foreign private equity in 

China. Foreign private equity was firstly allowed to enter into China with the assistance of 

Sino-foreign equity joint venture and it further expanded into a much larger size with the 

promulgation of the PCAFBIE and the wide use of RTI routes. However, the trend turned 

quickly and foreign private equity was then literally banned from investing in China due to 

the promulgation of the ADEFIP which obstructed the RTI routes and the VIE model and 

among the reasons was also the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008 which substantially 

restricted the power of foreign private equity to invest. Shortly after, in 2009, due to the 

creation of the ChiNext in 2009, RMB funds went viral among foreign private equity groups 

and it began to thrive again under the influence of the policy change from central government.  

As seen in the preceding paragraph, fluctuant measures were constantly made by the central 

government and it tells the story that the legislative organs of the central government did not 

abide by the principles of rule of law and freedom of contract. As discussed above in chapter 

4, rule of law requires only law itself to rule and freedom of contract requires only essential 

laws to be made. However, no effective “law” has been made regarding foreign private equity 

in China considering the ones made were merely measures acting as law. Moreover, 

according to the principle of freedom of contract, only one law is needed to render foreign 
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private equity under effective and efficient control instead of myriads of measures changing 

constantly considering the fact that foreign private equity could not pose systemic risks to the 

financial system due to their minority investment feature. Therefore, the thesis argued in 

chapter 5 regarding the regulation of foreign private equity in China that self-regulation 

should be adopted due to the harmlessness of foreign private equity and a law should be made 

stipulating the self-regulation of private equity and foreign private equity.  

In chapters 2 and 3, the RTI route and the VIE model were thoroughly analysed and an 

alternative investment remedy was also suggested. More importantly, the root of the problem 

should not be overlooked. The invention and wide application of the two investment models 

in China was due to the constant policy changes from central government trying to ensure the 

safety of the economy under its governance. However, it both drastically overestimated the 

damage of foreign private equity and underestimated the benefits it could bring and hence the 

current restriction of the two investment routes. The thesis argues that the Chinese central 

government should gradually loosen its control upon the economy and give more freedom to 

let the market itself do most of the work which is also the essence of market economy. A 

stranglehold on the economy is beneficial to pushing it forward quickly in difficult times such 

as a financial crisis but also, such a stranglehold could destroy the economy by putting on too 

much pressure without even the government realising it. However, the pressure needed on the 

economy to make it safe and active at the same time is hard to control and it has been the 

main reason for the last couple of financial crises. Moreover, the constant and frequent 

change of national regulations also indicates that the control imposed by the central 

government upon the legislative organs in China is too strong to give any freedom and 

independence to the law-making bodies. It also indicates the absence of the basic legal 

principles mentioned in the fourth chapter which are rule of law and freedom of contract.  
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Absence of basic legal principles such as rule of law and freedom of contract will be fatal to 

the consistent implementation of laws and regulations if there is any. The thesis argues that 

compared to the lack of laws and regulations regarding foreign private equity, the lack of rule 

of law and freedom of contract as general legal principles needs more attention as laws and 

regulations could be enacted and promulgated much faster than the process of fostering 

general legal principles in a legal system. Especially considering principles such as rule of 

law and freedom of contract are mostly based on the polity in question and without changing 

the way a country is run, it would be baseless to try to develop new laws and regulations as 

they would only be short-lived measures without the support of solid principles and it is most 

likely that such temporary measures will fail as the rule of government would not be as solid 

and long-lasting as the rule of law.  

Even though in chapter 5 the new way of regulating foreign private equity, self-regulation, 

was suggested trying to minimise the influence of the lack of rule of law and freedom of 

contract in regulating foreign private equity, efficient government supervision, which requires 

both the spirit of rule of law and freedom of contract, is still one important part of self-

regulation of the industry. Hence, even self-regulation would have to involve a certain degree 

of rule of law and freedom of contract. However, in the current Chinese law scenario, as 

mentioned in chapter 4, the two principles are missing and it would compromise the 

enforcement of self-regulation suggested to a certain level. The result is that without rule of 

law and freedom of contract, self-regulation could not be fully exercised to the highest level. 

Nonetheless, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph, in order for rule of law and freedom 

of contract to take in shape in a country’s legal system, it would most likely take the change 

of the country’s political regime.  

In the current China, change of the political regime which, in essence, is the change from a 

non-democratic country to a democratic one, is not happening in the near future in that a 
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democracy would require at least two parties with power to rule while there is only one and 

one party only in China with literally all the political power at its disposal at the moment. 

Also, there is no sign for the Communist Party to give its power to another party to achieve a 

multi-party democracy. Therefore, it is not likely for rule of law and freedom of contract to 

form any time soon in China with political situation and economy controlled by the 

Communist Party.  

The thesis has reached its final destination at this point and the dilemma could easily be seen 

above and the question would be: is there any solution to the issue? The answer could not be 

given yet in the thesis due to the limitation of length and as far as it could be seen, the thesis 

argues that it would eventually take the change from a one-party political regime to a 

democracy for the rule of law and freedom of contract to come into being. With the change, 

rule of a single party will turn into rule of a single party overseen by another party and the 

people and eventually rule of law will be realised. Also, economy will come free without 

being planned and consequently achieves freedom of contract which as mentioned in chapter 

4 is more of freedom of economy than simply freedom of contracting. By that time, it would 

be much easier to achieve consistent policies on foreign private equity investment in terms of 

its entry and regulation which basically are the whole thesis for the time being and such an 

achievement in the future in rule of law and freedom of contract is also, the way forward.       
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